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ADDENDUM
To ChaPter 1, Section 3

The purpose of the research was to ascertain the implications for teacher education of

nu¿åtf St"in"r', educational philosophy. The thesis was not approached flom 
1

,pà.in" theoretical perspective but rather from an eclectic mix of approaches that

sêemed to be useful and relevant to the set purpose'

Although I did not considei it necessary to follow a particular research theory or

pror.dir. very closely, I was able to explicate the educational aims and nrethods

lxpounded Uy Stein"is writings and lectures and used this as a basis of critical

"ããrpu.ut*e 
änalysis of what ippeurs to be done in teacher training courses, based on

formal curriculum statements.

By means of questionnaire and interviews I tried to (a) find out how much of Steiner's

eáucational thìory and programme is followed, and (b) whether the differences

discovered resultéd from changed social and educational circumstances.

This approach and method seemed adequate to satisfu the purpose of the research'

ERRATA

Page 120 Line 8: insert 'these' after 'such as''

Page 181 Line 8: delete italics in'in Kiel'
Page l9l Line 10: should be '.-.
Pagelg4 Line 5: shouldbe'...a
píge206 Lines 17-18: delete ita 'Los Angeles'

Page207 Line 15: change 'PaPer' to
Page2l2 Line 3: delete iølics
yaie zao fn l0: change'victoria' to'Geelong' and'Kennis' to'Kemmis'
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F'ORE\ilORI)

AnthroposoPhY, the Waldorf Teacher and Subjectivity

The present writer is an active member of the Anthroposophical Society in Australia,

and iegards Rudolf Steiner's works as a key source of wisdom and insight in his life'

However Waldorf schools have never sought to indoctrinate their students into

Anthroposophy: the majority of parents are not adherents of Anthroposophy, and

teachers are not required to be. Like the contemporary Catholic schools of Australia,

Waldorf schools do not restrict their staff to Anthroposophists, but expect all teachers to

be .in sympatþ with the aims and values' of Steiner-'Waldorf education. It is quite

possible to accept Steiner's ideas on the nature of humanity and on child development,

ànd the broad elements of the curriculum he designed, as the foundation for a type of
schooling, without necessarily assenting to every aspect of Steiner's philosophy.

Likewise it is possible to examine the requirements, and current provision, of
Steiner-Waldorf teacher education, from a critical standpoint which makes use of the

insights of a practitioner, while not requiring the reader to be a 'true believer'. Indeed, it
is one of the aims of the writer to make this study interesting and valuable to educators

beyond the confines of the Waldorf education movement.
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Chapter 1

\Maldorf Teacher Education:
Methodology of the Study

Section 1

Introduction

1. Backsround information

The primary focus of most of the literature on Steiner or 'Waldorf Education - whether

couched in ways variously intending to theorise, compare, inform, expound, or extol -

has been on the question of how children (whether of earþ childhood, primary or high

school years) should be educated. The main aim of this thesis is to explore the question

of how'Waldorf teachers should be educated. In order to begin to tackle this seemingly

straightforward question it seemed logical to begin at the beginning, that is, with the

theory underlying what waldorf teachers wefe being educated for.

Steiner's educational theory is explicit in maintaining that education is about

facilitating the process of becoming more human. But aren't we human enough already?

What does it mean to become more human? How are human beings (for so long referred

to as 'Man') constituted? What is 'Man'? In some ways the trend of the questioning is

reminiscent of and inevitably leads to, the Classical Greek injunction "O Man. Know

Thyself". It was in contemplating these questions that the realisation came of what the

underlying core of the thesis would be. Something had to be said about what Steiner

believed the human being to be, and therefore how the education of the human being

should proceed. More specifically still, how the teachers who were to implement the

I This injunction r¡r'as engraved above the portal of the temple of Apollo at Delphi.
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educational ideas would themselves be educated. But why make a study of what

constitutes an ideal V/aldorf teacher education? Why be concerned about the

implications for teacher education of Rudolf Steiner's educational philosophy and its

practice in Waldorf schools?

One goal of this study is to bring to the attention of a wider readership some of

Rudolf Steiner's ideas. It is wholly appropriate that an educational philosophy as

coherent and internally consistent as Steiner's, and a teaching method as comprehensive

and thoroughly articulated as Waldorf pedagogy, should be more widely known and

understood in educational circles. In Teacher's College or University library shelves,

normally laden with books on educational philosophies, one can hardly find a reference

to Rudolf Steiner or Waldorf education. Even in the context of progressive educational

theory and practice the name of Steiner is barely visible amongst the more popular and

somewhat revered figures of Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Dewey, Neill, Montessori,

and others. One would hardly be aware that the latter three educators were Steiner's

contemporaries. Only a few within the stream of writers on progressive or alternative

educational ideas have ventured to try to penetrate or discuss Steiner's educational

work.2

Steiner education or Steiner schools and V/aldorf education or Waldorf schools

are used interchangeably in this thesis as well as in the Steiner or 'Waldorf 
school

movement. Úr recent times the two names have been combined and the terms Steiner

Waldorf education and Steiner'Waldorf schools are generally used. 'Steiner' of course

2 A notable exception to those who omit to mention Steiner, among the 'mainstream education' writers,

is the text by S. J. Curtis & M. E. A. Boultwood's A Short History of Educational ldeas, University

Tutorial Press, London, 1953. Of the writers in the progressive education sheam, a fair coverage of
Steiner education is provided by W. A. C. Stewart, Progressives and Radicals in English Education,

1750-1970, Augustus M Kelley, New Jersey, 1972'

Chapter I Section I
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refers to the man who articulated the educational philosophy and brought it into

practical expression, and 'Waldorf refers to the name of the very first school which

opened on the grounds of the Waldorf Astoria cigarette factory in Stuttgart, the

founding of which will be discussed in detail in due course.

Knowledge about Waldorf schools varies widely around the world; for example,

they are well known in Germany since Waldorf education began there eighty years ago,

and constitutes the largest non-govemment school movement. However, this widespread

knowledge about and acceptance of 'Waldorf schools is not the case in English speaking

countries like Australia, Great Britain or the United States of America. There are at least

four reasons for the relative obscurity of Steiner Waldorf schools.

o First: After the first V/aldorf school was founded in 1919, it (and subsequent

schools) did not become a member of the New Education Fellowship which,

founded inI92L, included most of the progressive school movement at that time. It

is probable that either the Waldorf school teachers did not know of the existence of

the NEF, or they were not invited, Germany being the recently defeated WWI

enemy. Hence their absence at NEF conferences probably contributed to their

continuing obscurity among the wider community of progressive schools.

. Second: Waldorf schools largely kept to themselves, perhaps believing that they

had a unique educational mission to accomplish, the aim of which was

incompatible with many developments in a world which seemed increasingly to be

adopting materialistic values. For example, the instrumentalist aims and greater

dominance of the economy in education rwas compromising both teachers' and

students' spiritual freedom. V/aldorf schools were probably hoping to maintain, as

Chapter 1 Section I
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one Waldorf educationist wryly commented, 'an educational moral high

ground...in an increasingly laissez-faire world' .3

o Third: After Steiner's death in1925, the growth of Waldorf schools amounted to a

cultural phenomenon, largely proceeding from a 'grass roots' level using local

networks. There was no 'central headquarters' initiating or promoting the

expansion of the Waldorf school movement, and therefore its growth around the

world did not acquire a high profile.

o Fourth: The literature on Waldorf pedagogy was not readily available in English

translation until the 1970s, and what could be purchased was not always digestible

to readers outside of the Waldorf school movement.

Nevertheless, from the early 1970s there was a rapid growth in the number of Waldorf

schools in many countries, including Australia. It was not until the late-1980s and

beyond, with notable exceptions, that efforts were made within the Waldorf Movement

to become less isolated from mainstream education and more visible to government

funding bodies as well as the broader world of what came to be called 'the education

industry', including teachers' unions and academia. Such attempts at bridge building

could be seen in the efforts of a new generation of anthroposophistsa, including some

Waldorf educators, who began publishing their own research in diverse fields,

reinterpreting Steiner's original work or extending it. Some areas of Steiner's work,

such as the Threefold Social Order, were revisited and found currency in such fields as

Business Management, Economics and Social Science. For example, the theoretical

3 Brien Masters, An Appraisal of Steinerian Theory and l(aldorf Praxis: How do they compare,

Unpublished doctoral thesis, University of Surrey, England, 1997 , p' 5
a Tire a-djective derives from the noun 'Anthroposophy', which is the name Steiner gave to his

philosoihy. Chapter 2 Section 2 will give a tuller explanation of Anthroposophy and its principles.

Chapter 1 Section I
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justification for freedom in education could be found in Steiner's Social Theory, and

this theory could help support the resistance to the pervasive influence of economic

rationalism.

Having been one of the founding teachers of a V/aldorf school in the late 1970s,

and further working as a classroom teacher for twelve years, educational administrator,

Waldorf consultant and teacher educator, and having assisted Waldorf school initiatives

to develop, and seen the number of schools grow from five to fifty in Australia in under

twenty years, it became increasingly obvious to me, as I travelled around the country

visiting new schools, that the continued value of Steiner's educational philosophy, and

the integrity of the Waldorf school movement, lay in the quality of the education, both

pre-service and in-service, undertaken by those working in the schools. This then

provided the primary motive for undertaking this research: to interrogate the validity of

my concerns by investigating them from both a theoretical as well as empirical basis.

2. Research auestions

The various practical initiatives in the Waldorf School Movement - from Early

Childhood, through to Primary and Secondary Education - provided a ruruge of fields

from which to choose an area of research. As mentioned above, from the late 1980s an

increasing number of writers began exploring Steiner's ideas and started to review and

reinterpret his views on child development, as well as his practical indications on the

development of a wide range of curriculum areas.

However, little attention was given to the field of teacher education, despite the

fact that its vitality, richness and effectiveness were crucial to ensure that the rapidly

growing number of V/aldorf schools could be staffed with trained Waldorf teachers. It

Chapter I Section 1
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appeared that developing a healtþ education for children took precedence, and rightly

so, but how were the educators to be educated? What constituted best practice in

Waldorf teacher education?

The essential starting point in pursuing these questions must be Steiner's

educational philosophy, and his views and practice in training teachers for the first

Waldorf school. From that starting point, it is also necessary to investigate how the

preparation of Waldorf teachers proceeded after his death, and how Waldorf teachers

around the world are trained today. What are the implications of his philosophy for

teacher education today, over seventy years since his death? How does it relate to a very

different society in which children are growing up? Has Waldorf teacher training kept

up with the times, or has it kept itself isolated from the many developments made in

conventional teacher training? Some of these questions have been raised by many

Waldorf educators and observers, but I believe that this is a first attempt to investigate

them in a sustained, coherent way, with particular reference to one count4r, but having

implications for others.

In order that the research would be relevant and useful to Waldorf teacher

educators in Australia, it was appropriate to focus on Australian 'Waldorf teachers, and

with this focus a ne\M set of questions arose. How did the provision of Waldorf teacher

training develop in this country? 'Where did teachers receive their Waldorf training?

What was the content and nature of the training received by currently practieing teachers

in Australian'Waldorf schools? What do they think about the quality of the training they

received? What do they think were the gaps in their training? What would have to be

added to future training courses to prepare new teachers for the demands of V/aldorf

teaching and Waldorf education today? How are they filling the gaps now that they are

Chapter 1 Section I
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'in service'? Have they undertaken additional training an4 in what kind professional

development do they participate?

One final area of research was the connection (or using the more formal term,

'articulation') of Waldorf and mainstream teacher education. Could V/aldorf teachers be

effectively trained in conventional Faculties of Education in universities? If so, under

what conditions? If not, why not? These were the main research questions which

permeated and directed the studY

Chapter I Section 1



Chapter 1: Section 2

Literature Review and
Existing Research

1. Cateqorising the literature

Over nearly eighty years, the Waldorf Movement, comprising almost 800 schools, over

a thousand kindergartens and 64 teacher training institutions in 26 countries, has

produced and published a considerable body of literature on various aspects of its

educational philosophy and teaching methods, as well as biographical, historical and

various descriptive accounts of its pioneers, founders, teachers, alumni, and the

activities of coordinating organisations, like the Steiner School Fellowship in England

and various Waldorf School Associations in Europe, North America, and Australasia.

The published literature can be into five maior catesories

1) That written bv Steiner or delivered by him in lectures and later published, usually

without having been checked or revised by him. 'Works by Steiner relevant to this

thesis have been extensively used and cited in the footnotes and bibliography.

2) That written bv those who share Steiner's outlook and usually have much practical

experiencrc within the Waldorf School Movement, but who do not set out to

substantiate their view or critique the Movement. Representatives from this category

are too numerous to mention, ranging from the casual writer in a school Newsletter or

contributor to a Steiner education Journal, to well known figures in the 'Waldorf

Movement (though rarely anywhere else). For example, from England, Francis

I Full acl¡rowledgment is given to Dr. Brien Masters for this categorisation of the literature in four of
these categories, in his thesis ln Appraisal of Steinerian Theory and llaldodPraxis, op. cit. p. 7
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Edmunds, John Davy, Roy V/ilkinson, Rudi Lissau and Brien Masters; Europe (in

English translation), the Norwegian Jörgen Smit, the Swiss Heinz Zimmermann, the

Danish Frans Calgren; North America, Hermann von Baravalle, Henry Bames,

Werner Glas, René Querido, Alan Howard, John Fentress Gardiner and Robert

Easton; South Afüca, Ralph Shepherd; and Australia, Alan Whitehead. The authors

named have generally written about aspects of Waldorf education but not

specifically, or in any detail, about Waldorf teacher education.

o A relevant publication for teacher educators, though not specifically directed at

them, is by Coenraad van Houten, an anthroposophically oriented adult educator.

Van Houten wrote Awakening the Will: Principles and Processes in Adult

Learning (1995) which introduces an integrated approach to teacher development.

This innovative approach has been adopted by some schools in their in-service

training courses, as well as being applied, for example in the Anthroposophical

Schooling Course at Emerson College, England, and elsewhere.

. A publication by Peter van Alphen (Director, Centre for Creative Education, Cape

Town, South Africa) titled "The Paradigm Shift: How can we make it happen?"

(undated c. 1997) argued for a new approach to the education of South African

V/aldorf teachers (based on the van Houten approach to adult learning).

3) More works written by those in the same group ¿ts in catesorv 2) for

example, A. C. Harwood's The Recovery of Man in Childhood, and more recently,

Brien Masters, An Appraisal of Steinerian Theory and 
'ï(aldorf Praxis: How do they

compare? This is an unpublished doctoral thesis submitted to the University of

Surrey, England, 1997. Although Masters is a key figure in Waldorf teacher

education in England, the focus of his dissertation is on the extent to which Waldorf

Chapter I Section 2
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theory is practiced in Waldorf schools, so reference to V/aldorf teacher education,

while implicit in his elaboration of the theory and critique of the practice, is either

indirectly or only cursorily mentioned. However, with apparent prescience, Masters

advises, in an impressive list of recommendations, that 'research should be carried

out into the full implications of Steiner's indications regarding teacher training.'2

4) V/orks by those who uphold and who basically advocate Steiner's approach rn a

'cirtícaI' fashion. but who have not emerged out of the V/aldorf classroom and, by

that definition, lack practical experience in V/aldorf education. This category is

represented by Gilbert Childs (1991,1996) from England and Richard Blunt (1995)

from South Africa. Both authors provide a good theoretical overview of Waldorf

education with ample reference material for teachers, and of interest to the novice or

research student. Their sections on the ideals of some progressive educationists and

Steiner's educational ideas in relation to more recent educational thought are also

relevant to the student of comparative education.

. With regard to teacher education, Childs has little to say except that in Appendix

Two of his Education and Beyond (1996) a two paragraph outline is given of the BA

(Hons) Degree in v/aldorf (Steiner) Education at Plymouth university.

o On the other hand, Blunt, in Waldorf Education: Theory and Practice (1995)

includes a general but very useful sub-section on 'Preparation and Training' of

Waldorf teachers. He provides a carefully referenced survey of various comments

made by Steiner but does not attempt to connect these comments to their practical

expression in teacher training centres in, for example, South Africa or elsewhere.

2 See Brien Masters, ibid., Recommendations of steps that mieht be taken towards 'achieving

Waldorf, Appendix Q, p. 359.

The autho. recalls a conversation with Brien Masters at a World Conference for'Waldorf Teachers in

Switzerland, in 1996, during which the subject of our various research interests was discussed.

Chapter I Section 2
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s) The final includes literature written by those who appear to be alienated bv

Steiner' s work. and look at the Waldorf movement with unsympathetic or sceptical

eyes. Their writing is often a rationalisation or justification of what appears to be

their view that Waldorf pedagogy (and whatever else springs from Anthroposophy),

is by definition sectarian and therefore should be read or viewed with suspicion.

Representatives of this outlook include Geoffrey Ahern (1981) and some

commentators in Europe and the USA who publish articles criticising or condemning

V/aldorf education on several web sites on the Intemet, often with the intent to

'expose' Steiner's views as occult, unscientific, or doctrinaire. Their writings

contribute nothing of significance to the topic of this thesis. Steiner's philosophy

includes a metaphysics which has elements of the mystical. It is not necessary to

accept every aspect ofSteiner's thought in order to investigate and evaluate V/aldorf

teacher education.

2 Existing Research

It is evident from the above review of the literature that there is an obvious absence of

material specifically focusing on the education and training of rü/aldorf teachers.

Hovrever, there have been three pieces of research which have come to the notice of the

author and have a direct bearing on the field of V/aldorf teacher education. These have

influenced the writer in his decision to gather some 'hard data' about the nature of

Australian V/aldorf teacher training and the views of V/aldorf teachers about the

working conditions in their chosen vocation/profession.

o The first, German report, is the Teacher Training Report fot 1995196, by the

Advisory Committee on Teacher Training, commissioned by the Bund der Freien

Watdorfschulen (Association of Waldorf Schools in Germany). The report examines

Chapter I Section 2
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the discrepancy between Waldorf teacher supply and demand in Germany and raises

questions about the nature and effectiveness of teacher training courses in that

country with regard to both course content and structure.

o The second is a survey, titled simply Alumni/ae Questionnaire, conducted by the

Teacher Education Committee of the Association of V/aldorf Schools in North

America (AWSNA) and published in 1995. The views of almost five hundred

graduates of V/aldorf teacher training institutes in the US and Canada, were

surveyed. A wide range of topics w¿rs covered, including motivation for becoming a

Waldorf teacher, assessment of the quality of instruction received in teacher training,

and what were called 'burning issues' being faced by Waldorf teachers. Some of the

more pertinent results of the questionnaire are presented in Chapters 6 and 8 of the

thesis and are compared with the responses of Australian teachers to similar

questions and issues.

o The third piece of research, which was coÍlmissioned by the Vrij Pedagogisch

Centrum (Rudolf Steiner Education Centre) in Driebergen, Netherlands, resulted in a

report titled Career prospects for primary school teachers at Rudolf Steiner school

(1996). The researchers gathered quantitative data via questionnaires and qualitative

data through in-depth interviews. The research report presented some alarming data

on the work expectations and stresses on'Waldorf teachers in The Netherlands. Some

of the results were coffoborated by the experiences of the author and by anecdotal

information about the experiences of Australian Waldorf teachers, and therefore it

was thought worthwhile to make further investigations. Implications might be drawn

for the role that teacher education institutions could play in preparing prospective

teachers for what could lay ahead in their work.

Chapter 1 Section 2
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These three pieces of research, though isolated from each other, covered

separate, though interconnected, teaching-training related issues :

o statistical data on teacher trainee enrolments,

o characteristics of teacher training seminars,

o feedback by ex-trainees on their training,

o the challenges faced by V/aldorf teachers 'in the field', and

o the career prospects of Waldorf teachers.

The research was conducted in countries in which V/aldorf schools have existed for

seventy years or more, and in which there are over ninety schools (in 1998, Germany

had 172 schools, The Netherlands 96, USA 91)3. This meant that their respective

Waldorf school associations had become well established and sufficiently organised to

conduct and fund some research relevant to their constituents.

The situation in Australia is entirely different, as will become evident from the

historical developments described in Chapter 5. The V/aldorf school movement is

relatively small, and the executive of the Association of Rudolf Steiner Schools has

been able to oversee developments via the personal interactions at Association meetings

and conferences. Consequently, up to now, there has been no need for commissioning

any comprehensive formal research. Nevertheless, some V/aldorf teachers have

independently begun, often as a result of embarking on post-graduate studies, to

research various facets of the Waldorf movement in Australia. For example a special

3 From Ihe World List of Rudolf Steiner (lltaldorfl Schools and Teacher Training Centres, published by
the Bund der Freien l(aldorfschulen (Association of Steiner schools), Stuttgart, February 1998.

Chapter I Section 2
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project researching the foundation and development of Waldorf schools in Australia was

completed in 1995 by the present writer.o

4 A. B. Mazzone, 'Islsnds of Culture': Waldorf (Rudolf Steiner) Schools in Australia: Their origin and

development Unpublished Master of Educational Studies Special Project University of Adelaide, 1995

Chapter I Section 2



Chapter 1: Section 3

Materials and Methods

1. The framework for the studv

A study of the implications for teacher education of Steiner's educational theory and

its practice in Waldorf schools could range widely, covering at least three major

topics: 1) Steiner's philosophy, 2) his own practice, and 3) subsequent practice in

Waldorf schools. Constructing a framework for the potentially large and diverse rarL5e

of material which could be contained in the thesis required some reference points

from which to view the whole work. These reference points include:

o Steiner's own writings on the subject of teacher education. This is crucial,

especially if a comparison is to be made between what V/aldorf teacher education

programmes should accomplish, and what they have been able to accomplish in

reality. The structure would have to be built from the pillars of Steiner's general

phitosophy, including his vision of a healthy social future towards which children

would be educated.

o The nature of V/aldorf teacher education in other countries, in order to make

comparisons between the developments there and what has developed and is

developing in Australia.

o An evaluation of the nature of the training received by Waldorf teachers in

Australia, especially by including the views of teachers on the gaps in their

training, as revealed by their practical experience in schools. The identification of
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the gaps would already lay a basis for possibly more effective future training

progl¿filmes.

o A survey of prevailing government policies regarding schooling and the values and

emphases which these impose upon mainstream teacher training courses, especially

if the feasibility of including Waldorf courses within them was to be investigated.

Viewed from the perspective of those reference points, it might be possible to discern

what aspects of present-day practices in teacher training programmes were, or were

not, in keeping with Steiner's original theory.

2. How the study was carried out

The various threads, which have been called 'reference points' above, ran parallel

throughout the length of the study. Some of them had been in mind well before the

study was even contemPlated.

o Distilling the essential theory and writing it in a more accessible language (without

undue in-house jargon) occupied much of the first year, but continued to the very

end. The background reading of Steiner's philosophy and educational thought

reaches back as far as 28 years ago in connection with the writers association with

the Anthroposophical Society in Australia, and 2l years since the first initiatives to

found a Waldorf school in South Australia. Many of Steiner's educational lectures

were studied during the 12 years of teaching in that V/aldorf school. However, the

disciplined re-reading of some of these, from the perspective of the purposes of this

thesis - that of trying to discern the implications for teacher training - revealed much

in Steiner's work that had been overlooked in the past. In addition to Steiner's

writings, searches for relevant articles were made in all English-language Waldorf

educational journals, theses, and other relevant literature by Waldorf authors.
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o Research into the nature of Waldorf teacher training courses around the world took

several forms. I attended two intemational V/aldorf teacher education conferences,

the first in 1996 inZeist, Holland and the second in 1998 in Järna, Sweden.r These

were attended by representatives from training seminars from over twenty countries

and provided a good venue for conducting interviews, requesting and collecting

brochures and prospectuses as well as hearing reports on developments in Waldorf

teacher-training programmes in a number of countries. Further, these joumeys

provided the opportunity to visit teacher-training institutions in several countries in

Europe and the USA. For example:

o At the Hogeschool Helicon (Teacher Training Seminar) in Zeist, Holland, I sat

in on some classes and spoke to students and lecturers about their courses.

o At the University of Plymouth, England, I spent a morning with principal

lecturer and a group of mature age students doing the BA (Hons) in Steiner

Education. At this specially organised meeting we discussed various

curriculum issues, as well as the challenges encountered by being

simultaneously enrolled in Steiner and main-stream education courses.

O At Sunbridge College in Spring Valley, New York, I was able to interview five

senior coordinators including a retiring director of the teacher-training course

and his replacement.

o In all (though not on the same trip) I visited ten training centres in Europe three in the

USA.2 Included are visits and interviews with teacher trainers in Australia and

I The second Symposium on [Steiner-Waldorfl Teacher Education, 14-17 i|u.fa¡cln1996,Zeist, Holland,

and Fourth International [Steiner-Waldorf] Teacher Education Conference, 13-17 lvday 1998, Järna,

Sweden.
2 See Chapter 4, Section 4 for more specific references to these visits and interviews.
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perusal of their prospectus and accreditation documents. These visits and documents

have provided an overview of courses in a world context.

o The third point of reference, that of the training received by practising teachers in

Australia, was built up in several ways. A broad perspective has been gained by my

involvement in the Waldorf school movement as a teacher and administrator. In all I

have visite d 24 Waldorf schools , all at different stages of growth, and as a consultant

I have worked in seven schools, in which I have met teachers with a wide range of

knowledge about and experience in V/aldorf education. In some cases the one-week

in-service conference that I conducted was the only 'training' which some very new

teachers had received. Attendance at several anthroposophical and Waldorf teachers'

conferences has yielded over a dozen interviews with teachers (about their own

training and their views on what a pre-service training should include). Finally, a

teacher training questionnaire (Appendix 2) was designed and distributed to over 80

teachers around Australia. Its analysis yielded considerable data, which will be

presented in Chapter Six.

o The final reference point relates to the nature of main-stream teacher training in

universities. Here againpersonal experience, at Flinders and Adelaide University and

two campuses of the University of South Australia, has been the source of my

information. This experience has included being a post-graduate student, lecturer,

tutor, and supervisor of students doing teaching practice (including the conversations

with their supervising teachers in schools). Data for this perspective was derived

from personal observations, discussions, perusal of prospectuses and a range of

course outlines. Included in this part is correspondence and documents received from

the research officer of the Teachers Registration Board of South Australia.
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Chapter 2

Rudolf Steiner's Thought

Section I
Biographical Sketch

1. Early Life, Schooling and Work

Rudolf Steiner was bom, in relatively humble circumstances, on 27th February 1861 in

Kraljevec, then on the border between Austria and Hungary, now in Croatia. His father

was a railway telegraphist and station master and his mother was a "devoted and loving

housewife."l At an early age Steiner showed an ability for learning and a devotion to

knowledge which led his parents to give him the best possible education within their

means. In 1872 he was enrolled as a student in the Realschule. He was regarded as a

"good scholar" and, when only fifteen, was asked to tutor other boys in various school

subjects. In his autobiography Steiner noted that, 'this experience compelled me at an

early age to concem myself with practical pedagogy. I learned the difficulties of the

development of human minds through my pupils.' 2

The money acquired from tutoring was sufficient to enable him to buy books in

Latin and Greek, subjects which were not included in the curriculum of the Realschule,

and so he managed to gain for himself what he was denied through not having gone to

the Gymnasium. Steiner entered Vienna Technical University in 1879 where he pursued

lRudolf steine r, The course of My Life, Anthroposophic Press, NY, l9íl,pp.2-3.
Steiner's autobiography, Mein Lebensgang, initially appeared in serial form arriving at the year 1907

before Steiner died in 1925, when it was fust published in book form. Another edition trtleð The Story

of My Lifewas published by the Anthroposophical Publishing Co., London, 1928 is also used.

21bid. The Story of My Life p 28
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a scientific course.3 He helped to maintain himself by tutoring in both scientific and

classical subjects. He studied German literature from the time of Goethe, and Schiller's

life and works under Karl Julius Schröera, an expert on Goethe. It was during this period

that Steiner realised his life's mission which he felt 'was 'to reunite Science and

Religion. To bring back God into Science and Nature into Religion. This to fertilise

both Art and Life.'s Schröer not only introduced Steiner to Goethe's work but also

influenced his thinking on education.

In regard to education and instruction [Schröer] spoke often against the mere imparting

of information and in favour of the evolution of the full and entire human being.6

Steiner's association with Schröer led the latter to recommend him to the German

publisher Joseph Kärschner, who was preparing a complete edition of all Goethe's

published and unpublished works in the Deutsche Nationalliteratur. Steiner, at twenty-

one and the youngest of the band of commentators working on the edition, had the task

of editing Goethe's scientific works.

In 1884, once more on the recommendation of Schröer, Steiner became a private

tutor to the four children of the Specht family in Vienna, with whom he remained for six

years. The youngest son, Otto, was ten years old and had hydrocephalus. The orthodox

medicine of the time could hardly do anything for such a condition. Otto was considered

physically and mentally abnormal, and it was doubted as to whether he was susceptible

to education at all. When Steiner arrived Otto had hardly mastered the bare rudiments of

the three Rs and, in his autobiography, Steiner commented that 'even slight mental

3 His offrcial university studies were mathematics, chemisûry, physics, zoology, botany, mineralogy and

geology.
+ ibid. p 39. Karl Julius Schröer (1S25-1900) Professo¡ in German literature at the Vienna Polytechnic.

scalbreatlr, R.C. (1970) Spiritual Science in an Age of Materialism: Rudolf Steiner and Occultism

Unpublished PhD dissertation, University of Michigan, p.185. cited in Richard J.S. Blunt WøIdorf

Education: Theory and Prøctice, Novalis Press, Capetown, 1995, p.4
6Rudolf Steiner, The Story of My Life, p. 69
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exertion brought on headaches, loss of vitality, pallor and disturbing mental

symptoms. t7

I had the satisfaction of seeing the boy in two years make up the deficiencies in his

elementary school studies and pass the grammar school entrance examination. His health

too had improved considerably...I felt justified in recommending his parents to send him

to an ordinary school.

I thank the good fortune that brought me this personal relationship. For through it I
gained first-hand knowledge of what constitutes the essence of humanity, such as I do not

believe I could have gained in so tangible a form in any other way'8

Self training in observation apparently began here, interestingly at the same time as

Steiner was immersed in Goetheanism, with its phenomenological approach to scientific

research. One of the key-stones of the theory of V/aldorf education, which was to be

expounded at such length in the years to come, could be encapsulated as: 'Observe the

child, and from that, its needs will declare themselves.'e

On the basis of his outstanding work in Vienna, Schröer brought Steiner to the

notice of the management committee of the Goethe-Schiller Institute at Weimar. In the

autumn of 1890 Steiner was invited to work there as a collaborator, and took charge of

editing Goethe's wide ranging but lesser-known scientific works. During the seven year

period in which Steiner remained at the Institute he met many of Germany's leading

intellectuals, including Hermann Grimm, Ernst Haeckel, Hermann Helmholtz and the

historian Heinrich von Treitschke. For the best part of his years in Weimar Steiner

became once more a tutor, this time to five children (four girls and aboy) of the Eunike

family. Frau Anna Eunike, who 'was very anxious for my assistance in the difficult task

of educating her children.'10

t lb¡ap.lt-z
8 ibid
9 Otto Specht, from having begun life with a severe hydrocephalic handicap, graduated in medicine.

l0 Anna Eunike, the landlady (recently widowed) became steiner's fust wife.
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2. Steiner and German PhilosoPhY

In Weimar, and later in Berlin, he read widely in philosophy, history, psychologY, and

sociology, and was involved with a variety of philosophical, spiritual and cultural

groups. The general tenor of philosophical thought in Germany in the last two decades

of the 19th century was in opposition to the idealist tradition, which had achieved a

dominant position at the beginning of the century through the works of Fichte,

Schelling, and Hegel.ll The erosion of the idealist tradition, largely the result of the

rapid development of natural science, and of natural scientific theories, raised pressing

questions for German philosophy about the status of philosophy as systematic

knowledge, and led to a neo-Kantian revival.l2

It was in this period that Steiner wrote his earlier philosophical works in which

he laid the foundations of his own spiritual scientific views, and in which he vigorously

challenged the prevailing Kantian view of knowledge. Serious questions about the

objective nature of historical and social knowledge generated a debate about the

distinction between the Geisteswissenschaften, or cultural sciences, and

Naturwissenschaften, or natural sciences. Rudolf Steiner clearly placed himself within

the tradition of the Geisteswissenschaften and also found more to admire in the idealist

tradition of early nineteenth-century German philosophy than in the epistemological

limitations of the neo-Kantian revival.13 Steiner was awarded his Ph.D. by the

llSee Robert McDermott, The Essential Steiner, Harper, NY, 1986; Stewart Easton, Man ønd the l(orld in the

Light of Anthroposophy, Anthroposophic Press, Spring Valley, l'[Y, 1975'

l2Christopher Schaefer, 'Rudolf Steiner as a Social Thinkel , in ReVision,Yol 15, No 2,Fall L992,p 54

l3see Steiner's, A Theory of Knowledge Based on Goethe's úTorld Conception, Antbroposophic Press,

Spring Valley, Ny, 195b; and The Riddtes of Philosophy, Anthroposophic Press, Spring Valley, NY,

1971.
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University of Rostock under Professor Heinrich von Stein with his dissertation: 'The

fundamental problem of the theory of knowledge, with particular reference to Fichte's

teaching. Prolegomena to the reconciliation of the philosophical consciousness with

itself.'la This 'reconciliation of the philosophical consciousnes with itself was the very

thing which Goethe had never attempted. For all that Goethe's work contained for

portents of the future, Goethe was for Steiner an end to which, 'by reflecting on

thinking,' by the 'reconciliation of the intellectual consciousness with itselt' he

proposed to make a ne\¡/ beginning. 15 The gist of his thesis appeared in 1892 under the

title: Wahrheit und l|lissenschaft (Truth and Science: Prologue to a 'philosophy of

freedom'). The Philosophy of Spiritual Activity, also translated as the Philosophy of

Freedom, was published in 1894. This work embodies, purely in the form of thought,

essentially everything that was to be the content of the anthroposophy that Steiner

developed later, and therefore has become the accepted philosophical basis on which his

subsequent work rests. I 6

fn the seven years or so that Steiner spent at the Goethe-Schiller Institute in

'Weimar, he published ninety-five titles, among them seven volumes of Goethe's

scientific writings, a book on Nietzsche, works on Fichte and Haeckel as well as his

dissertation, mentioned above.l7 This enormous productivity indicates that Steiner was a

very disciplined worker and writer. It seems remarkable that, during these years, he also

14 In German Die Grundfrage der Erkenntnistheorie mit besonderer Rücksicht aus Fichte's

llissenschaftslehere. Prolegomena zur Veständingung des philosophischen Bewussteins mit sich selbst.

15 Johannes Hemleben, op. cit. p. 49
t6ibid pp. 6I-64; Alan Howard in Foreword of Francis Edmunds Rudolf Steiner's Gift to Education:

The llatdorf Schools, London, Rudolf Steiner Press, 1975; Stewart Easton, Rudolf Steiner, Herald of a

New Epoch,Anthroposophic Press, Spriog Valley, NY, 1980; also, Schaefer, op' cit. p 55

l7 ibid Hemleben, p. 60
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continued tutoring boys and girls, and leamed, as he wrote, 'how different were the

ways that the two sexes grow into life.'18

3. The Berlin Years and the Theosophical Society

In 1897 Steiner moved to Berlin where he lived a lifestyle that was radically different

from those in the Vienna and rù/eimar periods, for Berlin contained the avant-garde of

the Bohemians.le Steiner purchased and became joint editor of the Magazin fiir

Literatur (Magazine for Literature), was active in the circles of the Free Academy and

the Giordano Bruno Society, among others, and made associations with literary and

dramatic circles. From 1899 to 1904 he gave lectures and courses to the Workers'

Educational Institute in Berlin. It was also in this period that he began to find a

responsive audience among the Theosophists. In 1900 Steiner was invited to address the

Theosophical Society, beginning with lectures on Nietzsche and Goethe. This developed

into a cogrse of twenty-seven lectures subsequentþ published in a volume entijled

Mysticism at the Dawn of the Modern Age, and its Relation to Modern World

philosophy. In 1901- 02he gave the Theosophical Society a further twenty-five lectures

which were published as Christianity as Mystical Fact'zï

In his autobiography Steiner wrote that from an early age he was aware of a

supersensible world as well as the ordinary material world familiar to all.

I often thought to myself how difficult it had been for me throughout my childhood and

youth to communicate with the extemal world through the senses. '.Úrdeed I may say that

the world of the senses was a world of shadows and images. It passed before my mind in

images, whereas my communion with the spiritual world had all the true semblance of

realíty.2r

l8 Rudolf Stetner. The Story of My Life,p' 135
lgHemleben, op. cit. pp69-76
2oibid. pp.78-79
2l Cited in Hemleben op. cit. p. 58
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Soon realising that his unusual perceptions were not commonly shared he remained

silent for the best part of thirty-four years, during which time, feeling himself a citizen

of two worlds, he worked individually as a'spiritual researcher' (Geistesþrscher)wtth

the aim of establishing a 'science of the spirit' (Geisteswissenschaft).

Because he could experience the material world as well as observe the spiritual

world 'as reality', he felt duty-bound to seek for a bridge between the two through

philosophy. He studied mathematics and natural science 'in order to place their findings

upon a solid foundation of philosophy'2z but because the philosophy he learned from

others could not, in its thinking, be carried all the way to the perception of the spiritual

world, Steiner decided that he must formulate his own theory of knowledge.2l

It appears, from an external perspective, that until nearly his fortieth year Steiner

studied and worked in a relatively conventional way, developing an epistemological

foundation in his philosophical work. However, much to the surprise of his conventional

colleagues, his career path diverged in a new and surprising direction as a 'scientist of

the invisible.'2a 'When the Theosophical Society opened its German branch, Steiner was

asked to be its Secretary General.25 He accepted this position but made it quite clear that

he would retain his independence of thought and actions and not subscribe uncritically

to theosophical ideas.

I did not subscribe to any sectarian dogma; I remained someone who expressed what he

believed himself to have the power to express about his own experiences of the spiritual

world.26

22 Gilbert Childs, Steiner Education in Theory and Practice, Floris Books, Bdinburgh, 1991, p 11

23, Steiner, The Story of My Life, op. cit. p 41

24Hemleben, op. cit. p.65, and see also A.P.Shepherd, A Scientist of the Invisible; An Introduction to the Life

and Íllorkof Rudotf Steiner,Lonóon, Sydney etc., Hodder and Stoughton,L954.
25 Steiner was the leader of the German Section of the Theosophical Society from 1902 to l9l2-
26Hemleben, op. cit. p 79
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Three major publications based on his 'spiritual research' became available during his

theosophical period. The first was Theosophyzt**"nhe published in 1904. Then began

a series of articles which were eventually completed and published in 1909 as

Knowledge of the Higher úI¡orlds. How is it achieved?28 and in 1910 he published the

third major work An Outline of Occult Science, which introduced a 'general cosmology'

including a chapter on the development of the world and human beings. 2e

A first lecture on the education of children, from the perspective of spiritual

science, was given in 1907 and published as a booklet titled The Education of the Child

in the Light of Anthroposophy,30 a work which was seminal to all his later thought on

education. Twelve years later these ideas were taken up more fully in the lecture courses

leading up to the founding of the first V/aldorf school.

Steiner's training in Western philosophy and science, and his independent stance,

particularly his conviction of the central position of Christ in human evolution, clearly

demonstrated a different orientation from that of more orthodox Theosophy. During his

active involvement with the Theosophical Society, Steiner's publications \¡/ore

considered by his readers to be expositions of theosophical thought (albeit with his

particular slant) but with the later formation of the Anthroposophical Society, much of

the language used to describe his research changed. There was less use of Sanscrit

terminology and references to Indian mysticism. However, his previous theosophical

works are still considered by anthroposophists as being 'anthroposophical' because they

bear Steiner's unique stamp of Westem spirituality.

2Tsteiner, The Story of My Life, op. cit. p 8
zBlbid.p 9z
2eibid. pp. 94-95
30steiner, The Educstion of the Child in the Light of Anthroposophy, RSP, London, 1975
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4. The Founding of the Anthroposophical Society

The break with Theosophy came when Annie Besant, the leader of the Theosophical

Society, and other leading theosophists, proclaimed the boy Jeddu Krishnamurti to be

the reincarnation of Christ. Steiner considered this belief to be preposterous and

between 1912 and 1913 the Anthroposophical Society was established. A majority of

the German Branch theosophists followed him and joined this new and independent

movement.3l

The first attempt to build a headquarters for the Anthroposophical Society was

made in Munich. However this building, which was intended to be called the

'Johannesbau', did not succeed in receiving approval from the Munich City Council

planners. As a result another building called the Goetheanurn, in recognition of Steiner's

esteem for Goethe was begun in 1913 in Dornach, Switzerland. It was designed by

Steiner, made almost entirely of wood, and was planned to be the centre for

Anthroposophical Society activities, such as lectures, festivals, dramas and other artistic

projects. The cost of seven million Swiss francs was met entirely by donations and loans

from members.32

In 1914 Steiner published The Riddles of Philosophy, an encyclopaedic treatise

on philosophy placing Anthroposophy within its context.33 In this year the First V/orld

War began and Steiner lived alternately in Domach and Berlin, continuing his lecturing

and writing and contributing to the work on the Goetheanum.3a After the War there was

3lHemleben op. cit. p. 80
32Hemleben op. cit. pp 107-09
33Richard J.S Blunt,. Ilaldorf Education: Theory and Practice.A Bøckground to the Educational

Thought of Rudolf Stelner, Novalis Press, Capetown, 1995. p. 9
34Hemleben, op. cit. p. 160. Steiner advised builders and artists, gave lectures to workers as well as

himself scuþted a large thirty foot high piece called 'the representative of humanity' which may be

seen in the present Goetheanum
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a period of revolutionary unrest in various parts of Germany, and an intensive public

search began for means of radical change. Steiner began lecturing widely on the

principles necessary for the development of a spiritually healthy State. The Association

for the Threefold Organisation of Society was founded in Stuttgart with the object of

putting his social ideas into practice.3s The fundamental ideas behind his Threefold

Social Order were incorporated into the V/aldorf schools and will be discussed in due

course.

Steiner's involvement in school education began in 1919 when he was asked by

Emil Molt36 to found a school for the children of his factory workers. Steiner responded

enthusiastically to the opportunity and in August began lecture courses to prepare the

first teachers to start an educational programme based on Spiritual Science or

Anthroposophy. His contribution to educational reform continued and between 1919

and 1924 gave fifteen courses of lectures for teachers and educatofs in Germany,

Britain, the Netherlands, and Switzerland.3T

-) S. Contributions to Renewal in Practical Life

Following the introductory courses for teachers in 1919, the details of which will be

given in a later chapter,3s Steiner's application of the teachings of Anthroposophy

mushroomed into many areas of human interest.3e

35ibid. pp.ll7-120,.
36 Emil Molt (1876-1936) was the owner and Managing Director of the Waldorf Astoria cigarette

factory in Stuttgart, a member of the Anthroposophical Society, and actively involved with the

Association for the Threefold Organisation of Society.
37Blunt, op. cit. p. 9; Hemleben op. cit. pp. l2l-t26i A. B. tr'dazzorre, 'Islands of Culture' Waldod

(Rudolf Steiner) Schools in Ausnalia: Their Origin and Development, Unpublished Master of
Educational Studies thesis, University of Adelaide, 1995.
38 See Chapter 3 Section 2 for a discussion ofthe content ofthe first teacher taining lecture course.

39 See A.C.Harwood (ed.), The Faithful Thinker: Cenlenary Essays on the l(ork and Thought of
Rudotf Steiner. 1861-1925 (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1961) and Rudi Lissau, Rudolf Steiner :

Lift, Iqork, Inner Path and Social Initiatives, Hawthorn Press, Stroud, UK, 1987, p. l l l
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While the roots of [Spiritual Science] are the insights it affords into the spiritual world,

these are still only its roots. Its branches, leaves, blossom, and fruits are to be found

growing in every freld of human life and endeavour' 40

o In 1920 he gave lecture courses in different locations in Switzerland (Dornach and

Basel) and Germany (Stuttgart) on Education, Physics, Medicine, Philology, and on

Thomas Aquinas.

o In l92l he spoke in Germany, the Netherlands, Norway and Switzerland on

Astronomy, Scientific experiment, Therapeutic Eurythmy, Theology, Medicine and

Education.

o In 1922 there were courses on Political Economy and Education, and the Christian

Community was founded to 'renew the religious life of the Christian church.'41

o During the Christmas period of 1922123, as a result of arson, the first Goetheanum

burnt to the ground. This was a devastating event since eight years of labour, much of

it voluntarily contributed, had gone into it, and the building symbolised so much for

the anthroposophical movement.42

o The year 1923 was one of renewal. Preparations were made for the founding of the

General Anthroposophical Society, a world-wide Society with its centre in Domach,

culminating in The Christmas Conference of 1923.43

In connection with the foundation of the Anthroposophical Society, the School of

Spiritual Science was opened in 1923. Centred in Dornach, Switzerland, it was to be,

and became, an international research community whose common ground lies in the

anthroposophical path of inner development. While this is a path of individual self-

4oHemleben, op. cit., p. ll7
4libid. p. 16l, p. 135. See also Alfred Heidenreich, Growing Point: The Story of the Foundøtion of the

Movemàntfor Religious Renewal - The Christian Communi4r, Christian Community Press, London, 1965

4zlbid. pp. 140-142; Blunt, op. cit. p10
43ibid, pp 144-148
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development, it encourages inter-disciplinary research capable of bringing new insights

into contemporary cultural, social and economic issues and challenges. The Hochschule

f)r Geisteswissenschaft (the College of Spiritual Science) consists of ten Faculties or

Sections.aa Article 9 of the Principles of the Anthroposophical Society lays down the

linking together of the Anthroposophical Society and the Hochschule.

The purpose of the Anthroposophical Society is to promote spiritual research. The

purpose of the free Hochschule for Spiritual Science is to conduct that research. The

Anihroposophical Society shall reject dogmatism in any field whatsoever.4s

Institutions serving the various fields (such as medicine, education, agriculture, social

science, the arts, etc) are autonomous, and yet a common understanding of the nature of

the human being and of the relation between this being, the earth and the cosmos forms

an ideal link among them.

In 1924, despite an extremely painful illness,a6 Steiner maintained, even

increased, his activities. In the first nine months before becoming bedridden he presided

over the planning and early building of the second Goetheanum, a huge structure in

moulded concrete, and lectured throughout Europe on Education, Medicine, Tone and

Speech Eurythmy, Speech and Drama, Theology and Karma, as well as regular lectures

for the workers at the Goetheanum.aT He died on 30 March 1925 andwas active with his

reading and writing to the end.

6. Steiner's LegacY

In the course of the seventy years since his death, many of Steiner's ideas have been

taken up. Professional training institutions and practical working centres exist in

44 The sections of the School of Spiritual Science includes the Pedagogical Section.

a5 principles of the Antbroposophical Society, Publication of the General Anthroposophical Society,

Goetheanum, Domach, SwiEerland, p.4, undated
46Blunt, op. cit. p 10 citing Galbreath op. cit.p 216

4THemleben, op. cit. p162.
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education, Bio-dynamic agriculture, anthroposophically orientated medicine, curative

education and social therapy, architecture, ethical investment and community banking,

Goethean Science institutes, churches of the Christian Community, artistic training in

eurythmy, speech and drama, painting and sculpture. a8

This biographical sketch has attempted to illustrate the major developments in

Rudolf Steiner's life and some of the initiatives which he inspired. The books and

lectures referred to represent a small fraction of his work. Hemleben lists fo .rty one

books and cites a survey4e which identifies about 6,000 of Steiner's lectures and

addresses as well as numerous articles.sO Steiner's publications, in the authoritative

Gesamtausgabe (Collected Works) edition in German, amounts to 354 volumes. By

1984 approximately 200 volumes had been translated into Englisþ.st Today many of

Steiner's works are to be found translated in most European languages, Russian and

Eastern bloc countries and most recently in Japanese and Chinese.

More than any other endeavour arising from the work of Rudolf Steiner, the

Waldorf or Rudolf Steiner school movement is the most widely known.s2 A more

detailed description of Steiner's educational philosoPhY, and more specifically its

implication for teacher education, will be given in subsequent sections and chapters.

48See HarwoodThe Faithful Thinker, op. cit., Lissau, op.cit'
4gHemleben, op. cit. p 170
soibid. Bibliography of books and writings. pp 166-172
5l McDermott,.op. cit. p. 359
S2Mazzone, op. cit. pp. 16-18.
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Chapter 2: Section 2

Steiner's Educational Philosophy

1. Anthroposophy and Philosophy

Waldorf Education has its theoretical basis in Anthroposophy and it is not surprising

that Steiner insisted that the educational philosophy should not be separated from his

Geisteswissenschaft or Spiritual Science.t The breadth of ideas contained in the range of

topics in this section, on Steiner's educational philosophy, will demonstrate the

necessity, for both V/aldorfteacher educators and school teachers, to continue to study

and deepen their understanding of the content of Spiritual science.

Central to Steiner's work was a specific understanding of the nature of human

beings and their relationship to the world. The name which Steiner adopted for his

world view is Anthroposophy - from the Greek anthropos : human, and sophia :

wisdom - or wisdom of Man. The term 'spiritual science' (Geisteswissenschaf) is used

interchangeably with Anthoposophy. The central core of anthroposophy was developed

over the course of Steiner's life, but his ideas originally appeared in a series of

publications in the first decade of this century.

!!9=in9r's 
general philosophical works fall into two main categories. The first

contains those works which are of a more orthodox philosophical character, such as the

three publications; Truth and Science (189I)2, The Philosophy of Spiritual Activity

rRudolf Steiner (from lecture 1921) "The Science of the Spirit, Education and Practical Life" in Paul

M. Allen (Ed) Educøtion as snlrf, RSP, NY, 1970, p. 68
2Rudolf Steiner, Truth and Science, Mercury Press, Spring Valley, NY, 1993
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(1894)3, andThe Riddles of Phitosophy (1914)4. The second category includes his

occult thought, and generally comes after he left the fold of orthodox philosophy at the

close of the 19th century. Basic texts in this genre include Christianity as Mystical Fact

and the Mysteries of Antiquity (I902)s, Theosophy (1904)6, Knowledge of the Higher

ll'orlds. How is it achieved? (1904-1909)7, and Occult Science- an Outline (1910)8.

In his philosophical works and scientific writings, Steiner advanced a

comprehensive critique of reductionist science.' He believed that natural Science only

concerned itself with the physical world and ignored the soul and spirit, so that in effect

it was dealing with a fraction of reality.tO Anthroposophy placed the human being (Gk;

anthropos) at the centre of knowledge.

What takes place in man is not a matter of indifference to the rest of nature, but rather the

rest of nature reaches into man, and what takes place in man is simult¿neously a cosmic

process; so that the human soul is a stage upon which not merely a human process, but a

cosmic process is enacted. "

Steiner believed that this view of knowledge contrasted sharply with the philosophy of

his time, which was derived from Anglo-American thought and in which 'man is

reduced to being a mere spectator of the world.'tz Steiner was awarded a PhD in the

philosophy of science and always acknowledged his respect for the principles of

,Rudolf Steine 4 The Philosophy of Freedom, FISP , London, 1964, (Also translated as The Philosophy

of Spiritual Activity)
4nuãor steiner, The Riddtes of Philosophy, Anthroposophic Press, spring valley, NY, 1973

sRudolf Steine4 Chrßtianity as Mystical Fact ønd the Mysteries of Antiquity. RSP London, 1972
6Rudolf Steiner, Theosophy, Fourttr Edition, RSP, London, 1973
TRudolf Steiner, Knowledge of the Higher l(orlds. How is it qchieved? RSP, London, 1969
sRudolf Steiner, Occult Science - an Outline, RSP, London, 1963

Rudolf Steiner, "Education and the Science of the Spirit" in Paul M. Allen (Ed.) Education as an Art,

RSP, NY, 1970,p 37. See also Rudolf Steinet, Boundaries of Natural Science,I[Y 1983.
rRudolf steiner, waldorf Educationfor Adolescence, Kolisko Archive, 1980, p.94

"Rudolf Steiner, Study of Man, RSP, London, t966, pp 54-55
r2ibid, p. 54; Blunt, op. cit. p. 14
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scientific methodology. He claimed to have meticulously applied the principles of

natural scientific research in his spiritual investigations. In the biographical sketch

Steiner's early experiences as a teacher is described, however much of what he

described in his later work, such as in farming, medicine, architecture, as well as

education, could hardly have arisen out of personal or professional experience.

Therefore at some point the reader of his works is confronted with the fact that Steiner

claimed that many of his ideas were rooted in his metaphysical experiences, and it is

evident that he was acclaimed by many of his listeners, followers and colleagues as one

who could draw reliably on such a source.t' Steiner claimed that:

My knowledge of the spiritual - of this I am fully conscious - springs from my own

rpi.ituul vision. At every stage - both in the details and in synthesis and broad view - I
hãve subjected myself to stringent tests, making sure that wide awake control

accompanies each further step in spiritual vision and research.ra

Not being content to have his spiritual research accepted on authority, Steiner related his

later occult writings to his early philosophical works. In this way the occult ideas

became accessible to reason and therefore become something more than a body of

purely esoteric teachings. In the Preface to the 1918 revised edition of his Philosophy of

Freedom, Steiner wïote that 'if anyone should be astonished at not finding in this book

any reference to that region of the world of spiritual experience described in my later

writings, I would ask fthem] to bear in mind that it was not my purpose at that time to

set down the results of spiritual research, but first to lay a foundation on which such

results can rest.'15

ls Brien Masters 1g97, An Appraisat of Steinerian Theory and Waldotf tuaxis, op. cit. p. 56
t4Rudolf Steiner Occult Science, op- cit. p. xiii
rs Rudolf Steiner, The Phitosophy of Freedom ll894l l9l8; trans. and intro. Michael Wilson, AP,

Spring Valley NY, 1964, P. xxiv
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This linking of philosophy also helped to bridge the gap between orthodox

educational thought and his own teachings on education, which are largely based on a

spiritual scientific analysis of the human being and the world. For example, in The

Education of the Child in the Light of Anthroposophy (190Ð16 in which he gives

germinal indications for education, Steiner clearly bridges occult concepts and practical

methodology. A further example can be found in the way that The Philosophy of

Freedom, published 1894, contains the philosophical justification for the spiritual

investigations on which is þunded the contents of the Study of Man which were

educational lecturês delivered in 1919.17 In these, and later pedagogical lectures, Steiner

delivered information and practical suggestions for classroom management, curriculum

delivery, child study as well as self-development, demonstrating an extraordinary

capacity for practical esotericism: bringing together ideas derived by clairvoyant

perception with the practical needs of classroom teaching.

2. Steiner's views on the educational milieu of his time

It is an enigma to the present writer and othersrt, why Steiner's educational thought and

work was not mentioned by his contemporaries. Likewise why, despite his wide ranging

knowledge, Steiner did not refer directly to allthe educational trends of his day. He did

refer in fact, sometimes in depth others only in passing, sometimes aphoristically, and

others very pointedly, to various educators or educational methods. The question - of

why education under the Bolshevist regime but not to Reddie, to Comenius but not

piaget, to McMillan and Froebel but not Montessori or Dewey , to Pestalozzibut not

roRudolf Stein er The Education of the Child in the Light of Anthroposophy,RSP London, 1975

r7A. C.Harwood, in Foreword of Steiner's Study of Man, RSP, London, 1966, p.5
rr Brien Masters 1997, op. cit. p. 13. I am deeply indebted to Masters' articulate expression of this

shared enigma, and have drawn extensively from his work'
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Buber, to mention a few - cannot be pursued here. However, as for mainstream

education, Steiner attempted to answer the failings which he did identiff, especially in

Central Europe of his time.

He insisted that in order to do justice to the task of education one must go

beyond the traditional emphasis on intellectual development, and in Waldorf education

this concern was to be addressed, saying 'we shall do justice to our task only if we do

not look upon it as merely an intellectual and emotional undertaking, but as a truly

moral and spiritual one.'re He avoided condemning efforts which were being made to

improve education, however and saw his contribution as deepening rather than

opposing, such develoPments.

Just because the science of spirit values modern science it has every reason to advise the

excellent things that have been introduced into the world by the great educators and

educational movements of the 19th and early 20th century. It does not seek to oppose any

of this, but takes its own stand on the basis of modern educational thinking by deepening

and broadening what has been done, by making use of what can be studied and

discovered by AnthroPo soPhY.'o

Steiner believed that what prevented the education of his time from finding the kind of

depth which Anthroposophy could offer was that it was trapped in intellectualism. He

was highly critical of what he believed were the outcomes of a materialistic age which

placed a disproportionately high value on intellectual development. Steiner warned that

too great an emphasis on intellectual thinking could not possibly lead to a complete

picture of reality.

For example, through the intellect one may, at one time, reasonably argue a case

and reach a logical conclusion, and at another time prove the opposite position. Steiner

tnFrom Steiner's intoductory remarks opening the 'Study of Man' conference, 19 August, 1919. cited

in Henry Bames et. al. (eds) Towards the Deepening of Waldorf Education: Excerpts from the \Aorks

of Rudolf Steiner; Essøys and Documezfs. Published by the Pedagogical Section of the School of
Spiritual Science, Goetheanurn, Dornach. 1991, p. 50
tRudolf Steiner, (From lecture 1921) "The Science of Spirit. Education and the Practical Life" in

Education as an Art, edited by Paul M. Allen. Rudolf Steiner Publications, N.Y., 1970. pp.20-21
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argued that though 'the elaboration of concepts affords us a means of effective and

independent selÊeducation, it can only do so because we are never disturbed, when we

freely elaborate concepts, by the interference of reality.'2r In order that reality may

reveal itself a thinking must arise which

o has become possessed of wonder,

o has leamed reverent devotion to the world of reality,

. come to htow itself to be in wisdom-filled harmony with the phenomena of

the world, and finally having with-held its judgement,

o has developed a mood of surrender in which the reality may reveal itself to

one's receptive awafeness.

Steiner expected that to successfully apply this approach to research, a certain maturity

of thought would have had to be acquired whereby the truth flowed to such researchers

from the things of the world, coming towards them as a revelation and filling their

whole being. t' It was this disciplined approach that allowed Steiner to achieve such

outstanding results in his education of Otto Specht in Weimar (see section one).

This approach, which Steiner largely adopted from Goethe, is clearly antithetical

to making rapid judgements or producing instant conclusions. Rather, it demands a

degree of selÊknowledge and selÊdiscipline, the exercise of which is not commonly

required by modern research methods. This approach was later called Goetheanism23 or

Goethean phenomenology and became the basic methodology for approaching the

teaching of science in Waldorf schools. The four steps 'in arriving at reality' are more or

less consistent with the developmental stages of thinking and Steiner believed that they

zlRudolf Steiner,(From lectures ¡gl2) Ihe Woild of the Senses and the Woild of the Spirit, Steiner

Book Centre Inc., North Vancouver, Canada, 1979rp.21'
z2ibid. p. 24
t, Wótfg""g von Goethe has been referred to as the Shakespeare of German literature. Steiner coined

the term Goetheanism in 1884, in appreciation of the direction in which Goethe had taken scientific

empiricism, regarding him as being on par with a Newton or a Galileo. (in Masters, op. cit. p. 150)
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need not conflict with the scientific method. On the contrary, they develop greater

openness to the perception of reality and avoid having to adopt the mind-set of

established ways of thought which may blinker one's vision of the actual phenomena.

Steiner further argued that, as a result of intellectual and materialistic thinking,

human beings had lost their understanding of their oln souls, that they did not know

what took place within them when they were thinking, feeling and willing,za aîd when

people spoke of developing individuality their words were empty because they did not

know what individuality was.2t He also maintained that people had lost their conception

of the developmental unity of life, and consequently children were educated for short-

term goals and not in ways to prepare them for the unfolding of the whole of life. 26

Such a scathing critique of the educational methods of his time required a

constructive response and a practical alternative. Steiner claimed that a pedagogy based

on Anthroposophy could offer a renewed commitment to human values in education,

and argued that intellectualism, dilettantism, and political manipulation in education had

to be done away with if education was to develop strong human values with right regard

to the spiritual, social and economic life.

toRudolf Steiner, (lectures 1924): The Kingdom of Childhood. RSP, London, 1974' p 14'
2tRudolf Steiner (lectures l9l9); Education as a Social Problem, Anthroposophic Press, NY, 1969,

p 187
t?Rodolf St"irrer (lectures 1922): The Younger Generation. Educqtional and Spiritual Impulses þr Life

in the Twentieth century, Anthroposophic Press, NY, 1967, p. 147. Also, see Section 4 in this chapter

on the consequences of educational policy of economic rationalist theory.
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Chapter 2: Section 3

Key Ideas Underpinning Steiner's Educational Thought

l.Introduction

Steiner's educational ideas and methods rest on a complex analysis of the human being

which amounts to a spiritual anthropology. Steiner uses terms which may be foreign to

readers who are unfamiliar with his writings, and which are peculiar to his own

Weltanschauung. These terms are rarely identical to their use elsewhere. For example,

the term 'soul' is used in a different sense from that of orthodox Christian teachings.

Similarly his use of the term 'ego' is different from Freud's and the terms 'etheric' and

'astral' are not necessarily the same as those used in theosophical writings. An

introduction to these concepts is therefore necessary and will be given below. Steiner

lived at a time when the overarching explanations of Modemism reigned supreme in the

West. He drew his essential educational thought directly from his concept of what

constitutes 'Man'. Critiques of Steiner's position on this point, whether arising from

Foucaultian notions on the 'death of Man' or Post-structuralist theory on the

construction of reality, about which Steiner would probably agree, will not be

considered here.r

Steiner's ideas about the nature of the human being and the world are

comprehensively described in his basic books, cited earlier. For example, Occult

Science gives a description of the evolution of the kingdoms of nature, the sequence of

historical epochs, and the relation of the human being to the spiritual hierarchies. The

1 Steiner was familiar with Nietzsche and his thought on constructivism. See Douglas Sloan,

'lmiginatron,PÅucatíon, and Oar Postmodetn Po ll 1992, pp'

+à-ís; pu,riá UU"¿, ,íValdorf Education in the for Waldorf
HucationrVol. 6, No. 1, 1997, PP'1-grAssociatio
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later pedagogical lectures are built on these ideas. The book Theosophy gives a full

account of the threefold, sevenfold and ninefold nature of the human being. This

increasingly subtle differentiation influences educational theory and practice directly,

and the Waldorf êducator should be well acquainted with it. A basic outline of what

constitutes necessary and relevant knowledge for an 'anthroposophically well educated'

V/aldorf teacher will be included in this section.

2. and the PhilosophY of Freedom

It was Rudolf Steiner's view that many philosophical errors had arisen from the fact that

recent philosophers had been too ready to enquire what we can or cannot know, without

first enquiring what we mean by 'knowing'. This was an omission which he sought to

rectiff, and therefore his own philosophy is primarily an epistemology, a theory of

knowledge.2

In his early work, Philosophy of Freedom: The Basis of a Modern World

Concept.ion þublished in 1894, revised in 1918), Steiner pointed out the obvious and

overlooked fact that setting principled limits to what is knowable has a significant

consequence: It sets principled limits to human freedom. His epistemology challenges

human beings to see that accepting mere belief where knowledge is possible, at least in

principle, means surrendering one's power of agency in favour of obedience to

authority. By insisting on the connection between cognition and freedom, Steiner

connected epistemology on the one hand with politics and ethics on the other.3

, Owen Barfreld, 'Rudolf Steiner's Concept of Mind", in A.C. Harwoods (Ed), The Faithful Thinker:

Centen:ary Essays on the lqork and Thought of Rudolf Steiner 1961-1925, Hodder and Stoughton,

London 1961,p. 13
3 Gertmde ReiiHughes, ..Rudolf Steiner's Activist Epistemology and fts Relation to Feminist Thought in

North America",\n ReVision, 1991, Vol. 14, No. 1, p' 43
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The Philosophy of Freedom is directed at two questions: first, whether we can

find a starting point for epistemology prior to any decisions about what can or cannot be

known, that point being itself not. doubtable. The existence of such a starting point

would mean, in principle, that certainty is possible. Second, it addresses whether human

beings have free will - again, in principle - or are in some essential way bound to a will

which controls them but sometimes gives the illusion of freedom. Steiner explained that

in his Philosophy of Freedom'[a]n attempt is made to prove that there ¿s a view of the

nature of man's being which can support the rest of knowledge; and further, that this

view completely justifies the idea of free will, provided only that we have first

discovered that region of the soul in which free will can unfold itself.'a

It is clear that both an active engagement, and some effort, with these issues will

be involved, and Steiner specified what sort of readers he means to address. Notably,

those for whom the question of necessity and freedom arises as a serious concern. It is

assumed by the writer that Waldorf teachers would number significantly rimong them.

To these he provides an epistemology, a work about cognition that is at the same time

an ethics, a work about freedom and thus about moral decision. His work shows that

questions of cognitional certainty are also questions about who could set principled

limits to knowledge. Who but a human knower, argues Steiner, could know the

supposed limits to human knowledge, and what activity besides human knowing could

identify them as such?5

4 Rudolf Steiner, The Phitosophy of Freedom U8941 1918; Íans. and intro. Michael Wilson, RSP,

London, 1970, p. xxiii
5 Hughes, op. cit. p. 44
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To return to the question of the starting point about what can be known which is

itself not doubtable, Steiner argued that beþre anything else can be understood,

thinking must be understood.óWe cannot start from something on which cognitive

activity has already been expended, therefore we cannot start from the 'ego', or

'consciousness', or 'the mind', nor can we start from assumptions about the part played

by the brain and the nerves or sense organs in the process of knowledge, because these

concepts have already been thought, and therefore we are clearly not starting from zero'7

Only if we start from thinking itself, no such objection can be made, for thinking is the

very first possible move we can make in the direction from ignorance towards

knowledge. 'We cannot think about anything at all without thinking.8 '[O]nly with the

help of thinking' wrote Steiner, 'am I able to determine myself as subject and contrast

myself with objects. Therefore thinking must never be regarded as a merely subjective

activity. Thinking lies beyond subject and object.' 9

It produces these two concepts just as it produces all others. When, therefore, I, as

thinking subject, refer a concept to an object, we must not regard this reference as

something purely subjective. It is not the subject, but thinking, which makes the

reference. The subject does not think because it is a subject, rather it conceives itselfto be

a subject because it can think. The activity performed by man as a thinking being is thus

not merely subjective. Rather it is neither subjective nor objective; it transcends both

these concepts. I ought never to say that I, as an individual subject, think, but rather that I
as subject, ãxist myself by the grace of thinking. Thinking is thus an element that leads

me beyond myself and relates me to objects. At the same time it separates me from them,

inasmuch as it sets me, as subject, over against them.

It is thus this which constitutes the double nature of man. He thinks, and thereby

embraces both himself and the rest of the world. But at the same time it is-by means of
thinking that he determines himself as anindividual confrontingthe things.Io

Thinking is not only the starting point for gaining certainty, it is also the site where

6 Rudolf Steiner, The Philosophy of Freedom, op. cit. p. 35
7 Steiner acknowledges Descãftes on this poinî (The feeling thathehadf.oand such a firm point led the

father of. modern pãilosophy, Descartesf to base the whole of hvman knowledge on the principle: -I

think, thercforc I am. ibidPP. 29-30,
8 Barfield, op. cit. p. 13
e Rudolf Steineg The Philosophy of Freedom, op. cit. p. 42-43
10 ibid
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freedom is possible. All too often people are found searching for freedom in the realm

of the human will, or even in their actions. However, if they do not find it, they tend to

deny that such a thing exists. If they do believe that it can be found there, they risk

confusing it with arbitrary choice. Stginer insisted that freedom is to be found in the

realm of thinking.

Freedom lives in human thinking. The will itself is not directly free; what is free is the

thought that energises will. That is why I had to lay such stress on freedom as an attribute

of thought when i discussed the moral nature of the will in my Philosophy of Freedsm.l I

To answer the question of why we can be certain about thinking (and why freedom is

possible there), we must realise that the problem of knowledge is always how to relate

the knower to the known. It seems that there is one point where 'selfl and 'world'

coalesce, one point where 'the object of observation [thinking] is qualitatively identical

with the activity directed upon it [thinking]'.12 This is the exceptional situation that

exists when we observe our own thinking: 
'We observe our own thinkiîg by means of

our thinking, and so tve 'add nothing to our thinking that is foreign to it, and therefore

have no need to justiff any such addition'. Steiner thereby identifies thinking as an

exception to everything else in our ordinary environment and activities that human

beings can observe and ponder. Thinking said Steiner 'is the unobserved element in our

ordinary mental and spiritual life [life of thought]'13.

But when and how can we observe our thinking? Can we ever really catch it

before it becomes the 'already thought'? It is indeed impossible to observe our thinking

with ordinary consciousness. At first, Steiner concedes as much. 'Productive activity

" Rudolf Steiner, The Course of My Life, cited in Otto Palmer, Rudolf Steiner on his book Ttrc

Philosophy of Freedorr¡ AP, Spring Valley NY, 1975, p. 28
12 Rudolf Steinel The Philosophy of Freedom, op. cit. p. 3l
rs lbid,p.26
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and the simultaneous contemplation of it'14 are impossible. But eventually he makes an

exception of thinking. He holds that thinking is essentially intuitive, by which he means

not instinctual or dimly felt but knowable without mediation. Steiner then makes a

crucial pronouncement, 'only through an intuition can the essence of thinking be

grasped', and he characterises intuition as 'the conscious experience - in pure spirit - of

a purely spiritual content.'l5 In short, intuition is radically self-reflexive and so is the

activity of observing thinking. Only because thinking ¿s intuitive can it be intuited. This

intuiting of the intuitive is an activity independent of physicality. It occurs in 'pure

spirit', yet one need not be a mystic or an initiate to have this experience 'in pure

spiril'.16

Before closing this section, a brief consideration of the implications of Steiner's

epistemology for the free individual wilt be given. His epistemology offers away to see

individualism as being not in conflict with freedom, not even as a means to freedom, but

as the expression of freedom. In his analysis of the idea of freedom he made some

radical statements (for the period in which he was living) about what he called 'ethical

individualism'. In chapter nine of The Philosophy of Freedom Steiner defined ethical

individualism as an epistemological as well as an ethical point of view. He based it on

the idea that individuality expresses itself in conduct (behaviour) that is motivated by a

particular person's intuitions as to what he or she should do in any particular case.

Ethical individualism requires individual activity, just as observing one's thinking does'

In fact it is the same individual activity, namely intuitive activity. Just as intuiting the

ra ibid,p.27
ts ibid,p.122
t6 Hughes, op. cit. p. 47
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intuitive character of thinking eludes our ordinary thinking and requires enhanced

activity, so it is with the moral intuiting of conduct that befits ethical individualism.lT

Steiner specifically and emphatically excluded obedience from his description of

conduct based in ethical individualism. Accordingly, he would claim it a moral advance

when a person no longer simply accepts the commands of an outer or inner authority as

the motive of action, but tries to understand why a particular maxim of behaviour should

act as the motive in a person. Instead of the automatism of obedience Steiner went on to

say,that, only love for the action itself could motivate a free deed.18

Only when I follow my love for my objective is it I myself who act. I act, at this level of
morality not because I aclmowledge a lord over me, or an external authority, or a so-

called inner voice:....I have found in myself the ground for my action, namely my love of
the action....Again, I do not ask myself, 'How would another act in my position?' - but I
act as I, this particular individuality, find I have occasion to do. No general usage, no

common custom, no maxim applying to all....no moral standard is my immediate guide,

but my love for the deed. I feel....neither the compulsion of nlqure which guides me by

my instincts, nor the compulsion of. ' ..moral commandments. . .19

Of course, students of Steiner's epistemology, V/aldorf teachers and teacher trainees

included, constantly and vigorously debate (or should debate) the concepts of free deed,

love for the deed, moral intuition, and all the other features of ethical individualism. In

grappling with such thoughts as the following, teacher trainees, and other students,

clariff their own ideas and values: 'Man is free in so far as he is able to obey himself in

every moment of his life', and 'Freedom of action is conceivable only from the

standpoint of ethical individualism', and 'To live in love towards our actions, and to let

live in the understanding of the other person's will, is the fundamental mærim of free

men'.20

17 ibíd,p.48
1E ibid,p. 49
1e Rudolf Steiner, The Philosophy of Freedom, op. cit' p.136
20 lbid, pp. 138-9
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Space does not permit a more comprehensive treatment of Steiner's

e,pistemology. His many works explore the thoughts on the compatibility of

individualism and socially responsible behaviour, a treatment of monism and dualism,

generic thinking, and sexism to name but some. In summary, Steiner intended to

demonstrate that human beings have a unique capacity that is largely unexercised. This

capacity is freedom, and it takes the form of cognition (or knowing) performed by a

process of uniting concepts with perceptions in an experienced perceiving. That process

is called thinking.

'When we manage to observe thinking in progress we are intuiting our own

individuality. Steiner's ethical epistemology argued that cognition, freedom, and

individuality are three aspects of one reality. It is a spiritual reality, not a physical one,

so it requires spiritual activity to cognise it. (For Steiner's use of the word 'spirit', see

below). When that activity is practised the practitioner's freedom becomes more and

more available, especially as its reality and its integrity with one's own being become

clearer and clearer.2l

3. The Threefold Nature of the Human Being

In education we must comprehend man as a whole; and man in his totality is body, soul

and spirit. we must be able to deal with the spirit if we would educate.22

Our one and only help as teachers is that we learn to observe human beings: to observe

the bodies of the children, the souls of the children and the spirits of the children.23

In a classroom of children around the world, teachers may observe physical bodies of

boys and girls which express a wide variety of body type and ethnic or racial

characteristics. These characteristics largely have their origin in the genetic inheritance

21 Hughes, op.cít. pP. 50-5
ttR r¿ãf Siein er , Thà Spirituat Ground of Education , (Oxford, I 6th August 192\ p . a7
23 Rudolf Steiner, Human Values in Education, (Arnhem, lSth July, 1924),p. 47
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of each child. Waldorf teachers are required to also become familiar with the idea and

knowledgeable about the 'fact' that indwelling those young growing bodies is a

developing Soul24, alarge part of which is shaped by their familial, social and cultural

environment. However, in addition to the influences of nature and nurture,

Anthroposophy proposes the presence of a third member which defines a child's

identity. This is a Spirit which is considered to have lived many lives before, and

probably bears a wealth of a priori knowledge and wisdom.

Thus body, soul and spirit comprise the basic trinity of the human being which

Steiner introduces in the first chapter of Theosophy25 in which he describes the three

sides of human nature as follows:

o Through our body's senses we perceive the world about us, thereby revealing our

environment. The objects revealed to us by our senses are ordinarily accepted as

facts

o Through our soul we develop personal impressions of the world (which may not

necessarily represent an objective reality) and with these impressions the world takes

on a meaning for us. Pleasure and displeasure, desire and aversion, and other

emotions in relation to the world are experienced in the soul.

o Through our spirit knowledge is recognised as a goal towards which we must strive

and therefore seek to gain knowledge about the world. It is through the spirit that

each individual experiences the world as an objective 'divine being.'26

2o The terms ,psyche' or 'mind' are more widely used for referring to this aspect of the human being.

Steiner uses the word soul to mean all that people carry within themselves as their own private world,

such as their thoughts, feelings and intentions, which are inaccessible to bodily senses.

25Rudolf Steiner,Theosophy, op. cit. chap. 1, pp'21-62
261bid.pp.24-25

Steiner-'s theory of human nature, as comprising of body, soul and spirit, is an affirmation of the original

conception treta Uy the Christian Church until this threefold conception was condemned as heresy by the

Eighth Ecumenicál Council held at Constantinople in 869 AD. See A.P. Shepherd, 'The Battle for the

spirit: The council of constantinople, 869 A.D." The Golden Blade (1963),pp.22-36
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In what way is this picture of the threefold human being relevant to a teacher? On which

aspect or 'part' of the child does the teacher direct his or her attention in the educational

process? In very simplistic terms, Steiner's response to these questions might be that the

process of educating threefold human beings involves the recapitulation of their past

(body), establishing a relationship to the present (soul), and developing a receptivity to

their future (spirit). In this context the spirit of the individual is not considered to be the

direct focus of education because the child's spirit must be left free to direct its own

destiny. That is not to say that the spiritual nature is not influenced by education- Indeed

gaining knowledge about one's own spirit may be completely ignored by inappropriate

or inadequate teaching.

For example, when a young child asks ''Where did I come from?' he or she may

get a response derived from one or two discourses. The first is the 'heavenly' origin of

the child's soul or spirit, such as in the blunt: 'You came from God', or the round-about

.The stork brought you'. The second is the earthly origin, such as the simple: 'You came

from us' or 'we made you', upon which the sperm and egg explanation is given (varying

from imaginative 'birds and bees' stories to direct physiological data regarding the

process of procreation). The former narrative derives from the idea (concept-ion) that

the child's spirit is welcomed-from the spiritual world by the parents and borne to them

þossibly by a guardian angel). The latter refers to the conception of the body. Both

narratives have a reality which children understand and require because as human

beings, Steiner argues, we comprise both spirit and matter and the denial or omission of

one aspect leaves the child dissatisfied. The child's body and the child's 'I' (or Self)

have different origins and eventually different destinations but the important reality for

the child is that they come together and make up its identity'
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Of the three aspects of the human being (body, soul and spirit), the physical

body is inherited, and as such is the most fixed and unchangeable. The body, as a

creation of the parents (the egg and sperm narrative), bears both the talents and

limitations carried from the past through its genetic inheritance. Steiner's view, as well

as many Eastern perspectives such as in Buddhism and Hinduism, is that the human

spirit has a continuity through many lifetimes2T whereas the body exists only for the

present lifetime. Therefore in a child's education he or she may, at best, learn to

understand ) caÍe for and appreciate the body as a miracle of nature and a temple for the

spirit. Beyond this, Physical education and Health and Hygiene cannot influence the

nature and development of the physical body.

If the body is a given and the spirit must be left free, then it follows that

fundamentally, school education must be concerned with the soul development of

children and young people. The soul may be likened to a bridge, between bodily past

and spiritual future, which connects the realm of the body with that of the spirit.

V/aldorf educators see it as their primary task to provide a curiculum that can lead to

developing a reliable bridge between these two realms. By the careful cultivation of

children's wi11, feeling and thinking, their spirit may develop strong, well-functioning

faculties to use in fulfilling both their individual destinies, and for making a contribution

to the common tasks of their generation. For indeed this is what education for life

entails, and Steiner rejected theorising on the purpose of education when there was the

obvious reality of the threefold human being to educate. Speaking to prospective

teachers in England in 1923 Steiner explained that:

27 Reincarnation is a cental feahrre of Steiner's world view and will be explored in the section dealing

with Reincamation and Karma.
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[Nlo education will develop from abstract principles or programmes - it will only develop

from reality. And because man himself is soul and spirit, because he has a physical

nature, a soul nature, and a spiritual nature, reality must again come into our life - for

with the whole reality will the spirit also come into our life, and only such a spirit as this

can sustain the educationalartof the future.28

4. The Tripartite Soul: Thinkinq' Feeling and \ililline

Having considered the threefold nature of the human being above, the threefold nature

of the human soul will be investigated. For over two thousand years in the West,

philosophers whose ideas have conÍibuted to educational theory and who describe the

human soul as a threefold entity include Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Thomas Aquinas

and Kant, among others. Steiner too differentiated the soul into three major aspects,

principles or faculties: Thinking, Feeling and V/illing (or doing).29 In addition he

describes the bodily expression of 'soul activity' as manifesting in three great bodily

systems. The Head System is the centre of Thinking, the Rhythmic System of Feeling

and the Metabolic/Limb System of Willing. However, just as the three bodily systems

have no rigid demarcations between them, so too Thinking, Feeling and V/illing also

interpenetrate each other' In Steiner's words,

[w]e can only say that will activity is chiefly will activity and has an undercurrent of

ihought within it;-and thought activity is chiefly thought activity and has an undercurrent

of witt. Thus, in considering the separate faculties of soul, it is impossible to place them

side by side in a pedantic wáy, because one flows into the other. 30

The psychological theories of his time considered these three faculties as all having their

basis in cognition, because they were apprehended by the thinking brain. But Steiner did

not agree, believing that the link to Thinking was indirect and that Feeling and V/illhad

28 Rudolf Steiner, Education and the Moden Spiritual Life,p' 22 
-

,n ioÃ" 
"orrt"*pãrury 

taxonomies of education (such as Bloom's) speak of Cognitive, Affective, and

Behavioural domains.
30 Rudolf Steiner, Study of Man,P. 172
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separate expressions in the physical body.3l Table 1 summarises the connection

between the various elements.

Human
Being

Origin Human
Body

Physiological
System

Soul
Faculty

Spirit Future Head Nerves/Senses
(cented in head)

Thinking

Soul Present Heart Rhythmic
(centred in chest)

Feeling

Body Past Hand Metabolic/Limbs
(cenhed in abdomen)

Willing

Table 1 The Threefold Human Being

Steiner explained that the soul faculty of Thinking certainly manifests physiologically in

the brain and central nervous system but does not originate from it. Likewise the

manifestation of Feeling could be found in what he called the Rhythmic System, and

Willing in the Metabolic-Limb System.32 The three systems fully interpenetrate and

none acts in isolation from the other. The stages in which the three soul faculties

develop in childhood and youth, and the order of development from will to feeling to

thinking, are at the core of Waldorf educational method. This reversal of priorities is

another area in which Steiner departed from conventional educational thought.

The groundwork for the educational principles of the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries was laid by Herbart (1776-1841) and Froebel (1782-18 52).33 One of

Herbart's central aims of education, which Steiner shared, was the development of

morality and character. However, their methods of achieving it are diametrically

opposed. Herbart's pedagogy begins in cognition, based on the assumption that once

children have the right concept (of morality) they will develop the right feeling, and

ttln occult Science, pp 279-80 Steiner states that when the soul undergoes spiritual training these three

faculties become quite independent and have to be consciously ordered by the Ego. See also Steiner's

Spiritual Ground of Education, p. 43
3rRudolf Steine¡ The Study of Man, pp. 114-5. See also Spiritual Ground of Education,pp.42-44
,, William Boyd, A History of lhestern Education, A. and C. Black Ltd' London, 1921, pp. 353-354
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then their moral will would be expressed through action. Steiner believed that morality

must begin in the Will and then develop into Feeling and finally into Thinking, and his

attitr¡de towards Herbart's method is expressed in the following warning

A pedagogy like the Herbartian, which takes its start in a training of the faculty of
thought and ideation, has the effect of ruining the child's body. This should be known

by all who are engaged in education.34

5. Developmen tal Stages of Growth

It has been frequently stressed that Steiner saw education as being deeply connected

with the whole of human nature. Therefore Waldorf teaching pre-supposes a familiarity

with the nature of the human being, as set out infl¡throposophy, with emphasis on those

aspects which have special bearing on childhood and the education of children'

In V/aldorf education the curriculum and practical method is based on the teacher's

understanding of the stages of child development. In Part 2 above, the constitution of

the human being, as body, soul and spirit, has been described. Steiner maintained that

each of these constituents has its own 'laws' of development, partly independent and

partly connected.35 Insights into the nature of childhood can be gained if these three

aspects of the human being are placed side-by-side. From the point of view of bodily

development, it is the usual pattern that there are four stages through which all pass.

1) an initial, formative growth stage

2) a growth, filling-out stage

3) a stage in which the bodily form and functions are mostly sustained, and

4) a period of decline leading eventually to death.

From the point of view of soul (psychological) development, Steiner describes three

stages.

3a Rudolf Ste rne4 llaldod Educøtion for Adolescence, pp' 36-37
35 See Owen Barfreld, The Case forAnthroposophyrAnthropos' Pub. Co., l,ondon 197O, Section VII
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1) a formative stage, in childhood and youth (0-21)

2) a growth stage (21-42) and

3) a sustained stage but with further room either for growth or decline.36

From the point of view of the human spirit, Steiner held that the pattern of development

was fourfold.

1) a preliminary or incarnating stage (birth to 21 years)

2) a formative, active stage (21 onwards)

3) a developmental stage (42 onwards), and

4) a sustained, developmental stage (63 onwards), possibly, though not necessarily,

accompanied by a degree of excarnation until the death of the physical. Decline is not

a concept considered appropriate to the spiritual nattxe.37

Although each person is unique, of body, soul and spirit, human bodily development is

the most predictable. The pattern of soul development is less predictable: The childhood

stage can largely be taken for granted; similarly, though less pronounced, with the

development between 21 and 41; but after that there is wide variation. The spiritual

development is the most individual of all. That which is likely to follow a regular

pattem is in the preliminary stage (childhood), but the rest of the human being's life is

largely dependent upon the principle of self-development.38

6. Thinking, Feelins and Willing and the Seven-Year Stages

A more detailed study of Steiner's picture of the threefold aspect of the soul, as it

pertains to the formative stage of soul development, denotes that the three soul faculties

do not come fully developed at birth.. They gradually mature over the three seven-year

36 Rudolf Sfeiner, Iheosophy, Anthropos. Pub. Co., London 1954, pp.39-47
37 Brien Mas terc, An Appraisal of Steinerian Theory and Waldod Praxis, op. cit. pp. 3 1 5- 17

38 ibid
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stages throughout childhood and youth. The stages in which the soul powers of V/illing,

Feeling and Thinking become conscious tools for the incarnating Spirit correspond to

the major phases of schooling, mainly the pre-school years up to approximately age

seven, the primary school years up to age fourteen and the high school years. Table 2

provides a swnmary of the first three seven-year stages.

Tabte 2: Developmental Stages and Schooling

With regard to the stages in which the spirit incarnates into the developing soul, the

table above gives an idealised picture, however this 2l-year preliminary stage of the

spirit's development can be further differentiated into three equal parts of 7 years but

with nodal points in the third year (between age 2 and 3), tenth year (9/10), and

seventeenth year (16117). Bemard Lievegoed a Dutch psychiatrist and student of

Steiner, elaborated Steiner's developmental theory further, and commented that the

three nodal points of 'ego consciousness' (2/3, 9/10, and 16117) indicate the transitions

in the child's experience and summarised their significance as: 'self-awareness, self-

experience, selÊrealisation'. 3 9

For the soul, the first stage of life lasts until the appearance of the permanent

teeth (which can happen over a range of years), and is the period during which the Will

overrides the other faculties of the soul. That is, although Thinking and Feeling are

present, they are dominated by the Will. The period from the emergence of the

3e Bernard Lievegoed, Phases of Childhood,Floris Books, Edinburgh 1987, pp. 132-37
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Life stage Faculty of Soul
Developed

Pedagogic
mode

Schooling

Infant
0-7

will Imitation Home and
pre-school

child
7-t4

Feeling Authority Primary
school

Adolescent
l4+

Thinking Freedom/
responsibility

High school
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petmanent teeth to the age of puberty is considered to be the age of childhood proper, in

which the child's dominant mode of interacting with the world is through Feeling. That

is, during this stage, both Thinking and Willing are subordinated to Feeling.

A third stage of development emerges with the appearance of puberty and

extends to the age of young adulthood. This developmental phase is marked by changes

in the 'head pole' and expresses itself as the 'reign of the intellect'. Young adolescents'

Feelings and Witl begin to be regulated by reason and logic, and it becomes possible for

abstract ideas to be conceived. The changes, in the 'metabolic pole', are marked by the

secondary sexual characteristics, and young people now achieve the capacity to

conceive new life. Life and consciousness are the two principles which vie for

supremacy in the soul of the adolescent, and begin to gain some balance in the 18th year.

Table 3 summarises the changes in consciousness of the child and young person as the

ego or spiritual individuality gradually incamates into the body and soul. (This table

will be refened to again in Part 7 below in the discussion on Recapitulation and the

Evolution of Consciousness).

Table 3: Developmental stages of Individual consciousness

The seven-year stages do not stop at 2t of course. The developmental rhythms

continue, but their expression, apart from obvious changes in the physical body,

becomes more subtle. In the section outlining the 'Developmental Stages of Growth',

various patterns of development were listed for bodily, soul and spiritual growth.
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Age Consciousness Emancipatory Experience

0-3 Holistic ('all-one') Self-will, experience of separation of bodily 'I'

3-9 Participatory Self-Feeling, own feelings separate from group

9-14 Sceptical Self-thinking, begins to think for oneself

l4+ Detached ('a-lone') separation of 'ego' from world
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While the concern of the pedagogue is with the phases of development pertinent to

childhood, teachers should be aware that the various sheaths (called by Steiner

physical, etheric, and astral bodies) in childhood and youth, are affected by such

factors as accidents, illnesses, emotional environment, diet, education, religious

practices, and much more, and their effects will have consequences for health and well

being in later conesponding seven-year stages in adult life. This is mentioned here

because it is an area which needs gteater research and understanding by teachers, but a

more comprehensive treatment of the correspondences between childhood, middle and

old age is not approPriate here.

7. The Human Beins and the Kinsdoms of Nature

Humans beings, explains Steiner, have the capacity to look both outwards and inwards.

Looking outwards they can behold the world of nature, as well as themselves as part of

that world. In his elaboration of spiritual scientific ideas, Steiner utilised the four

classical elements of ancient Greece - Earth, Water, Air and Fire - in an exposition of

the dynamics in nature and in the human being. The use of these terms, however, should

not lead to the suspicion that Steiner was reverting to a medieval world-picture.

Steiner's spiritual science reviews four basic phenomena - form, life, sentience (a

consciousness based on sense experience), and selftood (an awareness of the Self)'

Traditionally, 'Nature' has been understood as comprising of the mineral, vegetable, and

animal kingdoms, and according to neo-Darwinist thought, humans have the status of

thinking animals. Anthroposophy takes a different approach. Humans share form with

mineral, plant and animal. They share life withplant and animal, and they sharc sensory

experience (instincts, desires, pleasure and pain, etc.) with animals. However, in the

world of nature Thinking, or a reflective consciousness and an inborn sense of self (or
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the I am) is possessed by humans alone.40 In a sense then, the I am of human beings

makes up the fourth kingdom of nature.

As noted in part 6, above, the 'body', which is an expression of each of the four

categories of being, was given a specific name by Steiner, namely the physical, etheric,

and astral bodies, and the ego. For 'bodies', Steiner also used the term 'sheaths', which

are like garments which clothe the human spirit or 'I Am'. The sheaths are inter-

penetrating, such that the physical is sheathed by the etheric, which is sheathed by the

astral, all of which sheathe the I Am. This corresponds to the kingdoms of nature,

whereby the mineral kingdom is covered by the plant kingdom within which the animal

kingdom roams, all of which the human kingdom oversees. The totality may be

summarised in the following table.

Element Kingdom of
Nature

Category of
Being

Body or
Sheath

Earth Mineral Form Physical

.Water
Vegetable Life Etheric

Air Animal Sentience Astral

Fire Human Selfhood Ego or I Am

Tabte 4: The Human Being and the'Kingdoms of Nature

From this arrangement it will be noted that humans can be considered to be nature

beings to a large degree, thereby inextricably connected with the natural world up to the

point of self-consciousness, which can be likened to the peak of the iceberg. Humans are

surrounded by the mineral, plant and animal kingdoms, yet in their innermost being they

stand within their own kingdom which potentially leads them out of the necessity of

aTrancis Edmunds, Anthroposophy: A llay of Ltfe, Carnant Books, Sussex, England, 1982, pp.38-45;

Steiner, Theosophy, ChaPter 2.
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natural law, and therefore of bondage to nature, towards free will and the realisation of

the divine.41 In the words of Francis Edmunds, a well known anthroposophist and

Waldorf educator, 'responsive and responsible, the human being may gaze out at nature,

yet be able to iterate the words: "my kingdom is not of this world".'42

8. Recapitulation and the Evolution of Consciousness

In part 4 above, Table 3 gives a schematic picture of the stages of development

undergone in the first three seven-year periods of life. Now the idea of recapitulation

will be explored, that is, the notion that the broad sweep of developmental stages of

individual children is a reflection of the stages in the development of consciousness of

humanity. But first, some 19ú century ideas on how the theory of evolution influenced

educational theory, will be given to provide a context.

Evolution was not a concept contemplated by the Christian church. At least until

very modern times Christian thinkers were used to looking at human history, as a

divinely inspired drama characterised by events such as the Fall, Incarnation,

Redemption, and Judgement. This is in contrast to the perspective of the 'greatrecurring

cycles of time' held by some Eastern religions. Essentially the Christian ecclesiastical

outlook has static qualities, especially where the divine world is concemed, and there

ate no evolutionary developments proposed in etemity. Steiner is probably the first

Christian thinker who fully accepted the reality of the evolutionary process' 43

Steiner was convinced that the theory of evolution, of which Charles Darwin

(1309-82) and Ernst Haeckel (1834-1910) were the pioneers, was worthy of being

otRudolf Stein e¡ Theo s op hy, p. 28
a2ibidp.42
¿s Ruái Lissau, Rudolf Sfeiner: His life, work, inner path anðsocial initiatives, Hawthorn Press, Stroud,

Great Britain, 1987, p. 7 4
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absorbed into modern consciousness. Even though the first attempts to portray the

origins, in particular the assertions made about the effective causes of evolution, were

relatively crude, Steiner accepted the fundamental notion of the evolution of 1ife.44

Although he was highly critical of Haeckel as a philosopher, calling him 'not merely a

dilettante, but a child'45, he saw the value in, and praised highly Haeckel's thought on

evolution, especially his phylogenetic studies, commenting that his thinking on

phylogenetics was the most significant fact of German intellectual life in the second half

of the nineteenth century. This was irrespective of the fact that Haeckel himself clearly

failed to a;rive at certain conclusions arising from his theory.

And there is no better foundation for occultism than Haeckel's theory. Haeckel's theory

is great, and Haeckel the poorest commentator of it...We do the best service to

culture... by demonshating...the greatness of his phylogenetic thinking. 46

Steiner could see in Haeckel's phylogenetic law a support of his own views on the

evolution of human consciousness. For example in his The Philosophy of Freedom

Steiner develops the idea of 'ethical individualism' and states that:

Ethical individualism, then, is the crowning feature of the edifice that Darwin and

Haeckel have striven to build for natural science. It is spiritualised theory of evolution

carried over into moral life. The consistent evolutionist. ...cannot let the natural course of
evolution terminate with the ape....in his very search for the natural progenitors of man,

he is bound to seek spirit in nature; again he cannot stop short at the organic functions of
man, and take only these as natural, but must go on to regard the free moral life as the

spiritual continuation of organic life- 47

Steiner's university studies in science, of which one subject was Zoology, would most

likely have introduced Haeckel's phylogenetic thinking to him. In any case Steiner read

widely and kept abreast of developments in scientific thinking. He was also alert to

discovering how bridges could be made between natural science and spiritual science.

aa Hemleben;op. cit. pp. 55-56
a5 ibidp.56
a6 Rudolf Steiner, citedby Hemleben op. cit. p. 56
a7 Rudolf Ste iner, The Philosophy of Freedom, op. cit. p'169'7 0
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In previous sections the threefold nature of the human being, and the threefold

nature of the soul were described. Therefore, it will not be surprising that Steiner also

saw human consciousness as having a threefold quality - mainly waking, dreaming and

sleeping. He maintained that adults, at the present time in history, ate awake in their

thinking, dreaming in their feeling, and asleep in their willing. Reference to Table 3

above will give an idea of the changing nature of a child's consciousness. Table 5 below

adds to this picture.

Stages of Life State of Consciousness Active Soul Forces Active Members

Infancy Sleep V/illing PhysicaVEtheric

Childhood Dream Feeling Etheric/Astral

Adulthood Wakefulness Thinking AstraVEgo

Table 5: States of Consciousness and Threefoldness

Steiner explained in numerous lectures on inner development and Spiritual History that

these states of consciousness have not always been the same as they are now, nor will

they remain the same in the future. Human consciousness has not always been as awake

as it currently is - for example, the capacity for abstract thinking, pure mathematics or

theoretical physics, has historically only expressed itself in relatively recent times.

However, of immediate relevance are his ideas concerning

o the development of the human being during a single lifetime,

o the development of the human species as a whole, and

o the correspondences and parallels between them'

According to Steiner there are distinctly discernible life-epochs within the span of a

normal human lifetime which correspond to historical epochs over gleat lengths of time.

This is consistent with his view that the human being is a microcosm reflecting the
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macrocosm, or that the smaller is reflected in the greater and vice-versa' 48

This general view is not unique to Steiner but belongs in the context of

nineteenth century thought on evolution. At this time, as a result of the strange hybrid of

evolutionary biology, following Darwin's evolutionary theory, and embryology,

following the discoveries of the German embryologist Karl Emst von Baer, (1792-

1876), there arose the theory of 'racial recapitulation', or'parallelism'.49 There was

considerable debate on the theory of recapitulation, with some opposing views, but the

chief credit for popularising it must go particularly to Ernst Haeckel, who formulated

'the fundamental biogenetic law':

The two series of organic development, the ontogenesis of the individual and the

phylogenesis of the tribe to which it belongs, stand in the closest causal connection with

each other....As I have shown, ontogenesis, or the development of the individual, is a

short ønd quick repetition (recapitulation) of phylogenesis, or the development of the

tribe to which it belongs, determined by the laws of inheritance and adaptation;by tribe I
mean the ancestors which form the chain of progenitors of the individual concerned.5o

The theory of racial recapitulation had great suggestive power, especially when applied

to the twin fields of child study and education. The work of Herbert Spencer (1820-

1903), especially his Essøys on Educationíl, published in 1861, helped to spread

recapitulationist views all over Europe as well as the United States, where it became

immensely popular.52 The German version of the theory became known to educationists

as See Rudolf Steiner, Occult Science; The Renewal of Education through the Science of the Spirit,

Chapter 4; Robert Easton, Man and the l\orld in the Light of Anthroposophy, Ap, NY, 1975, Chapter 2;

Gilbert childs, Education and Beyond,Floris Books, Edinburgh, 1996, pp. 95, 99-100
4e John Cleverley and Dennis Philtips, Visions of Childhood, Allen and Unwin, Sydney, 1987, pp. 42-43

SeL also Rudolf Steiner, The Phitàsophy of Freedom, op.cit., where Steiner writes that his 'Ethical

individualism, ..., is the crowning feature of the edifice that Darwin and Haeckel have striven to build for

natural science. It is spiritualised theory of evolution carried over into moral life.' p'169
so Ernst Haeckel, Ihe Hßtory of Creation, vol 1 , ch. 1 3 (originally published in 187 3) , cited in Cleverley

es and by the end of the nineteenth century had
hose times was ta mammoth best seller'. From

onal Thoughtr" in FÅgat L. French, ed., Melbume
University Press, 1966), PP. 93-98

52lbíd,p.47
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as the theory of cultural epochs, and was disseminated in the latter half of the nineteenth

century by Tuiskon Zlller (1817-83), a disciple of Johann Friedrich Herbart (1776-

1841), and by Ziller's own follower 'Wilhelm Rein (1847-1929) of the University of

Jena. In 1893 Rein wrote:

We find that this idea of the analogy between the individual and general development of
humanity is a common possession of the best and most noted intellects. It appears, for

example, in the works of the literary heroes Lessing, Herder, Goethe and Schiller; with

the philosophers Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, Comte; with the theologians Clement of
Alexandria, Augustine, Schleiermacher; with theDarwinists Huxley and Spencer;."with

the pedagogues Rousseau ,Pestalozzi,Froebel, Diesterweg, Herbart, Zillet andothers. 53

The theory of cultural epochs suggested that there was an analogy between the

development of an embryo through evolutionary stages (Haeckel's ontogeny

recapitulates phylogeny) and the growth of a child through certain cultural stages. This

theory was taken seriously and soon appeared as a basis for school curricula. Subjects

taught in each grade were coordinated by concentrating upon a core of cultural material

which in successive years would draw the child along the path travelled by the human

race.to In Rein's view, probably the most suitable material for instruction aimed at

developing character was the history and literature of the national culture. He suggested

that this should be presented from its beginnings up to the present time, follo'wing a

succession of cultural epochs that corresponded to the stages of psychological growth

observable among children.ss Rein's view of an appropriate course in the moral-

historical side of education for the first eight years of the common school is set out in

Table 6 below. Only the curriculum for German and English schools hag been

included. The source document also lists the curriculum guidelines for Religion lessons

and stories for American schools.

t, Wilhelm Rein,Outlines of Pedagogics, (London: Swan Sonnenschein, 1904), cited in Cleverley and

Phillips, pp.47-48
5a lbid,p.48
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School year For German schools For English schools

1 Fairy Tales Fairy Tales

2 Robinson Crusoe Robinson Crusoe

3 Thtiringer Tales Old English Legends

4 Nibelungen Tales Settlement of England

5 Christianising of Germany Christianising of England

6 Emperors; Kaiser Period Great English Kings

7 Reformation Renaissance, Reformation, Age of Discovery to 1763

8 Nationalisation Nineteenth Century

Table 6: Curriculum and Cultural Epoch

This scheme was part of mainstream primary education in Germany (and beyond) in the

late nineteenth and into the twentieth century as far as the 1950s. The general plan has

elements that are remarkably similar to the Lehrplan for V/aldorf schools.56 It is

probable that Steiner knew about Rein's curriculum scheme, because he was familiar

with other ideas from the Herbartian school. For example, Steiner commented that

Herbart's pedagogics 'was sxcellent in its day'57 but speaks less favourably about some

of his psychological ideas, such as where he thought that Herbart had put the wrong

emphasis on cognition instead of will in his approach to moral development. (See part 6

above)

Steiner was well aware of the ideas on the cultural epochs, and not only through

Rein's curriculum, but because as a philosopher, he identified largely with the German

idealists. He took the Renaissance and Enlightenment beliefs in social progress, in

universality, and in regularity as the unquestioned givens of the natural, human, and

ss W. F. Connell, A History of Mucation in the Tlvenfieth Century Woild, Curriculum Development

i.l,iiå'i'ä'"::ålå#'i':ïJ#ì
into a curriculum plan.

57 See Steiner's fractical Adrice to Teachers, RSP' 1976, p. 38
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spiritual world. With regard to social progtess, he believed that children advance

physically, intellectually, and spiritually in ways that roughly parallel the evolution of

'Western societies.58

He described the evolution of consciousness in the ÏV'est as proceeding from (but

not beginning with) the prehistoric Indian cultures, followed by the prehistoric Persian,

and then the Egypto-Chaldean, and Graeco-Roman, culminating in the 19tr and early

20h centuries in the cultures of Central and Western Europe. He predicted that there

would emerge a world culture in the 20ft century, and increasingly beyond it, which

would be characterised by greater cosmopolitanism and individualism. Steiner

maintained that as human beings 'we cany within us the work that has gone into the

whole past evolution of the world, upon which countless generations of the spirit have

worked'se [and that] 'behind the realm of sense-perception lies the all-embracing life of

the spirit,...a hidden spiritual environment [which] carries even now in its womb man's

future evolution.'60 Thus Steiner described two fundamental principles upon which

world-evolution and human evolution are founded. 'Man bears within him the past of

the world; the outer world is the bearer of his future.' 61

He stressed that differentiation was important, so as not to confuse, the two

different aspects of the human being's development: the biological and the soul-

spiritual. To confuse the two, he wamed, would lead 'to a false trail'. In a lecture in

1920 to Swiss teachers62 Steiner put to them the question: 'How could one justiff a

s8 David Elkind, ,lùy'aldorf Fducation in the Postmodern World', in Renewal: A Joumal for Waldorf
Education,The Ássociation of Waldorf Schools in North Amenca, Vol. 6, Issue 4, Spring- 1997,p.5.
ss Rudolf ét.in"", The Evolution of Consciousness: as rcvealed thtough Inifiation-Krtowledge, RSP, 1966,

p. t7O
60 ibid
61 ibíd
62 Rudolf Steiner, The Renewal of Education Through the Science of the Spirit, (14 lectures to Swiss

teachers in Basel }.y'1ay 1920), Steiner Schools Fellowship Publications, Forest Row, E' Sussex, UK 1981,

Lecture 4 but esp. pp. 55-56
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parallel between the soul-spiritual development of the individual human being and the

biogenetic principle?' The idea that the development of the child repeats the

development of the whole human race can be easily put forward, Steiner explained, 'but

it is a flight of fancy which does not correspond to the facts.'63

If one observes the human embryo from the 1st, 2nd or 3rd week on up to
maturity,...,one can detect forms which show similarities with the shape of a fish and

subsequently, with forms of other animals which become consecutively more complex
and perfect. However, when observing the child during the first years, one cannot detect a

repetition of aboriginal human conditions nor, as the child g¡ows older, a repetition of
later phases of mankind's evolution. In order to discover such features in the child, it
would be necessary to introduce imaginary forces and processes into his development. It
was a beautiful invention of [some] educationalists, when they asserted that during their
development children passed through the same stages of barbarism as mankind did long

ago; or that at certain stages of boyhood, the Persian culture was being relived. One can

of course conjure up all kinds of poetical pictures of this kind, but they are nonsense

because such ideas do not correspond to reality. 64

Despite an enigmatic conclusion,65 *" see that Steiner's was not a naiVe recapitulation

theory - to the effect that the child repeats, in his or her individual development, the

developmental patterns of human history - as outlined above from Haeckel to Spencer to

Rein. In the view of David Elkind, a Piagetian psychologist, 'Steiner argued that the

child's developing needs and interests are the best guide to choosing the curriculum

materials for any given age period. It just so happens that the sequence of materials best

suited to the child's developing needs and interests follows a roughly historical

pattern'.66 Brien Masters, a Waldorf teacher educator, believes that:

Steiner's stage theory is not a direct child of Haeckel's studies...it has an inner

connection that surfaces periodically rather than one of close contiguity that can be

genetically chronicled....I believe that there is still mileage to be gained in Steiner's stage

theory, provided it is liberally interpreted...[as] an Ariadne thread to take as something of
a guide into the fascinating labyrinth of child development; whereas I suspect a hard and

63 ibid, p. 55
ú ibid, 55-56
65 Steiner continues "If one wants to discover a correspondence between the child's soul-spiritual

development and the biogenetic law,.., then the Science of the Spirit will reveal that one cannot furd such

a correspondence at the beginning of life, but towards its end." Ibid. Steiner elaborates on what he means

further on in this lecture.
66 David Elkind, 'Waldorf Education in the PosÍnodern World', in Renewal: A Journal for tllaldod
Education,Vol. 6, Issue 4, Sprirg t997,p.5, The Association of Waldorf Schools of North America.
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fast systematising would increase its being seen as dated and, worse, clamp the wheels of
the creative pedagogue.6T

The writer concurs with this view, believing that the idea of recapitulation is too

valuable to be discarded, or to be dismissed as anachronistic. However, an

injudicious or dogmatic application of the principle, could easily lead to the whole

concept falling into disrepute. Much more research could be carried out in this area.

9. A Universal Christianitv

It often comes as a surprise to people when, on their approach to Anthroposophy, they

find that in the centre of Steiner's teaching stands the figure of the Christ. It is therefore

assumed that, since Waldorf education has its basis in Anthroposophy, its teachers

should pursue a Christian based spirituality. This conclusion is reasonable but the path

to reaching it is not as straightforward as it appears. Steiner's approach to Christ and

Christian spirituality cannot be judged by the traditional standards, established practices

or dogma of the traditional Christian churches.

In his Three Paths of the Soul to Christ, Steiner speaks of how the human 'I', for

example in times of personal travail, inwardly feels that it is in need of something

that cannot come to him from human culture, [then] something can come over him from

which he will recognise that, directþ from spiritual worlds, something must stream out

that penetrates directly into his ego. He does not know that this is called Christ, but he

does know that in his consciousness he can suffuse himself with it, that in his ego he can

foster this that comes from the spiritual worlds....Men can have this inner experience'68

This passage is one of the clearest of many in which he tells that what may be thought

of as the higher ego or self of each human being is in fact the Christ. He describes that

the experience of the archetype of the human being is the experience of the Christ, and

this experience is available to everyone, regardless of faith. 'This that comes from the

67 Brien Masters, An Appraisal of steinerian Theory and llaldorf Praxis, op. cit. p. 137

6s Rudolf Steiner, The Thrce Paths of fhe SouI to Christ, NIY 1942, pp.l8-19. Cited in Easton op. cit.
p.2O7
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spiritual world may be called whatever we like, that is not important, only the feeling is

important.'69

As has already been described with respect to the evolution of human

consciousness, Steiner believed that in the historical period in which we find ourselves,

an increasing number of people are growing out of the need for guidance (from a

church, or monarch or totalitarian government). Guidance by a higher authority is

appropriate in the phase of childhood, but gaining human freedom is the responsibility

of each person, and it will be individual freedom which guides our evolution. This

individualisation leads to fragmentation, and at a time of fragmentation of humanity, it

is ever more essential that human beings rise to an understanding of what is uniffing'

The notion of freedom (which is central to Steiner's philosophy) may find itself

experienced most strongly in all people as the desire to be free to love whoever, and in

whatever way they choose. A person who is not free, who is driven, cannot love. Steiner

wrote, and many others before him, that 'Christ is the teacher of the love of Man.' As a

being of love, Christ is not exclusive to a particular group of people. Whereas traditional

Christianity has been necessarily particular in the past, the being of love is absolutely

universal. The goal of the being of love is to make human freedom possible.

Steiner's interpretation of the Gospel highlights the central importance of

Christ's incamation as being to pave the way for human beings to hansform the freedom

of egoism to the freedom of love. The creation of freedom is the will of the being of

love, and in that sense the freedom of the human being is the fulfilment of Christianity.

The practice of ethical individualism, which Steiner introduced ín The Philosophy of

Freedom, comes about by interiorising and individualising the being of love. In this

6s ibid. p. 13
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way, the centrality of Christ in Anthroposophy may be accepted in non-Christian based

societies.

Clearly, all aspects of Steiner's Christology cannot be dealt with in a single part

of a section, but enough of a flavour may have been imparted to indicate that the

Christianity of the twentieth century, which Steiner proposes in his writings on the

subject, is highly accessible to unprejudiced thought. Waldorf teachers need to

understand this aspect of Steiner's Christology because Waldorf education is being

successfully adopted in non-Christian cultures, such as in Jewish (at an Israeli

kibbutz)7O, Islamic (the Sekem farm community 60km north of Cairo, in Eglpt),

Hindu/India, BuddhistÆangkok, and Shinto/Tokyo. Increasingly in Western countries,

children attending V/aldorf schools practþe a rarrge of religious faiths in their homes.

Because of these developments the schools have had to adapt to the changed socio-

cultural conditions. The Eurocentric domination which held sway for most of this

century has had to give v/ay, as the movement spread across the world, to the reality of

meeting the needs of local regions.

10. Reincarnation and Karma in relation to Body, Soul, and Spirit

In Steiner's book, Theosophy, one of the oldest of dogmas, that of Reincarnation and

Karma, which still dominates Oriental philosophy today, is restated in'Western terms.

The Oriental idea of reincarnation is not the same as that put forward by anthroposophy,

primarily because Eastern religious thought does not accept the notion of an individual

ego. When Westerners first began to acquire individual self-consciousness (awareness

of their own 'ego'), their notion of themselves was an extremely simple one: They were

zo Shalom, M.,ben,Jewish Festival Celebration: Some thoughts from the Waldorf school Harduf,lstael'
in Child and Man,Yol.22No.2July L988,pp'8-9
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born, lived for a limited time on earth and then lived forever in a different form, in a

condition of being that was scarcely imaginable - where there was etemal bliss for the

saved and, conversely, etemal torment for the damned. Such pictures were becoming

ever less credible to most people in the West and, under the influence of scientific

materialism, the denial of the existence of soul or spirit and the insistence that death

means, quite simply, annihilation, became more prevalent.

Steiner held that the time had come when men and women could learn to

understand the complex, but logical, and in a sense, economical teaching of

reincarnation and its companion, karma, in the way that the idea is explained by

ahthroposophy. In this passage both terms are related to the threefold human being.

The human spirit must be reincarnated again and again; and man is governed by the law

that he brings the fruits of his former life with him into the next one. The soul lives in the

present. But this life in the present is not independent of the former life. The spirit that

has been reincarnated brings its destiny with it from earlier incarnations. And this destiny

rules his life. The impressions that the soul receives, the desires that are satisfied, the joys

and sorrows that it experiences, depend on its actions in previous incarnations. The body

is subjected to the laws of heredity; the soul is subjected to the destiny that it has itself

created. This self-created destiny of man is called his Karma. And the spirit is subject to

the law of reincarnation. The spirit is eternal; in corporeal existence, birth and death

altemate in accordance with the laws of the physical world; the life of the soul, which is

governed by destiny, provides the cohesion between the two during life on earth.Tl

The sigrrificance for the teacher lies in the different attitude which the adoption of this

viewpoint necessarily leads; their attitudes towards their own lives, their colleagues and

the students they teach. The way in which the perspective of reincarnation is adopted,

usually begins by developing a theoretical conviction. However, if on the one hand

someone is theoretically convinced of reincarnation but draws no practical conclusion

from it, nothing much will change. If on the other hand the perspective of reincarnation

leads one to alter the way he or she meets, perceives and thinks about other people, then

over time, reincarnation becomes a reality which changes one's life. Steiner presents not
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only theoretical considerations, but endeavours to show the practical consequences of

adopting the perspective of Reincamation and Karma.

The laws of Reincarnation and Karma add another dimension to the origin of

children's abilities and disabilities, and extends the debate regarding the influence of

nature or nurture on their development. Neither physical heredity nor environmental

factors can account for the spiritual nature of individuals. Individuality expresses itself

in something that reaches beyond present earthly influences.72 This field contains rich

possibilities for assisting children's development but deals with an aspect of children's

lives with which the teacher should neither dabble, nor treat with the attitude of a

dilettante. Steiner stressed repeatedly that working educationally or therapeutically with

the reality of repeated earth lives is an area which requires great earnestness and a

developed sense of responsib ílity.1 3

11. Summary

This section on Steiner's educational philosophy, has attempted to place it within the

context of his overall philosophy. It has shown how the more orthodox philosophical

work and his later more esoteric spiritual research came together and contributed to a

new approach to the way that human beings were to be educated. Overall, the

educational approach was intended to extend the existing educational methods and

overcome the shortcomings of the conventional educational theories and practices of his

time. Because many, if not most, aspects of these theories had their origin in a

materialistic world view, Steiner's perspective added a dimension, the study of which

?r Rudolf Steiner, Theosophy, op.cit. p. 70
72ibid Chap. 2 "Destiny and the Reincarnation of the Spirit."
73 Rudolf Steiner, Curative Education, pp. 46-47
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required the educator to confront and apply concepts of an immortal spirit which relates

to the body through the medium of the soul.

waldorl or steiner's educational theoryhas the following attributes:

1. It defines its meaning within a Spiritual Anthropology. It operates out of an

understanding of the human being that encompasses the spiritual as well as the

material and psychological dimensions.

2. It has a clearly articulated Metaphysics, which describes the terms of reference for

an r¡nderstanding of the nature of the human being (as body, soul and spirit), the

nafure of the soul, the evolution of consciousness, the history of the earth, and

more which could not be covered here. In other words it broadens the arena of

what normally is understood to constitutes reality.

3. It has a Spiritual Psychology, 'a knowledge of the soul', which incorporates a

developmental theory, life stages, rhythmical pattems of growth, the nature of

thinking, feeling and willing, the stages of the will, and consciousness in relation

to waking, dreaming and sleeping states.

4. There is an Epistemological foundation, which gives a clearly outlined process of

how one may come to know for oneself the claims that are made. This includes a

path of development that leads step by step to the apprehension of this wider

reality without abandoning thinking or the scientific method.

5. It has a Social Theorv. articulated by Steiner in the many lectures and publications

on the Threefold Social Order. A vision for the organisation of Society that is

grounded in the threefold nature of the human being. A fundamental Social Law

which describes the healtþ interdependent relation between the individual and the

society. (See next Section)
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6. It has an Educational Methodology based on the above philosophical elements, as

well as nearly eighty years of practical experience in a variety of geographical and

cultural settings. Schools develop appropriate educational programmes for pre-

school, primary, secondary as well as, in some cases, higher education.

However, it is not any one of these elements that makes Steiner's educational theory

unique, since some coÍrmon aspects can be found in other educational philosophies,

rather, it is the fact that V/aldorf theory and practice incorporates all these in a way

that is integrated and intemally consistent. The implications for teacher education are

ffiffiy, especially in the construction of a teacher training prograûrme that will

incorporate all these elements of the educational theory. Various attempts to do so will

be investigated in subsequent chapters.
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Steiner's Social Theory

1. Background to Steinerts ideas for social renewal

In 1886 when Steiner was editing Goethe's scientific writings in Weimar, he published

A 7heory of Knowledge Based on Goethe's lílorld Conception l This slim volume

provided a philosophical foundation for all his later work by addressing the relation

between the inner world of the human being (that is of thinking) to the outer world

which is perceptible by the senses. It also contained a number of significant thoughts

about social inquiry. In the section on the spiritual2 or cultural sciences

(Geisteswissenschaften) he stated that the cultural sciences have as their object of study

the human being: 'It is human actions, creations, ideas with which we have to do,' and

that the task of these sciences is to 'interpret the human being to himself and to

humanity.':

Steiner gave the social sciences a dual focus, seeing the individual as the source

of social creation and perceiving a pattern in the development of human consciousness

in history and society. One can discern a Hegelian flavour in this dual emphasis, and in

the underlying perspective of history as the drama, the unfolding of humanity towards

greater understanding and freedom. As already mentioned in the section on his

biography, Steiner was critical of both natural science (Naturwissenschaft) for its naive

I Rudolf Stein er, A Theory of Knowledge Bqsed on Goethe's llorld Concepflor, Anthroposophic

Press, NY, 1968.
2 .Spititoul, is to be understood in the general sense of 'nonmaterial.' For example, ideas and mental

pictures exist for us although not perceptible to our physical senses.

ã Christopher Schaefer, 'Rudolf Steiner and Social Renewal: An Intoduction' in Newsletter of the

Anthroposophical Society in Americø, Michaelmas 1988, pp' 3-10'
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materialisma, and of the cultural sciences for their implied relativism. His disagreement

with the major proponents of the Geisteswissenschaft is described in the Riddles of

philosophys and rests on his sense of the existence of social laws and principles.

Steiner explained that the social sciences are different from the natural sciences

and that the task of the Social sciences is understanding human consciousness ¿ls

expressed in social creation. Laws, organisational structures, and political, social, and

economic forms reveal the contours of consciousness: they are an extemal manifestation

of the ideas and values of individuals and groups.6 Since social and economic life is a

human creation, reflecting consciousness, and social science has the task of interpreting

human beings to themselves, the social or cultural sciences are in the highest degree

sciences of freedom.'7

Taking the thought that nature is not created by us but the social world is, it may

be reasoned that every social interaction, beginning with a conversation, or a

relationship to a human organisation, is a social creation. The social world reflects our

nature and our ideas and values as we continually create and recreate the fabric of social

life. At the same time this activþ shapes human consciousness. Steiner viewed all

social entities, such as gfoups, organisations and even nations as living systems that

externalise human nature, and which possess fundamental human characteristics such as

a history, or biography. If we as individuals each have a body, a soul (in which

thoughts, feelings, and intentions mingle), and a spirit, then in some sense so do

organisations. They may be observed to have buildings and offices, a set of

aRudolf Stein et, The Boundaries of Natural Science,Anthroposophic Press, Spring Valley, NY, 1986b'

5 Rudolf Steine1 Riddles of Philosophy' AP, NY 1973

[l.R rdolf St"io social thinkers such as Max Weber and historians such

\ u"Oiitfr"y utt¿ ation in purpose and method between the natural and

I qultural scienc
ziui¿
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relationships, a culture, and also an identity. If human beings go through life phases

from childhood to old age, then so do organisations undergo developmental stages.s

Steiner maintained that there were laws in social life as binding as the laws of

mechanics. This dimension to his social thought makes it possible for him to respond to

the charge of relativism because his fundamental sociological laws are framed as

empirical propositions, accessible to rqason and experience, as well as being capable of

being tested.e For example, in 1898 (in his early Berlin years), Steiner formulated what

he called the Basic Sociological Law:

At the beginning of culture humanity strives to create social arrangements in which the

interests of the individual are sacrificed for the interest of the whole. Later

developments lead to a gradual freeing of the individual from the interests of the

community and to an unfolding of individual needs and capacities.lo

This law or principle exists in time, and if one ponders the sweep of history and the

gradual emergence of individual rights from Greco-Roman times to the present, it

appears justified and points to one of the central aspects of historical evolution, the

emergence of individual consciousness. Such an evolutionary process of consciousness

has a number of consequences: it enhances the possibility of human freedom but it also

unleashes increased antisocial forces in the individual and in society. As we become

more aware of self, of what we think, feel, and want as individuals' \ile can lose our

.social instincts, our natural understanding of others.' 11 Steiner believed that in our time

and in the coming centuries, all social instincts will be lost and that we will increasingly

be 'hermits wandering through the world'' 12

s The following authors explore Steiner's idea further. Bernard Lievegoed, The Developing

Organisation, iavistock, London, 1976; Martin Large, Social-Ecologt Hawthome Press, Stoud, UK,

t9ã4; and C. Schaefer and T. Voors, Vision in Action; The Art of Shaping Initiatives' Hawthorne Press'

Stoud, UK, 1986.

9 Schaefer op. cit 1988, P. 5
l0Quoted in Schaefer, 1988, op. cit. pp. 5-6

11 ibid
l2ibid; See also Steiner, R. Social and Antisocial Forces in the Human Being, Mercury Press, Spring
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This natural evolutionary tendency brings with it the possibility of self-

knowledge and self-development, but it has the social consequence of separating

individuals and groups so that they become strangers to one another. The forces of

critical intelligence, of doubt, of our likes and dislikes, and of egotism in our motives

and intentions can tum us increasingly into antisocial beings, desperately longing for

love and understanding but incapable of offering it to others.

Steiner saw this development of consciousness leading toward increasing

fragmentation and violence unless it was met by a variety of counter measures. One of

these counter measures is critical for an understanding of his social theory. It is the need

to develop new social forms that make visible our interdependency as human beings. He

believed that the loss of social instincts in modern society would result in the loss of

social creativity because true human meetings would become gver more difficult.

According to Steiner all hierarchical social forms, by dividing people into levels

and highly specialised roles, would enhance the antisocial nature of the age.lle not only

felt that new organisational forms were needed to cope with this antisocial trend, but

that a totally new societal structure was called for'

In 1905, while active within the Theosophical Society, Steiner formulated what

he called the 'Fundamental Social Law' which states that:

The well-being of a community of cooperatively working human beings is the greater

the less individuals demand the proceeds of their work for themselves, or in other

words, the more they make over these proceeds to their co-workers and the more their

needs are met not by their own work but from that of others'I3

Valley, NY, 1982
13 Rudolf Ste iner, Geisteswissenschøft und soziale Frager[Spiritual science and the social question]

contained in his complete works (Gesamtausgaåe) Volume 34, quotation is translated by Schaefer,

1988, op. cit.,p.4
Aho, cåmpar" St"io"r', formulation with Hegel's. 'The labour of the individual for his own wants is at

the same time a satisfying of the needs of others, and reciprocally the satisfaction of his own needs is

attained only through-the labour of others.' G.W.F.Hegel , from The Philosophy of Ríght and Law, cited

in Cleverley and Phillips, op. cit. p. 98
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This law represented an effort to make the principle of brotherhood and sisterhood

practical within theosophical circles, and also to separate wages and work at a time

when the German labour movement was concerning itself more with increasing the

wages of its members than in seeking to abolish the commodity character of work,

which Steiner considered to be wage slavery. He argued that when we treat labour as an

economic category we obscure the real relationship between capital and the individual.

Instead of buying labour it would be better to capitalise the individual. Steiner

understood that the purpose of the economic sphere was to deal with production,

distribution and consumption of goods and, by this definition, the areas of land, labour

and capital were seen to belong outside the confines of economic activity.t+

He explained that the economic process can only be understood when we

realise that human beings, by their very nature, belong to two worlds - the world of

nature and the world of the spirit. Economics accordingly has two tasks - to derive from

nature the things necessary to human material life (goods) and to derive from the spirit

the capacities necessary to individual development (capital). 'That a person has to work

goes without saying. But it is not labour which is primary, rather it is the unfolding and

development of the individual'.Is

In a lectu¡e in Zurich in l9l2 titled 'Love and its Meaning in the World', are

expressed a few significant thoughts on the struggle between the forces of egoism and

love, of antisocial and social tendencies within human consciousness. This struggle

between the social and anti-social forces became Steiner's fundamental concern as he

14 Lissau, op. cit. p. 135
15 Chtirtopher J. Budd, Prelude in Economics, Johanus Academy of Sociology and Politics, Hoathly

Hill, West Sussex, IJK, 1979,P'25
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experienced a Europe ravaged by World War I during which he continued his lecturing,

travelling mostly between Switzerland and Germany.

The period lglT-22 was the peak of Steiner's active engagement with the

social questions of his time. The yeat l9I7 can be seen as a turning point in modern

history because it was the year of the Russian Revolution in which Lenin and the

Bolsheviks came to power, and it was also the year in which the United States overcame

its isolationist tendencies and entered the World War. In hindsight one can see how

from this point onwards the United States and the Soviet Union were to play major roles

in the evolution of Europe and the world'

Out of this war experience Rudolf Steiner conceived the threefold imagination of

the human being and showed how this imagination could lead to healing social forms,

because a threefold ordering of society provided an altemative to both capitalism and

communism. In 1919 the V/aldorf school in Stuttgart had already grown out of the

activity of Steiner and the League for the Threefold Social Order16, and it was hoped

that other successful models would follow. At the end of l9l9 a'Stock Company to

further Economic and Spiritual Values' called Der Kommende Tag (The Coming DÐ

was formed 17. In time it was to embrace some 20 organisations, including farms, the

.Waldorf 
school, research institutes, chemical factories, two printing companies, and the

Waldorf Astoria cigarette factory.rs This practical experiment in the application of

threefold ideas is not well known in the English-speaking world.

16 The League was made up of a group of anthroposophists and businessmen wishing to put into

practice Steiner's threefold ideas.
17 Schaefer, 1988, op. cit. p. 8

18 Schaefer, 1988, op. cit. p. 6, comments in a footnote that 'for an excellent review of the manifold

political and social u"tiuiti"r in which Steiner was engaged between l9l7-22, see Hans Kuhn,

breigliderungs-Zeit:Rudolf Steiners Kampffir die Gesellschøl, Philosophisch-Anthroposophischer

Verlag, Dornach, 1978.'
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In 1920 another step was taken when Steiner showed that the task of social

renewal requires a path of individual spiritual development. The 'Motto of the Social

Ethic,' previously mentioned, captures the essence of his work for social renewal,

showing that social life both reflects and shapes individual human consciousness. From

another perspective this ethic is deeply Christian, both in its insistence on the freedom

of the individual and in its readiness to accept totally the fact of human interdependence.

The healing social life is only found when in the mirror of each human soul the whole

community finds its reflection and when in the community the virtue of each one is

living.le

It was not until lgz2,in response to a request from students of Economics, that Steiner

gave a course of fourteen lectures, later published as World Economy: The Formation of

a Science of World Economics,2o which demonstrate a new way of economic thinking

consistent with his ideas about the nature and needs of human beings and the social

order.

2. Social conditions in Germanv in the aftermath of World'War I

In the social unrest in Germany foltowing v/orld war I, an initiative group of small

industrialists in V/urttemberg attempted to find new forms for their impulse towards

self-determination and selÊadministration. Steiner tried to focus their attention on a

more far reaching perspective with his 'Guidelines for a Threefold Social Organism.'2l

In his book The Threeþld Social Order Steiner argued that the real causes of the First

World War lay in the chaos and confusion which arose in 'one-fold states' when the

three natural divisions of human life were not clearly separated.22

19 Rudolf Ste iner, Ilerses and Meditations, Rudolf Steiner Press, London, 1985, pp. 116-117

20 Lectures given between 24ú July and 6ú August , lg22 rnDornach, SwiEerland. Published by

Rudolf Steiner Press, Lolo'don, 1972
2 l Abert Schmelzer, "How the Waldorf Movement Began", in Waldorf Education Exhibition

Catalogue, 1994. Freunde der Erziehungskunst Rudolf Steiners e'V.,Stultgart'1994,pp'76-7
22 Steiner, R. The Threeþld Social OrderAnthroposophic Press, NY, 1966, pp.77-82, esp. p.8l
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Steiner was convinced that much social uffest, and particularly the feelings of

inferiority widespread among the working classes, was not due, as generally supposed,

to frustration on political and economic grounds, but from cultural deprivation -23 He

believed that it was the experience of an unworthy, meaningless existence that had

brought a cry for reformation of human social relations in Germany in the aftermath of

World'War I2a, that 'many men no longer consider their value determined by what they

are as human beings but by a rank they have reached in the hierarchy of officialdom,' 2s

and that 'industrialism introduces something into our lives which in a higher sense

makes man's will meaningless.'26 'Capitalism and the machine ... give the worker no

substance with which to content his soul as a human being.' 27 His views were not

popular with established political parties or trade union organisers who mostly thought

in terms of communist theory with regard to the struggle for workers to own the means

of production.

Steiner saw the 'invisible hand' doctrine and the concept of enlightened self

interest, as formulated by Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations, as a mental shaitjacket

that distorted the meaning of work and of economic processes. He held that we work for

meaning, not only for profit, and although the motive power of economic production is

essentially to serve human needs as efficiently as possible, at its heart, economic activity

is a cooperative, communal activity and not a competitive struggle for profit and

survival, as rationalist economic thinking would have it.28

23 Frans Calgren, Rudolf Steiner 1861-j,925, (3rd edition) The Goetheanum School of Spiritual

Science, Dornach, SwiEerlandl 97 2, p. 32
24 Steiner, The Threefold Commonwealth,l.'{.acmlllan, NY,1922, p'82

25 Steiner, Education as a Social Problem, op. cit' p. 34

26 ibidp.ll
2Tsteiner, Threeþld Commonwealth, op. clt.p' 12

28 Christopher Schaefer, 'Rudolf Steiner as a SocialThinker',inReVision, Vol. 15, No. 2, 1992p.59
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In the World Economy course of lectures Steiner differentiated between

.capitalism' as a social order and 'capital economy' as a mode of economy. Capitalism

was seen as a form of society based on three economic untruths - private property,

labour as a cofilmodity, and ownership of capital. The key feature of capitalism is the

conferring of power on those who own capital, and therefore has nothing to do with a

.capital economy' in which the economic process has more or less freed.itself from

inclusion within the cultural and political spheres. It has as a concomitant the

emancipated consciousness of the individual. Capital economy only finds its tnre setting

in the social order when capital finds its way to individuals, solely on the basis of their

capacities.2e

In the decisive years after the defeat of Germany and its allies Steiner

addressed himself mainly to Germans. He aimed to establish in Cenhal Europe a

diversified social entity which by its example might mitigate the rigours of 'Western

capitalism and Communist tyranny. His aim for Central Europe was to break down the

porver of the unitary state before it became completely totalitarian. He wanted to stem

the intoxification of nationalism and to prevent the Germans from establishing another

Reich. He tried to make the Germans realise that they could only influence the world if

they concentrated on what was universally human, pointing to the cultural treasures,

such as Goethe and Novalis, whom they could call their own but who, having concerned

themselves with the universally human, had transcended what is purely German'3o Such

attitudes made Steiner atargetfor German nationalists who made an attempt on his life.

As a result towards the end of 1922 he stopped lecturing in public to German audiences.

2e Rudolf Steiner,Ílorld Economy,pp. 84-95; Budd, op' cit'pp.77-78
3o Lissau, op. cit. pp. 130-31
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Steiner's social intentions are incompatible with the ethos of capitalism and in

many respects more unconventional than communism. His ideas were radical,

egalitarian, and anti-nationalistic 3r but although he withdrew from his extensive public

efforts to influence social, economic, and political events, and in 1924 the'The Coming

Day' initiative finally closed,32 the V/aldorf schools continued to develop independently

all over the world.

3. The develooment of the ideal of the Threefold Social Order

In eighteenth century France the call for Liberty, Equality, and Fraternifl sounded forth

from the revolutionary ranks. Steiner maintained that these three ideals continued to be

sought in the society of his time and so developed a form for a social order that

supported a life that would give to human beings a sense of worth and value. Steiner

insisted that in order to thrive the social organism must reflect the threefold organisation

of the human being. But where does freedom or liberfy truly reside, and where do we

find equality? And though the term fraternity or brotherhood/sisterhood is often heard,

what does it signiff and where do we meet it? Steiner explained that we meet it in the

image of the threefold human being.

In the anthroposophical weltanschauung the human being is differentiated into

three qualitatively very different modes of experience which are never isolated from the

rest of world. The human form, as well as its various functions, is considered to be a

microcosmic expression of ever widening forms and systems in the macrocosmic world.

The form of 'threefoldness' may be encountered in a number of contexts. In 1904 in his

book Theosophy Steiner describes the human being as a threefold being, consisting of

3l ibid, p. 13l
32 Schaefer, 1988, op. cit. p. 8
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spirit, soul, md body.tt In 1917 he first gave out his description of the threefold

organism in which he shows how the body consists of three distinct though closely

related organizations, a nerve-sense system centred in the head, a rhythmic-circulatory

system centred in the chest, and a metabolic-limb system centred in the abdomen. He

goes on to describe however that in the human body,

there is no such thing as absolute centralisation ... andmoreover, each of these systems

has its own special and distinct relation to the outer world, the head system through the

senses, the rh¡hmic or circulatory system through the breathing, the metabolic system

through the organs of nourishment and the organs of movement.34

These three systems are co-active in every part of the body: where there is nerve there is

blood, and along with the blood, respiration and metabolism. They represent three

different principles: the nerve-sense system comprising brain, nerves and senses is

related to the conscious life of thought; the rhythmic-circulatory system comprising

lungs, heart and circulation as the centre of the rhythmic functioning of the body to the

ßfe of feeling; mdthe metabolic-limb system to the life of will. Table 1 below clarifies

the relationship between the various elements.

Human
Being

Human
Soul

Physiological
System

Spirit Thinking Nerves/Senses
(cented in head)

Soul Feeling Rhythmic
(centred in chest)

Body will Metabolic/Limbs
(cented in abdomen)

Table 1: Physiological Sites for Soul Faculties

This human threefoldness is deemed to be reflected in the threefold nature of the social

organism. V/ithin the threefold social order the 'cultural' sphere is that realm of the

organism where the expression of individual freedom or liberty can find its rightful

place. In the realm of the human soul freedom may be experienced in thinking, and this

33 Rudolf Steine4Theosopåy, RSP, London, 1973. See Chapter I
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is expressed through the body's nerye-sense system. The political or 'rights' sphere

comes into play where individuals live in relationship with others, and this usually

entails relinquishing some personal freedom out of respect for the interests of others and

for the sake of social harmony. The human rhythmic system, the physical basis for

feeling and where the air we breathe in common with others is processed, is analogous

to the .rights' sphere of society. Equality belongs to the political sphere of society,

where the legislation of human rights is enacted in parliaments and enforced through the

courts. The .economic' sphere is concerned with what is most efficient and sustainable

in the production, distribution and consumption of resources, such as goods and

services. In reality, no one works for themselves alone, rather the work of each person

helps to provide for the needs of others, just like the metabolic organs serve the whole

body. The key pringiple in this sphere is therefore not liberty or equality,butfraternity.

It will then be evident that human cooperation in the economic life must be based on

fraternity. ... In the second member, the civil rights system, which is concerned with

purely human, person-to-person relations, it is necessary to strive for the realisation of

ih" id"u of equality. ená in the relatively independentspiritua/ sector of the social

organism it is necessary to strive for the realisation of the idea of freedom.3s

With this formulation Steiner integrates the various parts of the human body and the

human soul and unites them with a profound integrity into the spheres of society of

which we are apartand to which we are inextricably united. The table should clariff the

interrelations between the various elements'

¡4 ibid. p. +g
35 Steiner, Towards Social Renewøl, RSP, London, 1977,p' 59
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Soul
Activity

Social
Attribute

Social
Sphere

Thinking Liberty Cultural
(Spiritual life)

Feeling Equality Political
(Legallrights)

Willing Fraternity Economic

Table 2: Individual Soul Faculties and the Body Social

But a healtþ social order, like a healtþ body, is found when the three organisms are

working harmoniously. That is, when the principles of liberty, equality and fraternity

are working in their appropriate sphere. 'Where this does not occur and there is a

crossing of boundaries in social principles, an unhealtþ social order is the usual result.

For example, when the ideal of liberty dominates the economic sphere, as in the cult of

individualism in free market capitalism, the freedom of the few is often at the expense

of workers whose exploitation results in a widening gap between rich and poor. By

measuring every human activity by its degree of profitability, capitalism destroys not

only our environment but also the cohesion of society and the morality of the individual.

But Steiner most of all attacked the hallowed principle of market forces. In October

1919 he observed that the 'body social' had become unhealthy because the economic

sphere was dominating the whole social organism, and as a result education, which

belongs in the 'cultural-spiritual sphere' and therefore should be developed out of the

ideal of freedom, had become subject to market forces'

The economic aspect of life has to a great extent overspread everything, because it has

outgrown both folitical and cultural life, and has acted like a suggestion on the

thoughts feelings and passions of men. Thus it becomes ever more evident that the

-uorr"r in which the tusiness of a nation is carried on determines, in reality, the

cultural and political life of the people. It becomes ever more evident that the

commercial and industrial magnates, by their position alone, have acquired the

monopoly of culture. The economically weak remain the uneducated' A certain
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connection has become apparent between the economic and the cultural, and between

the cultural and the political organisations.

The cultural life has gradually become one that does not evolve out of its own inner

needs and does not follow its own impulses, but, especially when it is under public

administration, as in schools and educational institutions, it receives the form most

useful to the political authority. The human being can no longer be judged according to

his capacities; he can no longer be developed as his inborn talents demand. Rather is it
asked, 'What does the state want?' 'What talents are needed for business?' 'How many

men are wanted with a particular training?' The teaching, the schools, the examinations

are all directed to this end. The cultural life cannot follow its own laws of development;

it is adapted to the political and the economic life'36

The passage is quoted in full because this analysis seems prophetic concerning the

consequences for the education sector, of government economic rationalist policy, in the

latter part of this century.

The usual outcome when the ideal of equality pervades the cultural sphere is

sectarianism and indoctrination. This may be seen in religious fundamentalism or

uncritical promotion of say, communist ideology as in the 'Cultural Revolution' in

China. Another example of a confusion of principles in the social order is when the

ideal of fraternity dominates the cultural sphere. The consequences of collectivisation in

both Soviet and Chinese society \ryas conìmunal ownership of the means of production

but at the cost of the suppression of the freedom of the individual. For Steiner this one-

sided tendency, in which 'the hand' ignores the needs of 'the heart' and 'the head', was

anti-social because the needs of one aspect marginalised the other two. He believed that

such one-sidedness was the consequence of miseducation, commenting that such

anti-social conditions are brought about because people are turned out into social life

not educated to feel socially. People with social feelings can only come from a mode of
education that is directed and carried on by persons who themselves feel socially. The

social question will never be touched until the education question and the question of
the spiritual life are treated as a vital part ofit.37

36 Steiner, The Social Future,.ÃP,NY, 1972, pp. 19-20
37 ibid., p. xxiv
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Thus Steiner saw education as playing a pivotal role in bringing about social renewal,

stating that

if we will to bring about a truè form of society in future it must be prepared through

people's education....We must strongly develop the forces ttrat cqn be developed in

children's souls, so that later on they harvest the fruits of their childhood leaming.38

Considering the generally one-sided nature of the organisation of most 'Western

countries, at the time that Steiner was actively involved in social reform, there have

been various developments of the social order along the direction promoted by Steiner.

This may be seen especially in the political or rights sphere with advances in social

legislation: unemployment benefits, pensions and sickness allowances, health services,

legislation dealing with such matters as the relationships between landlord and tenant,

the problem of monopolies and restrictive trading practices, equal opportunity, taxation,

and improved social services. Here it would seem that the rights sphere (equality) has

been acting correctly in its own particular province.

However, while legislating the rights of all children to an education, and

securing a choice in schooling, both in state run as well as in the degree of freedom

granted to a variety of non-government schools, the political sphere still maintains

considerable control of the education sector via its polver to control the funding to both

schools and the further and higher education sectors. The rights-sphere and the

economic sphere have yet to develop an independent relationship to the cultural sphere.

Waldorf schools, in a microscosmic way, are attempting to lay the groundwork for a

social future that is more consistent with human nature.

38 Steiner, Education as a Social Problem,AP, NY, 1969 p' 45
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4. The Threefold Social Order and the Birth of the \ilaldorf Schools

Although no comprehensive national movement for a threefold social order ever

developed in the sense hoped for by Steiner, the campaign for a new social order had

been especially well received in the big Waldorf Astoria cigarette factory in Stuttgart,

Germany. The employees there had heard Rudolf Steiner speak on questions of further

education, and wanted a new kind of education for their children. The director, Emil

Molt, supported them and on April 23, 1919, asked Rudolf Steiner to take on the

plaruring and leadership of a school for the children of the workers of the factory.3e This

school was founded in September 1919 'in conformity with the ideas underlying the

threefold social order.'40 In regard to the founding of this school, Steiner states:

At the foundation of the school I not only endeavoured to give shape to externals,

corresponding to the requirements and the impulse of the threefold order. I also strove

to present pedagogy and didactics to the teaching staff of this new kind of school in

such a light that the human being would be educated to face life and be able to bring

about a social future in accordance with certain unconquerable instincts in human

nature. ... The pedagogy of the future will not be a normal science. It will be a true art,

the art of developing the human being.al

In developing the first Waldorf school, Steiner connected the three areas of social life

(cultural, rights, and economic) and the three universally human ideals (liberfy' equality,

and fraternity) with the three main developmental stages of the growing young human

being - infancy, childhood and adolescence - and the educational principles which

should prevail at each stage, namely imitation, authority and independence. 2 Steiner

refers to the aspects of the human being which are developed in the first three seven-

year phases of life by the terminology 'physical', 'etheric', and 'astral' bodies'

39 Christine Murphy, Emil Molt and the Beginnings of the l\laldorf School Movement, Floris Books,

Edinburgh, l99l,ppl37'38; also Frans Calgren, op. cit' p' 33;
40 Steiner, The Social Future, op. cit' p.97
¿t ibid. pp.97-1oo
42 Steiner, Education as a Social Problem; Childs, Steiner Education:Theory qnd Practice, 1991, p. 5
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...upon this threefold educational basis must be erected what is to flourish f.or

mankind's future. If we do not know that the physical body must become an imitator in
the right way \Me shall merely implant animal instincts in this body. If we are not aware

that between the seventh and fourteen{h year the ether body passes through a special

development that must be based on authority, there will develop in man merely a

universal cultural drowsiness, and the force needed for the rights organism will not be

present. If from the fifteenth year onward we do not infuse all education in a sensible

way with the power of love that is bound to the astral body, men will never be able to

develop their astral bodies into independent beings. These things intertwine.

Proper imitation develops freedom;

Authority develops the rights life;
Brotherliness, love, develops the economic life.
But turned about it is also true. When love is not developed in the right way, freedom is

lacking; and when imitation is not developed in the right way, animal instincts gtow

rampant.43

Life Stage Soul Activity Pedagogic Mode Social Sphere

Infant
0-7

Willing Imitation Economic

child
7-14

Feeling Authority Rights

Adolescent
l4+

Thinking Freedom/
responsibility

Cultural

Table 3: Chitd Development and the Social Spheres

With these comments Steiner indicated firstly, the importance of developing the moral

forces in childhood and youth through an education which is founded upon the threefold

image of the human being, and secondly with developing a pedagogy aimed towards

helping the children strengthen the qualities that would allow them to respond to the

social ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity. The implications of these ideas for a

practical teaching methodology are covered in a wide range of books on Waldorf

education listed in the bibliography and will not be detailed here.

5. Threefoldness and School

The school community may be considered a miniature society which also has a cultural,

rights and an economic sphere. Steiner placed education within the spiritual-cultural

43 ibid. Steinerp. 17
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sphere, insisting that all responsibility for the management of institutions within this

sphere belongs to those directly involved in its day to day running. In other words the

educational policy of a school should be formulated and executed by the teachers, since

it is an institution of the free spiritual life, though social and economic policy will

involve other stakeholders.

Although, according to Steiner, the school belongs to the spiritual-cultural

sphere, the other two branches of the threefold order are necessarily present. School

structures usually comprise the College of Teachers, which is made up of the teaching

staff, a School Council or Board of Directors, and a Parent Association made up of the

parents of the children who attend the school. While these three spheres of activity serve

in common the whole school community, they are differentiated because they each have

separate functions. The a:rangement of the human organism into three systems,

emphasises Steiner 'is not a spatial delimination of the bodily members, but is according

to the activities (functions) of the organism...Nevertheless, the three functional types

are, according to their natures, sharply separated.'44

As a result of many decades of experience, more recent literature in the field of

organisational management of institutes which base their work on Anthroposoph/s

consistently supports the view that a threefoldness is indeed formed in intermediate

social structures, such as Waldorf schools, art schools, adult education colleges, and

institutions for people with disabilities. However, what the spiritual-cultural sphere,

¿4 ibid in Footnote p. 54
45See Bemard Lievegoed, The Developing Organisation,Tavistock, London, 1976; Martin Latge,

Social Ecologl, Hawthorne Press, Stoud, UK, 1984; and C. Schaefer and T. Voors, Vision in Action;

The Art of Shaping Initiatives,Hawthome Press, Stroud, UK, 1986'
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sphere of rights, and the economic sphere are for the whole social organism, a spiritual

life, social life andworking life are for the smaller social organism.46

The College of Teachers, which normally has the responsibility for directing a

Waldorf school, has the primary task of ensuring that the students receive the education

that it claims to offer, mainly an 'education towards freedom'47; secondly, it must

maintain as paramount the staff requirement for academic freedom in order that

individual teachers'creativity may be sustained; and thirdly, it must defend the freedom

of the school from interference by the state or other interests, such as business or

industry, in matters concerning curriculum and methodology.as

By virtue of the fact that these three groups, (College of Teachers, School

Council, Parent Association) contribute to the health and well being of the Waldorf

school community, they may be pictured as adopting the function of one of the three

spheres of the social order, though naturally on a much smaller scale. But Steiner

insisted that this freedom should not only apply to V/aldorf schools.

Even the schools which directly serve the state and the economy should be

administered by the educators: law schools, trade schools, agricultural and industrial

colleges, all should be administered by representatives of a free spiritual life'ae

Thus, education, 'lytng as it does at the root of all spiritual life, must be put under the

management of those people who are educating and teaching's0 and therefore

rightfully becomes, in a Waldorf school, the responsibility of the College of Teachers.

All members of the school community participate in its social life and therefore good

communication between the various 'stakeholders' (teachers, parents, students,

46 Bernard C. J. Lievego ed, Developing Communilies, Hawthom Press, Stoud, UK, 1993, especially

the section "The Organising of Cultural Institutes" pp. 165-192
47 See Calgren, op. cit. Introduction.
48 Steiner, Towards Social Renewal, op. cit. p' 12

4e ibid, p. 13
s0 Steiner, The Threeþld Commonwealth,Macmlllan, NY, 1922,p. 19
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government authorities, etc) is crucial to qnsure that the rights or interests of all are

considered. Participation in the daily working life of the school involves all the

teachers, ancilliary staff, including bursar, book-keepers, office staff, and whoever

else is in the school's emPloY.

Table 4: School Organisation

It is evident from the preceding pages that Steiner believed, and vigorously asserted,

that through education the foundations can be laid for a new form of society. This

foundation can only be strengthened if the social organism (or institution) which

provides the education is itself a reflection of the form of society towards which it is

striving . 'If this social organism [of the Waldorf school] is to function in a healtþ way

it must methodically cultivate three constituent members.'sl This is a clear

recofilmendation that V/aldorf schools should strive to structure themselves in a

threefold way consistent with the impulse for social renewal that brought them into

being.

6. Conclusion

Steiner tried, unsuccessfully, to influence the reconstruction of German social life

towards adopting the Threefold ideas. In this chapter an elaboration of how these ideas

were developed as well as the connection between the principles of liberty, equality and

Social
Attribute

Social
Sphere

School
Sphere

Responsible
Bodies

Freedom Cultural Educational policy
(Spiritual life)

College of Teachers

Equality Rights Social policy
(Social Life)

School Council
(Parents * Teachers)

Parent AssociationFratemity Economic Financial policy
(Working life)

5l Steiner, Towards Social Renewal, op. cit. pp. 57-8
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fraternity and the threefold human being (both physiological systems and psychological

aspects) has been presented. An outline was given of how the threefold ideas became

implanted in the educational and organizational forms of the V/aldorf school indicating

that the vision of a social future created by socially responsible individuals lies at the

heart of the social aims of the Waldorf school movement. It also becomes fundamentally

important that the teacher educator has a clear understanding and reasoned commitment

to the threefold social order ideal. This ideal is yet another of the anthroposophical ideas

which a prospective V/aldorf teacher will have to study in order to more fully

understand the implications of Rudolf steiner education.
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Chapter 3

Waldorf Teacher Training:
Historical and Contemporary Aspects

Section I

"spiritually oriented teacher training"

Section three of the last chapter showed that V/aldorf pedagogy and the Waldorf

schools are inextricably bound up with Steiner's intentions for social renewal, and it

was shown that the year L919 was an intensively active time for him in this regard.

For example, from January to April he lectured extensively on his concept of the

threefold social order, in April his book The Threeþld Commonwealth was

published,l and Emil Molt asked him to take on the planning and leadership of a new

school. It seemed inevitable, given his deep concem about the social upheavals, that in

accepting this responsibility Steiner would relate his pedagogy to the social conditions

of the time. During the suÍtmer months of 1919 Steiner stressed the connections

between social demands and the rejuvenation of educational methods needed to meet

those demands.2 In August he gave a series of lectures in Domach, Switzerland to

members of the Anthroposophical Society, in which he made known his intention to

bring his pedagogical ideas to realisation in the school to be founded by Dr. Emil

Molt.

I This book was clearly popular in Germany as it sold upward of 80,000 copies in the fust year. (From

the jacket of the book Education øs a Sociøl Problem')
2 Doris M. Bugbey in Foreword of Education as q Social Problem'
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The lecture course, later published as Education as a Social Problem3 was

primarily concerned with the perceptible consequences of materialism in the culture

of the time. Steiner emphasised that of the many social problems that had been under

discussion during the lecture course, that of education was the most important. It is

only at this point that the central thesis of his talk is stated: that 'within the whole

complex of this subject the training of teachers is the most important auxiliary

question.'4 Not surprisingly, the fourth of these six lectures, called 'Education as a

question of spiritually oriented teacher training', contains the most specific

pronouncements on what constitute essential pre-requisites for a teacher training of

the future.

In this lecture Steiner observed that the predominant characteristic in the

development of culture since the fifteenth century was its increasing tendency towards

materialism and said that 'nothing could have such a lasting effect as the permeation

of educational philosophy by materialism.'S He cited the adoption of the latest

educational method, that of the widespread use of the 'object lesson,' as an example

of the lack of understanding by educators of children's natures, of what they need to

nourish their souls, and how their learning can be most fi:uitful. Steiner's observation

of the general uncertainty about what direction should be taken in education led him

to ask what he calls 'the burning question.' That is: 'What then do we have to strive

3 Rudolf Stein er, Education qs a Social Problem, (Dornach, August 9-17,1919), Anthroposophic

Press, New York, 1969'
+ ruia p. o+
5 ibid;. 65. In a lecture in Berne, given on December 12, lgl8, called 'social and Antisocial Forces in

the Human Being', Steiner had elaborated on the development of materialistic thinking and its effects

on human culture.
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for in order to have the right teacher training in the future?...How can teacher training

be transformed?'6

It is a leading question for his lecture, and he went on to argue that the answer

could not be found in the materialistic world outlook, nor in intellectual schemes but

that a new of the human beine should become the basis for education in

the future. This understanding should be based on a deepened knowledge of the

spiritual forces at work in human life, and with it neril concepts involved in the

training of teachers. That is, concepts derived from what he terms 'an anthropology

resulting from anthroposoPhY'.7

Teachers must be permeated by the reality of the human being's connection with the

supersensible worlds. They must be in the position to see in growing children evidence

that they have descended from the supersensible world through conception and birth,

have clothed themselves with a body, and wish to acquire here in the physical world

what they cannot acquire in the life between death and a ne\ry birth, and in which the

teachers have to help.8

Steiner was speaking to members of the Anthroposophical Society, and because they

were likely to be already familiar with the spiritual research which he had carried on

during the previous twenty years, he is neither circumspect in his comments nor

unarnbiguous in his expectations of what would be required of teachers working from

'an anthropology resulting from anthroposophy'. Apart from the comments in the

above quotation on the nature of a child's incarnation and requirement in life, Steiner

went on to say that

. teachers must learn to see man 'in many respects as a threefold being',

o ibid p. oo
z iuia p. oz
8 ibid pp. 66-67
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. they must acquire for themselves an 'inwardly mobile thinking' so that they can

understand the differences between the 'nerve-sense man, rhythmical man, and

metabolic man' and

. they must be able to work with these interpenetrating realities without needing to

resort to diagrams which divide aspects of the human constitution neatly into

separate boxes. 9

The lecture cycle above was given in Dornach and finished on August 77, only four

days before the initial teacher training course was due to start in Stuttgart. Between

the 21st August and 5th September, I9l9 Steiner conducted this "teacher's course",

the structure and content of which will be considered in some detail in Section 2 as it

may be seen as a model which influenced the formation of later courses.

e ibid pp.67-69
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Chapter 3: Section 2

The Initial Teacher Training Course

1. The Structure of the 1919 TeachersCourse

Three daily courses consisting of lectures, discussions and seminars later titled Study

of Man, practical Advice to Teachers, and Discussions with Teachers together form

the basic material of the original training course presented by Steiner to the teachers

of the first Waldorf school. These courses almost invariably are used as basic study

material in the various teacher training centres for Waldorf teachers throughout the

world. For convenience, this first training course henceforth will be referred to as the

l9l9 Teachers' Course. The structure of the initial training course is summarised in

Table 1.

Table 1: The 1919 Teacher$Course

The 1919 Teachers' Course, especially the lectures in Study of Man, is generally

considered within the Waldorf school movement as a seminal course which contains

the basic ideas and principles which underpin the educational philosophy. However

they are not 'basic' in the sense of being simple. Rather, the content is very

demanding and readers unfamiliar with the basic concepts of{nthroposophy may find

it perplexing or even unintelligible in places. In his biographical sketch on the

I)ates Morning Course Mid-morning Course Afternoon Seminars

21't August 1919

to

5ú September 1919

Study of Man

(Menschenkunde)

Practical Advice to

Teøchers

Discussions lYith

Teachers

66 September 1919 Curriculum Lectures Curriculum Loctures Curriculum Lechrres
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beginnings of the Waldorf school movement, Emil Molt described the preparatory

phase in which the teachers received their training'

On August 19th, 1919, I brought Dr and Frau Dr Steiner to Stuttgart for the teachers'

course, which Dr Steiner wanted to hold for a limited circle of teachers and friends of

the movement.l

Notwithstanding the fact that the Study of Man lectures are difficult and that the first

teachers were privileged in several ways, there is a 'folklore' within the V/aldorf

school movement about the unique status of the first teachers. This is already

suggested by the preceding quotation which refers to 'a limited circle of teachers and

friends', who were invited to be present at the first training course. The implication

seems to be that they were very well versed in anthroposophy, and that the course

content was not as difficult for those people as it seems to be for many prospective

teachers studying this course of lectures today. In the foreword of Study of Man thís

aspect of the folklore is supported by the comment of the editor that the participants

.were already familiar with Steiner's fundamental teaching as to the nature and

evolution of man and the world'.2 This folklore, has continued to be perpetuated over

time, such as in the following quotation by a Canadian author and anthroposophist

(who is well known within the anthfoposophical movement).

It should be recognised that these first teachers had been chosen by Steiner himself,

and all had alread! at their disposal a fundamental grasp of anthroposophy, even if they

lacked as yet teaching 
"*p".i"rr"". 

The cycle The study of Man, is therefore, quite

naturally, exceedingly difficult for the beginner, and enters into matters far beyond the

experience of the ordinary person who knows little or nothing about anthroposophy,

however much teaching experience he has enjoyed'3

while having 'a fundamental grasp ofþthroposophy' was clearly the case for most of

lchristine Murphy, Emil Molt and the beginnings of the Waldorf School movement' Floris Books'

Edinburgh, l99l,P I42
2nodolf st"io er, study of Man: General Education course, tanslated by Daphne Harwood and Helen

Fox, revised by A.C. Harwood, Rudolf Steiner Press, London, 1966, p 14

3 Stewart C. Easton, Man and the Wortd in the Light of Anthroposophy, '!'P,NY, 1975, pp' 409-10
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the participants of the initial training course, it was not for all. Molt, the managing

director of the V/aldorf Astoria cigarette factory, described Steiner as broad minded in

his choice of teachers. As an example, 'the sister of one of my acquaintances had

applied to the Waldorf school. She was a teacher by profession but did not know the

first thing about anthroposophy or of the personality of Rudolf Steiner. He spoke with

her before the beginning of the course and then invited her to attend. She became a

very able Waldorf teachef .4 Neither did the over a dozen who attended the course

become teachers. For example, Molt stated that 'my wife and I were permitted to

participate from beginning to end. It was a lofty and blessed time of learning for us'.5

Neither Molt or his wife became teachers, though Frau Molt did become a

housemother and later taught handwork. Steiner's inclusion of these special cases set a

precedent for the future. The principles of remaining flexible about who is accepted

into a teacher training course, and considering each applicant on their own merits,

seemed to over-ride the use of established pre-requisites or fixed criteria for

eligibility.

At the opposite pole were people who were thoroughly familiar with Steiner

and Anthroposophy. One of these was Herbert Hahn who was a friend of the Molts,

and had recently been engaged in coordinating the adult educational activity of the

workers of the Waldorf Astoria6 which had been 'set on foot by the Movement for the

Threefold social order'.7 Another candidate was E. A. Karl stockmeyer, who had

been teaching in a high school in Baden and 'had been acquainted both with Rudolf

a tututphy op. cit., p143. Molt does not name the individual in question.

sitid
6ibid, p 136
THerbert Hahn, "How the Waldorf School Arose from the Th¡eefold Social Movement" in A Man

Beþre Othersi Rudolf Steiner Remembered, Rudolf Steiner Press, Bristol, 1993, pp 55-72 esp' p 6l

MLlt was a significant member and supporter of the Movement for the Threefold Social Order'
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Steiner as a personality and with his teachings from the earþ days'.8 Stockmeyer was

given the task of looking for other teachers, some of whom were suggested by

Steiner.e

In this way a provisional teaching faculty or 'collegium of teachers',

comprising people from all walks of life, was brought together over the course of a

few months. One of Steiner's biographers commented that in hindsight 'one is

astonished at the abundance of teachers of more than average attainment who were

brought together within such a short time to form the original teaching staff.'r0 Most

of these people (see fooûrote) later distinguished themselves by publishing works on

aspects of V/aldorf education and Anthroposophy'rr

The course of fourteen morning lectures were published in 1932 in book form

titled Allgemeine Menschenlcunde als Grundlage der Ptidagogik (Study of Man as a

Foundation for Pedagogy). The first English editions of the Study of Man (Rudolf

Steiner Publishing Company, London, and Anthroposophic Press, l'tY) v/ere

translations from this German edition, and appeared in 1947. A second English

edition (Rudolf Steiner Press, 1966) was a revised translation of the fifth (1960)

edition of the German text. This detail is emphasised to highlight the fact that English

speaking teachers did not have access to the translations of these original lectures until

after World'War II, and more widely until after the middle of the 1960s'

tibi¿ p o¿
eVturphy op. cit. p. 138
l0Johunoes Hemleben, Rudolf Steiner: A Documentary Biography,Henty Goulden, Sussex, 1975,

ppl2l-22
liiUi¿. Some well known names, within the anthroposophical and Waldorf movements, who comprised

the fust Collegium are Karl Stockmeyer, Dr. Eugen Kolisko, Dr Walter Johannes Stein, Professor

Hermann von-Baravalle, Dr Hahn, Dr Ernst Lehrs, Dr schwebsch, Dipl. Ing. Alexander Strakosch,

Ernst Bindel, Ernst Uehii, Maria Roschl, Dr. Caroline von Heiderbrand, Max Wolfhugel (painter), Paul

Baumann (musician), and others.
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The second series of fourteen lectures delivered each day, following the

morning course, titled Erziehunghtnst. Methodisch-DidaWisches (Art of Teaching:

Didactical Method) was first published in English in 1937 as Practical Advice to

Teachers by Rudolf Steiner Publishing Company, London and Anthroposophic

press, Ny. The 19'16 trarrclation by Johannah Collis, and published by Rudolf

Steiner Press, London, is more readily available'

The third series of fifteen afternoon discussions, available in German as

Erziehungkunst. Seminarbersprechungen und Lehrplanfortrage (Art of Teaching:

Seminar Discussions and Curriculum Planning) was published in 1967 as Discussions

with Teachers, translated by Helen Fox and published by Rudolf Steiner Press,

London.

2. Content of the 1919 Teachers'Course

Having outlined the daily organisation of the three cycles in the 1919 Teachers'

Course, its content will now be examined in order to discern whether and in what way

it has served as a model for the training courses which followed.

The of Man

The title of the morning lecture series, Allgemeine Menschenlatnde als Grundlage der

Padagogik (study of Man as a Foundation for Pedagogy), suggests that the course

deals with all that needs to be understood about the human being that will be the

foundation or ground on which the pedagogy is constructed. This foundation is a

general anthropology which, in this context, is all that is contained in steiner's

Anthroposophy.Further consideration will be given to this point later in the chapter.
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The fourteen lectures in Study of Man are not only concerned with education.

They contain Steiner's fundamental views on human psychology. His psychological

perspective takes into account the forces which play into the human being from the

past as well as of future states of consciousness. Although these are potential states to

be realised at a future time, Steiner believed that they nevertheless affect our character

and destiny because 'it is in the balancing out of the past with the future that we

escape determinism and find our true nature as free beings.'lz This claim is important

and because it is the theme of one of Steiner's early works The Philosophy of

Freedom, V/aldorf education has since been called 'an education towards freedom'.

Before beginning with the subject of education proper, Steiner's first lecture is

an introduction to the task of Waldorf education. He begins by 'making a preliminary

survey of what the educational task' of the teachers willbe.

Now much will depend on placing ourselves in the right relation to our task at the

outset. We must leam to understand that we have to give a very definite guidance to

our age - guidance which is of importance, not because it is considered valid for the

whole evolution of humanity, but because it is valid just for this age of ours' 13

Steiner explained that particular historical epochs had particular tasks, and repeated

the position made in the previous week in Dornach when he gave the lecture

.Education as a question of spiritually oriented teacher training', that from about the

fifteenth century the Western world has seen increasing egoism and materialism, and

that these have been accompanied by a decline in awareness of the spiritual dimension

of life. Anthroposophical spiritual science contributes a perspective which can

counterbalance materialism and egoism because it embraces the spirit as a reality, and

places human consciousness in a more realistic relation to the activity of spiritual

l2Rudolf ste ine¡ study of Man, Rudolf Steiner Press, London, 1966, p. 15

l3ibid
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beings. Indeed, many points in the first lecture of Study of Man are restatements, from

a slightly different perspective, of statements made in the lecture cited above. Steiner

emphasised the point that in education teachers must fill themselves with the

consciousness that 'here, in this human being, you, with your action, have to achieve a

continuation of what higher beings have done before [her/his] birth"14

Unlike the traditional mission of Christian education, which was to be an

,education for salvation' [of the immortal soul], steiner, while embracing the

existence of the human soul and spirit, drew the focus away from immortality and the

after-life to the period before birth. He highlighted the importance of seeing physical

existence not as just a new beginning at birth, but as a continuation of the spiritual

existence in a new physical body. Therefore teachers are required to carry on 'what

has hitherto been done by higher beings without our participation''ls

This is not the usual view held in our times in the West and may even' at first,

be met with disbelief and rejection. In time the prospective teacher's feelings of

reverence for the child, awe at the responsibility of the task, and a realistic sense of

humility regarding one's capacity to carry on the task which higher beings began, may

follow. Hopefully it will because, said steiner: 'This alone will give the right mood

and feeling to our whole system of teaching and education.' 16 But how do teachers

cultivate this 'mood and feeling'?

Knowledge about and practical experience in this cultivation is another area

which Steiner probably took for granted; mainly that an inner path of development

through study, contemplation and meditation, in combination with working in the

l4ibid p. 17. The period ,,before birth" does not refer to a previous incarnation in a physical body, but

to the lìfe of the soul in the spiritual world between the last death and the present birth'

lsibid
l6ibid
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world, would be a normal part of one's life, and that developing an appreciation, and

eventually a perception, of the spiritual dimension of life, was an integral part of

professional practice. Familiarity with another of Steiner's basic texts, Knowledge of

the Higher Worlds,would also have been taken for granted'

Whether prospective teachers see their task as a vocation or as a career often

becomes evident in this area of inner development. The former is following 'a calling'

while the ,career teacher' may perform professionally without necessarily having an

inner conviction. Steiner might suggest that 'according to one's karma' , the degree of

commitment may change during one's life, or remain clear from the beginning. The

key point is that 'you can only become good teachers if you pay attention not merely

to what you do but also to what you are'. 17 Being a spiritually striving individual with

an active meditative life will undoubtedly contribute to what one is.

Thus we see that the first introductory lecture explores a variety of issues

pertinent to teaching, most of which is taken for granted. The second lecture begins:

In the future all teaching must be founded on a real psychology - a psychology which

has been gained through an anthroposophical knowledge of the world.l8

The next four lectures deal with this 'real psychology' and contain instruction about

the nature of the human being from the standpoint of the soul. The inner life of the

.soul, has already been described as consisting of the faculties of thinking, feeling and

willing. In these lectures the nature of thinking, feeling and willing is elaborated in the

context of the life before birth and after death, in connection with their anatomical and

physiological expression, in relation to the natural world and the spiritual world, and

much more.

tTibidp. z3
tsibid p. zo
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From lecture seven the nature of the human being is described from the point

of view of the spirit. An exposition of three archetypal states of consciousness -

waking, dreaming and sleeping follows from this added perspective. The nature of

thinking, feeling and willing is described anew but now from the point of view of the

spirit, and some recognisable expressions of these states of consciousness in education

are described. For example, the three different t¡pes of memory, the revelations of the

twelve senses, and the three stages of logical thinking - from conclusion to judgement

to concept. Developing an understanding of these concepts has been and ongoing

function of inservice training, and continues to be up to the present.le

Many of the ideas which were only outlined in these lectures have since

become whole units of courses of study in Waldorf teacher training seminars. What

Steiner condensed in a two week course has since been elaborated into studies which

are variously taken over between one and four years'

It will be noted, as we proceed with our analysis of different teacher training

courses, that many have a component which introduces Steiner's exercises and

meditations. These practices, which are designed to promote inner development, of

course, can never be compelled. The teacher is encouraged to freely undertake them,

not out of duty or as a result of external expectations but from a willingness to

enhance their faculties of imagination, inspiration, and intuition; faculties which they

understand to be essential for developing creativity and continuing to work creatively.

Steiner insisted however that the development of such faculties should not be for

personal gain (egocentric motives) but as a service to the greater task'

lgFor example, the focus of the 2nd International Waldorf Teacher Education Conference (Zeist,

Holland, l¿- 17 March 1996) was to study certain aspects of the fourth lecture or The study of Man'
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Practìcal Advice to Teachers

'Whereas the content of Study of Man presupposed a background knowledge, and

established the basis for continuing study, the content of the second course of lectures,

Practical Advice to Teachers, deals with issues which are of practical and immediate

use. Topics range from dealing with the practical difficulties to be encountered in

relation to meeting State requirements, to principles of curriculum development in

relation to stages of child development, to sequencing of content for specific subject

areas such as natural history, geography, drawing and painting, writing and reading,

and much more.

Irrespective of the more practical focus, Steiner maintains the continuity of

intention, begun in the morning lectures, that in employing 'our method' teachers will

be dealing in a particular way with bringing harmony between the higher nature of the

human being, 'the man of spirit and soul, with the physical bodily man, the lower

man.'20 Steiner goes on to emphasise that the subject content is only a means to a

greater end, and the traditional purpose of education as the transmission of knowledge

will not be the major focus.

The subjects you teach will not be treated in the way they have been dealt with hitherto.

you will in a way have to use them as means with which to develop the soul and bodily

forces of the individual in the right way. What matters for you will not be the

transmitting of linowledge as such; you will be concemed with handling the knowledge

for the p.npo." of developing human capacities. You will above all have to distinguish

between sùbject matter which rests on convention or tradition [..'] and knowledge

founded on a recognition of universal human nature'2l

The general tenor of the lectures indicates a concem for the most effective and

beneficial means of educating while never divorcing the ideal from the practical

means of achieving it. For example: 'In teaching children reading and writing we are

20 Rudolf SteineL Practical Advice to Teachers,p.9
21 ibid. pp. 9-lo
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working in the most exclusively physical domain; in arithmetic our teaching is already

less physical; and in music or drawing or kindred fields we really teach the soul-spirit

or spirit-soul of the chlld.'2z

With great emphasis Steiner expresses the importance of teaching becoming

an art and that the subject matter is only its basis'

It will be our task to find teaching methods that all the time engage the whole human

being. we should not succeed in this were we not to tum our attention to developing

the latent artistic sense of the human being. ...The fundamental flaw hitherto has

always been that people have stood in the world with their head nature only, merely

trailing the rest oì tn.i, being along behind. ...It is not just that the artistic element

must te cultivated; the actualleaching of every lesson must be drawn from the artistic

realm. Educating and teaching must become arealart' Subject matter must not be more

than the underþing basis.23

Interspersed throughout these lectures are passing critical comments on vanous

teaching methods proposed and used by contemporary educators, both to show what

Steiner considered suitable and what was thought to be harmful' unnecessarily

materialistic, intellectual or prematurely applied'

These lectures ended on 5 September 1919 but steiner told the course

participants that: 'Tomonow we shall juxtapose the ideal curriculum and the

curriculum that is at the moment customary in other Central European schools.'24

Indeed on the following day steiner gave three curiculum lectures in which he gave

an outline of the aims of teaching in the different subjects during the different ages of

the children in the various classes. In these lectures he also indicated how some

subjects can be linked together, or using contemporary terminology "integrated", in

22 ftid. p. to
z3 ibid. p. t¡
24 ibid. p. 189
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the way they are treated.25

As closing words to what was a very fulI course of lectures Steiner gave the

prospective teachers some heartfelt advice. 'something which I wish to lay upon your

hearts. And this is that I would like you to keep steadfastly to the following four

principles.' Although Steiner elaborated upon each of these, only the relevant

principle will be quoted.

o Firstly, the teacher must be a person of initiative in everything that is done,

great and small'

. Secondly, the teacher should be one who is interested in the being of the

whole world and of humanitY.

c Third.ly, the teacher must be one who never makes a compromise in his or

her heart with what is untrue'

o Fourthly, the teacher must never get stale or grow sour'

These principles are widely regarded as fundamental ideals for teachers in the

V/aldorf school movement and underlie much of the rationale for ongoing in-service

training in Waldorf schools.

As with the previous cycle of lectures, the content of the Practical Advice to

Teachers cycle of lectures has been elaborated and now makes up the second major

strand of studies in Waldorf teacher training courses, mainly curriculum development

in relation to child develoPment.

Díscussíons wíth Teachers

The third component of the 1919 Teachers'Conference was a series of aftemoon

seminars the content of which comprise the volume Discussions with Teachers.

2s On 6 September 1919 Steiner gave the three so-called Curriculum Lectures. Based on them are the

books Curriculum of the First lløldorf School, by Caroline von Heyderbrand, Steiner Schools

Fellowship, lg66,indRudolfsteiner'sCurriculumforlilaldodschools,byE.A.KarlStockmeyer,
Steiner Schools FellowshiP, 1969.
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In these afternoon sessions I shall speak informally about your educational tasks:- the

diskibution of work in the school, arrangement of lessons and the like. For the first two

or three days we shall have to deal chiefly with the question of our relationship to the

children...the important thing for us to bear in mind is the diversity of children and

indeed of human beings as a whole.26

A synopsis of the content reveals a wide ranging agenda including seminal indications

on the nature of the four temperaments and their use in inhoducing and developing

basic langu age and number concepts. Use of stories for pedagogical and therapeutic

purposes, dealing with children who have specific social or learning difficulties,

placing the human being in the centre as a fundamental focus in subject matter, and

many suggestions on approaches to developing lessons for primary age children are

included in these seminars.

The content of these discussions 'arose spontaneously out of the practical

tasks, which Steiner had given the prospective teachers to work out.2z While the

content of the teachers' 'homework' was generally the basis of the discussions, 28 the

book contains mostly Steiner's responses and contributions. The flavour of a seminar

pervades the chapters of the book and reveals both Steiner's breadth of knowledge in a

wide range of subjects, as well as more personal qualities such as his humour and

teaching style. The relevant methodological point for teacher training is that the

participants were given tasks to do, usually overnight, and had to give presentations to

their colleagues.

Another significant element which was introduced in these seminars was the

use of speech exercises. Steiner attributed great importance to the quality of the

sounds of speech, and after the first few discussions he began every session with

26RudolfsteinerDiscussionswithTeachers,Rudolf SteinerPress,London, 1967,p'll'
2Tibid,Preface.

28The prospective teachers' names remain anon)¡mous in this book because the questions or

contributiois are indicated by letters which bear no relation to their actual names'
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speech exercises. These exercises have since become a regular part of the artistic

components of training courses, along with choral speaking, story telling, role

playing, improvisation and drama.

The seminar/discussion format permitted individual presentations, feedback,

discussion, and additional input from Steiner. This pedagogical approach seemed to

be most suitable for adult learners at that time and since, and has been widely adopted

in existing training courses.

3. Summary

An analysis of the structure and content of the 1919 Teachers'Conference reveals that

it contains the following strands:

of Education oundation Studies in

The basic ideas in Anthroposophy are taken for granted and a familiarity with

"spiritual anthropology" is largely implied throughout, but especially in the Study

of Man lectures.

of Education

The nature of the human being, and especially the nature of the soul (psyche), is

covered in detail in the Study of Man lectures and as appropriate in the other two

courses.

*Methodolo sv.

This occurs in passin g ín Study of Man and is dealt with in much gteatet detail in

the other two courses. (Except in lecture four, towards the end of which Steiner

emphasises the importance of repetition in the training of the will of young

children).

*
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*Curriculum

primarily dealt with in Practical Advice to Teachers and Discussions with

Teachers.

The limitations imposed by lack of time in a two week course precluded the inclusion

of further activities. However Steiner, as director of the first Waldorf school,

regularly attended and actively participated in the teachers' meetings. From the

founding of the school in l9l9 until his death in 1925 Steiner attended seventy

conferences with the college of teachers of the Independent Waldorf School that was

under his direction, during which much that had been started was developed further.2e

Thus a relatively short but comprehensive and intensive course of study followed by

ongoing in-service training, which arose from the practical necessities of the situation

in the first school, provided a model which has since been used extensively in the

Waldorf school movement for teacher preparation and development'

2e Rudolf Ste inef s Conferences with the Teachers of the l|/atdorf School in Stuttgart 19 19- I 924 '

steiner schools Fellowship Publications, Forest Row, E. Sussex, uK (volumes I to 4 published

seprately from 1986 to 1989'
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Further Indications for Teacher Training

1. The importance of Self-development

The following section covers some main points that Steiner made, additional to those

already covered in the discussion on the I9I9 Teaclters'Course, in connection with

teacher training. It was noted in Section 1 of this chapter that in 1919, while speaking in

Dornach, Switzerland to a group of anthroposophists, Steiner stated that the

rejuvenation of educational methods was the key to meeting the, then, current pressing

social demands, and that 'within the whole complex of this subject the training of

teachers is the most important auxiliary question.'l In 1921, lecturing to the teachers in

the first school in Stuttgart, Steiner asked teachers to examine themselves and realise

how far they are products of the age, anóhow deeply they have been called on to submit

themselves - through long and arduous training at school and university - to the

intellectual materialism of the natural-scientific point of view. This will have led them

far from the, as yet, uncontaminated minds of young girls and boys.2 Steiner reiterated

how important it was that teachers rediscover what it is to be a child.3 Later ín 1922,

when lecturing at Manchester College, Oxford, to a general audience without previous

knowledge of Änthroposophy, he made the point that 'the question of education is

principally a question of teachers' .a Again ín 1923, when lecturing in Ilkley, Yorkshire,

Steiner stressed that it is essential that teachers realised 'how feeble our ideas have

I Rudolf steiner, (Dornach l9l9), Education as a social Problem,NY,1969,p.64
2 Rudolf Steiner, (Stuttgart l92l), lhaldod Education for Adolescence, Steiner Schools Fellowship

Publications, IJK 1980, P. 74
r ibia. p. to+
aRudolf Steiner,(Oxford 1922),TheSpiritualGroundof Education,London 1947,p.15
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become in modern civilisation',S and in 1924, when lecturing on Curative Education in

Domach, he stressed that if teachers are to truly understand their students the first step is

to conquer the vanity and sense of superiority with which intellectualism fills us6, and

then leam to bring our dead intellectual knowledge to life by permeating it with feeling

and will, saying that:

The whole of our being must work in us as educators, not only the thinking man: the man

of feeling and the man of will must also play their part'7

Elsewhere Steiner said that the personal qualities and strengths of teachers in rù/aldorf

schools were much more important than any intellectual knowledge or technical skills

they may have,8 and the teacher must cultivate the 'highest ideals of humanity'

especially when engaged with younger children.e They should leam not so much to be

engrossed in acquiring subject matter, 'but rather how to cherish and cultivate within

[themselves] the spirit of an education which bears thefuture within it''10

The development of the teachers' imaginative and intuitive consciousness

enables them to awaken the children's feelings, and all this is carried over into artistic

activities which eîgagethe child's will. Therefore teacher training should be concerned

with developing the teacher's artistic sensibilities.ll Teachers should strive, 'not for

obscure, nebulous mysticism, but for the courageous, energetic permeation of their

being with spirituality' which ensures that when they speak of the physical world they

s Rudolf steiner, (Ilkley 1923), Education and Modern spiritual Life, AP, London 1954, p' 99' Also

tanslated as A Modern Art of Educalion, RSP, Londonl9T2'
6 Rudolf Steiner, (Domach ,lg24), Curative Education, RSP, London 1972,p.175

7 Rudolf Steiner, (Berne 1924), The Roots of Education,RSP, London, 1968' p.13

8 St"io"t (1922), Spirituat Ground of Education,p' 59

9 st"itr"t (1919), Study of Man,P.4l
10 St"io". (1919), Dßcussions with Teachers, p. 77 (Steiner's emphasis)

l1 St"itt"t (1924), The Roots of Education,p' 56
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will not be led astray by materialism.r2 They must develop moral intuition from their

irurermost selfl3 and strive beyond 'the empty phrase' to a real grasp of truth; beyond

convention to a direct relationship to their fellow human beings, and beyond routine to

consciousness of every single action.la Finally, Steiner explains, it is love that must fill

the teacher's soul: love for the child, but also love for education itself, the teacher's

knowledge and method. Love can be seen as a tangible influence in education, and if

teachers have such love, which is objective in charagter and not sentimental, it will be

able to give the child genuine freedom'15

These inj¡nctions, for how teachers should be and the qualities they should

develop, place high expectations which are possibly unachievable for most people. They

also seem to imply that the teachers who aspire to them will already be highly evolved

morally and spiritually. Such idealistic goals will be attractive because they give a

direction for a path of self development, but they would also be very daunting to most

prospective teachers. However, teachers are only expected to strive towards these ideals,

and not have achieved them before starting. Without an ideal to act as a beacon, it is

often tempting to settle on the 'lowest common denominator' and forget the greatest

responsibilities of the teacher's vocation'

12 Rodolf Steiner, (Stuttg art 1922), The younger Generation. Educational and Spiritual Impulses for
Life in the Twentieth Century, AP, NY, 1967, p' 42

13 ibtd, p. sg
14 ibid, p.s6
15 St"io"t (1922), Spirítual Ground of Educalion,p' 59
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2. The Konferenzenl6

Another very important, and less known, source of guidance for Waldorf teachers are

the Konferenzen. These are reports of meetings which took place on those occasions

when Steiner was visiting Stuttgart. This was not on a regular basis, though seventy

such occasions have been recorded (by date and time of day) between September 1919

and September 1924, spanning the first five years of the V/aldorf school.l7 The

Konferenzen werepublished in English for the first time in the 1980s (though 'roneoed'

copies could be acquired with diffrcuþ before that). Given that V/aldorf education in

England began in 1925, these documents have only been available a very short time. It

has been reported that, according to the publisher's stock-taking records, the first edition

of the publication of the Conferences isotill in plentiful supply.l8 Therefore, while

teachers may be aware that such a resource exists, the evidence suggests that they have

not been taken up and studied by V/aldorf teachers to the degree that was hoped for. But

why should Waldorf teachers and teacher educators become more familiar with the

Konferenzen? Masters gives the following reasons, saying that the Konferenzen:

a) gave Steiner ample opportunity to extend what had been said in the foundation

courses - adapted to what the theory looked ad felt like in practice;

b) offered a clearing-house in which the whole V/aldorf method could be fine-tuned;

16 Acknowledgement is given to Brien Masters for his scholarly work in 'unearthing' these long

neglected works and bringing them to the notice of English speaking Waldorf teachers'

(l)-See Masters, ,ln,l.ppraisãl of steinerian Theory and lt/aldodPraxis, (1997)' op' cit' chap' 5'

pp.64-124
(Z) fhe English translation of the Conferences is in four volumes titled nferences

with thã Teachers of the lqaldotf Schoot in Stuttgart, Steiner Schoo ations,

Forest Row. E. Sussex, UK,. Vol. I covers lglg-1920 þub' 1986)' 1922 (çnb'

1987),Vo1III23-1924þub.1989)
(3) See also M. B lhaldorf Education'steinet

School Fellow
17 Masters 1997, op. cit. p. 65

l8 ibid, p. 68
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c) enabled the curriculum to be affrrmed and extended;

d) provided a platform for which successes and mistakes became leaming opportunities;

e) gave stimulus from which plans for development evolved - and out of which further

courses were instigated;

f) were the meeting point at which trust could be built up, enabling colleagues to

benefit from a corporate mirror of reflection;

g) objectified the mutual encouragement and appreciation of one another's work;

h) could become the sounding board for new ideas;

i) were a semi-formal link with the Threefold social order;

j) made visible, already dwing the pioneer stage, the need for a'World Association. le

From the above it can be seen what a key positionthe Konferenzen held for the teachers

of the Stuttgart school and for teachers today. The agenda for meetings usually

contained items prepared by Steiner, items brought by staff, and items that arose

spontaneously. Although some of the issues on the meeting agenda were directly

pertinent to that school at that time, many concem principles and practices highly

relevant to V/aldorf schools anywhere in the world today. The Konferenzen need to be

taken far more seriously in the future and their use and promotion by teacher fraining

courses is an important way to help bring this about'

3. A proposal for a model \Maldorf training?

Caroline von Heiderbrand was one of the participants at the 1919 Teachers'Course and

went on to become one of the teachers in the first Waldorf school in Stuttgart. She is

said to have designed an outline of a teacher training course which gained Steiner's

approval. The short document2O outlines the basic content of a teacher training course.

le ibid, pp. 67-68
20 The document states 'As conceived by Caroline von Heiderbrand and approved by Rudolf Steiner''

Received from Mr. Ron Jarman, one time teacher at Michael Hall Steiner School, lecturer at Emerson

College, offrcer of the Steiner Schools Fellowship, and international consultant to Waldorf schools,

following an interview in July 1997'
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and is reproduced here as an example of what is considered to be a desirable and

necessary training for prospective Waldorf teachers.

General úllork:

o Study of the human organism as confluence of the Arts. (For teachers and students

given by art teachers, doctors, and science teachers)'

o Study of 'How to Attain Knowledge of the Higher Worlds' as a guidance book on self

education.

o Learning the art of looking at artistic productions'

Threeþld Currículum for Students

The Plastic Element
(etheric body - Imagination)
Modelling, Painting, Carving, Drawing, etc

The elemint of imagination in the English language and literature (to make the student

see and create inner visions)
The plasticforces in the kingdoms of nature, especially in Geologlt and Botany.

The plasticforces in Geometry $ynthetic Geometry)

The-power of imagination in Fairy tales, søgas, legends and mythology.

The Musical Element
(astral body - InsPiration)
Music, harmonics, Tone EurYthmY'

The musical element in the kingdoms of nature, especially in Zoologt; also in

Chemistry.
The musical element in Arithmetic-

Rhythms in the evolution of the growing human being (7 year periods)

Study group on teaching and education.

The Speech Element
(ego - Intuition)
Speech Formation, SPeech EurythmY.

The dramatic element in history (Method of teaching History)'

The evolution of individuality in mankind (Biographies)'

Comparative study on the spirit of dffirent languages'

Health and illness (Iïhat the educator has to htow about medicine)-

NB. Students are expected to have become familiar with, and gained a clear

understanding of, 'The Philosophy of Freedom' beþre embarking on this course'
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While some aspects of the content of Caroline von Heiderbrand's proposal for a teacher

training cogrse may appear to be somewhat cryptic, a closer study of the Study of Man

lectures and, among other anthroposophical lectures, a second series of lecfures which

Steiner delivered a year later to the Stuttgart teachers zt published as Balance in

Teaching, will help to contextualise the meaning of such terms as 'plastic', 'musical',

and .speech' elements. The strengthening of the teacher trainees' capacities of thinking,

feeling and will as well as the development of the more subtle faculties of imagination,

inspiration and intuition through the various offerings in the 'threefold curriculum for

students', is the intention of von Heiderbrand's teacher training course.

While the writer is not aware of a teacher training course strictly modelled along

these lines, the 'threefold curriculum' idea is evident in nearly all training institutions

that base their course structure on the needs of the threefold human being as described

by Rudolf Steiner.

2l Rudolf steiner, (stuttgart 1920), Bølance in Teqching, Mercury Press, NY, 1982
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Chapter 3: Section 4

The 'Fulty Equipped' Waldorf Teacher

- An ldeal Training -

1. The Components of an Ideal Trainins

The components constituting the content of a \Maldorf teacher training may be grouped

intoqi¡¿categories, accommodating the range of subjects and fields of activity which

should reasonably be covered. These categories have been gleaned from Steiner's

writings, such as cited in the previous chapters, or what has been implied from them, as

well as from prospectuses of Waldorf teacher training courses from around the world,

some of which will be highlighted in Chapter 4, Section 4. The categories should be

imagined as spokes on a wheel, suggesting equal value for the integrity of the whole,

rather than as rungs on a ladder, which may imply a hierarchical order of importance.

(1 ) Anthroposophical Studies

(2) Waldorf PedagogY:

(a) Child DeveloPment

(b) Curriculum DeveloPment

(c) Teaching MethodologY

(3) The Arts

(4) The Crafts

(5) Movement (Eurythmy and spatial Dynamics), Games and Sport

(6) School Organisation and Management

(a) The Threefold Social Order

(b) The College of Teachers

(c) Social and Community Relations

(7) Classroom Management

(8) Teaching Practice

(9) Meditative Training
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From the perspective of V/aldorf teacher education, if a teacher educator was asked:

.'What should be included in an ideal Waldorf teacher training programme?' The reply

would have to be: .At least all the above!' The nine categories provide a framework

upon which to build a training programme. A broad outline of the topics to be covered

within the proposed categories, and some rationale for including them, will be given in

this chapter in order that it may be used as a theoretical benchmark from which to

compare the course contents of different training experiences, both of Australian

Waldorf teachers and those offered in some training courses around the world.

2. ophical Studies : Their implications for Teacher Education

(The reader,s attention is drawn to the comments made in the Foreword of the thesis.)

The fundamental importance of this category has already been sufficiently iterated'

Sections 2 and3 of the last chapter gave an outline of Steiner's educational philosophy,

including the key ideas which underpin waldorf education. These ideas included:

1) Epistemology and the Philosophy of Freedom

2) The Threefold nature of the Human Being

3) The Tripartite soul - Thinking, Feeling and Willing

4) Developmental Stages of Growth

5) The Human Being and the Kingdoms of Nature

6) Recapitulation and the Evolution of Consciousness

7) Reincarnation and Karma

8) Universal (Cosmic) Christianity

These topics constitute the core ideas in Anthroposophy. Their study, if approached in

the right spirit, can challenge the assumptions and values upon which the student

teacher,s knowledge, attitudes and beliefs rest. A willingness to expand the boundaries

of what is generally considered to be reality would be necessary for a fiuitful

consideration of Steiner's ideas. An essential feature of a Waldorf teacher training
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programme would be to provide a means of developing an understanding, but not

necessarily an acceptance, of them. Anthroposophical studies are typically offered in the

first year of training as foundation courses and their completion is normally considered

to be a pre-requisite to embarking on a second year in professional studies. Where a

training cogrse is less than two years, Anthroposophical studies courses would be

offered in parallel with professional training. The implications for teacher education of

each of these topics will be considered below'

2. 1) Epistemology ønd the Philosophy of Freedom

It is a common feature of V/aldorf teacher training courses world-wide that Steiner's

epistemology is one of the core subjects of study. This is normally accomplished by

systematically working through the chapters of steinet's The Philosophy of Freedom,

and by following the logic of Steiner's arguments, students take themselves through the

process that he, as philosopher, went through to arrive at the conclusions that he reached

about the possibility of human freedom'

The first part of the book is concerned with the question: 'Can I be certain of

anything, or is everything subject to doubt?' The second part of the book deals with the

question: 'Am I a free agentor does some unknowable force determine my fate?' The

students' reasoning po\¡/ers are exercised as they attempt to think for themselves the

arguments connected with these questions, including grappling with the viewpoints of a

range of modem philosophers. This approach has proved invaluable to many who may

never have had to deal with problems of knowledge and morality in a formal and

systematic way before. These questions also occasionally arise in conversation or in

normal lessons with high school students. Teachers should have thought about the
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issues implicit in the questions, and also have considered ways to help students deal

with similar questions in their own lives.

Within the Waldorf school movement Waldorf education has been understood,

and promoted, as an education which leads students towards an experience of their own

freedom. Steiner's statement that our highest endeavour must be to develop free human

beings who are able of themselves to impart purpose and direction to their lives has

become a maxim for the central aim of Waldorf education. Waldorf teachers need to be

able to justify this claim, as well as others, from a philosophical perspective if called

upon to do so. The outcome of studying this subject should be sufficient knowledge and

feelings of confidence about the epistemological basis of the educational theory as well

the ability to respond rationally to formal queries or criticism. Steiner always insisted

that all he had given out of his spiritual revelations was firmly based in his

philosophical work, and therefore an ideal Waldorf teacher training should provide the

background knowledge and basic reasoning skills to be able to articulate Steiner's

theory of knowledge and the basic arguments inThe Philosophy of Freedom'

2. 2) The Threeþtd Nature of the Human Beíng: Implicatíons for teacher educatíon

Waldorf teacher training courses should ensure that the concepts which belong to the

field of what Steiner called 'spiritual anthropology', described in Section 2, arc well

understood by their students. Teacher trainees should gtaduate with an understanding

that Anthroposophy is not a subject that belongs in a V/aldorf school curriculum, and

that while discussion of these ideas is an acceptable, and hopefully a regular feature of

teachers, conversations and professional development, in keeping with the principles of

a Liberal education with regard to indoctrination, any formal introduction to Steiner's

ideas of the spirit, reincarnation, etc., should be reserved for senior-secondary classes in
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specific curricular contexts, such as in literary studies or studies in comparative

religion.

In relation to this point, a consideration of what kind of education will guarantee

to leave the child's spirit free, should be a feature of every teacher training progrcmme.

The contemporary educational philosophers, Paul Hirst and Richard Peters, in outlining

their view about what constitutes a Liberal education, identiff three key elements,

namely;

o that the education be not harnessed to utilitarian ends,

o that it be general rather than specialised, and

o that there should be an absence of indoctrination or authoritarianism.l

When these criteria are examined in the light of Steiner's threefold human being (that is,

body, soul and spirit), one may reasonably conclude that they apply to the human spirit,

for only a Liberal education could satisff the need for freedom of the human spirit'

waldorf teacher trainees should come to know that waldorf schools, through their

structures, curriculum and teaching methods, should provide an environment which is a

safe haven for the human spirit,'a place where the student's spirit can find protection,

recognition, understanding, and empowefment to seek its destiny, but never a place to

imprison it with dogma.

The V/aldorf teacher should feel that each generation of children comes out of

the spiritual world bearing new forces and evolutionary impulses for the future' In other

words, all children have their own unique 'mission' and therefore these 'forces', which

bear each child's spiritual potential, should not be imposed upon' directed or

I R. S. Peters , Ethics and Education, George Allen and Unwin, London, 1966,p' 43; Paul Hirst,

"Liberal Education and the Nature of Knowledge," in R. S. Peters, The Philosophy of Education'

Oxford University Press, 1973, pp' 87-111
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manipulated by others, including teachers, but should be left free in order that the

child's own destiny can unfold.

An ideal training will aim to develop a clear understanding of the differentiation

of those categories of the human being which are called body, soul and spirit. Students

should know how to describe the boundary between body and soul, on the one side, and

soul and spirit on the other. They should also know the laws that apply to each, and

know which of these regions is the primary concern of the pedagogue.

2. 3) The Tripafüe Soul: ThinkÛng, Feelíng and Willing:

Implications for teøcher education

Having differentiated the boundaries between body, soul and spirit, the finer

differentiation of the soul itself should then be covered. Because the education of

children is almost solely concerned with the education of the soul, developing an

understanding of this aspect of the three-fold human being should be a core objective of

teacher education courses. Capacity to discriminate between Willing, Feeling and

Thinking, their expression in the body, and the methodological approaches for

.exercising, them should be known and practi¡ed. An anthroposophical psychology,

also called psychosophy, would provide a framework for understanding the

developmental process, and the stages through which the human soul (the psyche)

develops. Teacher trainees, through practical training, should become aware of the

important role of the arts in building a vocabulary of words, tones, colours, forms,

movements and gestures which they, by implementing the curriculum, will help

students to use as tools to 'express their feelings' or 'express themselves' without

recourse to intellectualising their feelings before they are developmentally ready to do

so. The nature of the soul may be 'seen' or 'read' in a sfudent's drawing, painting,
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dramatic gesture, quality of movement, speech, and singing voice and the practice of all

these activities enriches and enlivens the child's soul'

2.4) Devetopmental Stages of Growth: Implicationsþr teacher education

Knowledge about the constitution of human beings and how they develop (like

knowledge of the soul) must be seen as a core component of any teacher training course.

The construction of the Waldorf curriculum is inextricably connected to children's

development: therefore teacher trainees should gain a detailed understanding of child

development as a matter of priority. Considerable course time should be given to a study

of the development of Willing, Feeling and Thinking in relation to the seven-year stages

of growth.

The idea of the seven-year stages of development in human growth is central in

steiner's developmental theory. The attitude with which this key principle is

approached in teacher training courses should be in favour of it being a working

hypothesis, and as such open to further investigation. In this way the teacher is urged to

adopt the role of a researcher, continually testing the suitability of both their content and

method for the developmental stage of the children in their care.

Is there really a seven-year rhythm in human development? Can it actually be

observed in children and young people? For example, how is Steiner's description of the

.birth of the ether body'2 around the seventh year to be understood? The progressive loss

of the milk teeth and the growth of the permanent teeth can be observed, but in what

way do these physical changes correspond to the non-physical 'birth of the etheric

body'? And is it the case that the change from childhood to youth comes at age

fourteen? To what extent have these developmental 'mile-stones' changed in the course
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of the twentieth century? Surely considerable deviations occur with individual children

or young people.

The question of what the concept of the 'seven-year rhythm' is about has been

researched by Wolfgang Schad, a biologist and researcher in the V/aldorf school

movement. It has been the theme of some literature and conferences, and is the topic of

ongoing research and discussion in the V/aldorf school movement.' Some research

indicates that it would be a mistake to accept uncritically the assertion that the stages of

development are fixed and unchangeably bound to a seven-year rhythm. Changing the

perspective from 'is it tnre?' to 'what does it mean?' has helped to open the field up to

further research.

Schad has commented that Steiner himself noted on one occasion that this

seven-year rhythm is not easy to detect, and that he [Steiner] was not speaking of

diagnostic findings, but suggesting that it was 'infinitely helpful for the whole

biography if this seven-year rhythm could be conveyed to children and young people in

their education'.a In other words, the seven-year rhythm is a therapeutic challenge for

the teacher to 'convey' or steer the children towards. Schad believes that the child

reveals its individual development in deviations from the seven-year rhythm, and

therefore if it proves possible for the child, with the teacher's help, to connect with the

rhythm again, the individual destiny of the child can relate once more to the human

element that is common to all. Whether Schad's belief is accurate or not is open to

discussion, but what is important for Waldorf teachers is that they refrain from making

2See Chapter 2, Section 3 on 'The Human Being and the Kingdoms of Nature' for a description of the

term 'etheric body'.
, Wolfgang Schad, 'The change that comes with maturity - Vital processes and birth of the soul', in

David S tfrtit"tt"ll (ed) Developmental Insights: Discussions between doctors and teachers, ASWNA

Publications, 1997, PP. 17 9 -196
4 ibid, schad p.179
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hasty judgements about what may be normal individual differences. For example, in

observing the development of children, when teachers find evidence of deviation from

the ideal form (in this case the seven-year rhythm), they should not immediately

interpret this deviation as a defect, just because it fails to conform to a standard of

normality based on the ideal form but, rather, as Schad said, that through this apparent

deviation the child reveals its individual development.

Schad's research shows that physiological sexual maturity now comes about two

years earlier in Europe than it did seventy years ago, and in Nordic countries several

years earlier, so that the characteristics of sexual maturity begin to appear in class six,

particularly among girls, and sometimes in class five. Schad explains that in the past this

v/as more the norm in southem European countries, and that a kind of geographical

gradient existed in the 1920s. Schad claims that in Central Europe menarche cane at 14

or 15, in Scandin avia at 17, 78, or 19, and that this was entirely normal at the turn of the

last century. Meanwhile, development has accelerated in the direction of the

.Mediterranean' timing. Therefore it must also be assumed that mental maturation,

changing from a child's mental attitude to that of a young person, has been

correspondingly delaYed.

In his Occult Science, Steiner wrote that the birth of the astral body was not a

brief event around the 14ú year, but took place from the 12ü to the 16ú year. 5 According

to Schad, this is now clearly evident. Physiological maturation has moved forward to the

12ú year,mental maturation now extends to class 10, when pupils tum sixteen. Research

on rates of maturation of children in Australian V/aldorf schools would help to fill in the

picture, and teacher trainees should be encouraged to undertake such research. Some

5 ibid, schad p. L82
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anecdotal evidence suggests that children whose families take active measures to protect

young children from undue stimulation (for example, resulting from over-exposure to

television, videos, and computer games, as well as fast foods, and loud noise from

traffic and .rock' music) maintain the 'innocent, rosy cheeks of childhood' longer, and

in the case of some girls delays menarche until 14 years or older.6

V/ith regard to those who believe that inflexible views are held about the seven-

year rhythms, a discerning study of Steiner's writings and an investigation of some of

the research and discussion within the movement indicates that, rather than rigidity,

there are increasing attempts to develop greater flexibility from a position of greater

knowledge. For example, Schad's research on the different rates of development in

mental growth and physical growth is vital because if the two are not necessarily

synchronous (as appears to be the case) this will have direct implications for curriculum

development and methodology. An ideal V/aldorf teacher training should complement

Steiner's indications on developmental stages of growth with the developmental

research of some twentieth century psychologists, especially Piaget's7 research on

children,s cognitive development, and the detailed child studies of Gesell and otherss.

Teacher trainees should at least be made aware of the important contribution made by

researchers other than Steiner towards an understanding children's cognitive, emotional

and physical develoPment.

6 This protective aPProach to child rearing has been dubbed 'the waldorf lifestyle" and the children

have been referred to, in a semi-humorous manner, as being 'steinerised'
7 Jean Piaget (1896-1980) Piaget's imporüant works include The Origin of Intelligence in Children

(1952), The Language and Thought ofthe Ch itd ( 1952), The Psychologt of the Child (1969).

I Arnold Gesell (1880-1961), Louise B. Ames (1902- ) and Frances L. Ilg, (1902- ), Th" Childfrom

Five to Ten,Hatper and Row, NY 1977, Youth' The Years from Ten to Sixteen, Hamish Hamilton,

London !956 arctwo, of literalþ dozens, excellent publications from the Gesell Institute of Child

Development and from the Yale Clinic of Child Development'
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2.5). The Human Being and the Kìngdoms of Nature:

Implicatìons for teacher educatíon

Steiner maintained that the human being is a microcosmic reflection of the macrocosm'

and vice versa. A well known verse by Steiner encapsulates this relationship:

If Man fullY knows himself
His Self becomes the World'
If Man fullY knows the'World,
The World becomes his Self'

Rudolf Steiner9

One of the salient features of the Waldorf school is its all-embracing curriculum. Apart

from the utilitarian aspects of a good education, the reasons for such a comprehensive

cover are that the Waldorf curriculum is designed to:

o reflect the oneness of the world, and

o further the human being's search for 'selfl'

Reflecting steiner's verse, the human being and the kingdoms of nature are seen to

make up the totality of the world, and the content and method of delivery of the

curriculum should reflect this. For example, the earth comprises not only rocks,

mountains, plains, rivers and oceans, but also plants, animals and human beings' The

atmosphere is part of it. Sun,moon and stars belong to it in some measure' The earth's

crust contains minerals and a multitude of other useful materials' There are many

different nations or peoples on the earth with their different cultures. Some areas of the

earth are sites of past great civilisations which have produced great ideas or works of

art. In delivering the curriculum, a teacher may be concerned at one time with the

realms of history, at another with the development of art, or discovering the laws of

light, sound, magnetism, the construction of a cane basket or reproducing the ceremony

e The verse quoted is one of a number of versions. For another see Rudolf Steiner, Verses and

Meditations RSP, Bristol 1993,P' 59
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of the Olympic Games from ancient Greece on the sports field. All these aspects of the

curriculum are also aspects of the world, and the expression of unity of life becomes

reflected in an integrated and unfragmented education. While the human mind creates

categories and, in schools, the various subjects, Steiner maintained that the unity of the

human being and the world extends to the spiritual world.

Steiner accepted as a fact that the physical world had a spiritual origin and was

permeated by the spirit, and that the 'book of nature' is a script of the spirit. Needless to

say, such views are not universally held, and therefore Waldorf teachers who adopt

Steiner's philosophical monism with regard to ideas of unity of man and world,

including the spiritual world, clearly realise that it is not acceptable for them to impose

their views on the children. The solution is for the teacher to show the phenomena and

give the accepted explanation where necessary, but also point out that it may not be the

whole truth, thereby stimulating the children's curiosity and desire to understand more

about the world.to

Teacher trainees should consider the wide ranging implications of adopting this

framework and attitude to the human being's relation to nature. There are repercussions

on the design and implementation of the curriculum as a whole, but especially for

teaching science. Developing the capacity to carefully observe and study the phenomena

of the various kingdoms of nature is one of the tasks of schooling, and this is the basis

of the natural science curriculum. The approach used for the observation of nature (and

the soul), called Goethean phenomenologt, or Goetheanistic empiricism, as some prefer

to call itlr, has been mentioned previously. V/aldorf teacher trainees should receive

t0 Roy Wilkinsoî, The Spiritual Basis of Steiner Education, RSP, London,1996,pp.42-53
rr Masters, 1997, op. cit. p. 141
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sustained 'schooling' in Goethean observation (as it is more widely called) so that it

becomes a good habit.

All teachers (not only science teachers) who receive training in this method of

observation are everywhere cautioned not to overlook the fact of who it is that is doing

the observing, nor of the intimate relationship of the observer to that which is observed

in the whole environment. The 'observation' occurs on a number of levels. For example:

o What the senses perceive (called the percept by Steiner),

o what thinking brings to it (the concept) and

o the soul's response to both (wonder, repugnance, interest, delight, concern, etc).

Being able to identiff and separate these responses from that which is being observed

provides a grealer opportunity for the object of observation to reveal its own nature

untainted by the observer's existing expectations or pefsonal prejudices'

Steiner was adamant that teachers should understand the human being as a part

oi and not separate from, the rest of naturer2, and their curricular work with students

should convey this from an early age. An ideal teacher training would help reinterpret

trainees' existing scientific knowledge from a Goethean perspective. Some formal

scientific training is advantageous, but not crucial for primary school teaching.

Curriculum methodology in science teaching would be ideal, and this would be true for

teaching mathematics and the humanities. Prerequisite qualifications for secondary

science teaching would be a 'normal' science degree followed by some specialist

retraining or reorientation to V/aldorf science teaching. The subject content of the

science taught may not necessarily change, but the staging of the introduction of

scientific concepts (for example the use of chemical equations, or quantification of

12 See Steiner's comment in quote ftom Study of Man in Section I' Part 1
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atomic weights to explain chemical reactions) and the way in which they are introduced,

might need to be changed in order to remain consistent with child development.

The implications of Steiner's views, on the nature of the human being and the

kingdoms of nature, on the approaches to be taken and on the attitudes which need to be

interrogated and changed, where necessary, have been raised above. It should be task of

an ideal V/aldorf teacher training to make these implications clear and, in the various

subjects, to lead students, through a critical analysis, towards an understanding of them.

2. 7) Reincarnation and Kørma: Implications for teacher educatìon

The sfudy of reincarnation and karma is a fundamental area of Anthroposophy, and

teacher trainees should receive a thorough introduction to it. It was outlined in the

previous topic that a good education requires the very widest possible curriculum, not as

a matter of handing out so much information that can be regurgitated at will, but as a

way of helping the individuality to find its right place in life. For this purpose not only

the necessary skills must be taught but the mind opened out to all possibilities. In

Chapter 2 Section 3, child growth and development were described in terms of soul-

spirit incarnating into a physical body. Unless the teacher is an initiate, which is

unlikely, he or she does not know the spiritual background of the pupils in their classes,

nor do they know immediately what hidden talents or impulses exist in the children

before them.

The concept of karma holds that all people have willed what happens to them,

and, having incorporated those intentions in their being, bring them from previous

existences into the present life. For example, karma is experienced as desires, impulses,

urges, or deeds which are carried out through sympatþ or antipatþ, although people

are not normally conscious of the karmic connection. Subconsciously, karma theory
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maintains, people are led to certain situations or to meet certain people, but karma

cannot dictate how to proceed from the point of contact. Consciously willed actions in

the present are not determined by karma. People may at any time choose their fate, but

where no conscious action takes place, then karma holds sway.

A further point with regard to karma could be mentioned. Children come into a

certain school and a certain class and they are surrounded by a group oftheir peers, and

taught by certain teachers. One might ask if there is any special connection between

teachers and those who are taught. Teachers may notice that some children have a

particular relationship with one another, maybe friendly or otherwise. It would be wrong

to jump to conclusions, but it might be considered a possibility that these relationships

derive from the past. The implications for teachers should be obvious. In the case of

personal difficulties among the children, the teacher might have a deeper role in finding

a solution. It is within the teacher's power not only to develop the children's interests

but also their moral and social attitudes. 'In the light of reincarnation, teachers have an

almost overwhelmingly responsible task. They are influencing the child, or rather the

individuality, not only for present existence but for eternity.'13

In an ideal trainiî1, ã study of reincarnation and karma should include being

made aware of the range of available literature by Steiner, other anthroposophically

oriented authors, and other writings (including Hindu and Buddhist ideas) on the

subject. The input by experienced Waldorf practitioners regarding how they apply this

knowledge in their professional work, would be appropriate. Given its complex and

controversial nature the subject should be covered later in the haining along with

introduction to meditative practices.

13 Wilkinson, 1996, op. cit., pp.83-84
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2. 8) Recapítuløtion ønd the Evolution of Consciousness:
Implícatíons for teacher educøtíon

The outline presented in Section 2 attempted to place Steiner's approach to the

evolution of consciousness and the idea of recapitulation within a historical context.

Steiner recognised and acknowledged the contributions of other educators, and this

attitude should be adopted by Waldorf teacher educators. It can be both instructive and

liberating for practising teachers and teacher trainees to leam about the historical

background of some educational goals and values, and curriculum principles, in order to

appreciate that Steiner's contribution, unique as it was, belongs in the context of the

general educational awakening that took place in the West, especially in the stream of

progressive educational theory and practice, towards the end of the 19m and the first

third of the 20h century. The historical perspective, and other content of the section on

'Recapitulation' in Chapter 2 Section 2, should be conveyed to teacher trainees in order

to provide a bigger picture than the one normally encountered in the V/aldorf school

movement. For example, in his early Waldorf teaching career, the writer believed that

the teaching about the Cultural Epochs was exclusively introduced by Steiner and was

an integral idea in the construction of the V/aldorf curriculum. Recapitulation and the

evolution of consciousness \Mas approached from the perspective of Steiner's writings

on 'spiritual history', which is deeply fascinating but wholly insupportable by

conventional standards of historiography. Encouraging the trainees to cultivate the

attitude of 'a working hlpothesis' towards these ideas leaves them free to realise their

own relationship to them.
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2. 9). A (Jniversøl Christìanity: Implications for teacher educatíon

Religious convictions are highly individual. The cultural traditions of different countries

where V/aldorf schools exist are most varied. The cultural values of V/aldorf teachers or

trainees and the children that attend Waldorf schools are likewise diverse. 'When

speaking of spirituality, it is useful to differentiate between individuality (ego) and

genus (the species or group), because, although the culture into which one is born

undoubtedly shapes the habits, tastes, attitudes and values of the individuals within it,

these same individuals are capable of transcending the boundaries of the family, tribe,

clan, or nation.

In his book, The Philosophy of Freedom, Steiner laid the foundation for an

understanding of the human ego or individualiry, describing it as that in which the

archetype of the human being can find 'a dwelling place'. While Darwin's ideas on

adaptation point to the development of unique characteristics in the various species, they

still remain at the level of species. The human archetype alone retains its malleability so

that each individual ego may discover itself to be a unique species and find its

individual relationship to the society in which it lives. One may be bom a Muslim,

Christian, Jew or Hindu but one may cultivate one's own individuality by developing a

deeper understanding of and relationship to the human archetype which exists beyond

sex or race. Its realisation is a choice granted to humans. A universal Christianity,

permeating the anthroposophical world view, names the human archetype Christ, but

the same reality, in different cultural traditions, may have different names.

V/aldorf teacher education should lay the groundwork for such an understanding

and, possibly, realisation. Waldorf schools can exist in any culture because their aim is

not to promote a particular religious conviction but to lead towards the development of
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an of what it means to be Given that contemporary world

events, especially with regard to globalisation, seem to be leading both to changes

within particular cultures and the merging of cultures, the challenge, as V/aldorf schools

continue to be founded all over the world, is how to cultivate values of striving towards

the archetypal human being, without alienating the religious sensibilities of people who

profess to be Christian, Muslim, Buddhist, Jewish, materialistic, agnostic, etc. or the

range of denominations within them.

Discussion is ongoing within the anthroposophical movement about whether the

name 'Christ' is still essential to express the idea of the human archetype, epecially in

the light of the probability that it could be counterproductive in some non-Christian

countries. One writerra prefers to use the term the 'Being of Love' as an altemative to

the name 'Christ', but some believe this to be inadequate to encapsulate all the qualities

that a universal or Cosmic Christ is considered to embody. The challenge for teachers in

Waldorf schools, for whom nomenclature is an issue, is how they make clear to their

various communities that they are not teaching, or promoting, aversion of Christianity.

Steiner's social theory challenges one to maintain a balance between ethical

individualism on one side and cosmopolitanism on the other. The well known maxim of

the environmental movemenl- think globally, act locally - is an expression of this, and

is perhaps the key to meeting this challenge of a universal Christianity. V/aldorf teacher

trainees should be encouraged to discuss ways in which this strategy can be

implemented in the schools in which they find employment, and join with others to

create a more universal language to name this aspect of human spiritual life.

ra Pietro Archiati, Giving Judas a Chance, Spiritual Science Pub., Birmingham Alabama, USA, 1999;

From Christianity to Christ, Temple Lodge Pub., London 1996
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3. \ilaldorf Pedaeocy

The professional component of a V/aldorf teacher education programme necessitates

the study of Waldorf pedagogy. The tendency to begin with the 'what' or content of

the curriculum, go to the 'how' or method of delivery and finish with the 'rilhy' or

philosophy of education, should be resisted. An anthropos-centred education should

begin with the 'who' of education and work back to the 'rryhat'. In simple terms, the

process of preparing a teacher for the classroom involves asking some basic questions:

o Fundamentally, Who is being educated must remain in the foreground.

. Why should this curriculum content, and this teaching method be used, and when?

o How should the teacher teach it?

o What should the teacher teach?

(a) Who (Body, Soul and Spírìt)

Anthroposophical studies are primarily concerned with understanding the nature of

the who. Who am I as teacher? Who is the child as leamer? In what sense are the

teachers and students both teachers and leamers? These questions lead back to

metaphysical foundations on the constitution of the human being, and the nature of

the human spirit whose presence hovers around and through both teacher and child,

and is the source of their meaning for being. What aspect of the human soul ís in the

process of developing? What stage of development is the child's body wdergoing,

and in what way is it the visible bearer of soul and spirit? Such questions do not

attract ready answers, but pondering them regularly helps to cultivate an attitude of

reverence and openness in the teacher. The importance of meditative practice becomes

obvious in this endeavour to discover, explore, affrrm and strengthen the experience
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of the spiritual individuality in oneself as teacher, and learn to recognise it in everyone

else.

(b) ryhy (phílosophícal iustiJicatíon)

Having decided to be a V/aldorf teacher, and to work with the anthroposophical

perspective on the nature of the human being, the next question to be considered is

why should this method and content be used? Is it purely a matter of pragmatism:

'Because it works!' or is there a philosophical justification that should be known?

Once more Anthroposophical Studies are necessary, as is a study of Child

Development in relation to Curriculum Development. Why should there be integration

of curriculum content with the Arts? Why should stories be told and not read to

younger children? Is there a rational justification for Steiner's pedagogical ideas?

Acceptance of Steiner's ideas may be necessary but will not be sufficient in the longer

term. Teachers should be able to articulatewhy they continue to hold them.

(c) How (Teachíng methodologY)

Methodology of teaching is concerned with how the content (the what) should be

taught. Obviously the method will be different depending on the age goup. Early

Childhood teaching method is fundamentally different from High school teaching

method, and the transitions that take place in child development throughout the

Primary school years will require a more differentiated understanding and flexibility

of method. Once again a thorough study of Child Development in relation to

Curriculum Development will be necessary because they are the basis for teaching

methodology. Recapitulation theory, in regard to the evolution of children's

consciousness, would become an important subject of study.
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The use of art and being able (knowing how) to teach artistically is also an

important feature of the how, and involves both personal qualities and professional

skills. Teacher education should place considerable emphasis on identiffing these

qualities within each trainee and developing the requisite skills. An ideal training will

also acknowledge, and capitalise on, 'mainstream' research-based developmental

methodologies, thereby making trainees aware that the educational methods which

Steiner rightfully criticised early this century, have developed since the 1920s, and

that some conventional approaches (for example to literacy and numeracy, and in

assessment of learning disabilities) can successfully complement Waldorf methods.

(d) What (Curriculum studies)

The what of teaching is by far the simplest to decide, but curriculum content cannot

be decided independently of child development.The child's changing consciousness is

taken into account when deciding what content will be taught before the ninth year, up

to the twelfth year and afterwards. Two examples will be given; teaching Science, and

History.'5

Science:

Before 9: nafure exPeriences

9*: 'natural' history - graphic descriptions of the kingdoms of nature with the

human being centrally related in some way to each.

I2*: natural science (science 'proper')

History:

Before 9: the purely anecdotal-like presentation of humanity's past, as very

small scale narrative or in allegorical form.

9f: in Western cultures, ancient Hebraic, Nordic, Greek mythologies and

parallel histories of ancient civilisations - albeit without reference to the fact that

r5 Masters,1997,op. cit. pp. 113-4
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these ancient civilisations were ruled largely by those who had access to or

received guidance from the respective 'Mystery' traditions (via their priesthood).

In non-'Western cultures, the local and regional mythologies should prevail.

12*: non-mystery based civilisations (Rome to the present) - with a flashback in

Class 10 to ancient times but from the perspective of present-day consciousness.

It is instructive to contemplate the fact that Steiner conducted a two-week initial teacher

training course (Study of Man) in which the curriculum (in other words,the what) came

at the very end, almost as an afterthought.'u The teachers were faced with having to take

their start from the how,rather than the what, having gone through an intensive study of

the who.It is also evident (from the discussions in the Konferenzen) that the how was

also learned along the way.

Summary of Waldorf PedagogY

Waldorf teaching is not based on working one's way through a set curriculum, but on

resorting continuously to first principles. A creation, or perhaps re-creation, of a

curriculum needs to be born of insight into subject and child and method. Cultivating an

attitude of renewal leads the teacher back to the basics of education:

o its aims

o the child's make-up and potential

o items of curriculum and

o the appropriate pedagogy

Creation of a curriculum based on these elements, and conducted by the teacher through

whose imagination, receptivity and intelligence (coupled with a meditatively informed

humility, and an unquenchable faith in, and openness to, 'divine gtace') becomes

possible, and the right content at the right time for the pupils present, can be found.

tuibid. p.265
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Steiner clearly attached great importance to the pedagogical process. The records

of his meetings with teachers (the Konferenzen), outlined in Chapter 3, Sections 3, part

2, 'are littered with pieces of pedagogical advice of greater and lesser import'.l7 In

addition to leaming the basic principles of child and curriculum development and

teaching methods, the underlying subsidiary aim of the pedagogical aspect of the

training is to stimulate teachers to respond to Steiner's challenge to integrate his ideas

with their own experience and research, and to freely apply them without resorting to

ready-made recipes.

An ideal Waldorf teacher training would promote the ideal of being able to

recreate the curriculum at any moment, an ideal based on a teacher having developed

what Steiner called 'the sort of soul perception we mean', an ideal which could only be

achieved out of 'a perceptive knowledge of child development', which not only

'supplies the appropriate curriculum [but also] teaching methods'.r8 Developing an

appreciation of this goal would require thorough study and clarification of what

constitutes Waldorf Pedagogy, and would be a fundamental aim of a V/aldorf teacher

training course.

4. The Arts

According to Steiner, teacher training should be concemed with developing teachers'

artistic sensibilities, their feelings for form, sculpture, space, colour, music and

language. Such artistic training would truly prepare teachers to educate children, far

more than attempts to instil theories and methods into them which are quite alien to the

f Tibid. p. 106, see also p.272
tt Steiner, Conferences with the Teachers: Vol IV, 1989, op. cit' pp. 3-4
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child's living, artistic nature.re This is one of the ways used by Steiner to frame the

importance of artistic haining for teachers. He also stressed the importance for teachers

to develop imagination, especially with the guidance of Spiritual Science through

participationinthe exercises outlined inKnowledge of the Higher llorlds. Steinerwrote

that in so doing, teachers would be able to move out of the isolation of their intellects,

and their thinking could merge with the living interflow and movement of feeling, and

then 'one awakens as from a swoon'.

But now one no longer receives abstract thoughts , now one receives 'imaginations'.
One gets pictures. And a materialistic view would not recognise these pictures as

knowledge. Knowledge, it is said, proceeds in abstract, logical concepts. Yes, but how
if the world is not to be comprehended in the abstract concepts of logic? How if the

world be a work of art: then we must apprehend it artistically, not logically.2O

The contents of two major collections of Steiner's lectures on the arts2l as well as further

lecture cycles on more specific artistic expressions and, as noted in the biographical

notes in Chapter 2 Section 1, Steiner's own intense participation in and promotion of the

arts in the theosophical, and later the anthroposophical movement, provide sufficient

evidence for concluding that Steiner considered the Arts to be very important for the

development and maintenance of a healthy human life and culture.

In the brief outline on course content of Waldorf teacher training courses around

the world (Chapter 4, Section 4), it will be noted that considerable emphasis is placed on

exposure to a variety of artistic expressions during teacher haining. Further, teachers are

encouraged to participate in some ongoing artistic discipline during their working life.

rn Rudolf Steiner, (Berne, 1924), The Roots of Education, RSP, London 1968, p. 56
20 Rudolf Steiner, (Oxford 1922), Spiritual Ground of Education, RSP, London, 1947, p.28
2r Rudolf Steiner, Art in the Light of Mystery Wisdom,2nd edition, London, l97O; The Arls and their
Mission, New York, 1964.
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In educational lectures given to Swiss teachers in Basel in t92022, Steiner highlighted

the importance of creative attempts, such as in story-writing, by teachers.

If only you could become aware of the immense difference between reading and

retelling stories to children and making up your own stories I should like to ask you to
put this to test by reading or freely rendering existing stories and by creating stories out
of your own imagination. Even if your effort is far inferior to published stories, yet it
will work more directþ upon the children because the process of your creating will
communicate itself to them. This is what I mean by 'living teaching'. It is another

example of the imponderable elements in education. 23

These injunctions, to develop the work artistically and with real devotion and always to

appeal to the child's innate imagination, are expressed by Steiner in the context of

developing literacy in young children. However they have been found to be applicable,

and are expected to be applied, in almost all curriculum areas.

It has become almost axiomatic in the Waldorf school movement that the

authority of the teacher derives from his or her capacity to be the author, or creator of

the curriculum, as opposed to the more pejorative 'authoritarian' sense of the word

which suggests authority based on power. Thus teacher haining courses should

encourage their students, when preparing lessons, to accompany them with stories,

poems and songs, drawing pictures, painting, modelling, or doing dramatic

improvisations, as appropriate for the subject mafrøt, always drawing on the natural as

well as the culturaVspiritual environment of the children. Thereby the teacher's o\ryn

creativity will become the basis of their authority with primary school children.2a

22 Rudolf Steiner, (Basel, 1920), The Renewal of Education through the Science of the Spirit, Steiner

Schools Fellowship Publications, Forest Row, E. Sussex, UK, 1981. Fourteen lectures to Swiss

teachers (20'h April to I lú May 1920).
23 lbid p. 70
24 This approach has been widely adopted in Waldorf schools, and in Australia was given a particular
emphasis by the schools identifying with the 'Lorien stream' because this practice was considered a

cental feature of the Lorien Novalis College of Teacher Education. See Chap. 5.This is partly reported

and partly deduced from interviews with two Lorien tained teachers. (Interviewees 'J' and 'L').
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In the Bern lectures" to mainstream school teachers, in 1924, Steiner stated how

he considered the training of teachers would be furthered if it embraced 'study' of three

particular arts: speech, music and modelling. These three arts were to be practþed, not

specifically for their possible application in the classroom (useful though this might

have been) but in that they quickened the awareness of the teacher for certain qualities

residing in each pupil. Steiner emphasised this point in at least six occasions in the

Konferenzen.'u Thís suggests that the cultivation of those arts can become a method for

creative pedagogy. The appropriate use in teacher training courses of these three arts

needs more research, because they may hold a key to how teachers can better 'keep

contact with the pupils' - an injunction which Steiner repeated regularly.

In addition to preservice training, ongoing paficipation in the arts is encouraged

because, as Steiner implied in the above statements, continual artistic training heightens

one's aesthetic sensibility. The arts are considered to be powerful agents in adult self

development because in the artistic process, what one does next is not usually

predetermined but arises out of the interplay of the artist and the medium (the paint,

clay, musical instrument, the word, gesture, etc).

Being involved with children in the 'art of education', takes on a new meaning

in this context, whereby the child's soult7 is seen as the living medium (rather than

tabula rasa) withwhich the teacher is expected to work with sensitivity, responsiveness

and creativity. The creative tension lies between, on the one hand, having some ready-

made content to teach and, on the other, holding oneself back from delivering the

already prepared, and trusting that with the necessary receptive attentiveness the

25 Rudolf Steiner, The Rools of Education, op. cit. especially the lecture of l5l4/24
26 See Masters, op. cit. p. 269

'? Refer to Chapter 2, Section 2 on Steiner's Educational Philosophy for a description of what Steiner

means by the term 'soul'.
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inspiration for the appropriate 'next step' will come. Preparedness to submit to this

discipline is a characteristic of 'living teaching'. When teaching seriously engages the

arts, the feeling that one is educating 'livingly' may be experienced at any point by

anyone along the continuum from 'conservative' to 'progressive'. This is a fundamental

reason that such a high value is placed on the arts in Waldorf teacher training, and in

'Waldorf schools.

Some ørtistìc courses to be íncluded ín an ídeøl teøcher training:

Speech and Eurythmy

From the point of view of classroom presence, how teachers speak (especially in telling

stories or in plays) and how they move (gestures, posture, bearing) have traditionally

been held to be important because young children model their own behaviour strongly

on the role models regularly before them. Adolescents, on the other hand, are usually

very skilled at imitating and 'sending up' the mannerisms of teachers. Speech Formation

and Eurythmy (two well known performing arts in the Anthroposophical movement)

constitute apart of most V/aldorf teacher training courses. The value of Eurythmy for

education is that it cultivates the Will and Feelings. Eurythmy, which together with

singing, playing a musical instrument, painting and drawing, is considered to promote

the development of the Will 'to a.very special degree'.28

Speech formation is entirely practical, involving the exploration of the elements

of language - sound, vowels, consonants, words, and rhythms, and how they relate to

the human being. Working with the three styles of Epic, Lyric, and Dramatic helps to

form a better relationship to literature and builds skill in story telling. There is a close

relationship between this artistic work and Speech Eurythmy which, through gesture

and movement, deepens the experience of vowels and consonants, and rh¡hms and
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metres in poetry. Tone Eurythmy, again in gesture and movement, works with the basic

elements of music - melody, harmony, rhythm, the moods of major and minor,

intervals, and discords and concord. " The inclusion of Speech and Eurythmy in

Waldorf teacher training courses is considered to be of fundamental importance to the

aesthetic preparation of Waldorf teachers'

Considerable space has been devoted in this section to describing how the arts

are pursued in a Waldorf school curriculum. The point that that the arts are taken very

seriously in Waldorf education has been highlighted, but this should not be interpreted

to mean that a teacher should be an expert in all the visual or performing arts (this

would be impossible for most people). There are three or four year training courses each

for painting, sculpture, speech and drama, eurythmy, etc., and these are not something

which most primary school teachers can realistically contemplate. There is a legitimate

place for specialists, especially so in the upper primary and high school, and it is in

these areas of the school that they mostly work. Artists, as specialists, can gain a great

deal from a teacher training course because their artistic training usually does not

involve a study of child development or'Waldorf methodology.

Primary school teachers, through their foundation studies and in teacher training,

should be introduced to several of these art forms, not only for their own personal

development but also to acquire some competence so they can integrate them

appropriately in areas of the curriculum for which they are responsible.

" Rudolf Steiner, Practical Advice to Teachers, op. cit. p' 182

'n Steiner gave 19 lectures in 1924 published under the general title Speech and Drama, and two
fundamental lecture courses n t924 under the tttles Eurythmy as Visible,Sozg, London, 1932 and

Eurythmy as Visible Speech, London 1956. For the actual practice of Eurythmy, see the book by
Annemarie Dubach-Donath, The Basic Principles of Eurythmy,London 1937.
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5. The Crafts

Developing well-rounded people (in addition to teaching specific skills) is the

underlying goal of Waldorf schools, and therefore of Waldorf teacher education. In

Waldorf pedagogy,being able to do things with one's hands is seen as an important part

of being 'well rounded', indeed it is considered to be as important as developing artistic

feeling and expression, and to have a broad knowledge and well developed cognitive

skills.

At the Waldorf school, the children do not merely 'have an idea' in their heads; they

feel the idea, for it flows into their whole life of feeling. Their being of soul lives in the

sense of the idea, which is not merely a concept but becomes a plastic form. The whole

complex of ideas at last becomes human form and figure and in the last resort all this

passes over into the will. The child leams to transform what he thinks into actual deed.

30

This process of actualising an idea into a concrete, useful object is characteristic of the

crafts. tt In this context, 'well roundedness' is especially pertinent for teachers who so

obviously stand as role models for children and young people. Because handicrafts

prepare children to manage practical, everyday problems with ability and confidence,

Steiner recommended that they be encouraged to make things that are really useful,

which will give them satisfaction and will stimulate their instincts for the practical side

of life.32

Apart from the fact that handcraft activities for children have a long tradition, a

further reason for placing a high emphasis on craft in Waldorf schools arises from

Steiner's view that developing manual skills in early childhood through crafts would

lead to greater flexibility of thought when, in adolescence, the capacity for abstract

30 Rudolf Steiner, (Ilkley, 1923), Education and the Modern Spiritual Life, op. cit 1954,pp.196-197
,' Steiner gave several indications on the subject of crafts and handwork, on which there is a book by

Hedwig Hauck, Handwork and Handitafts from Indications by Rudolf Steiner (London, 1968), by the

original handicraft teacher in the first Waldorf school in Stuttgart.
32 ibid
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thinking emerges. That is, the child's ability to think logically is best educated indirectly

by means of handicrafts.33 From a pedagogical perspective one could reasonably claim

that crafts, such as knitting, stimulate cellular development in the brain, at the time

when neural connections in the brain are being rapidly established, through the

activation of the finer motor system of the fingers and hand.3a

As for the Arts, an introduction to a variety of crafts has a dual purpose, mainly

that of skill development and self development. Although many schools employ

specialist craft teachers, much that is done by the children is directed by the

kindergarten and class teachers themselves. For these reasons, Waldorf teacher training

courses should continue to provide basic skills in a range of hand-crafts for all trainees.

More specific technical studies courses are available for teachers who want to specialise

in teaching crafts, like woodwork and metalwork, blacksmithing, and a wide range of

'soft crafts' like knitting, weaving. Once more, an ideal Waldorf teacher training would

provide additional studies in curriculum and child development.

6. Movement, Games and Sports

Steiner, in speaking about bodily movement, said that it can be developed in two

directions. The body can be made to do purposeless, senseless activities which follow

the demands of the body alone, or else the outer movements of the body can gradually

become purposeful and penetrated with meaning. The first direction tends to be that of

Gymnastics, the second of Eurythmy." Gymnastics, said Steiner, ought not to be

practised as an activity which is alien to children, rather they should be led to

" Rudolf Steiner, (Stuttgart, June l92l), l(aldorf Education þr Adolescencø Steiner Schools

Fellowship Publications, Forest Row, E. Sussex, 1980, p. 36
3a Brien Masters (ed), Child and Man: Journal for Rudolf Steiner llaldorf Education,Yol. 27 ,No. 2,

July 1993, p. 4. Issue theme, 'Craft and Design'.

" Rudolf Steiner, Study of Man, op. cit. pp.178-179
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consciously experience their bodily activity with interested attention, and to become

aware of the subtle feelings and sensations that accompany in-breathing or out-

breathing, movement of the limbs, running and so on. And it is from the child's living

experience of his or her body, when thinking and feeling are engaged with the body that

the right activities or postures should proceed.3u

Gymnastics should also lead the child to develop a feeling for external space, not

merely three dimensional space which is a geometric abstraction, but space in relation to

the body, above and below, left and right, behind and in front.37 This approach to

gymnastics has been called Bothmer Gymnastics (after Graf von Bothmer, a Gymnastics

teacher in the first 'Waldorf school), but in recent years a more contemporary approach,

called Spatial Dynamics, has been developed. Through a graded curriculum from mid-

primary to high school classes, Spatial Dynamics exercises encourage gteater bodily

awareness in space, which benefits active participation in all forms of physical activity,

including sports. An ideal training course would include weekly classes in Spatial

Gymnastics as a balance to weekly Eurythmy classes.

'Concentration exercises' are intricate movement exercises which develop

coordination and have been found to be of great value in the education of primary

school age children. They can also be used to great effect throughout life, and are

excellent for developing flexibility of thinking. In a teacher training course such

exercises could be included in Eurythmy or Spatial Dynamics classes, as they only need

five to ten minutes. Examples of such an exercise are: Participants are given two sets of

movements, for example where they have to clap an anapaest rhythm (short-short -

long) while at the same time step a dactylic rhythm (long - short-short), or are asked to

'u Rudolf Steine4 I|taldorf Education þr Adolescence, op. cit. p. 33
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hold the left ear with the right hand and touch their nose with the left hand, and then

altemate these movements quickly. For children (especially under nine years), these

movements which involve crossing the mid-line of the body exercise left and right-brain

activity and stimulate development of neural pathways. These exercises begin very

simply in the first class (for example, by introducing some simple Maori stick games),

and gradually increase in their complexity as the children proceed into upper primary

classes. Steiner claimed that such exercises lay a good foundation for the child's ability

to connect and separate ideas and perceptions38, and the great alertness required for these

coordination movements also make the child's pictorial, imaginative thinking mobile

and skilful.3e

Teacher trainees would need to develop a repertoire of such exercises, as well as

learn to design them, for later use when teaching. In addition, traditional children's

games, like skipping, hopscotch, marbles, clapping games, a variety of circle games and

chasing games, should be learned, or re-learned, by the teacher trainees. Traditional

children's games should be encouraged before the conventional sports (like cricket,

football and tennis) distract many children's attention from play to more competitive

pursuits. Team games, such as basketball, netball, football, soccer, cricket, softball,

volleyball, racquet games, and more individual sports like gymnastics, athletics,

orienteering, swimming, surfing and cycling become part of schools sport and recreation

programmes, according to means and location. Outdoor pursuits like bushwalking,

camping, sailing, canoeing, rock-climbing, and caving are activities introduced in some

'Waldorf school Outdoor Education programs.

'7 Rudolf Steine¡ Education and the Modern Spiritual Life, op. cit. p' 206
38 ibid, pp. 189-190
3e Rudolf Steiner, Kingdom of Childhood, op. cit. pp. 8l-83
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The maintenance of a fit and healthy physical body through a wide range of

activities in the movement curriculum is an essential part of child development, and

therefore an essential aspect ofstudy in ÏValdorfteacher education.

7. Classroom Manaqement

The term 'classroom management' was not used by Steiner, but all the pedagogical

issues associated with its meaning are thoroughly covered throughout his many lectures

on education as well as his conversations and comments in the Konferenzen over a six

year period.

An anaþsis of the Konferenzen by Masters reveals numerous statements and

direct advice given by Steiner about how teachers should conduct themselves in the

classroom.oo Beariqg in mind that most of the teachers in the first V/aldorf school were

not 'professional' teachers, but 'struggling newcomers to the classroom'4r the precepts

outlined below could apply to trained and untrained alike. Only a small selection of

these precepts is presented.

. The teacher should pay constant attention to his own speech.

o Economy should be exercised in teaching, so that material presented is in a form that

can be absorbed with maximum engagement.

. The balancing of group work (class recitation, the singing of the whole choir,

addressing the class as a whole) by giving attention to the individual is a vital factor

in the teaching process.

. The teacher should beware of getting drawn into a style of presentation that veers

towards the entertaining if this is at the expense of the pupils' acquiring capacities.

o Beware especially of the gimmicky.

o Teaching without notes comes across as being an unshakeable maxim, so that there is

no necessity 'to have recourse in any way during the lesson' to something that has

a0 Masters, 7997, op. cit., All bulleted excerpts from pp. 107-109
4tibid. p.106
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been written down as part of preparation. At the dame time Steiner did bow to human

limitation, acknowledging that'this may take a little time to achieve'.

o The point of the above \ryas so that 'vital contact' with the children could be

maintained in a completely unbroken way. This point is frequently emphasised in

other places.

o But even if the teachers had weaned themselves from their notes, there was still the

immanent danger of losing contact with the pupils if the teacher's form of delivery

developed into a lecturing style, drifting away from teaching.

o Not only make sure that all pupils are participating in the lesson, but also that they all

make some spoken contribution.

o Even when concerned with a single child, keep the whole group in mind.

o It is essential to keep the finger on the pulse of the tempo of the lesson.

o Ensure that alternating elements are incotporated in it.

o When the children are working, keep a track on the noise level in the room, but apply

a qualitative listening to it.

o Have the time planned.

o Beware of becoming vague, or losing the connecting thread, or overwhelming with

too many ideas, or of slovenliness.

o Handle homework with care: don't necessarily insist on it; voluntarily undertaken

homework has greater pedagogical value; it must be enjoyed. Yet if homework has

been set, be absolutely consequential about it.

. Steiner was emphatic about who should be in control: the teacher.

Classroom management encompasses all the tasks which a teacher must do to create the

conditions in which students can thrive and remain 'engaged with the task'. The aspect

of the art of education that has to do with classroom management, when articulated in

behavioural terms, can be narrowed down to three major categories.

(1) Lesson planning and Preparation

(2) Classroom Practice

(3) Management and Discipline
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The comments by Steiner above have the ring of someone with the voice of experience,

and it is noted that the three categories of classroom management are covered. Given the

aims of education, the understanding of children and their potential, and a creative way

of working with the curriculum, a teacher adopting these precepts should be able the

manage the classroom too. Classroom Management theory and method are a standard

part of most mainstream teacher training courses, and even though the way that teachers

view children is somewhat different in V/aldorf schools, much that is used in

conventional teacher training can be accommodated and applied by Waldorf teacher

educators in their training courses.

8. School Organis ation and Management

An ideal training course for V/aldorf teachers would provide knowledge and skills

related to important aspects of their employment that is not directly connected with

classroom teaching. These areas are: 1) Social Theory (The Threefold Social Order)

2) The College of Teachers

3) Social and Community Relations

An understanding of these areas, and the development of basic communication skills

would provide a strong base for making a positive contribution to any V/aldorf school.

1) Social Theory (The Threeþld Social Otdet)

The theoretical basis for the threefold organisation of an institution, such as a V/aldorf

school, has already been laid in Chapter 2 Section 4, especially in sub-section 5, called

'Threefoldness and School Organisation'. Schools were described as belonging to the

cultural sphere of the social order but, in so far as schools are considered to be

microcosms of the wider society, they need to have structures and facilities to deal with

the social or rights sphere and the economic sphere. Any functioning organisation, like a

school, may also be considered from a four-fold perspective, similar to the four-foldness
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described in Chapter 2 Section 3 in relation to 'The Human Being and the Kingdoms of

Nature', where, the four elements (earth, water, air, and fire) were used to qualitatively

differentiate the four kingdoms of Nature. While Natural Law regulates the activity in

nature, a social institution like a school requires human organisation and management.

A parallel four-fold differentiation can be made for a school as follows:

Earth The material sphere: Physical property, gtounds, buildings, resources

Water The formative sphere: Processes, routines, timetables, daily schedules

Air The relationship sphere: The social interactions between students,

teachers, office staff, parents, visitors, etc.

Fire The policy sphere: The College of Teachers

This latter sphere will be considered below.

2) The College of Teøchers

The College of Teachers is responsible for all educational matters in the school, and

administers the day to day aspects involved in conducting the educational programme,

as well as aspects of wider accountability. These aspects include:

¡ Formulating Educational Policies: such as class sizes, school starting ãga,

admissions criteria, teaching loads, behaviour management, and general policies on

dress, food, TV, drugs, etc.

o Meeting Government Requirements: such as Registration Board regulations,

Teacher Registration, Occupational Health and Safety, and Local Council

requirements

o Employment: Following legal procedure for advertising vacancies, interviews and

appointment of new staff and informing staff of their duties and responsibilities

o Evaluation of Teachers: Accountability procedures, self and peer assessment

criteria, mentoring and staff support

Work of the College may be divided among committees which are given a mandate

for their tasks. In most policy matters committees bring recoÍtmendations to the
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College for ratification. College meetings have to do with educational issues, and it is

normally only appropriate to have people who are involved in the day to day work of

the school to attend College meetings.

3) Social and Community Relations

Maintaining healtþ social relations between the various individuals and groups in the

school community requires commitment and ongoing work. Best results in this area

are usually achieved when all parties are involved in the process of decision making.

Responsibilities of and relationships between the College of Teachers, Parent

Association, School Council or Board of Management need to be described in writing.

Published information about how these bodies communicate with each other, how

individual parents communicate with these bodies, and how channels of

communication operate, including the grievance procedure when they break down,

should be readily available in a well functioning community. 'While teacher trainees

are usually not in a position to influence policy on these matters during training, they

should be aware of their host schools' procedures, and what questions to ask when

they have their teaching practicum.

The V/aldorf teaching profession is based upon the development and

maintenance of well functioning human relationships, therefore having good

interpersonal communication skills is a basic asset in school communities. An ideal

teacher training course will include courses for developing skills for being effective in

meetings, strategies for effective decision making, for managing and resolving

conflict, and for giving and receiving feedback; also important are skills in listening

and speaking, in achieving consensus, in learning to delegate and learning to mediate.
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These skills could be taught by making the normal social interactions in the training

courses more conscious, as well as by using a wide range of structured exercises.

Because these skills are so basic for maintaining sound human relations, they are

applicable in every day life and for every day use with children, parents and

colleagues.

9. Meditative Practice

In Steiner's first course of lectures to teachers (Study of Man)42 he took an approach

which, in order to be understood, requires a new approach to its study. Steiner made it

clear very early in the above lecture course that the content he was presenting in the

lectures could not be approached as one might approach an applied anthropology, but

rather must be grasped meditatively. In other words, 'meditative text' must be grasped

meditatively because it cannot be properly grasped intellectually. In a lecture given one

year later to the Waldorf teachers in Stuttgart (The Three Fundamental Forces in

Education, September 1920)43 Steiner described a way of working with the content of

such meditative text 'that could allow them to flow productively into the educational

encounter between teacher and the child, to illuminate in action the educational

moment'aa. The three steps described in the lecture are ¿Is follows:

1) The teacher strives to understand and take in the thoughts, asking 'How can I

internalise the contents in such a way that they can live on, or better, come again

to life in my consciousness?'

2) The teacher transforms them in meditation, asking 'How can this process be

intensified and transformed into a meditative deepening?'

a2 See Chapter 3 Section 2 for a more detailed coverage of these lechrres.
43 Rudolf Steiner, Meditative Acquired Knowledge of Man, Steiner Schools Fellowship Publications,

Forest Row, E. Sussex, UK, 1982. See lecture of l6û September 1920, 'The Three Fundamental Forces

in Education',p. 14-32
aa Jon McAlice, 'Annual Report from the Pedagogical Section 1988', in Rundbrief der Pädagogischen

Sektion am Goetheanurz, No. 6 Winter 1999,pp. l2-L3
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3) The teacher remembers them in action, and this can only take place in the

classroom.

Steiner summarised these three steps by saying:

Thus we start with a receiving or perceiving of the study of man, then comes an

understanding, a meditative under-standing of the study of man..., and then comes a
remembering of it out of the spirit. This means teaching creatively from out of the

spirit; the art of education comes about. It must be a conviction, a frame of mind.45

This exercise in meditative practice is one of many availableau, and is particularly

useful because it is connected with practical classroom work. Although many

teachers have the desire to cultivate and nurture meditative work, there are at the

same time many questions as to how to begin, how to deal with the problems and

challenges that arise along the way, and the need to exchange experiences.

An ideal training would lay the ground work to meditative practice by

conducting practical exercises for the training of thinking, feeling, willing,

imagination, composure, intuition, positivity and wonder. The benefits of

meditation do not come suddenly nor can they be achieved in a one-off course,

rather it is an activity which, like other vital or hygienic practices (such as eating or

brushing one's teeth), requires regular repetition. It is also most beneficial when it

is done willingly and is experienced as a joyful experience. The best that a training

course can hope to teach students about the need for ongoing meditative practice,

expect them to know how to do a number of basic exercises, and help students start

a good habit.aT

at Steiner 1982, op. cit.,p.32
a6 See also Rudolf Steiner, How to Know Higher Vy'orlds, Anthroposophic Press, NY 1994 (Originally

published 1909); Towards the Deepening of l(aldorf Education, Henry Barnes et. al' (Eds),

Pedagogical Section of the School of Spiritual Science, Goetheanum, Switzerland,l99l; Jörgen Smit,

Lighting Fires: Deepening Education Through Meditation, Hawthorn Press, Stroud lJK, 1992: Jörgen

Smit, ¡low to Transþrm Thinking, Feeling and lüilling, Hawthorn Press, Stroud UK, 1989
a7 The proverb: 'You can lead a horse to water, but you can't make him drink', is apposite for
meditation. Teacher trainers can only hope that students will be thirsty enough to want to drink.
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9. Teaching Practice

This final component of an ideal training is perhaps one of the most important because it

exposes trainees to the 'real life' situation of their chosen work. The school culture and

physical setting, interacting with the students, teachers and parents, the daily routines,

timetables, lesson plans, preparation, and being in front of the class, sitting in meetings,

etc., provide the confirmation that this milieu is where they belong. Or otherwise they

realise that they need to reconsider their career choice.

An ideal V/aldorf teacher training institution would be located near a thriving

rü/aldorf school, in which the trainees would be welcome, could visit classrooms for

regular observation, and could participate in school events, such as festivals, excursions

or camps. In addition to regular weekly visits, trainees would have an extended

practicum of four to six weeks. These would need to be taken at different schools.

During the practicum, trainees would ideally retum once or twice to the training

college for discussion and de-briefing. A supervising teacher within the school would

oversee each student's progress, briefthem on expectations, standard ofpreparation and

delivery of work to pupils, give detailed feedback on their teaching, give them plenty of

opportunity to be involved with the students in a variety of lessons, give them plenty of

responsibility and also plenty of help. In addition trainees would be visited by a

supervising tutor from the college. Both would write a report on the trainee's

performance in a number of areas including thoroughness of lesson plans, evidence of

mastery of the subject to be taught, appropriate use of resources, attempts at creative and

artistic presentation, personal demeanour, use of voice, involvement of students, rapport

with children, flow of the lesson, management of classroom, manner of dealing with

minor disruptions, etc. Many more criteria could be identified in relation to quality of
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relations with staff, involvement in teacher's meetings, or relations with parents, but

these need not be included here. The point being made is that assessment of trainees

needs to be rigorous and thorough, and potential weaknesses identified and where

possible rectified. The outcomes of teaching practice periods are a source of feedback,

not only to trainees, but can also reflect back on the college staff in so far as they are

indicators of the effectiveness of the training being given.

Summary and Conclusion

This chapter has identified, and to avarying extent discussed, nine categories of subject

areas which should reasonably be covered in an ideal training. Notwithstanding the fact

that the first Waldorf teachers were trained by Steiner in an intensive two week course

(this was described in Section 2 of this Chapter), to achieve such a training today could

easily require three years of full-time study. However, the full-time study option would

need to be offered in modules which could accommodate its completion part-time)

There are a number of precedents for this which include regular weekend and holiday

intensive courses. (Some of these are covered in Chapter 4 Section $)

The most common model of a three-year training would cover the categories

discussed above as follows

The First Year (Orientation Year in Anthroposophy and the Arts)

o Anthroposophical Studies

o Artistic Studies, (speech and drama, eurythmy, sculpting, painting, music)

o Crafts (soft and hard crafts), Movement (games and spatial dynamics)

o Group V/ork and Social Skills Training

o Visits to anthroposophically based institutions such as schools, curative homes,

therapy centres, bio-dynamic gardens and farms

The Second Year

o Pedagogical Studies
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¡ Artistic Studies (as for first year, but some more oriented to teaching)

o Crafts and Movement

o Group Work and Social Skills Training (more school based)

. Teaching practicum (two periods of at least four weeks)

The Third Year

o Pedagogical Studies

o Artistic Studies, Crafts and Movement

. Teaching practicum (two periods of six to eight weeks)

o Meditative practice

o School Administration

o Special Project

The goal of an ideal training must be to graduate teachers having had the best possible

training. This goal is important because the future development of the Waldorf school

movement depends on the quality of the teachers who enter it. Its goal must be not only

of minimum standards of competence defined in terms of skills, but also of a style of

teacher professionalism that encompasses the qualities of enthusiasm, imagination,

inspiration, intuition, and creativity, and also where lifelong education is seen not only

as a professional necessity, but as a way of life.
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\ilaldorf Teacher Training Courses Around the \Morld

Introduction

c Section I provides statistical information on the growth of l4/aldorf schools in

Europe and the rest of the world, and also of the growth in Steiner/Waldorf teacher

training centres.

c Section 2 describes the developments in Early Childhood Teacher Training, both in

Europe and Australia.

o Section 3 gives an outline of the general characteristics of 'Class Teaching' in

Waldorf schools, and outlines the reasons that primary school teacher training is

the preoccupation of the maiority of the Teacher Training centres.

c Section 4 examines some aspects of a number of teaclter training institutions in

Europe, North America, South Africa and New Zealand'

Section 1

Predominant Locations of Waldorf Schools and Training Centres

Statistics

An examination of the figures published by the Bund der Freien Waldorfschulen

(German Association of V/aldorf schools)r reveals that from December 1988 to

February 1998 there was a 7 lTo increase in the number of 'Waldorf schools, and a 94o/o

increase in the number of teacher training centres world-wide. Tables 1 and 2 below

compffe the details.

I World List of Rudolf Steiner (V/aldorf) Schools and Teacher Training Centes, (Copies for December

1988 and February 1998), published by Bund der Freien Waldorfschulen e. V., Sírllgart, Germany.
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Table 1: Waldorf schools

1988 1998 7o Increase

Total Schools 453 774 70.8

Total in Europe 3s2 (77.7%) s78 (74.7%) 64.2

Total for Rest of World r0r (22.3%) re6 (2s.3%) 94

These figures show clearly that by far the greater number of Waldorf schools are

located in Europe. However a small percentage decrease in growth (not in the number

of schools, which clearly increased) occurred in the European schools over the decade

compared to world figures. Despite the dramatic changes in 1989 when 'the Berlin

Wall fell' and new Waldorf schools opened in Eastern Europe, there is a percentage

increase in the number of schools outside Europe compared to the percentage increase

in numbers of European schools. Although the Waldorf school movement is

dominated (numericallÐ bV Europe, the percentage of the schools in the rest of the

world, compared to the total number of schools, is slowly increasing. This

development has already led to a reinterpretation of formerþ Euro-centric traditions

in the curriculum, and is significant for both schools and Teacher Training centres

outside Europe.

Table 2: Teacher Training Centres

1988 1998 7o Increase

Total TÆ Centres 33 64 93.9

Total in Europe 23 45 95.7

Total for Rest of \üorld 10 r9 90
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A further analysis of Teacher Training centres outside Europe shows the increase of

these institutions in the decade since 1988.

Table 3: Teacher Training Centres Outside Europe

1988 1998 7o Increase

Total 10 19 90

North America 4 8 100

South America 2 5 150

South Africa 1 ) 100

Australasia J 4 33.3

It will be noted that the percentage increase in the number of Waldorf schools from

1988 to 1998 is almost 94o/o,whlle the percentage increase in V/aldorf teacher training

centres in the same period is almost 7I%. However, no useful conclusion can be

drawn from these figures without knowing how many V/aldorf teachers graduated and

joined the work-force. Figures comparing growth of V/aldorf schools and graduates

from German teacher training seminars from 1985 to 1995 are presented in Section 4

of this chapter.
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Early Childhood Teacher Training

l.Introduction

In his educational lectures just before, and in the many that followed after, the

founding of the first Waldorf school, Steiner gave very specific indications on the

needs of primary and high school age children, but did not refer directly to the specific

requirements of Early Childhood education. However, in an early publication on the

education of the child, Steiner placed special emphasis on the importance of a child's

education before the age of seven, saying that 'before the change of teeth in the

seventh year, the human body has a task to perform upon itself which is essentially

different from the tasks of all other periods of life.' t While focusing on the optimum

conditions required to enhance the child's growth during this stage of life, Steiner did

not speak directly about Kindergarten education.

The first waldorf school in stuttgart did not, to begin with, have a

kindergarter¡ íowever a group of children under seven yoars, was cared for by

Elizabethvon Gruneliusz, in one of the rooms for one year, but after, as this room was

required for a classroom she had to stop. Three years later Grunelius started the

Kindergarten at the Stuttgart school and the Kindergarten has since been an imporiant

feature of that school and almost all other Waldorf schools since.

t Rudolf Steiner, The Education of the Child in the Light of Anthroposophy, RSP, London, 1965, pp.

25-26 up to p. 31. This booklet contains the content of a lecture which Steiner delivered "in various

places in Germany" and was re-cast by Steiner in essay form, fust published in German in 1909.
t Jüng"o Flinspach, an executive member of the International Waldorf Kindergarten Association,

attended the Vital Years 97 Conference in Adelaide. (Vitøl Years conferences are national biennial

conferences of Australian Early Childhood educators). In a lecture/report by Flinspach on the work of
the International Kindergarten Association (14ú April 1997), Grunelius was described as a "shy"
person who did not ask Steiner about the needs of Early Childhood Education.
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According to Flinspach (see footnote 2) the Waldorf Kindergarten Movement

began with a conversation between Grunelius and Clara Hattermann3, a kindergarten

teacher in the Hannover Waldorf School, the outcome of which resulted in Hattemann

convening a meeting of kindergarten teachers from all over Europe in Hannover in

1951. This was the first of what has now become a tradition of yearly Kindergarten

Teachers Conferences in Hannover.o The purpose of these conferences has been for

colleagues to share their research and experiences in Early Childhood education.

In1957 came the "sputnik shock"s and one of the reactions in the West was to

re-evaluate and re-focus educational content and methods to "beat the Russians". This

made itself felt in Europe in the 1960s and a consequence in many educational

systems was a move to start formal education before children \ryere seven years old.

Waldorf educators, especially kindergarten teachers, were among the first to act to

protect children from a too early start to formal learning. Based on Steiner's warnings

about the negative consequences of premature intellectual stimulation,'Waldorf Early

Childhood teachers were against speeding up the leaming process. The formation of

the International Association of V/aldorf Kindergartens in 1969 developed out of the

need to provide a united front against what was perceived as "an attack on childhood".

The idea of the development of the child, beginning with the origins in the spiritual

world, proceeding into physical birth and continuing the process of incamation

towards the gradual independence of willing, feeling and thinking, gives rise to a child

3 Clara Hattermann born 1915, was reported n 1997 as still being active in Early Childhood despite

being 82 years old.
4 Delegates from all over the world now attend this forum, some receiving financial assistance from the

International V/aldorf Kindergarten Association. From an oral Report by Jürgen Flinspach delivered to

the Austalian Association for Rudolf Steiner Early Childhood Education, 14th April 1997.
5 The Russians launched the first artifîcial satellite, Sputnik, and shocked Western "advanced"

counties (especially USA) who blamed the state of their education for the fact that they had been

beaten in the race to reach outer space.
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rearing and educational method which requires specific conditions of care. Waldorf

early childhood educators believe that some of the consequences of widespread

materialistic thinking has resulted in much misunderstanding of the real needs of

children and created a Íange of obstacles to incarnation. The Waldorf concern about

'an attack of childhood' arises from the unintended outcomes of well meaning policy

decisions which are nevertheless hostile towards children. In other words, when

political or economic indicators, rather than the real developmental needs of children,

are used as criteria to influence educational policy (such as early start to formal

schooling) they may potentially undermine, even be destructive to, the healthy

development of children.

2. Teacher Training

Consideration of what the Kindergarten Movement could do in the future, to ensure

that it was adequately prepared to protect the educational needs of young children, led

to the conclusion that it was essential to found Kindergarten Teacher Training

Seminars. Hitherto kindergarten teachers had been women who were "doers", very

practical and focused on little children's needs, but most were unable to articulate

their own needs, beliefs and ideas from a theoretical point of view.6 In the following

decade Kindergarten Training Seminars were opened in Hannover and Stuttgart

(Germany), Zeist (Holland) and Emerson (Forest Row, England), and new centres

continued to be opened. In 1997 there were more than forty Kindergarten Seminars

around the world.

6 From an interview with Jürgen Flinspach 13th April 1997
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In the past 25-30 years, kindergarten teacher training developed and has been

conducted in four major ways: "Parent Schools", Full Time Courses, Retraining of

already accredited teachers, and Part Time Courses.

(1) parent Schools. These are basically free training courses aimed at informing

parents about Waldorf education as it pertains to the first seven years. They have been

conducted with the expectation that some parents would become kindergarten

teachers. These "parent schools" have provided some teachers and many assistants in

kindergartens, but these courses are being increasingly closed down as alternative

ways of training prospective teachers have been adopted'

Full Time Courses. These are open Kindergarten Teacher Training Seminars with(2',1

State accreditation. Graduates of this training would have a State recognised Diploma

and be able to woik in any kindergarten. Entry into these two year fuIl-time courses

required a preliminary one year's (or equivalent) practical experience. This was

followed by two years of full-time Seminar training, and culminated with a one year

teaching placement during which time a research project on a special self-selected

theme was to be carried out. Financing a full-time training has been a problem for

many students.

(3) Retraining of conventionally trained teachers. Following the rapid expansion of

Waldorf kindergartens and schools in the 1970s and 1980s the demand for

kindergarten teachers far exceeded the supply.T The Kindergarten Association in

Germany began looking for ways to take State trained kindergarten teachers and

retrain them in V/aldorf pedagogy. Training courses consisted of three terms of four

weeks each with "a practical" in a Waldorf kindergarten before and after training.

7 A similar scenario faced the Waldorf Primary and high school sectors.
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Written assignment(s) and mentoring by a colleague were additional requirements. As

a result of this training the graduate would be eligible to teach in both Waldorf and

conventional kindergartens.

(4) part-Time Training. The current situation consists in providing courses that make

it possible for individuals to continue with their normal professional life but study

part-time in afternoons, evenings, weekends and/or holiday periods. These training

forms will be offered more and more in the future as it appears that stringent

economic factors make it increasingly difficult for people to study full-time. Ways are

being explored to structure these part-time courses so that they will result in a

recognised teaching accreditation such as a Diploma'

3. Content of Seminar Courses

In addition to the usual content pertinent to being a kindergarten teacher, didactics and

methods, V/aldorf kindergarten training promotes the selÊdevelopment of students. In

the full-time courses in Europe and elsewhere around the world, more than half of the

classes are in the arts, such as eurythmy, speech formation, painting and modelling, as

these provide the tools for self-development.s

Waldorf views of child development consider that kindergarten teachers, more

than teachers of arly age group, are most likely to be imitated by the children'

Imitation is considered to be the primary means of education for pre-school children.

Children are seen to not only imitate the outer forms and gestures of the teacher but

also the nuances of their 'inner gesture'. Therefore it is an important principle of

Waldorf education that teachers must become conscious of the quality of their own

gestures and make them worthy of being imitated. In addition to study and training in
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observation, the most effective means to bring this about has been found to be self

awareness and inner development through artistic activity.

Some of the major themes of study include the following:

o Foundation studies in a range of educational philosophies (not only Waldorf),

which help to place anthroposophical education within a circle of other early

childhood approaches and highlights the similarities as well as the important

differences between them'

o Basic lectures on Steiner's books such as Philosophy of Freedom, Theosophy,

Knowledge of the Higher Worlds, The Education of the Child and other books on

education introduce students to the breadth of lifelong study ahead of {hem.

o Science, especially biology, leads into an approach to understanding the world of

Nature around little children.

. VerT important is a lcrowledge of the Twelve Sensesn and the factors which

strengthen their development or militate against it.

o A study of the wide-ranging theme of The Cycle of the Year, and of the celebration

of festivals, is made as the implementation of this is seen to be an important, even

fundamental,way of bringing regularity and rhythm into kindergarten life.

o A study of children's literature, fairy tales and stories, leading to developing

criteria for what constitutes a 'good book' or story (or not) for children, and also of

the effects of different media on children's development.

While core studies covering common themes certainly exist, training seminars are as

individual as the lecturers and artists who teach in them. Standardised courses for all

I From an interview with Jürgen Flinspach, see footnote 2.
e In addition to the usual five senses, Steiner described seven others. The healthy development of the

senses in early childhood is considered essential for higher order cognition in later phases oflife.
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seminars are not only unlikely to be found but in some cases are considered to be

educationally stifling and unproductive.

4. Kindergarten Teacher Traininq in Australia

Kindergarten training has been conducted in individual schools by experienced

kindergarten teachers from the early years of the V/aldorf school movement in

Australia. For example, Susan Whitehead, a founding teacher of Lorien Novalisr0,

trained people as apprentices in her kindergarten. However, this section will focus on

kindergarten training outside of individual schools.

In 1984, Lesley Long, a kindergarten teacher at Glenaeonll, took study leave

and trained at the Kindergarten Training Centre in Gloucester, England with Margaret

Meyerkort.tt Out of her enthusiasm for the quality of the training she had received,

Long invited Meyerkort to come to Australia. The responsibility for organising

Meyerkort's visit was taken by Susan Harisl3, who has since become fondly known as

the "grandmother of Early Childhood' within the kindergarten movement in

Australia. Long and Haris coordinated the first Vital Years Conference which was

held in the Blue Mountains in 1985. Since then, Vital Years Conferences have been

held every two years and, being the rallying point for the majority of rù/aldorf

kindergarten teachers, they have been held at different venues around Australia, each

r0 Lorien Novalis School for Rudolf Steiner Education was founded in 1971 and is located at Dural, an

outer suburb in the north-west of Sydney.

consultant in Early Childhood.
13 In 1985, Susan Haris had just finished as Director of Miroma Adult Activity Therapy Centre, a

school for children with intellectual disabilities in Sydney. In 1997 Susan Haris, now over 80 years old,

is still involved in Early Childhood education.

1951 and was the fust Waldorf school to be founded in Australia.

o-rth shore of SYdneY.

own Early Childhood Educator, author, and world-wide educational
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time with a noted keynote speaker.ra

Out of these meetings came the gradual formation of the Australian

Association for Rudolf Steiner Early Childhood Education, founded 1991 in

Melboume, which, in addition to furthering the cause of Steiner Early Childhood in

Australia, maintains a direct link with the International Waldorf Kindergarten

Association.

5. Current Kinderearten Trainins Courses in Australials

Full-Time Trainins

parsifal College in Sydney is an adult education centre based on the work of Rudolf

Steiner (See Chapter 5). It conducts a one-year Orientation Course in Anthroposophy,

a two-year course in Rudolf Steiner Education and a course in Rudolf Steiner

Education for Kindergarten. The Kindergarten Training began in 1987 within the

primary teacher training and continued from 1991 until 1994 as a sepQrate training

course with holiday seminars (two weeks each in the Winter and Spring holidays) as

well as a four day residential seminar, and practice teaching blocks in Steiner

kindergartens with experienced teachers.

1997 was the first year in which Parsifal College conducted a two year, full-

time accredited training course for Kindergarten teachers. The first year is an

Orientation Course in Anthroposophy and the second year is the Steiner Kindergarten

14 Vital years 85 Blue Mountains (Margaret Meyerkort), Vital Years 87 Sydney (Margaret Meyerkort),

Vital years 89 Sydney (Elizabeth Moore Haas), Vital Years 91 Dandenong, Vic. (Blizabeth Moor

Haas), Vital years 93 
-Byron 

Bay (Freya Jafnka), Vital Years 95 Dr. Michaela Glöckler (Melbourne),

Vital Years 97 Adelaide (Dr. Renate Breipohl).
It From a verbal report on Rudolf Steiner Early Childhood Training in Australia' given by Susan

perrow at a meeting of the Australian Association for Rudolf Steiner Early Childhood Education,

Adelaide 14ù April lgg7, andan interview with Susan Haris conducted 19ù April1997.
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Education course. There were nine students doing this course, all of whom did the

Orientation course in 1995 or 96.

Part-Time Training

In Sydney, 25 students attended an extensive practical course consisting of five

weekends and thirteen three-hour Monday night classes. Having done this course,

students qualify for a licence to conduct home based child care centres (with a

minimum of five children per home). In Melbourne a one year Introduction to Early

Childhood course, consisting of one evening per week during school terms plus one

Saturday per term, attracted between 25 and 30 people. In Brisbane a course of nine

weekends in the year is conducted for teachers who want to familiarise themselves

with Steiner Early Chitdhood Education.r6

6. Summary

A sketch of the development of Waldorf Early Childhood Teacher Training has been

given. 'We have noted that training of teachers for kindergartens has included a variety

of measures from apprenticeship to more formal accredited courses. In Australia in

more recent times, the Early Childhood initiatives of Parsifal College in Sydney

together with the members of the Australian Association for Rudolf Steiner Early

Childhood Education, has resulted in an increase in provision of trained Early

Childhood workers. It is clear to both parties that much still must be done to provide

enough trained teachers to satisff the demand by different communities around

Australia for Waldorf Early Childhood education.

ru Details of course structures and student numbers were confirmed by Dr. Renate Breipohl, the

Director of the Kindergarten Training and Coordinator of Parsifal College, and were accurate up to

August 1997.
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Preparing Class and High School Teachers

l.Introduction

We will now turn our attention to the predominant task of the majority of V/aldorf

Teacher training seminars, which is to prepare primary school Class Teachers. There

are a number of reasons for this, the most obvious being that Class teachers are in

gteatest demand. The relatively long term commitment by a teacher to a group of

children means that each year a school will require a nsw teacher to begin the Class

Teacher cycle. Factors of natural attrition aside, such as resignations due to maternity

leave, illness or death, and structural factors, such as when a teacher, having

completed one cycler, decides to begin another (usually after a year's sabbatical

leave), the employment of new teachers is still the dominant need of most schools.

Consistent and effective teacher training facilities are therefore a very significant

factor affecting the growth and philosophical integrity of the V/aldorf school

movement.

2. General characteristics of Class Teachine

Unlike Kindergarten teachers, who care for children for up to two years, Class

TÞachers receive their students in the first class (when the children have tumed or will

turn seven years old) and then proceed with this same group of children for their

entire primary education. While most Waldorf schools have an eight-year class

teacher period, this varies from six to eight years, depending on local traditions or
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regulations. From a world-wide context, the majority of schools (which are in Europe)

have an eight year cycle of primary education, therefore teachers are required to teach

a curriculum and manage the range of needs of children from the junior primary years

to early-adolescence.

This division into three distinct stages of schooling - early childhood or

kindergarten, primary, and secondary - has its basis in Steiner's views on the stages of

child development, which have been outlined in previous sections. While the first

stage culminates with the transition from kindergarten to the first primary class, and

occurs when the loss of the milk teeth is established (usually around the seventh year),

and the second stage comes to completion with the changes of puberfy (usually

around the fourteenth year), there continues to be healtþ debate within the school

movement about the educational consequences of the fact that in modem times (unlike

central Europe of the 1920s), these stages, especially the onset of puberty, are being

established one or two years earlier.z The debate hinges on whether the earlier

physical development typically parallels the social and emotional development.

Studies in the United States of America suggest that the earlier transition is

due to a vaiety of factors and that while physical development seems to have been

'speeded up', emotional and mental development has not necessarily kept pace with

it3. V/aldorf schools, while taking into account these new developments in children's

growth, have generally erred on the side of allowing children to be children and

I primary school Class teachers normally ¡emain with one group of children for the duration of their

primary schooling. This period is called a Class teacher 'cycle' and is detailed in this section.
ã So-" data on this issue has been presented in Chapter 2, Section 2 in the section on The Tripartite

Soul in Steiner's Educational Philosophy.
I David Elkind, Miseducation: Preschoolers at Risk, Alfred¡{,. Knopf (Random House), NY 1987;The

Hurried Child Growing up Too Fast Too Soon, Addison Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts, t98l:, All
Grown Up and No Place to Go; Teenagers in Crisis, Addison Wesley, Reading Massachusetts, 1984.

Elkind is Professor of Child Study at Tufts Universþ.
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exercising their freedom to structure the curriculum to suit the needs of the children

being taught.

The Class líeacher leads his or her class th¡ough each day's main morning

lesson for (taking the maximum) eight years and normally teaches all the subjects

apart from foreign languages, sports, practical arts, eurythmy and music. Throughout

the developmental stages between the change of teeth and puberty, the class teacher

provides continuity within the flow of changing personal relationships. The needs of

individual children can be seen in the context of the general development of the

human being and of the changing conditions demanded by this development. In this

context, teachers themselves remain students, and are required to go beyond a study of

mere phases of development. In all countries which conduct V/aldorf schools, in the

words of two prominent teacher trainers, teachers are expected to engage in 'a

continual process of inner discussion with Steiner's anthropology and train

themselves to develop the intuitive faculty of knowing what to do with an individual

child at a particular juncture of her or his development.'4 As discussed above with

reference to earlier puberty, this will influence the choice of material and the way it is

presented to the class. In other words, teachers must be prepared to meet the children

on their own ground and to take their positions seriously.

In the concept offered by the Waldorf Schools the teacher is required to work

with the children as whole persons. They are expected to do more than merely inform

and assess their pupils. They do the work of guides and, in agreeing to accompany

a Magda Maier and Marfyn Rawson .Why does a for the fust eight years?' in

Waliorf Education: Exhibition Catalogue (44'h S Conference on Education

of UNESCO in Geneva). Freunde der Erziehungs .1994,pp.44-45. See also

Torin M. Finser, School as a Journey: The Eight-Year Odyssey of a ll/aldorf Teacher and His Class.

Anthroposophic Press, Hudson, New York, 1994
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their pupils for a certain stretch of time, make this period a part of their personal

biographies. This aspect of the teacher's profession includes the realisation that what

one does can have an exemplary function in the lives of those individuals that have

been entrusted to one's care.t

Thus for eight years the Class tbacher takes his or her class through the

sequence of learning, as well as their emotional development, the development of

skills and the process of becoming a social community. Together with their dlass

þacher, the children go through the processes of learning how to write and do

arithmetic, how to read, to paint and draw, they learn to sing and play a recorder, to

work at grammar and geography, atbiology, chemistry and physics. All these subjects

are given as periods of several weeks during the first two hours of the school day.

These first lessons are often known as 'Main Lessons.'

This practice gives class þachers a coordinating position with regard to the

staff who teach foreign languages, hand work, gymnastics and all those subjects that

are taught all the year round in lessons that have their firm place in the weekly

timetable. Class Teachers work with their classes every day and all the year round. A

special relationship of familiarity usually leads to mutual trust, which gives rise to the

climate of openness and attention that is the suitable atmosphere for learning and

inner growth.6

Apart from the above-mentioned qualities required for class teaching, Waldorf

schools operate without a headmaster, principal or director (see the section on

Steiner's Social Theory for a rationale for this practice, and Chapter 3 Section 4Part7

5 lbid. Maier and Rawson
6Ibid.
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for how it operates), and therefore all staff take some responsibility for the

administration and management of the school. Because the continuing life of the

school is considered to be the responsibility of all those working in it, responsibility

and freedom are two interconnected qualities that permeate and determine how a

Waldorf school works. After a trial period, every colleague who decides to stay at the

school takes part in the meetings that constitute the management of the school. They

actively undertake the various duties that normally apply to the role and function of a

headmaster, principal or administrator; tasks such as "hiring and firing", putting

together the timetable, determining the work load, finding relief teachers, organising

programmes of further training, and so on. The principles of autonomy and consensus,

rather than autocracy and hierarchy, provide the ideal reference points for cooperative

working. Therefore skills in group work and collegial relations, administration,

problem solving, conflict resolution, mediation, decision making and delegation are

likely to be required at various times in one's school life'

The purpose of presenting such an onerous picture of the tasks of Waldorf

ClassTeachers, their teaching milieu and the organisational factors that confront them

is to highlight the varied nature of their work (compared to the usual expectations of

primary classroom teachers in conventional schools) and to indicate that any "one off'

teacher training course would be hard-put to achieve an adequate preparation for all

that will, ideally, be required. Indeed, it seems somewhat unrealistic to expect that

pre-service training courses alone would be able to provide anything but a general

framework for non-curricular skills and competencies. It has already been indicated,

in the discussion on the initial teacher training course (1919) and the subsequent

teacher's Konferenzen, conducted by Steiner (1919-1925), that in-service training was
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a critical component of the on-going training of V/aldorf teachers. This principle of

on-going training continues to be a characteristic feature of V/aldorf schools all over

the world.
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Waldorf Teacher Training Courses around the \ilorld

l.Introduction

The founding of the first Waldorf school in Stuttgart, Germany, and the initial teacher

training course there, have already been discussed in Chapters 2, Section 3 and

Section 2 of this chapter. Table 4 below illustrates the growth of that school in the

first six years. It appears that by l92ll22 the school had already begun a double

stream. We especially note the growth in the number of teachers from 12 to 47, which

clearly demonstrates that there was, from the beginning, an ongoing need to train

teachers.l

Table 4. First Waldorf School, Stuutgart

YEAR CLASSES TEACHERS STUDENTS

16/9119 to 24/7120 8 t2 256

2\l9l20 to lll6/21 11 19 420

l8l6/21to 3015/22 15 20 540

2016122 to 2413123 t9 37 640

2414123 to 714124 2l 39 687

3014124 to 3013125 23 47 784

During the same six years Steiner schools were founded in Austria, Switzerland,

Holland and England. Following the pattern established by the first school in

I Eric Gabert, "The Six Successive Years of the School", in Rudolf Steiner's Conferences with the

Teqchers of the l4taldodschool in Stuttgart, Volume One,l9l9-1920. Steiner Schools Fellowship

Publications, Forest Row, East Sussex, UK, 1986, pp.2l-33
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Stuttgart, all were founded and supported by parents and interested individuals. One

of the two central problem areas in founding the schools was, and continues to be, the

supply of trained Waldorf teachers (the other is financing them).

2. \üaldorf Teacher Trainins Seminars in Germanv

2 (a) General background

The following teacher training seminars currently operate in Germany

(1) The Lehrerseminarfilr Waldorfpddagogik in Kassell

(2) The Wraldodlehrerseminar in Kiel
(3) The Seminarfiir Waldorþödagogik in Hamburg

(a) The Seminarfiir Waldorfpddagogik in Berlin
(5) The Institutfi)r Waldorfpddagogilc in V/itten
(6) The Pcidagogische Fachseminar fíir Leibeserziehung an Freien

Wal d orfs chul en in Heidenheim
(7) The Freie Hochschulefiir anthroposophische Pädagogik in Man¡heim, and

(8) The Sprachlehrseminar, also in Mannheim
(9) The Seminarfiir Waldorfpädagogik in Stuttgart

(10) The Seminarfir Waldorfpridagogik in Nümberg

Chart 1, below, illustrates the situation from 1985 to 1995 with regard to the growth

of schools compared to the total number of students attending the various teacher

training Seminars in Germany. The number of V/aldorf schools had grown from 81 in

1985 to 158 in 1995. This demonstrates that although there has been almost a

doubling of the number of schools, and therefore an increased need for teachers, the

number of graduates from teacher training centres (apart from a peak of 887 graduates

in 1991) had remained a steady average of about 800 a year. The trend from 1991 to

1995 however shows a gradual decline in students attending teacher training seminars.
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Chart l: Waldorf School Growth and Seminar Student-numbers 1985 to 1995.2

The various factors affecting effolments and the strategies being tried to either

increase the number of students attending seminars or finding altemative ways to train

teachers, will be discussed in due course. The Advisory Committee for Teacher

Training (Ausbildungsrat 1995/9ó) lists nine teacher training seminars in Germany.3

These are listed above and some will be selected for closer investigation.

2 (b) The Semìnar für Waldorfptidagogik (Stuttgart)

This seminar in Stuttgart is the oldest centre for Waldorf teacher training and a

majority of the teachers trained in Germany come from there' The Seminar has

800

700

500

400

200

z Ausbilclungsrat: Berichtfiir das Studienjahr 1995/96. A teportby the Advisory Committee on

Teacher Training for ß9il91 for the Bund der Freien llaldorfschulen (Association of Waldorf

Schools in Germany), Stuttgart, October 1996,p'21
3 From ttre Ausbildungsrat (1995/96 Teacher Training Report), pp' 8-19

E Schools

I Seminar Students
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developed a range of courses to suit a variety of needs. A large part of the seminar

prepares students for the task of Class teaching (that is, primary school).

o There is a one Year course for pre-trained (conventionally) teachers to re-orient

them to Waldorf PedagogY;

. a two year course for those previously state-trained who need a more fundamental

education in anthroposophical studies and Waldorf pedagogy.

o a four year course for those not previously state-trained leads to becoming a fully

trained teacher, but before starting this course the prospective teacher must do

training for one yeat at another institution;

. a high school course for teachers specialising in high school teaching usually takes

more than one year;

o a one year pedagogical/artistic study for eurythmists;

o part-time courses catering for people already working;

o a trarmng for specialist teachers for example, foreign languages) for primary and

high school.

The Ausbildungsrat 1995/96 (Teacher Training Report) states that statistics over the

years show that a high percentage of the Stuttgart graduates have taken up work in

Waldorf schools and that a high number have stayed in work for a longer term. While

the report does not provide detailed statistics, an example given is for the study year

lgg4lg5 in which 120 students completed their study. Of these gtaduates, eighty

(67%) worked in Waldorf schools, 38 did not, and 2 had found employment in a

Steiner based institution for disabled people. In recent years student numbers have

remained fairly constant (despite a general decline overall in Germany - see graph

above), ilowever, the report states, staff numbers have shrunk.

A substantial part of teaching methodology (didactical approach to teaching

certain subjects) has been given by practioing teachers from nearby Waldorf schools.

Although not all of these guest teachers participate in the Seminar's Collegium
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meetings, this approach guarantees a good relationship between the Seminar and the

schools. In addition to maintaining a close connection to the schools, the seminar staff

have a strong conviction that an active research activity, one which deals with the

sources of V/aldorf pedagogy, should be a fundamental part of teacher training

centres.

The seminar in Stuttgart is well known for its remarkable research activity

which is demonstrated by a comprehensive list of publications by its staff.

Unfortunately for English speaking V/aldorf teachers (who do not read German) most

of these are not translated into English.

2 (c )The In stìtut für ÚI/aldorfp ädago gik (\ilitten-Annen)

This seminar in V/itten began in 1973 with thirteen students, and by 1985 there were

380 students in a four-year training programme. In 1996 there were 240 students. The

Institute has 'succeeded in getting real cooperation between schools and the teacher

training seminar'a having previously faced some problems with getting adequate

mentoring in schools for their students. The Institule's courses began 'in a traditional

way, very teacher centred, with no notion of group work'5 but in recent years has been

trying innovative approaches in order to attract students, provide courses which are

more relevant to current conditions, and which are perceived to be appropriate for the

needs of schools in the near future'

o It conducts one-year foundation studies in Anthroposophy which now incorporate a

special proj ect requirement.

a From notes taken by the writer at a Symposium on Questions of Teacher Education held in Zeist,

Holland, l4'h-17't'March 1996. Report given by Johannes Kirsch Witten.

'rbid.
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o In 1996 twenty five students were doing a one-year postgraduate course in V/aldorf

pedagogy.

. Some students, at the same time as doing their teacher training, have undertaken a

three year training in administration'

This focus on formal training for school organisation and management is a welcome

innovation and has been added in response to the fact that many Waldorf schools, and

especially those newly established, experience difficulties in this area.

2 (d) The Freíe Hochschutefür anthroposophísche Pòidagogik (Mannheim)

This seminar, together with the Sprachlehrsemínør (forcign language teaching

seminar) has, like the one in Witten, changed its courses from the more traditional

forms and now offers greater choice in lectures (though limited). The option whereby

course accreditation can be accumulated over time is a relatively new feature' Also

new is the fact that V/aldorf teacher training is financially supported by the State

Department of Employment for people who wish to retrain as 'Waldorf teachers. In

order to be accountable to the Department of Employment, a register of courses which

could be accredited with the State was being drawn up at the time the report was being

written. Mannheim is working with Stuttgart on this project'

The teacher training course is a two-year training (for some with appropriate

background, one year is sufficient). other courses featured include:

o one 'accompanying people in their daily life' (that is, courses for those already

engaged in worþ,

o part-time courses,

. course in curative pedagogy (what we call 'special education'),

. course for teachers offoreign languages.

The Ausbildungsrat report quotes the following figures for the study yeat 1994195:29

students did the main two-year training; 47 were in the foundation year course; 20
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were already working and doing step-by-step courses; 14 were studying Curative

education; 2I were in evening classes; and 11 were guests. Fifteen percent of students

were 'foreign', that is, non-German.

At the Mannheim teacher training seminar, at the start of the seminar year,

all students (apart from 2nd-year students, foreign language teaching students, and

those doing courses for personal interest) studied the three fundamental lecture

courses given by Steiner in 1919 (see Chapter 3 Section 2). This took the form of

daily morning seminars of ninety minutes for a minimum of three weeks. At the

beginning of the Foundation Year students undertook:

. apracticum oî a Bio-DYnamic farm;

o basic studies for all students in History, Social Studies, Mathematics, and Music -

not as teaching methodology but as a form of liberal education for self-

development.

Each year a seminar for parents and teachers has been held which has been

particularly relevant for the second year students, their partners and possibly their

children. At this meeting, the demands of Waldorf teaching and the likely stresses

that may result for partners and children, are discussed. The issue of stress resulting

from the demands of the job recurs as a theme in this thesis, as it does in the Waldorf

school movement as a whole.

2 (e) The Seminørfür ÍI/aldorfpìidøgogik in Berlin

The training in Berlin is included here to highlight one approach which the Seminar

has used to introduce Steiner's ideas to applicants, many of whom have been, (as a

result of the Communist occupation at the end of WWII), educated under a Socialist

regime and probably indoctrinated with Socialist ideology. In order to participate fully
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in the courses, based as they are on Steiner's philosophy of freedom of the human

spirit, students will confront their values, attitudes, knowledge and beliefs on a range

of concepts, about the nature of the human being and the world, that go beyond the

boundaries of communist dialectical materialism, indeed of materialistic philosophy

per se. Some students applying for admission into the seminar are mature aged and

seeking a change of career but, for various reasons, are unemployed. They have been

referred, by the State unemployment office, to the V/aldorf seminar for retraining.

There they usually encounter a different 'culture'. ó Much of what has been described

as Steiner's educational philosophy, in Chapter 2 Sections 2 and 3, would need to be

interrogated, 'worked through', and reinterpreted in order that it can have meaning in

the everyday lives of the students, some of whom are already conventionally trained

teachers.

In an address on various themes in Lecture Three of Steiner's Study of Man,

Wilfried JaenschT gave an example of how he approached the study of some, often

difficult to grasp, concepts embedded ín a paragraph, and which can be easily

blpassed if one is inattentive. He refered to the statement by Steiner that'man is not

merely a spectator of the world: he is rather the world's stage upon which great

cosmic events play themselves out'.8 To make sense of this sentence, explained

Jaensch, four main concepts need to be understood. These are 'man' (the human

being), 'world', 'spectator' and 'stage'. The aim is for the students to build a personal

relationship to this sentence. What do they understand by the word 'world', 'human

being', 'spectator' and 'stage'? Where did they get their ideas from? Have they

6 Recounted in a lecture delivered to an International Waldorf Teacher Training Conference at Järna,

Sweden, 13'h-17'h May 1998 by Dr Wilfried Jaensch who teaches inthe Seminar in Berlin.
? ibid
' Rudolf Steiner, Study Of Man, RSP, London 1966, p. 54
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accepted them on someone else's authority? What does each individual think?

Clarification of this relationship between self and world, and about whether one is a

spectator or player in life, is one of many challenges which is brought by a study of

Anthroposophy. This particular one is seen to be crucial because the teacher's inner

disposition with this issue will influence the young people with whom he or she will

interact in the classroom.

By making reference to their own experiences, such as the 1968 revolution, the

fall of the Berlin wall, the changes from a 'social democratic' to a 'capitalist' State, or

other experiences in their own biographies, they may not only begin to think for

themselves and discover their own values and beliefs, but also, and more importantly,

discover themselves as free willing beings with power of agency in their own lives.

Jaensch explained his conviction that students should leave school having developed

this belief in themselves.

\ü/aldorf teacher training seminars all over the world strive to achieve this

outcome in the way they approach the study of Steiner's Anthroposophy and

especially his Study of Man educational course'

2 (f) Conclusion

General information about the current status of German V/aldorf teacher training was

readily available due to the research of the Advisory Committee on Teacher Training

which compiled the teacher training report.e However, despite the general outlines of

the nature of the courses at different Seminars insufficient information is given in the

e The writer is grateful to the late Georg Kniebe, a former member of the Advisory Committee on

Teacher Training which researched the data and compiled the report. Herr Kniebe clarified the

situation, regarding Waldorf teacher training in Germany, during an interview in January 1997. He also

forwarded a copy of the committee's 1995/96 report.
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Report on specific course content. For example, it is taken for granted that all students

would undertake a period of observation and teaching practice throughout their

training, but details specifying how often and for how long were not given. The

Report does raise some very important questions and issues which the training

seminars themselves,to a greater or lesser extent, are discussing and for which they

are seeking solutions. These questions will be reproduced here because they are

pertinent for all Waldorf teacher training institutions, not just those in Germany.

o How do the teacher training seminars structure the initial meeting of the new

student with Anthroposophy?

o Do they have a clear methodological understanding of this task fof introducing

anthroposophical content to new students]?

o What importance is given to the Study of Man? What are the expectations? What

should be achieved by the students? What methods do they use in helping

students to make the content their own?

o With which anthroposophical literature do they work, apart from sfidying The

Study of Man lecture courses? For example, do they use Theosophy, Occult

Science, PhilosophY of Freedom?

o In what way (apart from the content) is a new way of looking at the world

coming into teacher training? For example, Goethean Science, phenomenology,

symptomatological approach to history, reading of physiognomy? How are these

approaches integrated into the overall working of the seminars?

o What are the leading thoughts about the artistic part of their training? For

example, the size of it, the differentiation, the methods, the expectations?

o To what extent do seminars provide courses concerning social growth or personal

growth, or experiences in apractícalrealm?

o Do the seminars effectively prepare people to take up collegial work, not only

administrative tasks but also the kinds of processes required to deal with that

work?

o Do seminars help to build social competence and social abilities?
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o 'What kind of inner attitudes and formations [do the staff in seminars individually

bear], and what structures are in place so that the seminars themselves are an

institution that is inspired by the anthroposophical vision of the child?

Although these questions were raised in the Report about the situation of the German

Waldorf teacher training seminars, no full-scale study eliciting responses has yet

emerged. Independently of this German Report, responses to some of these questions

have been researched in relation to the training of teachers in Australian Waldorf

schools. This thesis will examine some of the responses given by teachers and teacher

trainers, and results may be found in Chapter 6 Section 3 and en passant'

Despite the relatively numerous training centres in Germany, the report states

that demand for trained Waldorf teachers exceeds supply: 'For the totality of our

school movement \rye can state that there is an acute lack of students joining our

teacher training centres...there are a number of teacher training centres where the

number of places offered are not fully taken up."o This issue of the gap between

demand and supply was raised at the beginning of this section on the German training

centres, and will be taken uP later.

3. Training in Switzerland: Rudolf Steûner Teøchers' Seminar ín Dotnach

The Seminar teaches the basic knowledge needed by Steiner ÏValdorf teachers in the

following courses:

o Two-year full-time daytime seminar

o Four-year part-time evening seminar (twice weekly plus Saturday mornings)

o Three-year in-service seminar for teachers already working at Steiner Waldorf

schools.

ro From tlre Ausbildungsrat (1995/96 Teacher Training Report), p'25
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The Seminar in Dornach does not consider itself to be a seminar exclusively for the

Swiss schools. Rather it sees itself as 'a seminar for intemational education'.rr The

two-year fuIl-time course tends to enrol a more international group of students, for

example including some students from India and Japan. The L997198 intake had

twelve students in the first year and thirteen students in the second year, and students

in this group tend to be between 25 and 35 years old. The four-year part-timers,

together with the in-service group, numbered about fifty students, and these tend to go

mostly into Swiss schools.

The in-service students are required to be already involved in a school, must

have a 'mentor' who supervises their progress, and must attend seminar one weekend

per month and a two-week intensive course per year. Students in this course are

mostly between 30 and 40 years of age, although overall the range is between 2I and

50 years.12

The Seminar strives to 'remain free to tackle the task of developing good

V/aldorf teachers who are able to take responsibility in schools and be innovative in

their teaching. It does not attempt to produce teachers with a certain stamp''13

Although the leminar has produced some graduates who are central figures ('world

famous') in the world-wide V/aldorf school movement, graduates are not usually

recognisable by a Dornach Seminar stamp or style, but tend to be individual in their

approach to teaching.

The Seminar is in a unique position in the world because it is situated close to

the Goetheanum, the headquarters of the General Anthroposophical Society, and

perhaps because of this works more openly with questions of 'the inner path' and

'r From an interview with Jon McAlice, principal lecturer at the Seminar, 20'h May 1998
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'inner work of teachers'. Consequently the seminar training has placed great emphasis

on anthroposophical studies and artistic work. Students are guided to working

intensively with Steiner's Practical Training of Thought, Occult Science, and Study of

Man. Utilising the phenomenological approach, in order to lead to a deeper

understanding of the child and the human being, has resulted in students being more

able to access their own powers of initiative and renewal.

In the full-time course students work with the Study of Man almost daily.

'They have to be able to start with the phenomena and lead to where the spirit

becomes experiential"o. Students are challenged to think independently, and waffle is

strictly out of bounds. An example of a lvay of working with the Study of Man

lectures is as follows: Students are asked to read, for example, a paragraph in the

lecture being studied, encapsulate its meaning in a key sentence, then, having

understood the concept, rewrite the paragraph in their own words, and finally read

Steiner's paragraph again. These attempts at causing a transformation in the thinking

process, coupled with extending the imagination, especially through artistic training,

helps to enliven the powers of initiative and develop reliance on one's own creative

powers. Without this, 'they will be incapable of meeting the needs of the children.'ts

Some aspects of the aims and approach are reminiscent of what was previously

described as successfully occurring at the seminar in Berlin.

4. Training in the Netherlands

After Germany, the Netherlands has the greatest number of V/aldorf schools in

Europe, and like Germany and England, the first school in The Hague was opened

12 ibid
t3 ibid

'4 ibid
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during Steiner's lifetime. There are approximately 100 Waldorf schools, of which the

majority offer kindergarten and primary education. In 1996 sixteen schools offered a

secondary education. The sole teacher training institution is in Zeist-Driebergen where

t¡¡e Hogeschool Helicon (Teacher Training Seminar) offers a variety of courses to

meet the increasing demand for teachers. This Seminar was originally founded in

1973 as De Vrije Pedagogßche Akademie ot Free Pedagogical Academy ('free'

signifies 'independent or private'). 16

The Seminar is a central focus 'in a fschool] movement that is constantly in

movement and development'l? Teachers from all over the Netherlands come to Zeist

to observe and study the latest developments in Waldorf teacher education and to

participate in intensive weekend or holiday in-service courses. In 1995 five hundred

Waldorf teachers came for weekend refresher courses.

In 1996 the Seminar had effolled 225 students in their teacher training

courses. These include a four-year full-time haining and a four year evening course

(4.30 to 9.30pm) twice a week. The part-time course accepts mature age students only

(must be at least 27 years old). In addition to anthroposophical studies and the arts,

'students learn the curriculum for the eight classes' even though Waldorf schools in

Holland vary in the length of the primary education they offer - from six to eight

years. In 1996 there were thirteen full-time staff at the Seminar and approximately

thirty other teachers conducted part-time courses.tt

'5 ibid
16 From an interview with Marcel de Leuw, director of the Teachers Seminar (16'h May 1998) and the

199611997 Prospectus of the Hogeschool voor Opvoedkunst (Teacher Training Seminar, Zeist-

Driebergen, Holland).
tt Fromã verbal report, by Marcel de Leuw, on the Dutch teacher training situation at a Waldorf

Teacher Educators Symposium, Zeist, Holland, 14th -17th March 1996
t8 ibid
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An innovative approach to studying Steiner's fundamental Study of Man

course has been introduced. In acknowledging Steiner's view of stages of adult

development, the Seminar recognises that there is a subtle but significant difference in

the approach to learning taken by students in the seven year cycle of 14-21, from 21-

28, again from 28-35, and yet again from 35-42. As most students attending seminar

fall in the 21-28 age group, specific methodologies have been developed to assist

students to integrate the spiritual-scientific content of Steiner's early educational

lectures.re It is held that each of the seven-year periods of development have their own

laws. ''When we reach 2l,therc is no area left [in the astral body] that can be educated

[from the outside]. 'We can only talk about self-education. It is the meeting of souls

that makes development possible."o The onus is clearly placed on the students to

individually make an effort to educate themselves. Coming together as a community

of leamers 'makes development possible'.

The Study of Man course is introduced in the third year of the teacher

training course in a four-week block period. V/ithout elaborating on specific methods

here, it is notable to report that the Seminar teachers 'have developed a form in which

the feelings play a central part"' and artistic expression is integrated with intellectual

conceptualisation so that thinking, feeling and will are all engaged in the learning

process. For example, the 'younger' students (21-28) are encouraged to read one of

the Study of Man lectures but, at first, without attempting to understand

(intellectually) what is being said, students are asked to map their feelings about what

they were reading. These 'feeling-experiences' are then shared in a tutorial group. The

re From a papg¡ titled "How to learn to love the 'Study of Man' between the ages of 2l-28" delivered

at 2'd S)¡mi;sium on Questions of Teacher Education, Zeist, Holland, 14th -17th March 1996.
2o ibid
2t ibid
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next step is to paint, draw or sculpt this 'feeling-landscape'. The final stage is to

articulate their experiences into concepts which can be understood by others on a

'thinking level'.

In this way Steiner's ideas are intemalised through a process which begins

from feeling, enters into will activity, and finally is raised into thought, but by now

the thoughts have emerged out of their own experiences, and therefore they can claim

them as their own. This innovative approach is another example of the new

approaches being tried at the Seminars in Berlin and Dornach.

5. Trainine in the United Kingdom

5 (a) General background

Following Steiner's visits to England the first school to be founded was Michael Hall

school. As well as being the oldest English speaking V/aldorf school, Michael Hall is

also the largest in the United Kingdom and probably still in the world at large.It was

founded in 1925, originally sited in Streatham, London, but after a period during the

second world war where the school evacuated to Riverhead, it moved in 1945 to its

present location in Kidbrooke Park, Forest Row, East Sussex. Over the years since its

founding, and since 7936, a basic one-year V/aldorf teacher training developed there

using the extensive experience of its senior staff. Among these was Francis Edmunds,

who, after being a teacher and teacher trainer for thirty years at Michael Hall, founded

Emerson College in t962.

5 (b)Emerson College

This college calls itself 'a centre for adult education, training and research based on

the work of Rudolf Steiner.' The major courses offered at Emerson College include a

First year Foundation course, Second and Third year Education course, and Ecology
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(including Bio-dynamic Agriculture), Social and Artistic courses. Students and staff at

the Emerson College form an international community, with people from, at times,

over thirty countries attending courses each year. Many Emerson students have gone

on to become founders of various initiatives around the world in the areas mentioned

above. This is relevant because many of those who founded or worked in V/aldorf

schools (also in Australia) have since become involved in teacher training.

Teacher training at Emerson College is generally for two years fuIl-time and,

for most students, residential. The first year or Foundation Year includes an

introduction to Anthroposophy and the Arts and the second year focuses on a

specialisation, such as Waldorf teacher training, Sculpture, etc. For teacher training

the second year includes further deepening in anthroposophical studies, a study of

child development and the school curriculum, training in various artistic activities,

observation of lessons and practical experience of working with children in a Steiner

schoo1.22

The manner of conducting the different courses offered has varied. Some

themes in Anthroposophy (such as evolution of consciousness, Christology, cultural

epochs, etc) were covered in weekly lectures for a specific period ranging from three

weeks to a term. Lecture/seminars, tutorial groups, artistic workshops (in drawing,

painting, sculpture, music, eurythmy, speech, drama, puppetry, storytelling, etc.)

might be in weekly sessions for a term or in a concentrated block period, (an hour or

two every day for three weeks) depending on availability of staff. An attempt at

structuring the study programme so that the rhythm of the day progressed from having

the more intellectually focused activities in the morning periods, artistic workshops in
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mid-moming time slots, and the more practically oriented activities in the afternoons.

This 'three-fold rhythm' was thought to be optimum for exercising the three-fold

human being's faculties of thinking, feeling, and will.

The full-time residential programme also permitted further involvement

and participation in games, drama productions, festival celebrations, as well as

carrying out duties in the kitchen, dining room, and farm and garden. This course

structure has been the standard form since Emerson was founded and has provided

the basic training for thousands of alumni spread all over the world. However in

recent years modifications, specialisations and additions have had to be made to

ensure viability and continuity.

5 (c ) The Institute for Steiner Waldorf Teacher Education.

A further development of the Michael Hall-Emerson College teacher training courses

is the formation in 1996 of the Institute for Steiner Waldorf Teacher Education. This

institute arose from a joint initiative of Emerson College and Michael Hall School

from the perceived need "to integrate under one coordinating body the varied

independent teacher training opportunities that were on offer in the Forest Row area'

The intention [being] to further professionalise and deepen the courses and to broaden

opportunities for specialist training."23

The Institute offers a three-year full-time course for Kindergarten, Class and

Upper School teaching. The first year is part of the Foundation Year, while during the

second year greater differentiation is introduced according to the student's

,2 From a flier from the Registration Secretary, Emerson College, Forest Row, E. Sussex RHl8 5IX
England, and interview with Georg Locher, Director of Teacher Training, 18ü May 1998.
Blnstituteþr Steiner \laldorf Teacher Education. Athree year Full-Time Programme at Emerson

College in association with Michael Hall. A flier from the Institute, 1996.
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specialisation. The intention is that all students gain a complete picture of the Waldorf

curriculum based on Steiner's insights into child development. There is one short

period of observation in the first year, two periods of teaching practice (3 to 4 weeks

each) in the second year, and one extended (I2 weeks) mentored school placement in

the third. The third year also involves doing casework, a major research project, and a

seven-week block on further deepening aspects of education.2a

5 (d) London Waldorf Teacher Training Seminar,

Rudolf Steiner House, London offers a two year course. There are 14 whole-day

sessions per term on Saturdays, plus an intensive eight-day course in the suÍlmer

between the first and second year. Artistic activities are balanced with curriculum

studies. Teaching practice and observation are by arrangement with a school and are

in addition to the seminars. In some cases a preliminary year's study and artistic work

are required as a general introduction toftnthroposophy.

The Director of this training (Dr Brien Masters) expressed the vie'¡15 that the

calibre of the students attending the London V/aldorf Teacher Training Seminar

seemed to have improved over the years, although fewer (50%) were going into

teaching. This was partIy due to the fact that not all who applied wanted to teach, but

did the cogrse for self development. Masters explained that self knowledge, self

esteem and self confidence were coÍrmon outcomes from having done the training.

Also, the course was 98% successful in clarifying (for all concerned) those who were

teachers and those who were not! Nevertheless, even suitable people were not

2a From an interview with Georg Locher, Director of Teacher Training, l8'h May 1998 Teacher

Education for Steiner l4/aldorf Schools. Information leaflet provided by Steiner Schools Fellowship,

Kidbrooke Park, Forest Row Sussex, RHlS 5JB' 1996
25 Information from an interview with Dr. Brien Masters, 22"d May 1998'
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applying to teach, and this may have been because students met the reality of

teaching in a Waldorf school during teaching practice and decided that it was not for

them after all. For example, in 1997198,27 enrolled but only 15 completed the year.

In the 2"d year course there were 19 people but only one-third of these planned to go

into teaching. Reasons for not going into the V/aldorf schools included economic

factors (schools in England do not receive State support and therefore wages are low),

while others were already in jobs and, of these, most were teaching in the State system

5 (e) School-based Training

The Steiner V/aldorf Schools Fellowship (formerly the Steiner Schools Fellowship) is

responsible for overseeing the quality of the training courses in the United Kingdom

through its Teacher Trainer's Circle (TTC). Recognition by the Fellowship assures a

standard of respectability and approval. Apart from the training courses conducted by

Emerson College, other general teaching courses, accredited by the Steiner Schools

Fellowship, being offered in the UK include the following:

o Bristol Teacher Trai Course has weekly, weekend, and Easter/Summer

components spread over three years.

o The Rudolf Steiner School offers a teacher training course comprising

three weekday evenings and Saturday morning sessions over two years. Classroom

observation and practice is arranged individually according to the student's

circumstances.

o Elmlield Rudolf Steiner School, Stourbridse offers a two-year course which takes

place in school time and on school premises. Opportunity is given for students to

join ful|y in the life of the school while following a course of study and artistic

work.
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. Rudolf Steiner School Kins 's Lanslev offers a one year fully integrated course.

Tuition is on all weekday mornings and four aftemoons a week concurrent with the

school term. Students are able and expected to enter fully into the life of the school

as well as following an intensive tuition progrcmme.

o North of Ensland Stein er Teacher Trainins NESTD offers a two year extra mural

diploma course for class teachers based between the York, Botton, and Ilkeston

(Derbyshire) Steiner schools. Students are tutored for two hours weekly at their

local centres and collectively attend seven weekend courses each year plus four-

and seven-day sessions in April and July respectively. Classroom observation and

teaching practice form a further essential element of the course, and a third year's

probationary teaching is required before the diploma can receive its full

endorsement.

5 (f) University-based Training

The University of Plymouth, BA (Honours) Degree in Steiner Waldod Education is a

three level programme. The Certificate Level normally requires one year full-time

study and Diploma Level requires two years. A student successfully completing the

Diploma can progress to Degree Level which takes a further year. This is designed to

accommodate an in-service placement in a Steiner V/aldorf school and involves a

major dissertation. Observation and teaching practice occurs in Steiner and

mainstream schools. The Programme can also be studied on a part-time basis. There is

an element of comparative study involving tutors from mainstream education. The

Programme attracts points on the Credit Accumulation Transfer Scheme and students

in the first two years are eligible for a mandatory Local Education Authority (LEA)
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grant. Discussions are under way towards developing a fourth year Post Graduate

Certificate in Education (PGCE).'?6

5 (g) Other training courses

In addition to the above general training courses, there are various specialist courses

being offered such as:

o Science Teacher Course (A one year full-time course for mature students

who already have some knowledge of Anthroposophy and a formal training rn a

scientific discipline).

o British School ofBothmer Gymnastics (Designed as an in-service training which

spans five years. It takes place on twelve weekends per year as well as an intensive

week at Easter).

o Educational EurythmY Course (Conducted in the autumn term specifically for

students who have completed a Eurythmy training and wish to study its

pedagogical aspects prior to actually teaching. A study of child development in the

'Waldorf curriculum is incorporated).

. School of Sculpture, Pedagogica I Course (A three month autumn course for

students who have completed a three year training in sculpture at aî

anthroposophical training centre. A study of child development and the V/aldorf

curriculum is incorporated alongside detailed practical work in sculpture).

o And a number of Kindergarten Training Courses are also available in various

centres in the UK.

26 Interview with John Burnett, Director of Waldorf Education, Plymouth University, 14ü May, 1998.
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6 Training in South Africa

The first Waldorf school in South Africa was founded in Rondebosch, Cape Town, in

1960. By 1995 schools had been established in the Gauteng (the former Transvaal),

kwaZulu/Natal, and the Western Cape. Some of the newer schools are situated in

Afücan residential areas like Alexandra Township and Soweto in Johannesburg.

Areas such as Kenilworth and Constantia in Cape Town have well established

schools. It will not be necessary to list the other fledgling pre-schools or schools

however, In an article on how Waldorf education began in South Africa, Ralph

Shepherd states that 'there are more than 200 Waldorf teachers caring for about 2,500

children of all races and creeds.'27 Teacher haining colleges operate in Cape Town

and Johannesburg, while some schools conduct their o\ryn inservice training

programmes. The interest in Waldorf education has grown beyond the confines of

existing Waldorf schools, and new initiatives and in-service training programmes are

being conducted in the Westem Cape, Gauteng and KwaZulu/Natal provinces for

teachers from State schools and community schools.28

In a report on developments in the South African V/aldorf teacher training,

presented at an international Symposium on V/aldorf Teacher Education in 1996,

Batya Daítz reported that the Rudolf Steiner Centre for Teacher Education operated

teacher training courses at two locations. The Rudolf Steiner Centre in Plumstead

(Cape Town) lnad 44 full-time students doing a three year course, and 52 part-time

students doing a three year course2e. In addition, the Capetown Rudolf Steiner Centre

27 Stanford Maher and Ralph Shepherd (eds) Standing On The Brink - An Educqtion For The 2lst
Century,Novalis Press, Capetown, p. 107

" ibid
'n From art qrft] report from South Africa delivered by Claartje Vy'ijnberg, and Jabulani Banda at 2nd

Symposium on Waldorf Teacher Education, l5th March 1996
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(as it is also called) conducted a number of 'Educare centres' in the black townships

and conducted a two-year training programmo for child minders and nursery

teachers.3o

Daitzreported that the first challenge for the Rudolf Steiner Centre had been

.to redress the past by transforming the students' culture of learning. They have to

leam to learn, before they can learn to teach.'3l The South African main-stream

approach to teacher training has been described, by Peter van Alphen (Director,

Rudolf Steiner Centre)32 as having four fundamental 'lacks' which are crippling the

education system:

o the system does not encourage commitment towards each and every leamer;

o the majority of teachers 'follow the book' irrespective of the children's needs;

o teachers generally do not know how to bring inspiration and creativity into their

lessons;

¡ very little understanding exists of how to care for the development of the children

(especially emotionally) and how to facilitate person-building.

These lacks, explains Van Alphen ) are a result of the way that conventional teachers

in South Africa have been trained, and a new approach must be found to prepare all

teachers, not only those for V/aldorf schools. The teacher trainees were described as

coming from a background of poverty, and of having received a 'poisonous

pedagogy' based on the apartheid attitude towards blacks of 'spare the rod and spoil

the childiwhich has left them disempowered.

Their training is in English, their second language; their living conditions abysmal -

crowded into small houses with no privacy or working space, or living in shacks in a

squatter township and subsisting on a depleted diet....But perhaps the greatest

.o Batya Daitz, ,The challenge in training teachers in the new South Africa.' A paper distributed as part

of a ráport from the South African contingent at the 2"d Symposium on Teacher Education, 14- 17

March 199 6, Zeist, Holland.
3t Ibid.
32 peter van Alphen, 'The Paradigm Shift: How can we make it happen?' a paper promoting a new

more 'integrated approach to teacher development' in South Africa'
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depletion is the impoverishment in thinking. At first, they do not argue, ask questions

or even want to think for themselves. Fantasy and the poïver of the imagination recede

as irrelevant in the battle for survival.33

In order to develop teachers who can bring a zest for life and a creative spirit to their

pupils, the trainers have to 'create the ground to grow the students' and this is

accomplished through

,biography workshops, counselling, the arts, and the provision of new models of
teactring. The language and discipline of painting, eurythmy, form-drawing, speech and

drama, raise consciousness through cultivating sensitivity and is therefore the greatest

facilitator of transform ation' 3 4

Van Alphen argues that '[i]f we are serious about transforming education in South

Africa, we have to replace these four fundamental lacks as follows: Every teacher

needs to develop 1) a strong will to learn, to invent, to experiment;2) a rich source of

creativity, imagination, artistry in teaching; 3) an understanding of how to work

developmentally with children; 4) a deep sense of responsibility for the education of

children.35 The Educare courses conducted by the Centre are attempting to do this.

The 1996 Educare course had 27 students, the first year being designed to

.change the students' through everything artistic, including storytelling ('the students

become wonderful storytellers'). In the second year 'the students work on recognising

and metamorphosing their own temperaments.' In the second and third year the

students study pedagogy,which is 'almost 100 percent experiential,' and they practþe

being teachers.3u

From the descriptions of the goals and methodology of the courses, an entirely

different profile, compared to that of mainstream teacher training, of a V/aldorf

33 Daitz, op. cit.
34 ibid.
35 van Alphen, op. cit.
36 All quÀtation, in thir paragraph are from the writer's notes of Claar$e Vy'ijnberg's verbal report,

cited above.
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teacher is envisaged. The V/aldorf school movement in South Africa (indeed this

holds true for Waldorf teachers everywhere) requires teachers who can think for

themselves, reach children through the imagination, who can work developmentally

and carry a deep sense of responsibility towards the children in their care. These

attributes are developed by means of adult learning processes, intensive involvement

in the arts, a practical, life-based approach to child development, and personal

development through biography and counselling activities.3T

The Rudolf Steiner Centre also supports newly established schools in all

communities by providing in-service training as well as pre-service 'project

development' skills.

To serve these new schools our trainees need to be all-rounders; creative teachers,

administrators, bursars, public speakers and managers. They must be able to organise

and chair meetings, work with colleagues, government officials, inspectors, parents and

committees. This requires a specific programme which we call Project Development. It
is a sharp focus on what will meet the gráduate in the real world of a new school.38

The Rudolf Steiner Cenhe has a 'sister movement', Baobab Community College in

Alexandra Township, Johannesburg. The College offers inservice training to the 12 or

13 kindergartens they have helped bring about. Operating as a Community College -

where adult education in Basic Anthroposophy, the Arts, job related skills, and

literacy can be studied at the level of the students' ability - it had the advantage that,

with a simple change in policy and ethos, it entered a more non-contentious context in

which the need for accreditation as a competitor with government teacher-training was

avoided.

37 van Alphen, op. cit.
38 Daitz, op. cit.
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7 Training in North America

7 (a) General background

The first V/aldorf school was established in New York city in 1928 and, consistent

with the world-wide trend, the number of V/aldorf schools has increased rapidly in the

past twenty years. 'Waldorf schools have doubled in number during each of the last

three decades...and there is no reason to expect this rate of growth to slow down

anytime soon."n There are well over 100 schools in North America and, as elsewhere

around the world, there are not enough teachers trained in the various teacher-training

institutes to meet the needs of schools.oo Five Waldorf teacher training centres are

listed below. The programmes offered by some of them will be given because their

cogrses are both well respected and representative of the variety of programmes that

are offered elsewhere. Briefly, the following centres currently offer Waldorf teacher

training.

(I) Sunbridge College, Spring Valley, New York

(2) Rudotf Steiner College, Fair Oaks, California. (near Sacramento)

(3) Antioch New England Graduate School Keene, New Hampshire

@) Rudolf Steiner Centre, Toronto

(5) Rudolf Steiner Institute, Los Angeles.

Other training courses are offered by the lïlaldorf Institute of Southern Caliþrnia,

Northbridge, and in Chicago, and Ann Arbour.

3n Dave Alsop, 'News from AV/SNA', in Renewal: A Journal for lYaldorf Educalion, Vol. 6, No. l,
Spring-Summet 1997, p. 3. Dave Alsop is Chairman of the Association of Waldorf Schools in North

America.
ao From a verbal report on the Waldorf movement in North America by Betty Staley, teacher and

Di¡ector of the Waldorf High School Education Program at Rudolf Steiner College in Sacramento,

USA, delivered at the Waldorf Teacher Education Symposium, 14-17 March 1996, Zeist, Holland.
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(b) Sunbridge Coltege, Spring Valley, New York. at

Located for nearly twenty years in Michigan, and then called the Waldorf Institute,

it developed accredited degree programmes in Anthroposophical Studies and

Waldorf education. In 1986 the Institute moved to Chestnut Ridge, near Spring

Valley, New York. In 1992 Sunbridge College was inaugurated, of which the

Institute is a part, and now offers various prograÍrmes including the following.

o Orientation year in cultural studies based on Rudolf Steiner'sAnthroposophy

o 'Waldorf teacher-training prograÍr.mes with concentrations for kindergarten,

elementary school, and high school

o Master's degree in V/aldorf education authorised by New York State Education

Department,

In addition to these educationally oriented courses Sunbridge conducts a Non-Profit

Administration and Community Development Programme, Bio-dynamic Gardening

and Environment Programme, extensive suÍrmer programmes, and talks and

workshops throughout the year. The focus of this paper will be on the Teacher

Training Programmes.

After working as the Director of Teacher Training for twelve years the

outgoing Director, Norman Davidson, commented that, in his view, 'the inner drive to

become a 'Waldorf teacher arises from one's involvement in Anthroposophy, fand

that] education springs from a philosophy of life where the human being is motivated

from out of the spirit'42. Therefore the Orientation Year has been a general cultural-

studies course strongly oriented towards the humanities, sciences, and arts 'with

ar From the General Catalogue of The llaldorf Institute of Sunbridge College (;,993), advertising
leaflets, and conversation with Signe Schaefer, the Director of the Orientation Year.
a'Norman Davidson, outgoing Director of Teacher Training, 26ú May, 1998
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anthroposophical insights to bring them to life.'43 Out of a conviction, born of years of

teaching prospective teachers, that high sùóol graduates 'are so badly educated

today' Davidson believes that the Orientation Year courses should offer a liberal

education, and that it is preferable to accept students who have had a few years of life

experience before they contemplate becoming a teacher. aa

In the Education Year, exploration of the questions 'What is a teacher?' and

''What educates a teacher?' are fundamental. After teaching practice, the questions

''Who teaches the teacher?' and ''What is teacher education?' take on more meaning,

and then studies focus on the spiritual source of the human being. The inner

development of the teacher is explored through a study of Steiner's Knowledge of the

Higher Worlds ' (chapters 3-11) which deals with steps by which a human being can

take command of their own souls. as

The incoming Director of Teacher Training, Eugene Schwartz, faced with the

reality of the shortage of teachers, and realising that a one-year Education course is

insufficient to adequately prepare a teacher for the many tasks to be faced in a

Waldorf school, is proposing that specialisation can begin already in the Orientation

Year, especially so that those people who have already made up their minds to

become Waldorf teachers can begin vocationally oriented studies. This would allow

more time in the following year to cover necessary topics.a6

4t ibid
44 ibid
ot ibid
a6 From interviews with Eugene Schwartz, incoming Director of Teacher Training, and outgoing
Director of Three-year Part-time Teacher Training Program, and Susan Howard, Director of Early
Childhood Teacher Training Program, 27th lday 1998; and also Signe Schaefer, Director of the

Orientation Year, 28'h May 1998
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7 (c ) Rudolf Steiner College, Fair Oaks, California. (near Sacramento)47

In 1959/60, a basic training of Waldorf teachers began in the Sacramento Waldorf

school. This continued to grow and from 1965 to 1973 the teacher training was

conducted in a more formal way, but still in the school using school staff to run the

courses. In1976, following a series of lectures on'the spiritual task of America,'a

small group formed the Sacramento Centre of Anthroposophical Endeavours, which

conducted an introductory year on Anthroposophy with a focus on the 'America

question.' The teacher training was activated at this point and was conducted by a

part-time staff.

In 1978 a fuIl-time course, comprising a Foundation Year and an Education

year was formed. Since then the Rudolf Steiner College has grown in both size and

scope of courses and is now one of the leading American Waldorf education colleges.

Like Sunbridge College it conducts a variety of programmes'

. The Foundation Year is a full-day programme dedicated to deepening the students'

understanding of the human being out of the insights of Rudolf Steiner, and

awakening artistic and imaginative capacities.

. Il'eekend Foundation Programme: This is a two-year prog¡am that meets on Friday

evenings and Saturday mornings, and fulfils First Year requirements for the

Teacher Education Progtamme.

. l|/aldorf Teacher Training: This two-year full-time prograûrme consists of the

Foundation Year followed in the second year with the Kindergarten, Grades, and

High School programmes. These focus on the V/aldorf curriculum, child

development, practical activities, and further enhancement of the prospective

teacher's artistic, imaginative, and linguistic skills'

ot From Rudolf Steiner College, Program Offerings, and Rudolf Steiner College flier on Waldorf High

School Teacher Education. And interview with Betty Staley, Director of the Waldorf High School

Teacher Training, 30'h MaY 1998.
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o Waldorf High School Education: The prerequisite for this course is a university

degree or equivalent Diploma prograÍrme. The course is a two-year full-time

programme consisting of a Foundation Year as above, and Second Year which;

* focuses on child development with an emphasis on the adolescent,

* explores curriculum development and basic educational works of Steiner,

* examines practical high school issues and working with colleagues in a high

school setting,

* provides further opportunities for inner growth through arts courses such as

choir, drawing, painting, crafts, drama and speech, as well as courses on the

inner work of the teacher,

* allows students to concentrate on a specific subject area (humanities,

science, mathematics, arts, foreign languages) and

x provides supervised teaching in a rù/aldorf high school'

Eligible students may follow up this basic training by enrolling in the Degree

programmes. Sixty semester hours of transferable credit from a state-approved or

accredited college or university are prerequisites to earning a state-approved Bachelor

of Arts in Waldorf Education. A state-approved Master of Arts in Waldorf Education

may be earned by those who have completed the Rudolf Steiner College Teacher

Education Programme. Requirements are attendance at an intensive three-week

summer session arrd acompletion of a research thesis or project.

7 (d) San Francisco Waldorf Teacher Training Course

This campus began in 1989 as an initiative of the Director of Rudolf Steiner College

at Fair Oaks but became the responsibility of Ms Dorit'Winter who is the Director and

principal lecturer. The Course conducts a three-year part-time progranìme combining

Foundation Studies and Teacher Education on Friday evenings and Saturday classes

during the academic year, three four-week summer sessions, and seven weeks of

classroom observation and practice teaching'
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The course is highly respected around the world and has produced some

outstanding graduates. The Director described the training courso as being

'uncompromising in its expectations and strongly anthroposophically based.'a'

Students are expected to become engaged in the life of the course, the content, social

relations, artistic activities, creation of festivals, and to face the challenges of inner

change and development. Winter stated that 'One can't force personal growth, but you

can support it', and 'I challenge them pretty hard.' 'There's no democracy in this

program. It's as politically incorect as it may be, [but] it truly manages to hang on to

the really Michaelic people.'ae [That is, those who are truly and unsentimentally

connected to teaching from an anthroposophical impulse]'

Over the three years serious study is conducted of some of Steiner's basic

works. In similar fashion to the Dornach Teachers' Seminar, students are asked to

outline a chapter of, sâY, Steiner's The Younger Generation, paraphrase the

paragraphs, then identiff the key thoughts. 'I don't care what they think about it, I

only want to know that they understand it.'50In addition to the conceptual work there

is a broad artistic curriculum. Over the three years students undertake courses in

painting, speech, eurythmy, sculpture, recorder, singing, story writing and

storytelling.

Apparently the students appreciate the rigour and the demands of the course

(those that do not naturally leave) and because they experience significant and

positive changes in their creativity, self-knowledge and independence of thought, the

students develop a strong loyalty and commitment to the course. The average age of

a8 From an interview with Dorit'Winter, Director of the San Francisco Teacher Training, I't June 1998
4e ibid
so ibid
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students is from the mid to late thirties, though the students' ages have ranged from 21

to 63.

Further courses offered by the College include part-time programmes and

intensive courses (such as the Kindergarten Associate Progtamme - two years for

those currently working in a Waldorf kindergarten or day-care setting) and Summer

Programmes. These are a welcome addition for already employed people.

c Summer Teacher Education: This is a four-year diploma prograÍrme for those

already teaching or have some classroom teaching experience. It meets for five-

week sessions each summer.

. Summer Waldorf High School Certificate: This is for trained V/aldorf teachers

seeking high school specialty certification. It includes three suntmer sessions,

independent study, work with a master teacher, and practice teaching.

. Summer Waldorf High School Education; This course includes four summers, ftve

week sessions and independent study. Prerequisites are a university degree or

equivalent and prior teaching experience.

. The Waldorf Approach Apptied in the Public School Classroom; This is a summer

institute for public school teachers, covering kindergarten to class six'

While the various courses are coordinated and partly taught by Winter, a wide range

of other tutors are employed part{ime, including teachers from the San Francisco

Waldorf School and other Waldorf schools, artists and anthroposophists'

7 (e) Waldorf Teacher Education at Antioch New England Graduate School sr

The V/aldorf Education Teacher Training Programme was inaugurated in 1982 to

meet the rapidly growing need for V/aldorf teachers in North America. The

progratnme is jointly sponsored by the centre for Anthroposophy and the Department

of Education of Antioch New England Graduate School. The V/aldorf Concentration

st FromAntioch New England Graduate School 1992-1994 Mqster's Catalogue, and Journal

advertising.
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offers a fully-accredited practitioner oriented graduate programme leading to a

Waldorf elementary or early childhood teaching certificate, Masters in Education, or

certification to teach in public schools. The graduate level training emphasises the

following:

. an exploration of contemporary educational foundations and theory;

o curriculum appropriate to the developmental stages of childhood, activity-oriented,

teacher-directed, but child-centred;

o curriculum based on cognitive science combined with recent advances in neuro-

physiological research;

o artistic work in eurythmy, music, speech and drama, sculpture and painting;

o the study of Anthroposophy as the basis for the V/aldorf philosophy of education;

o practical experience through internship opportunities in both public and V/aldorf

schools.

The programme accepts applicants with an undergraduate degree who are already

familiar with Anthroposophy, the life and work of Rudolf Steiner. This background

requirement can be achieved through a Foundations Studies Programme sponsored by

the Centre for Anthroposophy, prior participation on a Foundation Year programme at

other Steiner institutes, attendance at special workshops and seminars, and through

life learning in a Waldorf school. Demonstration of the above is required as part of the

admission process.

The Director of the Programme described it as 'a unique mix of

anthroposophical inquiry within a university setting.' In 1995-96 the full time

programme had 40-50 students. In 1997198 these had grown to 60 students. At the

time of reporting, there were approximately 150 students involved in Foundation
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Studies, High School, and the Pedagogical Eurythmy Program sponsored by the

Center for Anthroposophy.s'

8. Teacher in New Zezlands3

The first Waldorf school in New Zealand began in 1950, when an existing school was

taken over in Hastings. Currently there are fourteen schools, four of which offer a

fwelve year education. Seven schools offer a full primary education and the remainder

are at the kindergarten stage. In a country of 4.5 million people, 0.4Yo of the

population of pupils attending school are'Waldorf pupils.sa

Pioneering work in teacher training began in the late 1970s in the Rudolf

Steiner School Hastings. This had been conducted by a senior Steiner teachet's. This

work was continued full-time at Taruna in Havelock North (eight kilometres from the

school in Hastings) when the Teachers Preparatory Course began 1n 1982. Taruna is

registered with the New Zealand Qualifications Authority as a Private Training

Establishment. The full-time courses offered are the Teachers Preparatory Course and

the Bio-dynamic Agriculture Course.

The Taruna Diploma Course is designed to help participants prepare

themselves for teaching in V/aldorf schools. As well as selÊdevelopment through a

study of Anthroposophy, the course centres on the psychology of and the

developmental needs of the child, and on the inner and outer tasks of the teacher. The

5'From a report by Dr. Torin Finser, Director of the Waldorf Teacher Training Programme at Antioch
New England given at Symposium on.Waldorf Teacher Education, 14-17 l:|l4.arch1996,Zeist, Holland,

and an interview with Dr. Finser, l6'h May 1998 in Järna, Sweden.
t3 From pamphlet, Rudolf Steiner Waldorf Education, Preparatory Coursefor Teøchers, Taruna Centre

for Adult Education.
5a From a report by Dr. Robin Bacchus, the Director of Taruna Centrefor Anthroposophical Adult
Education, Havelock North, New Zealand, delivered at the Symposium on Teacher Education 14-17

March 1996, Zeist, Holland.
55 The fust di¡ector of training was Mr. Edwin Ayre, followed in 1982 by Mr. Carl Hoffman, and in
1993 by Dr. Robin Bacchus.
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one-year full-time course outline includes units on Philosophy of Steiner Education,

Human Development and Leaming, Subject and Curriculum Studies, Movement

Studies (Eurythmy and Bothmer Gymnastics), Art, Craft and Practical Work, Social

Aspects and Teaching Practice.

Student numbers have consistently been small since the founding of the

Course, ranging from 8 to 24 students. It is intended that by the completion of the

course students will have or be developing;

. an awareness of the role of Rudolf Steiner Waldorf Education, the task of the

teacher and the capacities and skills that a teacher needs to develop

. a capacity for clear, independent thinking and have made significant steps on the

path of self-development and self-discovery through knowledge, soul experience

and artistic expression

. an understanding of child development and human psychology from an

anthroposophical viewpoint

o acapacity for innovation in interpretation and practice of curriculum indications

¡ an understanding of the internal structure and workings of a Rudolf Steiner school

and an ability to work collaboratively with colleagues.56

9. Summary and Conclusio4

As outlined in the last section dealing with Kindergarten training, developments and

varieties of training for Class Teachers follows a similar pattern. There are various

ways which have been, and in different places around the world, continue to be used

to prepare teachers for Waldorf schools. These include:

o intensive courses

o on-the-job training

. apprenticeship style training

o part-time evening, weekend and holiday courses

tu From Taruna's Preparatory Course for Teachers, Aims of Course.
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. full-time teacher training in Waldorf teacher training institutes

o mixed training (Steiner based as well as orthodox pedagogy) at both undergraduate

and post-graduate level in some mainstream universities, and

o retraining of conventionally trained teachers

Perhaps the most outstanding picture that emerges is the wide contrast between the

various courses offered. The differences can be related to such factors as:

t the age of the training institution (years of experience),

o the thoroughness of the course offered,

t the degree of stringency of entry requirements,

t the accreditation of courses or training centres,

r the qualifications gained on completion,

r the variety of conditions in which students study,

t the resources provided or available,

.) the degree of enthusiasm and of innovativeness, and

t the sense of mission conveyed by the programmes offered.

The above course information, though crossing boundaries between Kindergarten,

Primary, High school and specialist teacher training, provides some working

examples of the wide variety of teacher training courses that are available. Although

the length of the training and the part or full-time status varies according to the nature

of the training offered, several common elements or core content may be noted.

o Teaching practice.

A close relationship is emphasised with one or several existing schools in or

around which the training is based. This facilitates teaching practice and also

permits gteater involvement by practiging teachers in some aspects of the training.

. Curriculum studies.

o Artistic activities

o General introduction to, or foundation studies in Anthroposophy.

o Child development

o 'Working with colleagues (social aspects of community life)
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. Schooladministration

o Research projects. However, apart from the research projects in the final

semesters of some part-time, most full-time, and in university based training, the

emphasis is largely on practical competence in the classroom and school setting.

Another aspect pervading training centres is the flexibility or fluidity of the courses

being offered from year to year. Restructuring of courses was ongoing, and a

willingness to introduce new material or try different approaches to existing content

was clearly evident. It seemed to be the case that a brochure or prospectus had a

relative, short-term applicability, and this was consistent with the stated pimary

intention to remain relevant and responsive to the practical needs of the Waldorf

schools which they served. A further reason for the need to remain flexible was that

the courses being offered depended upon the staff available, and a relatively large

number of these were employed part-time. Therefore the flexibility of courses were

determined by the flexibility of human resources.
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Chapter 5

The Training of Teachers in
Australian \ilaldorf Schools 1950s - 1990s

l.Introduction

If one was to liken the development of Teacher Training in Australia to the growth of

a flowering plant, then it would be fair to say that Teacher Training received its seeds

from Europe in the 1950s, put down delicate roots in the 1960s, developed vigorous

shoots in the 1970s, began to bud in the 1980s and blossomed in the 1990s' The extent

and quality of its fruits and of the new seeds which they bear within them is now

beginning to make itself known, but the value of the harvest will only be fully gauged

in the new millennium.

The first Waldorf school in Australiar opened in Pymble, a suburb of Sydney,

in February 1957 with three students and the founding teacher, Miss Sylvia Brose.

Trained at Sydney Teachers College, and having previously taught at Frensham

school in Mittagong, Miss Brose received her Waldorf teacher training at the

Edinburgh steiner school in scotland between 1952 and 19562.

pp.24-25
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2. The I)evelopment of Steiner Schools and Teacher Trainins in Australia:

1950s - 1970s

2 (a) N. S. W. in the 1950s - Glenøeoì Steínet School

Miss Brose's training in Edinburgh was a modification of the apprenticeship style as,

owing to her previous conventional training and teaching experience, she was

employed as a fuIl-time teacher. Such was the status of the Waldorf teacher supply in

the United Kingdom in the 1950s that in the very school where she was to be trained,

Miss Brose found that she 'had more teacher training, teaching experience, and

background in Anthroposophy than most of the other teachers there.'3 Having been a

student of Anthroposophy 'longer than most' through her association with members

of the Anthroposophical Society in Sydney, she benefited greatly from the lectures on

child development delivered by Francis Edmunds during his visits to the Edinburgh

Steiner School. These lectures ,ür'ere 'a basis for real insight', from Steiner's spiritual-

scientific perspective, of the development of the child' a

In those years Miss Brose also took advantage of teachers' seminars conducted

at Michael Hall (the first Waldorf school in the UK) in Sussex, and in artistic courses

in Eurythmy and painting at the Goetheanum in Domach, Switzerland, during holiday

breaks. Her participation in the cultural life of the school, such as festival celebrations,

and in the ongoing discussion at teachers meetings gave her a broad based preparation

for her later work. Miss Brose returned to Sydney for the coÍlmencement of the

school year in 1957.

3 From an interview with Miss Brose in February 1998'
4lbid, Brose interview.
L. Francis Edmunds (1902-19g9) was the founder of Emerson College, a training centre for'Waldorf

teachers in Sussex, England. He was a lecturer and adviser to Waldorf schools around the world. For

more on Emerson College see Chapter 4, Section 4,Part 5 on Training in the United Kingdom.
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The founder of the Waldorf school movement in Australia received her

Waldorf training in the only way available at the time, there being no full-time

training courses in the English speaking world until Francis Edmunds founded

Emerson College in 1962. Nevertheless, Miss Brose's training was, arguably, better

than that received by most of the teachers who later came to work at Glenaeon Steiner

School in the decade that followed'

Glenaeon in the 1960s

Miss Brose was responsible for teaching her own class of primary school students,

administering a school, as well as training new teachers - most of whom were local

non-trained or conventionally trained teachers, and some were from overseas. This

induction of teachers by Miss Brose, in a method of education that was markedly

different from traditional schooling, was done in a variety of ways including giving

weekend talks, organising lectures by visiting or local members of the

Anthroposophical Society, and encouragíngparticipation in eurythmy classes, speech

and drama, and whatever other artistic activities arising fromânthroposophy happened

to be available. In addition to all these activities, simply being in the school, working

with the children, and participating in the on-going study at staff meetings all helped

to develop the ethos of the school. The intangible element of what was required to be

a Steiner school'all seeped in somehow'.5

In 1962, sponsorship and assistance by the Anthroposophical Society made

possible a visit to the school by Francis Edmunds. In an intensive training

t lbid, Brose interview
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programme6 Edmunds gave the class teachers much help in developing both teaching

skills as well as providing a deepened uñderstanding of Steiner's pedagogy, thus

supplementing the ongoing in-service training provided by Miss'Brose. Edmunds was

a key figure in the in-service training of teachers at Glenaeon and his intermittent

visits to Australia in subsequent yearsT resulted in often significant initiatives being

taken within existing V/aldorf schools, in the founding of new schools, or in

beginning a teacher training endeavour. The latter initiatives will be considered in due

course.

To return to the in-service training provided by Miss Brose, Alan Whitehead, a

trainee teacher at Glenaeon, and later co-founder of the second Waldorf school in

Australia, wrote about his experiences in the 1960s.

I was privileged to be one of the first teachers to receive a formal haining in Stetner

education in Australia . In 1966, under the guidance of Rainer Fiek, I took part in a lesson

observatior/assistance programme at Dalcross in his Class Two - even helping to produce

the end-of-year play! This was supplemented by year-long discussion groups and

workshops.
Throughout 1967, under the aegis of Miss Sylvia Brose, I hained as an arVtechnics

teacher (primary AND high) at Glenaeon. This included extensive prac. teaching, lecture
courses, and personal tuition. When I took my class 7 in Glenaeon in 1968, I did so with
the benefit of 2 years intense - if not full-time - haining. 'Formal' may be too lofty a word
for Steiner teacher-education in those seminal days, but it WAS effective; when faced with
a large class of children, one simply had to grab the reins - whether ready or not! 8

This personal recollection provides a vivid picture of the nature of the only Waldorf

teacher preparation in Australia in this period.

2 (b) N.S. W. in the 1970s- Loríen Novalis College of Teacher Educøtion

Some important changes in teacher training took place with the founding of two more

V/aldorf schools in l97l (Sydney) and 1973 (Melbourne). The developments in

6 Written details of this prograrnme are not available. Anecdotal information, and comparison with
other conferences run by Edmunds, suggest that there was a balance of very practical classroom

teaching material and suggestions, and inspirational lectures on the purposes of Waldorf education.
7 Edmunds visited Australia tn 1962, 1972, 1978,1979, and 1985.
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Sydney will be considered first. Two teachers from Glenaeon, Alan Whitehead and

Rainer Fiek, were responsible for founding, in the Spring of 1971, a second Steiner

school, called Lorien Novalis School for Rudolf Steiner Education. Initially in this

school a loose training programme, similar to that provided at Glenaeon, was

conducted. The in-school programme sufficed to prepare the next class teacher for the

school n and .from that time, Lorien Novalis provided its own teachers; neither

needing to import, nor rely on non-Steiner locals''10

However the situation changed in 1979 when a more formal training

programme was instituted. This was the Lorien Novalis CoIIege of Teacher

Education, which was one of the first fuIl-time teacher training facilities in Aushalia

and whose courses were conducted almost entirely within a working school

environment. Student teachers attended haining during school hours, either full-time

or five afternoons per week by negotiation, and participated in a programme designed

specifically to prepare teachers for Rudolf Steiner schools.

The basic principles underlying the program are practicality, creativity and spirituality

(body, soul, spirit). Teaching is a very pragmatic endeavour; although educational theory

iì important, what is more necessary for children is that this theory be transformed into

classroom expertise. This can only be learnt in a working school.

Class teacher preparation for primary school takes about two years full-time, although

the course does prepare for a full range of teacher employment; like high school

guardians, specialist ìeachers, kindergarten, and even part-time teachers. The factor of

natural ability must be emphasised, and a gifted person can be busy in the classroom quite

early in the course. No prior qualifications are necessary to undertake the course - the

q.ruiity of the person is the cardinal value. 11

Among the activities in which the students rwere engaged in the Lorien Novalis course

for teacher preparation at this time were:

s Alan Whitehead, ,Teacher Education: The Michaelian Facuþ', in Musagetes: Education Journalþr

the community of steiner schools,vol l, No. 3, Autumn/winter 1995, pp. 1-6, p. 6
e Thomas Ludescher took the next class at Lorien-Novalis, returned to Austria to train as a eurythmist

and in 1979 returned to Austalia as a founding teacher/eurythmist of the then Adelaide Waldorf

School, now called the Mount Barker Waldorf School. Ludescher stayed in the school for two years'

'o Alan Whitehead, op. cit.
tt Lorien Novalis College of Teacher Education. Handbook 1990, pp. l-2
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o lesson observation

o assisting a teacher

o practical teaching

o attending excursions with school classes

o participating in festivals and events

o attending seminars, lectures, and teachers meetings

o individual counselling,

o eurythmy and speech classes, and

. being at school where in informal settings, such as lunch breaks, where trainees

could learn about the complex social life of childhood or adolescence'12

After completing the twelve-month progamme, a student teacher would qualify for,'4

Certificate of Training, horvever, teachers were regarded by the school as continuing

to have student status until they had completed a full commitment of teaching. That is,

the school only awarded a teaching diploma to those who had completed a seven-year

cycle of teaching for primary school, or a five-year cycle for secondary or

kindergarten.l3

2 (c ) N. S. l(. in the 1970s - Visít by Frøncís Edmunds

In 1978 Francis Edmunds once again visited Australia through the invitation and

sponsorship of the previously mentioned Anthroposophical Activities Group in

Sydney. Recognising that the school movement in Australia would flounder without a

supply of trained teachers, Edmunds, in addition to giving lectures and workshops at

the residential seminars, gave the impetus towards developing a teacher training

course. A beginning was made towards this end by the establishment of the

t2 ibid, pp. 3-5
13 ibid, p. O; fo*u¿ Korobacz was the fust graduate of this more'formal'training, and was a class

teacher at Lorien. Later he became a lecturer and teacher tainer, provided in-service training courses

for new Steiner schools, and in the early 1990s founded'Shearwater', a Steiner school in

Mullumbimby, NSW, in which he is currently involved'
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'Orientation Course in Anthroposophy' in Sydney which conducted adult education

courses to help orientate students to the ideas and work of Rudolf Steiner. The

Orientation Course later changed its name to 'Parsifal College', and its role in teacher

haining will be discussed in due course.

2 (d) N. S. W. in the 1970s - Linuwel

In 1979 two more Waldorf schools opened in Australia, one in Adelaide and the other

was Linuwel - A School for Rudolf Steiner Education, in Maitland, about 100

kilometres north of Sydney, NSV/. The founding teachersra at this school had been

trained at Lorien Novalis and continued to maintain a close association with it. Some

of the subsequent teachers were either drawn from the Lorien Novalis school training

or received, by the late 1970s, 'on the job' training within Linuwel itself. This training

did not appear to have a clearly outlined prograrnme, and was described by an ex-

teacher from there as a 'sink or swim' approach.rs The founding teachers of the

Newcastle Steiner School, which began classes in 1981, had a close relation to

Linuwel, not the least reason being their relatively close proximity.

2 (e) Victoriø ín the 1970s - Melbourne Radolf Steiner School

In Victoria in.1969, a group of Melbourne teachers,r6 who were also members of a

study group of the Anthroposophical Society, worked towards establishing a school

on the basis of Steiner's ideas. They were already conventionally-trained, mostly high

school, teachers who 'met regularly to prepare themselves for the task...Alex

ra The founding teachers we¡e Ron and Margaret Caisley, who remained at Linuwel until 1995, during

which time they conducted informal in-school teacher training.
15 From an interview with an ex-teacher of Linuwel.
16 Joan Bite, Tim Coffey, Pam Martin, Paul Martin, Robert Martin, Pauline Ward and Ruth V/ittig.
From 'school Beginnings', undated leaflet from the Melbourne Steiner School. Helen Cock, though

not listed in this publication, was also a member of this group'
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podolinsky, an architect who had teaching experience in the Rudolf Steiner method in

Germany, helped the group.'r7 Also, and not surprisingly, in his 1969 visit to

Australia, Francis Edmunds met with the group and encouraged them in their

endeavour to found a school.

In February 1973 theMelbourne Rudolf Steiner School (MRSS) opened and in

a similar fashion to Lorien Novalis, the first teachers were drawn from the original

study group. In order to ensure that each year there would be a ready supply of

teachers with the requisite background in lnthroposophy, and training in Waldorf

pedagogy, the MRSS began its own teacher training programme. Initially this part-

time trainingtt was offered to parents and füends of the school, the main reasons being

to satisff the need for parent education, to build community support for the school's

curriculum and teaching methods, and to act as a recruiting base for new teachers'

This initial 'training' programme grew in the next decade, both in the range of courses

offered and the number of people who attended.

The school also conducted teachers' conferences which acted both as inservice

training for the MRRS teachers as well as being demonstrations of the school's

philosophy and approach. In the decade that followed they also provided valuable

intensive training for teachers of other newly founded schools in Victoria and beyond'

's Steinpr School,' EduçQtional Magazine,

Vol. 30, N
this was one night Per weekfor2-3hours
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2 (fl South Australia ín the 1970s - Principles and Practìce of Steiner (Waldorfl

Education øt Adelaíde College of Advanced Educøtíon

Waldorf education was not altogether unknown in South Australia because of the

work of two lecturers in education, Paul Rubenstn and Patricia Fuss,2o at Torrens

College of Advanced Education, (Underdale campus) which later became apart of the

Adelaide College of the Arts and Education (ACAE) and eventually a campus of the

University of South Australia. In I975 Rubens and Fuss began conducting a one-term

elective course titled 'Principles and Practice of Steiner (V/aldorf) Education' in

which nine students were enrolled.2l In 1978 an additional 'Special Unit' year-long

course, with the same name, was offered for inservice B. Ed. Students. These were

weekly, evening lecture/seminars lasting three hours, and introduced students to the

basic principles and practices of Waldorf education, including an introduction to

Steiner and Anthroposophy. The courses conducted by Rubens and Fuss ran for

sixteen years during which time over 300 students participated.22

2 (g) South Australia ín the 1970s - The Adelaide Waldorf School

The other V/aldorf school which opened in 1979 (along with Linuwel in NSV/) was

the Adelaide Waldorf School. This later became the Mount Barker Waldorf School

after its relocation in 1980 to Mount Barker, 40 kilometres south-west of Adelaide. Of

the five full-time teachers, three were locally trained in conventional teachers'

colleges such as the Adelaide Teachers College and the Torrens College of Advanced

re Paul Rubens was at that time a Drama lecturer at the Torrens College of Advanced Education

(TCAE). His high school education had been received at the Kings Langley Steiner School in

Hertfordshire, England. In 1976/77 he took study leave from TCAE and completed a Master of Arts

degree in Steiner Education at Adelphi University, New York'
20 Patricia Fuss was an education lecturer at TCAE. ln 1973-74 she took study leave to do both the

Foundation and Education Years at Emerson College with Francis Edmunds. She was therefore the

first in South Australia to receive training as a Steiner teacher.
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Education. The Kindergarten teacher (a high school teacher by training) was from

eueensland but had spent some time in the kindergarten of the Melboume Steiner

School before coming to Adelaide. The fifth teacher had initially hained and taught at

Lorien Novalis (being one of the founding group) and subsequently trained as a

eurythmist in Vienna, Austria before joining the school in Adelaide23.

3. The Development of Steiner Schools and Teacher Training in Australia:

1980s - 1990s

Since the opening of Glenaeon Steiner School in 1957 only five V/aldorf schools were

founded in the period up to 1980, but the decade following saw a mushrooming

growth. From 1980 to 1989 twenty-five new V/aldorf schools were founded.24 This

growth naturally resulted in a high demand for teachers. Unfortunately for the

Waldorf school movement this demand was never adequately fulfilled despite various

endeavours to expand teacher training possibilities.

In the early part of the decade and up to 1984, the teacher training initiatives

which had their various beginnings in the 1970s in the Steiner schools at Glenaeon,

Lorien, and in Melbourne continued much as before, but from 1984 steps began to be

taken, especially at Glenaeon, to provide a more formal teacher training outside the

school setting, though, as a matter of principle and policy, this was never divorced

from school input. As an aside, the importance placed on the close association and

active involvement of practising Steiner teachers in the training of new teachers is

highlighted by the following example:

tr From an interview with Paul Rubens (25th Feb. 1998)
22 ibid
2r See earlier foobrote on Thomas Ludescher, the first teacher trained at Lorien Novalis'
t4 A.B.Mazzone, 'Islands of Culture'op. cit.
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From the time that the Mount Barker Waldorf school started, several teachers

from the school became involved in the introductory course on the Principles and

practice of Steiner (Waldorf) Education, at the Torrens College of Advanced

Education. Indeed the examples and practical contributions brought by the teachers

enlivened the otherwise theoretical course content to the extent that the lecturers

responsible stated that the course, which being introductory in scope and not even

considered as a'proper' training nevertheless 'could only function with the help of the

Mount Barker Waldorf School.'2s This value for the active involvement of

experienced teachers in teacher training is commonly held within the Waldorf school

movement and has influenced the formation of training courses.

3 (a) Victoriø in the 1980s - The Melbourne Rudolf Steíner School teacher training

and adult education courses

These courses continued much as they had before in the late 1970s, except that with

the growth of Steiner schools in Victoria (six new schools were founded from 1982 to

19g7) the need for the teacher training courses increased. Most of the new Steiner

schools founded in Victoria were staffed either by ex-MRSS teachers or graduates

from its teacher training course, for example those teachers who went to Ghilgai

(1982), Sophia Mundi, Maindample, Milbi (all 1985), Little Yarra (1986)' and

Castlemaine (1937). As a result, to the initial part-time corrse was added a one-year

full-time training and a three-year part-time training'

3 (b) N. S. W. ín the 1980s - Waldorf Teøcher Educatíon øt Parsìfal College

and Glenaeon Steíner School

The major source of trained Waldorf teachers in N. S. W. in the 1980s came from the

collaboration between Parsifal College and Glenaeon Steiner school. As major

2s From an interview with Paul Rubens, (25th Feb. 1998)'
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providers they worked together towards State accreditation of their courses and

developing a partnership agreement with the University of New England (Armidale).

These developments will be detailed in this section.

A move towards gteater professionalism, and formality, in teacher training

was made for the first time in 1984 when Parsifal College, with fulI cooperation from

Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner School, offered a one year full-time course in Waldorf

education. The aim of the course was to integrate teacher trainees into all aspects of

the school's life as well as the Anthroposophical Society's activities, 'thus acquainting

the trainees with Dr Steiner's philosophy and its practical application as far as

teaching is concerned.' 26 The designers of the 'education course' wished to provide

as professional a training as possible within the means available. The admission

requirements were as follows:

The course is open to a wide range of people with a mature background and interest in

teaching. Acceptance to the course is by application and subsequent interview.

Applicants must have lrufüary training, preferably teaching qualifications and

"*p"rien"e 
but consideration will be given to applicants with similar educational

quàlifications and life skills. Applicants are advised of the need to be involved in the

stuay of the philosophy of Dr Steiner and recognition is given to^Parzival [sic]

College's orientation year in Anthroposop rical Studies or its equivalent'27

In general the course tutors were drawn from the teaching facuþ of Glenaeon,

parsifal College and the broader community of Waldorf schools in Australia." The

full-time course fitted into four days per week (Monday to Thursday, 8'45am to

5.30pm) over 33 weeks. 'work covered in this time included

o Curriculum Studies such as Main lessons, Mathematics, English, Sciences, Arts,

and Crafts through the year levels from classes 1 to 8

26 Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner school Education course document (undated).
27 ibid
28 For example in addition to Sylvia Brose from Glenaeon, Marcus Cox, a founding teacher of the

Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Schãol was a guest lecturer in 1984, and in 1985, during his Sabbatical year

from the Mount Barker Waldorf School, Alduino Mazzone spent six weeks in Sydney lecturing and

tutoring in the Education Course'
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o Education and Professional Studies such as Steiner pedagogy, child observation

and child development, comparative education, the Australian Steiner school,

teaching as an art

o practical Workshops such as Handwork through the class teacher period, Speech

and Drama, Painting and Drawing, Singing and Recorder, Science, Form Drawing,

Modelling [clay and wax], Geometry, Story telling, Games, Physical Education,

Gymnastics, Remedial Teaching, and Eurythmy

o Resource Sharine and Evaluation; and

o Study of Texts by Rudolf steiner and other authors on waldorf education. The

course reference list identifies thirteen books of which seven are education lecture

cycles by Steiner.

As part of the professional training, and in order to familiarise trainees with school

life, they were invited to attend staff meetings, staff training in-service courses, public

lectures, class meetings and excursions, and Glenaeon's staff residential seminar held

each January. Trainees were expected to teach some lessons throughout the year at

Glenaeon and be observed doing so. In order to experience the unique nature of

Steiner schools, especially in their ethos and emphasis in the interpretation of

Steiner,s philosophy, a three-week practice teaching session at another Rudolf Steiner

school was a mandatory part of the course. This was a novel and sensible addition

because, for reasons of practicality and possibly insularity, it was not the practice at

that time in the other training courses in Australia.

Though some of the course content was new, the teaching methods were very

traditional and included lectures, seminars, tutorials, observation of lessons,

evaluation sessions, sharing of resources time, and teaching practice during which a

teaching supervisor observed lessons, discussed performance and wrote a report. A

Graduation Certificate was issued after the trainee had completed assignments,

attended the course at a satisfactory level, and achieved competency in teaching as
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demonstrated by their performance during the practicum and based on

recommendations by supervisors made in the practice teaching reports.

3 (c ) N. S. W. in the 1980s - The Loríen Novalís College of Teacher Education

At the end of 1985 the Lorien Novalis College of Teacher Education lost its Director,

Alan Whitehead, who was also its founder and principal lecturer. A decade later

Whitehead commented that:

During its halcyon days, the College had an average of twelve full-time students;

obviously too many to serve the employee needs of the school alone. Many students

subsequently found work in the plethora of Steiner schools popping up like mushrooms

(some ill-advised enterprises more like toadstools!) through the boom-boom '80s.

Schools like Eukarima, Meander, Melaleuca and Chrysalis were partly staffed from the

Lorien College. In other cases schools sent their potential teachers to either be fully
trained, or as a top-up to their own incipient programs. Among these were Adelaide,

Linuwel, and Newcastle schools.29

S (d) N. S. W. in the 1980s and 1990s- The ParsifaUGlenøeon Education Course

Parsifal's Education Course at Glenaeon continued into the next decade. The

graduates who sought work invariably found it because the need for trained teachers

was high in the 1980s. In NSV/, graduates from Parsifal College found work in one of

the thirteen Steiner schools which opened from 1981 to 1988, such as Blue Mountains

1982, Eukarima (Bowral) 1983, Kangia (MurwillumbaÐ 1985, Mumbulla (Bega)

1987, Armidale, Cape Byron (Byron Bay) and Kameroi @elrose), all 1988. Others

found work in the Perth V/aldorf School which opened in 1983, or the Samford Valley

Steiner School near Brisbane (1987).

The 'education course' was undoubtedly a positive development for the

Waldorf school movement. It was expected that in time the experience gained from

the small beginning would result in improved programmes and possibly an increased

intake of students that would contribute to the growing demand for trained Steiner
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school teachers. However, a statistical picture of graduates indicates that the growth

was not as great as had been envisaged. Although some significant developments for

Parsifal College took place, notably in the accreditation of both the Foundation Year

and the Education Yealo in the early to mid 1990s (discussed below), this did not

significantly affect the student enrolments in the teacher training course' Although

some of the statistics quoted here include figures from the 1990s they illustrate the

inadequacy of teacher supply through Parsifal college in the 1980s.

Between 1983 and 1996,328 students completed the Orientation Course in

Anthroposophy. It is fair to state that students were doing this course largely for self

development, and there were no expectations that they would go on to further training.

As it turned out twenty percent of these went on to do the Education year. Between

1984 and 1996,66 trainees completed the Education Course. This is an average of

five teaching students per year. In the period 1984 - 1995 there were 55 graduates of

the Education Course, of which 36 had taught or were still teaching in 1995. 3l

Considering that there was such a shortage of teachers, the fact that such a small

number of graduates sought and found employment, and subsequently remained in

employment, is of concern and raises a number of questions for example, about;

o the nature of the selection process - how thorough was the screening procedure?

o the nature of the training - how effective was it in preparing teachers for the 'real

world' of the Steiner schools?

2e Alan Whitehead, 'Teacher Education - The Michaelian Faculty', in Musagetes: Education Journal

þr the Community of Steiner Schools, Vol. 1, No. 3, 1995, p. 5

io Accreditation was gained through the Vocational Education and Training Accreditation Board

(VETAB) thereby making it possible for students to access AUSTUDY grants while studytng.
3r Figures supplied by Ann Berney, Secretary of Parsifal College, 1996'
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. the conditions in the worþlace - were the working conditions, such as teaching

demands, resogrces available, and professional support structures, adequate to keep

teachers in the work force?

This last area, though not strictly within the bounds of this study (and certainly not in

the power of Parsifal College to influence) has a definite impact on why some

teachers left the work-force. The indirect impact was, of course, on teacher demand.

These questions will be explored in a later chapter.

3 (e) Expønsion in NSW ìn the 1990s

Significant developments were brought about in the Parsifal-Glenaeon partnership in

Sydney. The Board of Parsifal College wished to continue to develop the professional

status of the Anthroposophical Studies courses in the Orientation Year and Steiner

Education courses in the Education Year. It sought ways by which these courses could

become accredited by the Vocational Education and Training Accreditation Board

(VETAB) as well as recognised by tertiary institutions (such as universities) as being

legitimate pathways to further training.

In December 1,992 a meeting was held at the University of New England with

representatives of its Faculty of Education, Parsifal College, and some Waldorf

schools including Glenaeon, Lorien Novalis, Eukarima and Naliandrah. The meeting

discussed, among other matters, a proposal to establish at UNE a Waldorf Teacher

Training programme coÍtmencing with a Graduate Certificate and extending to a

Graduate Diploma and possibly a Masters, and eventually an undergraduate course.t'

,2 From minutes of the meeting 'Approaches to Waldorf Teacher Training Accreditation' held on

December l6th lgg2.Participants were IINE, Dr. Ross Harrold, Priscilla Connor; Parsifal, Leslie Ford,

Susan Haris, Erwin Berney; Gl"ttu"ott, David Hatton, John Blackwood, Graeme Harvey; Naliandrah,

David McColl.
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The meeting resolved that, before further steps could be taken, it would need

to undertake several tasks, including:

o establishing the real need for such a training

o developing a Course Proposal for presentation to LII'trE, and promoting a V/aldorf

Training for Teachers in Australía.33

In February 1993 a letter went out to the College of Teachers of all the Australian

Waldorf schools explaining the situation and requesting the following information.

1. The enrolment situation for the last few years and your forecast for the next few years.

2. How many teachers do you have in your school. A break down into Primary School,

High School, Full time and Part Time would be useful'

3. What do you see as your requirements for additional teachers in the next few years?34

Fifteen out of the thirfy Waldorf schools canvassed responded to the questionnaire,

and although this was only 50% of the schools, it was noted that all the major schools

had responded. The survey revealed that in 1993, ofthe schools that responded, there

was a total of 219 teachers employed of which 123 were teaching at primary level. At

the time only six schools had high school classes. The projected yearly teacher

requirement was for fifteen new teachers in primary and 3.5 in high school, Full Time

Equivalent." This suggested arL avefage projected increased requirement of 8.6% of

teachers annually. The data gathered from this survey was obviously sufficiently

positive to convince UNE that there was a 'market' of prospective students to warrant

offering a Waldorf teacher training course at the university.

3 (e) N. S. W. in the 1990s - AcÜedítøtion of Parsíføl college coutses

33 ibid
,o correspondence to waldorf School colleagues by Graeme Harvey, February l9'h, 1993.
,5 Suwey results summary received from Graeme Harvey (Glenaeon Steiner School, Sydney), who

collated the information. Also published in Appendix 4 of the Parsifal College submission for VETAB

accreditation of Associate Diploma in Rudolf Steiner Education, June 1994.
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At the same time as this market research was being conducted, the Orientation Course

in Anthroposophy was rewritten and structured in a form that satisfied the criteria for

accreditation. This being done, accreditation status was given in 1993 by the NSV/

Vocational Education Training Accreditation Board (VETAB)' Consequently

graduates would receive a Certificate of Anthroposophical Studies, which would be

considered the requirement for entry into the teacher training and the kindergarten

teacher training courses.'u

One of the main reasons why student numbers had been modest at Parsifal was

because most students who chose these courses tended to be of mature age and many

of whom had a family to support. Most could not afford to be full-time students,

paying fees as well as maintaining themselves. However, with this step of

accreditation having been achieved, it became possible for the first time for eligible

students to study Anthroposophy and receive an AUSTUDY benefit.

VETAB accreditation was also gained for a two year Course in Rudolf

Steiner Education, comprising the Orientation Year and Education Year in 1993. The

first year's Orientation Course would give students a broad understanding of

Anthroposophy and develop the artistic background necessary to teach in a Steiner

school. The second year would be on site at Glenaeon Steiner School and would

concentrate on

o the study of education

o the Steiner school curriculum,

o child development and

. skills development for the teacher.

3ó Parsifal College Prospectus 1994.
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As in the pre-accreditation course, students would spend considerable time in the

classroom observing, assisting and teaching under supervision.3T

3 (fl Victoria in the 1990s - The Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Teaching Trøinìng

Seminar

The MRSTTS courses continued to be offered as part of the Adult Education and

Teacher Training arm of the Melbourne Rudolf Steiner School. Part-time and full-

time courses were conducted in parallel with Parsifal College. In reference to the Full

and part Time Teacher Training Courses, the prospectus of the MRSTTS describes

how the 'elements of the curriculum are studied in both theory and practice moving

from Class I to Class VIII'' In addition,

there is a unit of study for one term, considering the child's development during the

first seven years - which includes working with kindergarten age children. Another

area of study, building from the primary school years, is devoted to the development of

the adolescent, his needs and the High School curriculum'

The study of Anthroposophy together with artistic activities and strong will-directed

activities in the .o.rr.", develop the future teacher's potential to meet the growing

child,s needs: therefore much time is spent in developing skills in speech, music,

painting, drawing and movement.38

The areas of study covered in the Course include those similar to'the Parsifal courses,

though no doubt presented with the individual stamp of the lecturers. Some of these

areas included:

o a study of the Epochs3e

o Story Telling

t Speech

o Painting and Drawing

o Form Drawing

. Sciences

37 ibid
3t From the Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Teacher Training Courses Prospectus, undated, c. 1995

3e ibid. .Fairy tales, Animal fábles, Myths and legends, Early Biblical times, Greek and Roman history,

Roman Britain, Middle Ages, Exploration of the World. These Epochs illustrate the evolution of
human consciousness thaistands behind the curriculum and are continued for a year' These themes are

carried by the teacher through daily story-telling.'
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o Number work

. Music

o Modelling and Craft work

o Anthroposophical Medicine

o Bio-dynamic gardening, and

o Festivals. In addition, the year's training included,

six weeks in the classroom on teaching rounds as well as time on a day to day basis

hearing children read. Observations of the children in the playground will be a basis for

practical discussions on the behaviour and characteristics ofdifferent classes'4o

There were 2I student enrolments in 1993 and 13 students in 1994 doing these full-

time courses. Contact between ParsifaVGlonaeon and the Melbourne teacher training

staff was relatively frequent. The leading lectures/teachers were in close contact

through their mutual membership of the Rudolf Steiner Schools Association and it

soon became evident that, because the goals and content of the courses offered by

both institutions were commonly shared, and given the expense of going through the

accreditation process, it was considered the most prudent course of action for the

Melbourne RS Teacher Training Seminar to become a 'course provider' for the

courses which Parsifal had just had accredited. This partnership arrangement between

Parsifal and Melbourne was very agreeable to both parties because it provided greater

bargaining power when it came to articulating their courses with UNg awards.

4. Steiner Teacher Education Courses in the 1990s

Having achieved accreditation status, the two-year course was recognised by the

University of New England, Armidale, as an Associate Diploma in Rudolf Steiner

Education and gave students two years credit towards a four year Bachelor of

Education degree. This step was a significant development for the Steiner-V/aldorf

school movement in Australia because, in addition to providing a formal pre-service

40 ibid.
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training in Steiner education, it provided the opportunity for Steiner school teachers to

upgrade their qualifications.

4 (a) Steiner Education Courses øt the Unìversity of New England (Armidale)

After several years of negotiations, following the initial meeting in November 1992,

between the University of New England (Armidale) on the one hand, and on the other,

Parsifal College, together with Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner School and Melbourne

Rudolf Steiner Teacher Training Seminar, a formal agteement was drawn up which

took Steiner Teacher training in Australia a further step.ar Having established the need

for a more professional training, developed the courses in order to achieve

accreditation, and made a formal agreement with UNE, a mood of optimism became

discernible within those quarters of the Waldorf school movement that were

concerned with teacher training. Under the spirit of the Agreement, a Senior Lecturer

in Steiner Education, paul Rubens, was seconded to the University of New England at

the end of lgg4lr In 1996 Rubens relocated to Armidale to work on campus.

pamphlets publicising the new courses began to arrive in the Waldorf schools

around Australia. one titled The university of New England steiner Education

Programme: w'hat uNE offers in steiner Education lists four ways by which

prospective students could benefit from enrolling at UNE, two of which appear below.

1. The opportunity for Steiner school teachers to upgrade their qualifrcations

a) By means of documented relevant experience, formal training, in-service, workshops,
' 

internships, conferences, etc., one can gain Advanced Standing (a higher entry point) into

the Bachelor of Education degree. This program normally takes four full-time years or

part-time equivalent to complete.

ar None of these negotiations would have come about were it not for the groundwork being laid by Ms

Kit wyndham, a pastoralist in the New England atea> along time student of Anthroposophy and

founder of the Armidale Waldorf School.
42 At this time paul Rubens was in England. While there he wrote five units of study and taught four of

them by Distance Education'
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b) If a two-year haining has been completed through a Steiner institution such as Parsifal

College, Sydney or the Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Teacher Training Seminar, students

enter the third year of the B. Ed.

c) Additional credit may be given at third year level if the student has Prior Learning or

has relevant experience over and above the two years training.

2. In conjunction with Parsifal College and Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner School, Sydney and the

Melboume Rudolf Steiner Teacher Training Seminar and the Melboume Rudolf Steiner

School, an integrated four year Steiner Education Diploma/Bachelor of Education

(Steiner Education) program is being developed. It is intended that this will also satisfu

state school requirements'

The B. Ed. (Steiner Education) program includes specific Steiner units that complement

the initial training, units in other areas in which there can be a Steiner focus or option,

units in other subjects that complement the initial training and required units for satisffing

state requirements.

The initial two year Diploma course in Sydney and Melbourne is offered only full-time.

The third and fourth years of the B. Ed. program, which are studied subsequent to the

Diploma course, are offered by UNE full or part time, internally and externally. In the

latter mode they may be studied anywhere in the world (subject to required residential

schools for any Particular unit)'
students may apply for AUSTUDY or ABSTUDY for full time study.

4 (b), Graduate Diploma ín Rudolf Steiner Educøtion at Parsíføl College.

The development of the two-year Associate Diploma in Steiner Education at Parsifal

College (Sydney) has already been described. This course, which comprises a one-

year orientation course in Anthroposophy, (or Certificate in Anthroposophical

Studies), and a second year in Steiner education, has been attracting students who

already have an undergraduate degree.a3 In order to meet the needs of these students a

further development took place in 1998 with the accreditation of a two-year fuIl-time

Graduate Diploma in Rudolf Steiner Education.oo This award will be offered for the

first time Lî1999.

In practical terms this means that the ParsifaVGlenaeon Waldorf teacher

training course will conduct two parallel awards. Both undergraduate and post-

4, In 1988 there were 10 students doing the Education coutse, five of whom already had an

undergraduate degree.

aa By the Higher Education Board (a group within the Vocational Education and Training

Assessment Board - VETAB) in New South Wales.
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graduate students will do most of the same courses together, however the postgraduate

group will be assessed at a higher standard, in that they are expected to perform at

credit level. In addition there will be some modules specific to the Graduate Diploma

students. These include the following modules:

Education and Society: Steiner education in relation to current issues, eg.

gender, aboriginal education.

o English as a Second Language (ESL)

o Major project. An open ended action research project based around one Main

Losson, including full analysis, implementation and evaluation.

o School Management; How Waldorf schools operate - College and Staff

o Human Relations; Collegial and parent relations'

I Biography and Temperament; Placing teachers' biography in relation to

general anthrop o sophic al princip les o f human development.

l) Classroom management.

o Teaching practice. Between 280 to 300 hours of classroom involvement,

beginning with one morning per week in a class to 3-4 mornings per week

gradually taking on more tasks and responsibility'

The course coordinator acknowledged that the Steiner education year would be fulI

and difficult to fit it all in, but it would be 'a direction-giving year' with a fuIl and

proper process to follow.as

4 (c ) The Sophíø Centte for Anthroposophical Studies

The Sophia Centre in Perth has been operating since 1995, conducting part-time and

full-time courses in Anthroposophy, the Arts and Waldorf education. Though

students number less than a dozen per year, graduates are enthusiastic about the

quality of the courses being offered. At this stage the course providers have resisted

a5 Interview with Andrew Hill, Steiner Education course coordinator, based at Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner

School, Sydney. (November 1998)
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aligning themselves with any moves that would lead to their courses being

accredited. Their preference is to remain small and maintain a training on a human

scale.

Lectures, artistic and crafts workshops are conducted over four days a week

corresponding to the school day. There is close collaboration and participation by

teachers of the Perth Waldorf school. Visiting speakers, such as anthroposophists able

to contribute to a special topic or course, are contracted where possible, and this

results in a lively, and sometimes unpredictable annual timetable.

4 (d) Teacher Traíning Course : Cape Byron Rudolf Steiner School

Since 1994 a small beginning was made by a teacher, Lyn McCormick, who

conducted a course consisting of a lecture followed by an artistic activity, one night

a week. From 1996, Gregorio Noakes, a graduate of the Lorien Novalis College of

Teacher Education, and now teacher at the Cape Byron Rudolf Steiner School,

became involved in the teacher training course, giving weekly lectures and

organising the other activities for the core group of four to six students. The aim is

to give students as broad.base as possible in studies of Anthroposophy and

curriculum. Similar to the Lorien training of the early 1980s, students participate in

school activities and assist teachers in various ways. 'Most of the time they fit in

quite well and add to the "tone" of the school'.au

4(e) Raphael College

Out of a concern that, despite what was already being offered, there was an

insufficient number of Steiner trained teachers, an initiative that proposes the

ou Correspondence from Gregorio Noakes. August 1997
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formation of an Australia wide College (formally founded in early 1998 and called

Raphael College) aims to establish an independent 'university' with the following

features:47

a) There would be an accredited degree course at university standard (and accepted at

universities), with as much as possible available by distance education'

b) It would aim to offer courses part-time, or full-time either through distance education or

at certain centres, or more likely, a combination of these'

c) Those aspects ofthe course that cannot be studied externally, such as the arts, practical

work, human relations training, and teaching practice, would be available at different

centres throughout Australia. Existing training centres are invited to participate as this

course could be offered concurrently with other courses already being undertaken at

those centres.

d) The distance education material and the submission of assignments would be available

in different ways, according to the resources and wishes of the student, such as: by post,

on the World Wide Web, or through locally established learning and support groups.

e) Recognised centres and schools would be encouraged (within their capabilities) to

estabiish local learning tutorial and support groups for students with perhaps, periodic

visits from tutors'

f) Tutorial assistance would be available to part-time students periodically face-to-face, by

post, telephone, fax, or Email.

g) The first 18 months to two years of the course would be Foundation Studies: personal

development, learning to leam, what is required in university-type work, philosophy,

the arts, the sciences, etc.

h) Third year students could begin to specialise. It is planned to offer courses in addition to

class teacher education, such as visual and performing arts, human relations,(ncluding

counselling, etc.), uppff school teacher education, and bio-dynamic farming. +o

Thus, out of an intention to make Steiner-Waldorf teacher training more accessible to

a wider group of people, for example, those living in isolated places' or who are not

free to travel away from home to study, a combination of distance education and

attendance of some cogrses at regional centres, and participation in intensive holiday

courses, would result in accumulation of credits leading to a qualification to teach in a

Waldorf school. As this plan is still in the formative stages it remains to be seen how

4z The driving force behind this Raphael College initiative was Paul Rubens who, having been

employed by Parsifal college and seconded touNE as Senior Lecturer in steiner Education, resigned

from his position in June 1997.
; fl"- 

" 
f"n"t 29ú Septemb er 1977 to John Davidson (an Office Bearer of the RSSA) for discussion at

RSSA meeting,3'd Oct. 1997
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well it develops. Accreditation of courses is being sought through the Department of

Education and Training (in NSV/), and pending accreditation it is expected that

Raphael College will begin operation in the year 2000'ae

4@ Rudotf Steíner College of South Austrølia (RSC-SA)

Out of a concern for the need, primarily for more Waldorf teachers but also to provide

general introductory courses to AnthroposoPhY, some members of the South

Australian Branch of the Anthroposophical Society, along with other interested

people, founded the RSC (SA).to The College was incorporated in April 1995 and

conducted part-time courses in Anthroposophical Studies and the Arts, and an

Introductory Courses in Waldorf Education. The Board members and staff largely

comprised current and ex-'Waldorf teachers, artists and craft people who were also

practising or ex-teachers.

College courses were conducted two days (9.30am - 3.00pm) at the premises

of the Anthroposophical Society in Halifax Street, Adelaide. Anthroposophical

Studies courses were offered in the morning, followed by Eurythmy classes, form

drawing, singing and painting, and in the aftemoon puppetry and clay modelling were

some of the artistic and practical activities. An introductory course on 'Waldorf

education was conducted once weekly in the four school terms of 1997. Four of the

five students who participated subsequently secured full-time teaching positions in

Waldorf schools and kindergartens in SA, Queensland and overseas. However, due to

declining numbers and other teaching or working commitments of lectures and Board

members the College went into temporary recess.

ae Correspondence from Paul Rubens, December 1998.
5o The founding Board members were Maeve Archibald, Noela Maletz, Alduino Mazzone, Gail

McManus, Peter Surguy, Jennifer West, and Bill V/ood'
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There is a proposal currently being discussed to reopen the College with a

possibility that it could become a Course provider for the Parsifal College in Sydney

in the year 2000. There is an 'in principle' agreement by the Parsifal Board to accept

the application for providership status pending compliance with Parsifal and VETAB

requirements. Concurrently, some high school teachers of the Mount Barker V/aldorf

School, partly in conjunction with the College, afe planning a Waldorf high school

teacher training course for the year 2000.It was too early at the time of writing to

provide more specific information on developments in this latest venture'

5. Summary

This chapter has provided a survey of the development of Steiner teacher training in

Australia. From a situation in the 1950s where Steiner teacher training could only be

found overseas we noted the gradual application of different training approaches in an

effort to meet the increasing need for teachers. In-school and in-service training

(including participation at Conferences) was the predominant method, by which

teachers received, and continue to receive, their waldorf training' only with the

founding of parsifal College in Sydney, with its fuIl-time Education Year in 1984'

was a training of Steiner teachers available which was relatively independent of one

school. Later developments have been the accreditation of Parsifal College courses at

Certificate and Associate Diploma levels, and the integration of these with a four-year

Bachelor of Education (waldorf Education) at the university of New England. The

recent addition of a Graduate Diploma in Steiner Education is a further promising

development. Some school-based and alternative small-scale training courses continue

to provide additional options for teacher training'
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In the next chapter the current training status of a sample of Waldorf teachers

across Australia will be surveyed, their views about the training they received and

what they consider to be essential aspects of a training course will be examined.

Chapter 5
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Teachers in Australian Waldorf Schools:
Their training.

The previous chapter gave an historical picture of how Waldorf teacher training

developed in Australia. This chapter deals with tlte nature of the training that current

Waldodteachers have received. Thefirst section analyses the responses from the

sample of teachers surveyed, the second section examines the content of their training,

and in the third section the teachers themselves review the training which they

themselves received.

Section 1 - A Survey of the Current Work-force

1. The survey sample

Between 1996 and 1998 a sample of Waldorf teachers was surveyed in order to gather

data on a rattge of factors. Teachers in Early Childhood, Primary and High school

positions, as well as those involved in Adult education (mostly Anthroposophical

Studies) and Waldorf Teacher Training were interviewed or completed a 'Teacher

Training Questionnaire' or both. This section highlights some of the datacollected.

A total of 88 questionnaires were sent to selected Waldorf teachers around

Australia, and 69 or 78.4o/o of the questionnaires distributed were returned. However,

the group of teachers surveyed was not randomly selected and does not constitute a

representative sample of all teachers, and this should be bome in mind when the

percentage figures are quoted. Also, not all States are equally represented, nor has a

proportional representation from each State, in relation to number of schools in that

State, been attempted. For example, South Australia has only two schools, yet over
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30% of the questionnaires come from them. This was purely for convenience of access

and follow-up.' Table 1 shows the number of questionnaires which were returned

from each State.

STATE QLD NSW ACT vIc TAS SA WA TOTAL

TOTAL SCHOOLS 4 27 1 18 2 2 5 54

TOTAL Q'NAIRES 5 l9 4 7 2 2l 8 69

% Q'NAIRES '7.2 32 5.8 10.1 2.9 30.4 I 1.6 100

Table 1: Number and Source of Respondents

The sample represents a fraction of the total work-force, about which accurate figures

are not readily available. The difficulty in obtaining data is exemplified by the

following: In 1993 a survey, conducted by Graeme Hawey,z was made of Australian

Waldorf schools to ascertain (along with other data) the number of part and fulltime

teachers in the movement, along with the projected additional teacher requirements to

the year 2000. Thirfy questionnaires were posted but only fifteen schools responded.

The majority of the schools which did respond were developed schools (and almost all

members of the Rudolf Steiner Schools Association), therefore the majority of the

remaining schools would most likely be very new initiatives or 'young' schools with

probably one to frve full and part-time staff. Had these responded they might have

yielded an additional 30 staff thus making a total of 250 Waldorf teachers in 1993.

The Harvey survey established that annually 15 additional primary and 3.5 high

school V/aldorf teachers would be employed in Australia. Therefore, four years later,

I Some difficulty was experienced in getting the questionnaires returned, even after telephone follow-

up. Teachers complained about busy schedules and placed the questionnaire in a low priority among

the more immediate tasks to be done. Inevitably some questionnai¡es 'slipped to the bottom of the pile'

and were forgotten.
2 Graeme Haivey, from Glenaeon Teacher Training course, conducted the suwey. See Chapter 5' 3 (e)

'Expansion in NSW in the 1990s' for full context of the survey'
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in 1997, the total number would have increased to approximately 325 teachers. Based

on these projections, the sample of the present study represents 2lo/o of the Waldorf

teachers in Aushalia.

The aim of the present study was not only to gather concrete data about the

training of teachers in the Waldorf school movement, but also to survey the views of a

range of senior teachers, especially those who have been involved in the movement

for many years. Some of the long serving members are founding or pioneer teachers3

and it was expected that their years of experience and involvement would have offered

a broader perspective on the state of the school movement in Australia and the

challenges which it faces.

The questionnaire also specifically targeted, as much as possible, full-time

staff in four categories: Early Childhood, Primary, High School and Teacher Training.

In the primary-teachers group it was the Class ftachers who were asked to respond to

the questionnaire rather than the specialist teachers, such as those teaching art, ctaft,

foreign languages, games and sport etc. The reasons for targeting Class lÞachers may

be found in the detailed description of their work in the section 'General

Characteristics of Class Teaching' in Chapter 3. Nevertheless, included in the sample

is a small proportion of those who had been Class Teachers and were at the time either

on leave, 'on sabbatical,' temporary relieving teachers, teaching remedial classes,

doing administrative work, or had recently resigned. The experiences of this group

added fuither perspectives to some of the questions in the survey.

3 There are 14 founding and 13 pioneer teachers represented in the sample. Founding teachers are those

who were part of the original staff of a school, and pioneer teachers are those who joined the staff

within appìoximately three years of the founding. A significant percent (39%) or 27 of the 69

respondents, fall into these categories.
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As the study is primarily concemed with teacher education and training, the

purpose was to capture the range and variety of forms of teacher training and

professional development which teachers in the movement had experienced. A range

of views from senior teachers on how teacher training could be improved was also

sought, and this deliberately biased the sample towards the 'older' and most

experienced in the work-force.

Area of work X'emales Males Total

Early Childhood 10 0 10

Primary Teaching 13 23 36

High School 0 t2 12

Teacher Training 5 6 11

Total 28 4t 69

Table 2: Major Work Sphere of Respondents

Table 2 shows the number and work sphere which the respondents identified as their

major area of work. While the majority of respondents are Primary class-teachers,

there is a fairly equal representation of the other categories. Note that in the sample all

the Earþ Childhood teachers are female and all the High school teachers are male'

This generally represents the status quo for kindergartens but is not a true

representation of the gender situation in high schools. For example, in 1997 in the

Mount Barker Waldorf School there were 17 firll and part-time high school staff of

which 8 are female. In principle there is a striving to achieve gender balance in

'Waldorf school staff'

Table 3 indicates the areas of work in which the respondents are currently

employed or have been employed during their working life. Almost invariably, those

who identified themselves as working primarily in Teacher Training can be

considered the most experienced teachers, and it is not surprising that those who
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accept responsibility for training new teachers are drawn from all areas of teaching

and school life.

Table 3: Work spheres in which Respondents Are or Have Been Employed

While Table 2 shows the actual size of the sample, that is 69 respondents, the total in

Table 3 states that 133 positions were filled. This suggests that, on average, Waldorf

teachers were doing two types ofjobs each, sometimes both at once, throughout their

careers. This appeared to be the case most often for senior teachers, who in addition to

teaching their classes were canying out, for example, administrative duties and

training teachers. These multiple tasks in some cases result in 'overload and burnout',

and a number of respondents commented on this more demanding aspect of the work

in Waldorf schools. The issue of work expectations, including the aspects of work in

schools which Waldorf teachers believe contributes to the greatest stress, and the

current and future challenges facing the Waldorf schools, will be discussed in detail in

due course.

2. Generøl bøckground to growth ønd status of schools

Before beginning an analysis of the survey data it will be useful to have a picture of

the growth of Waldorf schools in Australia so that the data gathered from the sample

of teachers surveyed can be seen in the context of the growth of the whole movement.

Mainty J Aho -> E.C. Primary High T.T Admin. Total

Early Childhood (EC) 10 4 0 3 1 18

Primary J 36 J 9 2 53

High 0 5 l2 6 1 24

Teacher Training (TT) J 10 3 l1 2 29

Administration 1 2 I 5 0 9

Total t7 58 18 34 6 133
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Graph 1 indicates that from the founding of the first school in 1957 until the

decade ending in 1969 there was only one Waldorf school. There are no teachers who

began teaching in those years represented in the survey. In the decade 1970-79, fout

new schools opened thus makingatotal of five schools. Eleven teachers (17%) who

began teaching in this decade are represented in the survey. In the decade 1980-89,

twenty-five new schools opened, making a total of thirty schools, and 33 teachers

(50%) who began teaching in those years are amongst the respondents of the

questionnaire. Finally from 1990 to 1997 twenty new school initiatives were

launched, making a total of fifty-four Waldorf schools. Twenty-two teachers (T%)4

who began teaching in this period are represented'

60

lTotal schools

10

t9s6-69 1970-79 1980-89 1990-97

Graph 1: Growth of Waldorf Schools in Australia

The total number includes Waldorf schools in a wide range of organisational stages of

development: Fledgling organisations such as play groups and small kindergartens,

established kindergartens, schools which provide only primary education, schools

with primary and junior high school classes, and larger well-established schools with

30

a Three of the 69 respondents constitute some of the Adult Educators in the sample and consequently

have not been included in calculating the percentages ofteachers cited in the text and in Table 5'
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classes from Kindergarten to Year 12 - including two schools with not only a double

stream in the high school but also a teacher training course closely associated with

them.

The majority of the more established schools are members of the Association

of Rudolf Steiner Schools in Australia (RSSA). A large number of schools or school

initiatives are either too small, and not yet eligible to become full members of the

RSSA, or have chosen to remain independent of the Association.

State RSSA
Member

Non RSSA
Member

Kindergarten
Only

Total

NSW 11 9 1 2L

VIC 6 6 6 18

WA 2 0 3 5

QLD I 2 1 4

SA 2 0 0 2

TAS I 1 0 2

ACT 1 0 0 1

NT 0 I 0 1

Total 24 t9 11 54

Tabte 4: Distribution of Watdorf Schools and RSSA Membership Status

Table 4, which shows the number of schools in each State and their membership

status, reveals that 30 of the 54 schools are not RSSA members.s It seems

extraordinary that over half (56%) of the schools are not members of the Association.

Whitst eligibility criteria for new schools is stated in the RSSA Constitution (for

example, a new school can only apply to be a full member two years after

establishment) further research is needed to identify other reasons, such as objections

to RSSA policies or structures, which may be held by non-member schools as

justification for not becoming a member of the RSSA'

5 Information sheet from RSSA - List of member and non-member schools, 1997 . Also 1998 Directory

of the Anthroposophical Society in Australia, pp.29-34
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3. When respondents started teaching

Table 5 shows the number of teachers in the sample and the time periods in which

they first began teaching in a Waldorf school. As would be expected, when Table 5 is

compared with Graph 1, the largest number of teachers began teaching in the same

periods that the greatest number of schools opened. The apparent slump indicated in

the period 1985 - 1989 may be an anomaþ due to the sample of respondents and may

not reflect the real situation, which clearly shows an increase in the number of schools

founded.

Started Teaching Number of Respondents o//o

1975-1979 ll t7

1980-1984 18
27

1985-1989 15
23

t990-1994 19
29

1995-1997 J
4

Table 5: When Respondents Started Teaching

Given that the 1980s and earþ to middle 1990s saw the 'mushrooming' growth of

WaldorÊschools, the question of where these teachers came from, and especially how

and where they received their Waldorf training, needs to be examined.

4. lYhere respondents trøined

Although the total number of respondents is 69, the total number of school teachers

(Kinder, primary and High school) in the sample is sixty-sixu. When asked where they

6 Ttuee of the 69 respondents are Adult Educators. As they do not teach children in schools, many of

the survey questions did not apply to them. Therefore they have not been counted as 'school teachers'

and this 
"*ptuior 

why the sample of teachers is 66. All percentages are based on this amount (66)

unless otherwise sPecified.
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had received their V/aldorf training, just over one third of the respondents (25 of the

66 teachers or 38%) indicated that 'on-the-job' training in a Waldorf school had been

the only initial V/aldorf training received. However, at least half of these 'untrained'

teachers already had a conventional teacher training. The remaining 4l teachers (62%)

indicated that they had undertaken a 'formal' Waldorf teacher training.

Of this group of forty-one, eighteen (44%) trained overseas, and of those

teachers, 14 (34%) attended European teacher training centres and four teachers (10%)

trained in New Zealand.

o 20o/o of Australian teachers trained in the United Kingdom. Six teachers trained at

Emerson College, Sussex, and two attended the Science Teacher Training Course

at'Wynstones Steiner School in Gloucestershire

o 15Yo trained in Germany. Six teachers attended the following Seminars: Bochum:

1; Kassel: 1; Mannheim: 1; Stuttgart: 1;'Witten-Annen:2

o l0%o of teachers (four) trained at'TaÍvna', in Havelock North, New Zealand

o 20%o of teachers (eight) did their training at the Melbourne Rudolf Steiner School,

which, when the teacher training section became independent from the school,

became the Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Teacher Training Seminar

o l7%o of teachers(seven) trained at the Lorien Novalis College of Teacher Education

o l7o/o of teachers(seven) attended Parsifal College

o One teacher received her Teacher training at the Sophia Centre for Anthroposophy

in conjunction with the Perth Waldorf School'

The above forty-one teachers therefore constitute those in the survey who indicated

that they had received a formal Waldorf training.

Eight teachers from South Australia did an introductory course 'Principles and

Practice of Steiner (V/aldorf¡ Education' as part of a Bachelor of Education at the

South Australian College of the Arts and Education (now the University of South
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Australia)7 and four of these (who are included in the figures above) went on to do

further V/aldorf training in England and Germany. An example of pursuing a pathway

from 'on the job' training to formal qualifications is of two teachers who had

previously taught in a Waldorf school, but were considered untrained, so for the

purpose of gaining teacher registration completed their training at the University of

New England (Armidale) through Distance Education.

5. Teachíng qualificatìons

Sixty-six respondents of the survey have been, or are currently teaching in V/aldorf

schools. Of these, 58 out of 66 (SS%) have gained a conventional teacher training

qualification, such as a Primary Diploma of Education, Diploma of Teaching,

Bachelor of Education, or Graduate Diploma in Education from a range of tertiary

institutions around Australia. Being thus qualified they are either registered or

registrable with a State Government Teachers Registration authority and may

theoretically teach anywhere in Australia. As described in detail above, of these 66

teachers, 4l (62%) also received a formal Waldorf training'

Regarding their Waldorf training, asked whether they received a formal

statement of achievement, or some sort of certification on completion, 6l%0 answered

.yes' and 27o/o answe,red 'no'. One example from the 'no' group is from a training

setting where there was no formal assessment. The respondent commented that the

training he received, though rigorous in itself, was not formally structured or assessed

because 'one only discovered one's competence when one was "on the job"'. The

l2o/o who indicated that the question was 'Not Applicable' had received 'on-the-job'

7 This course has been described in Chapter 5. Although it claimed to be an introduction rather than a

training, nevertheless 18.6% of teachers in the whole sample had worked or are now working in one of

the two Vy'aldorf schools in South Australia.
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training and, there being no specific or defined programme of study, a formal

assessment or statement of achievement was presumably considered to be superfluous.

Asked whether their Waldorf training prepared them to teach in any Steiner

school in Australia,560/o answered 'yes',260/o answered 'no' and 18% either

answered 'not applicable' or did not respond. Some of the 'yes' responses were with

qualif,rcations such as, 'yes, but not in high school', or the opposite, 'yes, but upper

school only', or 'yes, but subject to different policies of different schools'.

Asked to explain, if they answered 'no', two issues were mentioned. Firstly

was the restriction in some States due to 'not being registered', and secondly because

of the idiosyncratic nature of their training. For example, one respondent wrote 'my

apprenticeship training at Lorien would not have served European based curriculum

schools adequately'. On the same point, though a different location, a respondent

commented that the training received was considered, by the trainers, to be the only

acceptable way and 'strongly discouraged' involvement in other approaches. This

suggests that if that respondent had remained in that training situation, the option of

teaching in any other school, other than where the training was being provided (or

another like-minded school) would not exist.

Examples of ''Waldorf fundamentalism' such as this are rare. On the opposite

end of the continuum another respondent stated that his training prepared him to teach

in a Steiner/V/aldorf school anywhere in the world! These examples demonstrate the

wide range of approaches, accountability and professionalism in the training of

teachers in pioneering phase of the school movement.

Asked if they were qualified to teach in a conventional school, eight (12%) of

the 66 respondents answered 'no'. These were teachers who had not undertaken a
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conventional teacher training course and therefore could not be registered. All were

employed in States which do not have teacher registration requirements, such as

NSV/, ACT, and V/4.

In summary, the training status of the 66 teachers in the sample is as follows:

o 88% received conventional teachertraining (58 respondents)

o 62%oreceived a'formal' V/aldorf training (41 respondents)

o 38o/o received their Waldorf training 'on the job' (25 respondents)

o 88% of those with a formal Waldorf training had already received a conventional

training (3614I). Only 12% (5141) received a waldorf training alone.

o B2o/o of those who said they learned Waldorf methods on the job had already

received a conventional training (18122). Only 18% learned exclusively while on

thejob (4122).

These figures show that:

1) having received a conventional teacher training is commonly shared by an

overwhelming majority of Waldorf teachers,

2) over half of the teachers in the sample received a formal Waldorf training, and

3) those who were trained on the job make up the smallest group.

However, the situation in the 'real life' school setting is not always as straightforward

or clearly defined as the percentage figures might suggest. Formal teaching

qualifications on their own are seen, by some teachers, to have limited relevance

because while training and qualifications are useful, and in some States' necessary,

they cannot guarantee to 'produce good Waldorf teachers'. IJsing this line of

argument one respondent commented that some people are 'born teachers' and that a
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possible consequence of having to satisff teacher registration criteria might be that

'[someone of the calibre ofl Socrates would nevef have been registered'.

This raises the question of how accountability criteria can realistically

incorporate the less tangible, what Steiner called the 'imponderable',8 element

whereby success in teaching may be determined more by quality of the 'spiritual

relationship' between the teacher and the students than by the teacher's training and

qualifications. In this regard, refer to the points raised in Chapter 3, Section 1.

Despite the imponderable factor, which applies whether one is trained or not,

the percentage figures do give a general picture of the training status of V/aldorf

teachers, and as such are useful indicators. The general picture that does emerge from

the sample is that the majority of V/aldorf teachers have received both conventional

training as well as additional training in V/aldorf education, and therefore generally

constitute a highly specialised and, in the majority of cases, a highly qualified work-

force.

t Steiner uses this term en pøssant inhis educational lectures. See for example The Renewal of
Education, op. cit. P. 70
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The Content of Their Training

In the questionnaire the content of a Waldorf teacher training course was grouped into

twelve categories, accommodating the range of subjects and fields of activity which

should reasonably be covered in an ideal training. These fields were gleaned from a

number of prospectuses of Waldorf teacher training courses from around the world.

The twelve categories should be seen as spokes on a wheel rather than a hierarchical

order of priority.

1) Basic Anthroposophy (Seven fields were listed)

2) WaldorfPedagogy

3) The Arts (Seven Visual and Performing arts were listed)

4) School organisation and management (including The Threefold Social Order, The

College of Teachers, Conducting teachers meetings, Relationships with parents)

5) Meditative Training

6) Teaching Practice

7) The Crafts (Five basic crafts were listed)

8) Games and Sports

g) child Development (Early and Middle childhood, and Adolescence)

10) curriculum Development (Kindergarten, Primary and High school)

11) Teaching Methodology (For Early Childhood, Primary and High school)

12) Classroom management.

Waldorf teacher training courses in the past have tended to be general in content, that

is broad and comprehensive. Until the mid-1980s most 'Waldorf teacher training

courses were primarily directed to preparing primary school ClassÏêachers.t It was

I This has aheady been described in Chapter 4, Section 3, and in Chapter 5
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only in the mid-1990s in Australia that formal training courses for Early Childhood

teachers were founded.2 There is only no\M emerging a clearly apparent need to

develop a training program for V/aldorf High school teachers - mainly because many

of the schools whichbegan inthe late 1980s and early 1990s have embarked, or are

now ready to embark, on a high school programme. Almost invariably the high school

teachers in Australian 'Waldorf schools have received a conventional teacher training

and learned Waldorf pedagogy on the job.3

Retuming to the questionnaire, in the section titled 'About the Content of

Your Trainine' respondents were asked to indicate the areas or topics included in their

training and, if necessary, to add any relevant'Others'. The aim was to discover the

training that teachers in Early Childhood (EC), Primary (P) and High School (H), and

those now working in Teacher Training (TT), have actually received. What follows

are the results of each category listed in the questionnaire'

Basic Anthroposophv

Regarding Anthroposophy, a brief introduction to some of these topics was given in

Chapter 2, Section 2 in 'steiner's Educational Philosophy.' In the questionnaire,

respondents were asked to tick the subject which had been included in their training

course. These were tallied and the results appear in Table 1. The total returns (shown

in the 6th column) refer to the number of respondents who filled in that part of the

questionnaire, and the percent (in the 7th column) refers to the ratio of total responses

to that question to the total number of respondents (69) expressed as a percent.

2 See Chapter 4 Section 2 'Developments in Early Childhood Teacher Training'.
3 There are some exceptions. Four high school teachers in the sample, in addition to conventional

training, have done a Waldorf high school teacher training course (3 in Science, I in Workshop crafts

and sculpture). Two trained in England and two in Germany. Three of the four teach in the same

school in South Australia.
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Subject EC P H TT Returns o//o

Philosophy ofFreedom 8 22 5 6 4t 59

Nature of the Human Being 9 22 7 7 45 65

Evolution of Consciousness 9 2l 6 6 42 61

Reincarnation and Karma 9 t6 7 7 39 57

Spiritual Hierarchies 9 13 5 5 32 46

Steiner's ChristologY 5 9 2 4 20 29

Goethean Science 6 18 6 6 36 52

26t

Table 1 - Subjects in Basic Anthroposophy

For example 45 people said they studied the subject'Nature of the Human Being' in

their training, and these respondents make up 650/o of the total respondents.

Table 1 shows that less than 50o/o of the respondents indicated that the topics

Spiritual Hierarchies @6%) and Christology (29%) had been included in their

training. This data simply tells us that the topic listed was included in their training

but can reveal nothing about whether it was studied deeply or only covered

superficially. It was intended to be a broad survey and that kind of detailed

information would have made the questionnaire dauntingly long. Nevertheless some

respondents added comments. For example, one commented that these topics had

become 'life-long areas of study since their introduction in the training course'.

Another wrote that she had studied all these topics 'over the years' in

Anthroposophical Society study groups, lectures or workshops, but not in any formal

way in her initial training. This suggests that even though an exposure to the topics

may not have been received in a formal training, the same knowledge may have been

gained by association with Anthroposophical Society study groups, or through private

reading.
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Considering that Steiner unambiguously stressed the crucial importance of the

study of Spiritual Science or Anthroposophy (refer to Chapter 3, Section 1) these

figures appear rather low. They raise a number of questions about the emphasis placed

on these topics in the training which the respondents received, and on the depth of

understanding of, and possibly the commitment to, the philosophical basis of Waldorf

education.

Waldorf Pedasosv

Waldorf pedagogy derives its justification from Steiner's educational philosophy,

which itself has its basis in the broader world view expressed in Anthroposophy.

Steiner's educational philosophy not only has a clearly articulated epistemology and

metaphysics, but also a practical methodology which can gtound the ideas in the

practical reality of the classroom. In the first training course for teachers (described in

Chapter 3, Section 2) andin later educational lecture-cycles, and the Conferences with

teachers from 1919 to 1924, Steiner provided numerous suggestions and indications to

be taken up and developed.

In addition to learning the basic principles of child and curriculum

development and teaching methods, the underlying subsidiary aim of the pedagogical

aspect of the training is to stimulate teachers to respond to Steiner's challenge to

integrate his ideas with their own experience and research and to freely apply them

without resorting to ready-made recipes.

Some Waldorf teacher trainers believe that an anthroposophical pedagogical

training intends to awaken and stimulate the 'will to work' in prospective teachers,

and through them in the students they teach. Clearly, this is not a short-term project.
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Two respondents engaged in teacher traininga mentioned the importance of 'engaging

the will' of the teacher trainees. Another senior trainer commented on the relative

weakness of the 'will forces' in young men and women today compared to twenty-

five years ago. In an interview this lecturer 5 observed that, in her experience of

training over the past twenty-five years, the level of energy and endurance or 'staying

power' in the young seems to have diminished, and although contemporary trainees

were more creative, sensitive and aware of the 'state of the world', they were also

more prone to suffer from immune deficiency disorders, such as allergies and chronic

fatigue. She felt great concern about the, in many cases, delicate bodily health of

teachers, observing that having a 'wonderful Waldorf training' would be of little use

to sick teachers, or those who did not have the energy to deal with the youthful vitality

of students in their classes. It was argued that an effective process of 'awakening the

will' of students was necessary, and a pedagogically healtþ teacher training,

providing a balanced program of activities to exercise head, heart and hand, would act

therapeutically to strengthen the will forces.6

Returning to the subject of Waldorf pedagogy in the questionnaire, when

asked to indicate whether the Study of Man lectures, and any others, had been studied,

the response was overwhelmingly positive. 90Yo of respondents indicated that the

study of these lectures had been included in their training. This high response is not

surprising bearing in mind that62%o of respondents had completed a formal Waldorf

a In order to maintain confidentiality, the identity of questionnaire respondents and interviewees will

not be published. In order to differentiate the comments of different interviewees, they will be referred

to by a letter of the alphabet which is not an initial of their name'
5 Inierviewee ,A' has also been involved in training many young people in anthroposophical service

activities other than education'
6 The theme of the envi¡onmental sEessors which act to weaken the 'will forces' in children, and the

therapeutic educational activities used for 'strengthening the will' has been the subject of at least three

national and international conferences for Waldorf teachers in the past five years'
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training, and therefore would be expected to have had some exposure to these lecture

courses, and that the remainder who trained on-the-job would have either read some

of the lectures or studied them with colleagues in teachers meetings.

Although 10% did not respond positively to this question, this does not

necessarily mean that they are not familiar with Steiner's pedagogical lectures' Indeed

it would be most strange for them to be working in a Waldorf school if this was the

case. What is more likely is that the question was misinterpreted. For example, a

number of respondents who did not do a formal training course marked the question

.Not Applicable' or left it blank, thinking perhaps that the question did not apply to

them, though one commented that she had studied the lectures 'on my own'.

Thus the degree of exposure to Steiner's educational lectures varies. One

respondent said that he had studied 'a11 educational lecture courses of Steiner', while

another commented - in relation to the depth and diffrculty of the Study of Man lecture

course- that he was 'still working on this one! Frequently!' Although the Study of

Man cycle includes three volumes (Study of Man, Practical Advice to Teachers, and

Discussions with Teachers), it is possible that, because of the way the question was

framed, this inclusion of the three volumes under one name was not understood. This

may explain why some respondents mentioned them separately or only mentioned the

first volume. Indeed, after Study of Man, Practical Advice to Teachers was the text

most cited. The questionnaire would need to be re-worded to elicit a more

differentiated resPonse.

Other lecture courses or works by Steiner which were most commonly

mentioned under 'Other' in this question were: The Education of the Child in the

Light of Anthroposophy (A booklet based on a lecture, ftrst published 1909), Waldorf
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Education for Adolescents (Eight lectures given in Stuttgart in l92l), The Spiritual

Ground of Education (Nine lectures given at Manchester College, Oxford in August

lg22), A Modern Art of Education also published as The New Art of Education

(Twelve lectures given in Ilkley, Yorkshire in August 1923), and The Kingdom of

Childhood (Seven lectures given in Torquay in August 1924). Also mentioned were

Balance in Teaching, Meditatively Acquired Knowledge of Man, The Child's

Changing Consciousness, Curative Education, and The Conferences 1919-1923.

Apart from the Study of Man course, the lecture cycles delivered in England

were the most frequently mentioned as having been studied by those in the sample.

These lectures are as readily available as the others but because they were delivered

later in Steiner's lile (1923 and 1924) and to an English audience, such as the

founding teachers of the first Waldorf school in England, they seem to have a special

appeal. One commentator suggests that in these lectures, Steiner ' wished to speak of

those elements of vital importance to the English speaking peoples'.7

Child Development, Curriculum Development and Teaching Methodolosy.

v/aldorf pedagogy is an integrated teaching methodology in which curriculum

development is directly connected to child development. Therefore the responses to

the questions relating to Child Development, Curriculum Development and Teaching

Methodology will be considered together.

In the section 'About the Content of Your Training', the following information

was sought: "Depending on the year level you chose to teach, tick the appropriate

areas covered [in your training]". The responses have been tabulated below.

7 Stewart C. Easton, Man and the World in the Light of Anthroposophy, Anrhroposophic Press, Spring

Valley, NY, 1975, P.409
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E.C. P H T.T. Responses V.

Early Childhood l0 20 4 4 38 51.6

Middle Childhood 6 28 5 3 42 63.6

Adolescence 2 8 7 2 t9 28.8
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Table 2 - Child Development

Table 3 - Curriculum Development

E.C. P H T.T. Responses %

Early Childhood (K) 9 t1 0 3 23 34.8

Middle Childhood (P) 4 25 5 J 37 56

Adolescence Ql/School) 1 4 9 2 l6 24.2

Table 4 - Teaching MethodologY

These tables clearþ reveal what would be expected, mainly that the specialists in each

level of schooling (vertical columns) constitute the largest number of respondents in

their respective areas in the categories indicated (horizontal rows). To assist in reading

the tables, some examples will be given. In Table 2, ten Early Childhood teachers

(100% of EC teachers in the sample) indicated that they had studied Child

Development of that age group. Six also indicated that they had studied Middle

Childhood development, and two had studied Adolescence. In Table 3, eight High

school teachers indicated that they had studied High School Curriculum Development.

Four had also studied Primary school curriculum, but none had studied the curriculum

for Early Childhood. Lastly, in Table 4, twenty-five Primary teachers indicated that

E.C. P H T.T. Responses o//o

Kindergarten 9 15 0 J 27 4t

Primary school 5 29 4 J 4t 62

High school 1 5 8 I 15 23
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they had studied Teaching Methodology for Middle Childhood. Eleven had also

studied the methodology of Early Childhood and four had studied methodology for

high school.

Apart from the predicability of the responses, the tables raise some questions

about the kind of training received by those who did not respond. Definite answers

cannot be deduced from the questionnaire but it might be surmised, from the number

of unanswered questions, that formal training in each of these three areas of Steiner

pedagogy was not received by a significant number of respondents. For example,29

primary teachers indicated that they had studied Curriculum Development for the

primary school (that is 29 out of 36 or 81% of primary teachers),8 but how did the

other seven (I9%) get their training?

The comments of one respondent adds the important perspective of the benefit

of life experience. She did a conventional teacher training and indicated that her

V/aldorf training had been 'on the job', ilowever, she writes;

I feel that by far the majority of my readiness for teaching in a Steiner school has

been through my own self-motivated study of Steiner's indications via books,

attendance at lectures and workshops whenever possible, and especially the life

experience of rearing my own children. The latter experience put all previous study

into a real context and prepared me, more than anything, for working with

children.(19)

Another respondent' who also trained 'on the job' recalled, in an interview, that the

curriculum content which he used, and the method of presenting it, was 'given' to him

by a senior adviser, in the form of 'this is what you have to do'. It was only three

years later, in another context, that it dawned on him that the recommendation was a

temporary strategy to get him started, but now that he understood the underlying

t Refer to Table 2 in section I for the number of teachers in each category
e lnterviewee 'B'.
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intention, he was free to present the work differently. Up to that time he had been

largely operating from the dictates of 'a wise authority' and not out of a free response

to the needs of the children in his class. He acknowledged that this dependence was

due to his lack of previous experience in applying Waldorf methods and to feeling

insecure about trying a more creative approach in case he 'did something wrong'.

This experience is not unique and highlights one of the disadvantages of lack

of formal training. However, receiving a formal training does not guarantee that the

authority of respected senior lecturers - despite their entreaties to students not to do so

- will not lead to the adoption of dogmatic ideas and fixed practices. It also

encapsulates the general progression in leaming from applying knowledge received

from outer authority to the discovery of inner authority resulting from personal

experience and insight.

It was noted in Chapter 4, Section 4 that a number of teacher training seminars

had identified this process of inner liberation or 'thinking for oneself as the

fundamental aim of their courses in Waldorf pedagogy. This was especially so in

regard to encouraging their students to reinterpret Steiner's ideas in the light of

contemporary educational thought and integrating them into their daily work with the

attitude of a spiritual researcher or, using mainstream terminology, by the practice of

'critical reflection'.

In the initial teacher training course and in the Conferences with the teachers

of the first 'Waldorf school, Steiner modelled the process of changing or adapting

content and method of teaching based on the experiences of teachers and students'

response in the classroom. The weekly teachers' meetings became the appropriate

venue for ongoing reflection and review of teaching practices. In the past twenty years
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some mainstream research, on curriculum development and change, has focused

extensively on reflective practice or critical reflection.r0 Strengthening this approach is

crucial for the further development of V/aldorf pedagogy but, despite the early

precedent, it is only now starting to be explored in Australian Waldorf teacher

training.rr

Contrasting approaches to Waldorf pedagogy can be found in Australia, and

the survey sample contains respondents who represent these different approaches. In

an article titled 'The Steiner/Waldorf School Movement in Australia'r2 the writer

commented that the 'most interesting element in Australian schools is the so called

two streams'. The 'two streams' refers to the apparently divergent emphasis and

approach to curriculum content and method adopted by the proponents, whose

approaches have carried over into teacher training because training has for so long

been associated with, or grown out of, the older more established schools.'3 The first

of these streams is the 'traditional or European stream often identified with Glenaeon

fSteiner school] which is one of the schools that represents it.' At its best this 'offers a

rich resource to teachers striving to work out of the essential indications which Rudolf

Steiner gave', but at its worst 'it can become dogmatic and stale, providing little more

than undigested lumps of material of which Steiner v/as so critical."a

The other stream, known as the 'Lorien stream' seeks to Australianise the

curriculum and to demand at all times the creative input of the teacher. Steiner's

r0 For example see Wilfred Carr and Stephen Kennis, Becoming Critical: Knowing Through Action
Research, Victoria, Deakin University, 1983

'r From correspondence with Andrew Hill, teacher trainer at ParsifaVGlenaeon, 19ú July 1998.
12 Jennifer 'West, "The SteinerAMaldorf School Movement in Australia" , in Musagetes: Education
Journalþr the Community of Steiner Schools, Vol. l, No. 2, 1994, pp. l-6
'3 See AlduinoMazzone, Islands of Culture, op. cit. pp. 37-38. See also Chapter 5 'Training in the 80s'
la West, op. cit. p. 5
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indications, for specific content to meet the development of the child, provide the

framework but the teacher's own creativity is supposed to bring these indications to

life. .This at its best is a truly inspiring approach, but it requires tremendous inner

discipline of the teacher to ensure that both form and life are present, which is where

it has been seen to fall do'wn.'rs

In the survey, ITYo of the sample trained at ParsifaVGlenaeon (the first stream)

and I7o/o at Lorien Novalis (the second stream), and while there have been personnel

changes in these institutions since the respondents received their training, there seems

to be a discernible stamp left by the ethos of their training institution. For example,

one may on occasion hear the comment, at a conference perhaps, 'you can tell he/she

was Lorien trained!' Further research would be needed to ascertain the particular

emphasis in approach, or the idiosyncratic aspects of specific teacher training courses.

The Arts

Table 5: Arts Introduced in Teacher Training

In the questionnaire teachers were asked to indicate the artistic expressions (to which

they had received an introduction) in their training, as well as add others if they were

Artistic Form EC P H TT Returns o//o

Speech Formation 8 27 7 7 49 71

Eurythmy 10 2l 9 8 48 70

Painting 10 25 8 8 51 74

Modelling 6 24 8 8 46 66.7

Singing 7 22 7 5 41 59.4

Drawing 7 20 6 6 39 56.5

Sculpture 7 15 1 6 35 53.0

's ibid
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not listed. It is evident from Table 5 that a high percentage of teachers have

participated in a wide range of artistic activities. Additional artistic preparation

mentioned (by the number of people shown in brackets) included learning to play the

Recorder(6), Drama (5), Story Telling (4), Puppetry (2), and Form Drawing (2),

Etching, and learning to play guitar. Folk singing and folk dancing were also listed.

Seventy percent of respondents indicated that Speech and Eurythmy were

practised in their training, usually in regular weekly lessons. In an interview,t6 a

respondent who trained on the job commented that Eurythmy was a regular weekly

activity in his school in which teachers could participate before staff meetings began.

He explained that the purpose of doing Eurythmy together was twofold. It helped

build social cohesiveness between the teachers who attended, and they usually

practised a performance piece to show the children at a school festival or assembly.

Another intervieweett commented that in the pioneering years of his school's

development there were two staff meetings per week. Eurythmy and Speech activities

were carried out by nearly all of the teachers in the hour before each meeting.

Nearly 600/o of respondents indicated that singing was included in their

training. Because singing is a regular activity for students throughout their Waldorf

schooling it is considered beneficial if teachers can sing too, therefore choral singing

is a regular feature of teacher training courses. Interviewee 'B' said that in their

school, as in many others, seasonal festival celebrations were prepared and these

invariably contained singing by the teachers and students. Being able to 'hold a tune'

and sing part songs and rounds was a distinct advantage, both in the classroom and

during performances. Playing recorder is also a basic and useful skill for all teachers,

16 Interviewee 'J'
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but especially for those who have not had formal training in music theory. Six

respondents indicated the recorder was an instrument to which they were introduced

in their teacher haining course. Playing and teaching recorder is probably taken for

granted by Waldorf school teachers. It is usually the Class teachers who introduce it to

the children and therefore need to be able to play it. The reason that so few teachers

mentioned it may be due to the fact that it was not listed as one of the Arts options in

the questionnaire.

Two respondents commented that early involvement with music was part of

their life before deciding to train as 'Waldorf teachers. Several Early Childhood

teachers mentioned that being given an introduction to playing the lyre and learning

about singing in 'the mood of the fifth'r8 in their training was a very important

contribution to their artistic development and of enoÍnous benefit in their work in the

kindergartens. This is hardly surprising or remarkable and (apart from the pentatonic

flute and lyre) would probably be true of many primary teachers.

Visual arts, like painting (74%) and modelling. usually wax or clay (670/o), are

also well represented in the responses. Primary school children normally have weekly

water colow painting lessons and regular clay modelling lessons, and it is usually the

class teachers who conduct them, therefore a sound introduction during training is

considered to be essential. In high school acrylic and oil painting is introduced and

usually requires a specialist art teacher.tn In the upper Primary years wood-carving is

r7 Interviewee 'B'.
18 The use of the pentatonic scale in singing and playing tunes on pentatonic flutes and lyre is
considered very important because this scale is most natural to young children's consciousness and

appears in most children's rhythmical chants and nursery songs,
tn All Waldorf teache¡ taining seminars visited by the writer, and prospectuses viewed of training
course content, revealed that water colour painting (of varying styles) was the kind of painting taught.

Use of other media in lValdorf high schools is common but training has usually been acquired in Art
schools or non-Waldorf training courses.
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introduced and this leads into sculpture, both of wood and stone in the High school.

Along with Eurythmy, Form Drawing 'o is a subject unique to Waldorf

schools. The latter subject, is a type of drawing which is non-pictorial (consists of

designs using straight and curved lines) and totally free-hand (non use of drawing

instruments like ruler or compass), begins in Class 1 and continues up to Class 5

during which time the skills developed by the children will have influenced the

forming of letters in writing, and laid the groundwork for geometry and design,

subjects which are learned later in the primary school. Drawing is part of the 'stock in

trade' of the Waldorf teacher and developing skill in the use of block crayons,

coloured pencils, and black pencils (for btack and white shaded drawing) is part of the

artistic training of teachers. Blackboard drawing (artistic use of coloured chalks and

appropriate forms and images for different age groups) is a feature of some training

courses.

A selection of the arts are normally included in artistic workshops at Waldorf

teachers conferences where many teachers take the opportunity to learn new skills or

improve existing skills. Eight respondents wrote that they had done artistic workshops

at conferences as part of their in-service training.

The Crafts

The questionnaire asked whether the respondents had received a basic introduction to

any of the crafts listed and space was given to add other crafts not mentioned. In

addition to the crafts listed in Table 6 below, which largely apply to the primary

school, a wide range of other crafts were mentioned such as doll making (2), puppet

20 See Hans R. Niederhäuser and Margaret Frohlich, Form Drawing, The Rudolf Steiner School, New
york, 1974;Rudolf Kutzli, Creative Form Drawing, (translated from the German by Roswitha Spence

and William Mann), Hawthorn Press, Stroud, UK, 1985.
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making (2), felt making (2), spinning, embroidery, basket weaving, book binding,

woodwork, metalwork, copper beating, blacksmithing, glass craft, stained glass,

jewellery making, string work, batik, dyeing, instrument making, building and

gardening.

Table 6: Crafts Introduced in Teacher Training

Although it might be expected, the percentages in the vertical columns of the table

reveal that proportionally more of the Early Childhood and Primary teachers indicated

that they had trained in crafts. The High School group, understandably, the least, and

the Teacher Trainers are generally well represented no doubt because they come from

the ranks of the other three groups.

Games and Snorts

The responses in the questionnaire showed a wide range of backgrounds of the

respondents in relation to experiences in movement activities, games and sports. To

the question of whether games and sports were included in their teacher training,

o 2l%o left the question blank, and

o l5%o wrote 'no'. One respondent who had no games or sports during training

commented that he had learned these 'on the job as a class teacher'. Another wrote

that there were 'not enough' games and sport in the training received, and yet

Craft EC P H TT Returns o//o

Knitting 6-60% t6 - 44% 2-17% 4 -36% 28 4l

Weaving 8-80% r7 - 47% 3 -25% 4 -36% 32 46

Crocheting 5-50% l0 -28% 1-8% 5 -42% 2l 30

Sewing 7 -',70% t2 -33% | -8% 3 -25% 23 JJ

Leather-craft 2-20% 4-lt% 2-11% | -8% 9 l3
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another commented that 'age appropriate games, but no sport' were part of his

primary training.

o l7o/o had some training or exposure to Bothmer Gymnastics or Spatial Dynamics,

of which four respondents mentioned that this had been through inservice training

supplied by the visits of a Spatial Dynamics specialist to their school.

Other movement activities, games and sports mentioned ranged from movement

games, circle games, minor games, and Maori stick games (an obvious influence from

the New Zealand training!), to Greek gymnastics, Olympic gymnastics, atchery,

fencing, sailing, swimming, skiing and skating and various other sports'

School Orqanisation and t

The importance of the idea of the Threefold Social Order to 'Waldorf education has

been extensively covered in Chapter 2, Section 4. The questionnaire results on this

aspect of school life, shown in Table 7, rcveal that less than 40Yo of the respondents

indicated that an introductory study of this aspect of Steiner's social theory had been a

part of their training. A similar result is indicated for the other three categories. Some

of the comments to the question of whether any of these areas were included in their

training, include the following; 'very little" 'not enough" 'osmotic smattering"

.always can use more training fin these]" and 'learned on the job'.

F'IELD OF'STTIDY EC P H TT Returns o//o

The Threefold Social Order 4 15 6 2 21 39

The College of Teachers 5 l3 8 J 29 42

Conducting Teachers Meetings 2 6 2 J l3 19

Relationships with Parents 2 9 5 2 18 26

Table 7: School Organisation and Management
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In an interview 'F' commented that 'with all these areas that involve relationship

issues, no amount of [pre-service] training will be of use because when serious

conflict arises this has to do with the resolution of karma, and there's no way you can

avoid it'. Regardless of whether this attitude is considered to be too fatalistic or not, it

exists, and it would be fair to say that it is representative of the view held by a small

but influential group in the Waldorf school movement for many years.

This view, that social problems have their basis in inadequate spiritual

development, and therefore if teachers took more serious steps to strengthen the 'inner

life' then the 'outer' social problems would pale away into insignificance, has a

certain validity to it, but also suggests a social naivete. It follows from this argument

that trying to develop social skills, such as communication skills, group work skills,

conflict resolution skills, etc., leads to misdirected effort and is a waste of time. This

is clearly not so for many people who have found social skills training to be a useful

beginning to developing more effective worþlace relations'

The proportion of teachers who subscribe to this view is not known, ilowever

based on the responses to a later question, many respondents believe that the greatest

challenges facing Waldorf schools are to be found in the social realm. This will

emerge in the next chapter where an analysis will be made of teachers' comments on

how pre-service training can prepare new teachers to deal with some of the

challenges.

Meditative Training

Asked whether meditative training (in relation to lesson preparation and teaching) had

been included in their training,
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. 29o/o indicated that it had, but some commented that it had been 'not enough',

'weak', 'very little', 'limited', or 'just touched on'.

o l4Yo said 'no', but one respondent added that 'the information was gained through

reading and practise, and at various workshops'. Others commented that

information on meditation had been gained 'in a study course separate from

training', or 'not initially but through subsequent professional development

activities.' One noted that in their training it was 'considered private research'.

o 56Yo of the respondents left this question blank.

The questionnaire required the respondents to tick the topic 'meditative training' if it

had been covered in their teacher training. Perhaps the 560/o who left it blank were

indicating that this topic had not been addressed in training or perhaps, given the

sensitive and private nature of an individual's meditative life, it may be that

respondents were unwilling to disclose any information that might reflect on their

personal ability or practise in this regard. None of this can be deduced from the non-

response to the question in the questionnaire.

Despite the clear injunctions in Chapter 3, Section I about 'spiritually oriented

teacher training', the responses in this survey suggest that this area of training has

probably been neglected for about 70%o of the respondents. It has already been

explained that in order for meditative practice to be effective, it needs to be freely

chosen and not compelled. However, receiving during one's training information

about meditation and an introduction to a range of meditative exercises, would lead to

an increase in the raîge of options for dealing with aspects of personal and

professional life. Having options increases one's freedom, and does not infer a

compulsion to use any of them. 'Whether the 70Yo of respondents were not given the

options or chose not to use them cannot be deduced from the questionnaire results.
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As a result of the large number of non-responses, some follow-up was done to

discover reasons for the lack of comment on this important aspect of training. It

became evident in a number of telephone conversations that while the topic of a

teacher's meditative practice had been raised during training, some of the college

lecturers had admitted that they could not, in all honesty, speak from personal

experience and therefore could not conduct practical meditative training exercrses

with the students. Nearly all of the teachers contacted expressed regret at not having

had instruction in meditative practice earlier, and more than half had since explored

this field in later life out of their own felt need to do so.

Teaching Practice

This item in the questionnaire sought to find out from the respondents the number and

length of the Teaching Practice periods in their training, and how useful they had

been. Answering the first part of this question proved problematic for some teachers.

Many had already done teaching practice in their conventional training, others had

trained on the job and considered their early work as a continuous teaching practice.

What remains is that group of teachers who did a V/aldorf training, and their

responses to both thee first and second part of the question vary widely, so a range of

experiences will be selected in order to reflect this diversity

Five respondents underwent an apprenticeship training. For one person this

involved attending six hours per day for three years and this experience was valued as

'Ar when involved in helping teachers.' Another wrote that the apprenticeship

allowed him to teach 'from K-12', and over the three years his experience was

'extensive', being able to teach' 30 or more three-week lessons'. For this teacher the

teaching practice experienced'was the basis of my training - excellent!!'Another
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teacher underwent 'ongoing practice over two years' which he found 'very useful'. On

the other hand a one-year apprentice commented that she 'only made observations as

an apprentice' and that she v/as 'unsure of the reality of my prospects to be a teacher

all through my training.' The fifth apprentice worked 'next to a teacher for a year' and

due to the illness of this mentor took the class himself 'for six weeks'. He commented

that it had been 'very useful working with the teacher'.

Others had been full-time students at different Waldorf training institutions,

and the quality of their teaching practice experience differed. Three teachers did two

teaching-practice periods each lasting two weeks. One commented that they were

'hardly fany use at all)' , another was even more pointed, saying 'they were virtually

useless', while a third said they were 'beneficial, enlightening' and 'highlighted or

"exposed" the reality as compared to lecture-room ideals'. One teacher wrote that in

their training they had four practice periods each lasting one week, but there were 'no

expectations stated about teaching practice, only observation. Teaching practice was

negotiated with the supervising teachers, all of whom were happy for this to occur''

One teacher commented that while training 'I chose to observe in various schools.

However, talking to other students, it was not planned properly, or IMas of minimum

use.' Another wrote that he 'would have liked more "practice lessons" in teaching

practice'.

Two teachers from the same training course (though in different years) did

teaching practice 'once per term', each practice lasting two weeks, making a total of

six weeks over the year. This experience was described by one as being 'useful in the

sense of seeing how other people worked', but 'not much personal teaching practice'.

The second teacher wrote that the practice periods were 'very important and helpful
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but there should have been more time and I should have been given more

responsibility.' A different teacher noted that it had been 'a strong meeting with the

realities' but that 'feedback and supervision was inadequate'. An experienced State

trained teacher underwent Waldorf training and commented that the teaching practice

periods were 'always of some value, but frequently the teachers [in Steiner schools]

were less experienced than me.' The experiences of these respondents clearly left

much to be desired.

Other respondents reported their teaching practice experiences in a very

positive light. How useful were the teaching practice blocks? Responses include 'very

good', 'very - central to the course, putting into practice the theory, bringing to life

the study', 'opportunities to observe teachers very valuable', 'the most useful',

'invaluable', 'very useful', extremely useful', 'extremely vital'. One teacher, who

trained in Germany, did an eight-week practicum which was described as 'very

inspiring, good insights, good mentor''

While teaching practice is considered to be, by the overwhelming majority of

respondents, an extremely important part of Waldorf teacher training, there are clearly

a number of areas that need to be addressed in order to satisff the range of needs of

the various parties: the teacher training institution, their students, the school

organisations, the teachers and their students.

Overview of Content of Training: The Gaps

Question 14 of the Teacher Training Questionnaire "About the content of your

training" required respondents to tick

o the areas which were included in their training in Basic Anthroposophy,
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o the subjects in the Arts and Crafts in which they had received a basic introduction,

o the areas covered in Child Development, Curriculum Development, Teaching

Methodology, Classroom Management, and School Organisation and Management

o whether Pedagogy, Teaching Practice, Meditative Training, and Games and Sports

were included.

It was noted in Sectionl that 620/o of the total sample had received a formal Waldorf

teacher training and3SYo had trained on-the-job. In this section some of the gaps in

Waldorf teachers' training have been identified. When analysing more closely the

questionnaire results it is found that 58o/o of those with gaps trained 'on the job' while

42o/o of those with gaps had received a formal Waldorf training. A'3ap' signifies that

the question, about a particular subject, had a cross next to it indicating that it had not

been covered in training, or that the question was left blank. Although 22o/o of the

teachers surveyed had no gaps in their training, the remaining 78% showed some

gaps.

o l5o/o have one gap

o 9Yo have two gaps

o lSYo have three gaps

o l2%o have four gaps

The major gaps are as follows:

c 70o/o in Meditative training

o 45Vo in School Organisation and management

o 42%o in Classroom management

o 39%o in Games and Sports

o 36%o in Teaching Practice

o 27Yo in the Crafts

c ZtYo in Waldorf Pedagogy
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. ISyo in Basic Anthroposophy

o lSYo in the Arts

o I5Yo in Teaching Methodology

o l2%io in Child Development

o l2o/o in Curriculum Development

It is reasonable to suppose that an initial training course can only provide the bare

minimum to make a start, and teacher training is an ongoing activity in which in-

service training plays an essential part. The aspect of Waldorf teachers' lifelong

learning will need to be examined in order to identiff whether the 'gaps' identified

above are being filled. In the next section of this chapter the teachers' critique of their

own training will be"examined, and this will be followed by a review of the variety of

in-service training which has been undertaken and which has gone some way in

'plugging' the gaps identified in their initial training.
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Teachers Review Their Training

The Teacher Ouestionnaire containedfour questions in the section

Review ofTrainins:
I) What aspects of your training did youfind most relevant

(a) Personally?
(b) Professionally?

2) In hindsight, in what aspects of teaching were you well prepared?

3) In what aspects of your training do you feel you were inadequately

prepared?
4) Was there anything [not] inyour training which, in hindsight, should

have been included?

The learning outcomes for each student in a training course cannot always be

predicted. The content of the training is an important variable, but because different

students will gain different things from the same content, an analysis of the courses

taken must be supplemented by more specific questions which seek to identify the

personal and professional learning outcomes of students. This section will consider

the replies received to such questions.

Teachers in the survey received their formal training at various training

institutions both in Australia and several centres overseas. Others trained 'on the job'

in Australian schools. In addition, the period in which they trained ranges from the

mid 1970s to the early 1990s. While the responses do provide a general picture of the

limitations as well as the positive aspects of the training received by teachers currently

working in Waldorf schools, they are more valuable for the conclusions that can be

drawn by Waldorf teacher educators about what should be taken into account in future

training courses.
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1. What aspects of YOUr did you find most relevant?

The reply of one respondent, who did a full-time course at Emerson College,

encapsulates the thoughts of many other teachers in the survey. He commented that

the most relevant aspects of his training, both personally and professionally, resulted

from having had:

An opporhrnity for de-schoolin g after four years of tertiary education and six years

of teaching. I appreciated the opportunity to study and glow without having to prove

I was studying via assessment and assignments. [I also appreciated] the inspiration

from Steiner teachers, Francis Edmunds, Georg Locher, and others; the opportunity

to develop various arts; the opportunity to study alongside people from twenty-six

different countries' (22) 1

Although the word 'de-schooling' was only used by the above respondent, the

experience of having been re-schooled was indicated in various ways, such as that the

most relevant aspect of the training was its role in providing 'the guidance in ongoing

self-development and spiritual orientation' (36). Thirty percent of the respondents

mentioned as most relevant the importance to their lives of 'the deepening of the

philosophy [study of Anthroposophy] and the personal growth that goes with it.' 1::¡

Some further comments in this regard include the following: 'Anthroposophy was

very fresh and exciting, so I found most things and ideas brought up were relevant and

challenging' (8); 'Being immersed within an anthroposophical work sphere [and]

leaming multi-dimensionally' (25); 'Gaining a broad picture of the world and

Anthroposophy' (35); 'Introduction to Anthroposophy and all its daughter movements,

[gaining] a deeper understanding of the spiritual siguificance of the child, their

development and the relationship between teacher and child' (3); and 'Philosophical

I This quotation is the response of a teacher whose code number is 22. All numbers in brackets

following a quotation refãr to the respective respondents in the writer's data frle. This ensures that the

identity ãf 
"uìfr 

respondent remains confidential, but can be identified by the writer by the number

code.
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foundations, psychology and history' (36). One teacher placed greater relevance on

personal values, writing that 'personal development and basic understanding of

Anthroposophy was more relevant to my development as a teacher than technique in

teaching'(47).

In addition to the studies in Anthroposophy, the Arts were mentioned as

having been very significant and a most relevant aspect of their training. The

following comments identiff their value, both personally and professionally, and

highlight the importance ascribed to 'Artistic work' (13); 'Anthroposophy and artistic

work, especially eurythmy and speech' (S¡); 'the artistic, philosophically based

curriculum' (27); 'basic Anthroposophy, arts and craft' (38);'chance to develop myself

in the arts' (59); 'artistic activities' (61); 'artistic development' (66,34); 'philosophy,

selÊdevelopment, art and crafts' (69); and'expansion into the arts, creative writing,

child development studies, emphasis on the need for creative effort from

teachers.'(5 1).

Comments on aspects which were deemed to be most relevant professionally

include: 'The discovery of a teaching methodology and philosophy which was

congruent with my artistic ideas' (68); 'Class management, lesson preparation' (13);

'specifics of content of how and what to teach and why'(39); 'I appreciated incentives

to think further by lecturers' (11); 'insights into teaching preparation and curriculum

presentation and the deeper outcomes sought' (23); 'Anttnoposophy and Goetheanism

as applied to classroom teachin1' (26);'insight into theory and its practice' (33);

'breadth of curriculum, imaginative approach to material, and class management' (45);,

'how to plan and organise, [and] discipline techniques' (50); 'curriculum study,

Goethean science' (60); 'depth of the indications of Rudolf Steiner on the child' (0¿);
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'In addition to my conventional study, Waldorf training enriched my teaching' (65);

and 'Learning to rely on my own creativity, especially regarding story telling' (19).

Barring references to Steiner, Goethe, and Anthroposophy, these comments

are hardly different from feedback by most graduates of a conventional training

course. Given that many of the respondents had already completed a mainstream

teacher training, they are obviously referring to that which was different about the

Waldorf approach - for example, to classroom management - from what they had

already studied.

2.ln in what aspects of teaching were you well prepared?

A wide range of skills were mentioned in the responses. ilowever two areas stood out.

These were curriculum development and child and were specifically

named by 17% of respondents, and implied by others. For example, one teacher wrote

that he received a good preparation in 'imaginative and artistic presentations of

lessons, fas well as] a good grounding in child development related to the curriculum'

(22). Others were well prepared in 'educational philosophy, self-discipline, curriculum

development' (53); 'curriculum overview, epoch stories, songs, poems' Q$; lthe

training was] 'superb on deeper aims of teaching especially maths/science and on

many and various main lessons' (23); 'overview of curriculum, development of child

consciousness, philosophy behind education' (69).,A' respondent expressed an overall

appreciation of her training, writing that it had influenced her to have 'a flexible

approach to content, fand given her] much practice in the creative preparation of the

Main Lesson, considerable skill in craft, a good understanding of temperaments,

children's problems, and a creative approach to discipline' (51). For one the training

had inspired 'Enthusiasm! Determination!'(so), and for another the training resulted in
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the feeling that 'I was prepared within myselfl (35). A number of respondents

commented on the thorough preparation in the practical day-by-day aspects, such as

'practical knowledge of how to set up, organise and teach a three-week main lesson

with an artistic background.' 1+s¡ Finally, one teacher commented that in his training

course

we were well prepared in the sense that we gained an idea of the enormity of the

task and also a feeling that after a one-year course lve were not going to be highly

competent but at least we had some idea of what we rwere doing' (8)

3. In what aspects of vour traininq do you feel you were inadequately ,,

Having completed a training course (or in the case of on the job training, having

learned through the experience of life in the classroom), teachers were asked to reflect

on their training experience and, with the benefit of hindsight, identiff some areas in

which they believe they had been, or \ryere inadequately prepared.

Seventy-seven percent (77%) of those surveyed responded to this question,

and these responses fell into five main categories. Four of these categories identiff

inadequate preparation. In order of quantity, these include those to do with social

conflict or issues of human relations (45%), issues of organisation and management

(38%), curriculum areas (33Yo), and dealing with remedial needs of children (12%).

The fifth category is made up of respondents who were loath to lay blame or criticise.

In addition 5olo mentioned inadequate preparation in meditation.

(1) Humøn relatíons

By far the largest number of respondents (45%) cited lack of preparedness in dealing

Responses in this category revealed three sub-groupswith issues of human relations.
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of specific, though related, areas: Parent/Teacher relations (32%), working with

colleagues (26%), and dealing with conflict(26%).

It is not surprising that because Waldorf schools rely heavily on parental

support, and Class teachers remain with their classes for extended periods of up to

eight years (see Chapter 4, Section 3), of major importance for a successful school is

the development and maintenance of good working relationships between teachers

and parents. Respondents' comments include the lack of adequate preparation to 'cope

with' 1SO¡, 'deal with' (45), 'work with' (1, 31), 'living with' çZl¡,'meeting with' 1:Z¡

and 'interviews with' (59) parents.

Next in line is 'working with colleagues' (37, 61, 65), and 260/o of respondents

cited this as an area in which they were inadequately prepared. Skills required include

.how to help build an effective College' (51) and bring about proper 'conduct of

meetings' (59). The third area, which is directly related to, and indeed underpins,

effective coexistence with parents and colleagues (including some students) is the

wish that better 'social skills' (2llnad been developed in 'conflict management' (56),

'conflict resolution' (43), 'handling difficult people' (6), and promoting more

.professional behaviour' (48). 26%o of respondents cited this field as having been

missed in their training.

(2) Organisation ønd manøgement

Inadequate preparation in this field can be divided into:

. classroom management (dealing with children and teaching resources) and

o general school management (dealing with school administration).

38% of respondents cited the areas of organisation and management is as having been

inadequately covered. Of these, 57o/o focused on classroom management commenting
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that more input on 'discipline' (1) or 'crowd control' (59) would have helped them.

One teacher would have liked some 'anthroposophically sound approaches to

classroom management' (24). Three respondents mentioned 'Practical experience in

classroom managemont' (61), (66), and (69). Another, who had trained on the job,

wanted some 'Classroom management (theory).' (48)

It should not be concluded, though the casual reader may be tempted to do so,

that Steiner did not realise the need for teaching classroom and school management.

This would be far from the truth (See Chapter 3, Section 4). It could be argued, on the

basis of comments of some of the respondents above, that most V/aldorf courses are

deficient in this. Perhaps the changed and changing nature of children and society are

not being taken into account adequately in this area'

The other 43olo focused on wider aspects of management, including 'time

management and administrative forms', (60) and 'ways of organising/ planning/

preparing and balancing [a11 these] against time for oneself, [that is] for one's own

spiritual regeneration. [This may be] possibly related to meditative aspects related to

class teachers work.' (22) Oîe teacher expressed that she was inadequately prepared in

how to create 'daily lesson plans and weekly structures, [and] record keeping,' (57)

and another would have liked more input on 'different structures for new schools -

pros and cons of different models'' (51)

(3) Curriculum

Overall 33o/o of respondents mentioned gaps in various aspects of the curriculum.

Most commented that they had been inadequately prepared in a range of artistic

subjects, like arts and crafts (25), painting and drawing (38, 39, St¡, singing and music

(31, 38, 39,66), form drawing 1OO¡. Games and sports was also mentioned (66), as were
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other practical areas of the curriculum, such as conducting 'excursions, plays and

camps' (66).In the more 'academic' subjects in the curriculum inadequate preparation

in 'science'(65) and Goethean science (56) were cited. One respondent, who had trained

in the northern hemisphere, commented that 'none of the aspects of the southern

hemisphere were covered in Germany' (34)2 and this comment was echoed by a

teacher who trained in England who noted that in his course there was no mention of

.regional hemispheric differentiation and plurality in curricula' (s9).

A teacher trained 'on the job' wrote that she required more detailed knowledge

about 'teaching reading and writing in middle primary [because she] lacked a clear

understanding of the steps in teaching reading beyond the first two classes' (51). The

difficulty expressed by this respondent reflects a peculiarity of a particular course,

although it is generally true that most courses focus on the methodology of starting

reading.

(4) Remediøl education

The fourth category relates to preparation for meeting the educational needs of

children requiring remedial help. 12% of respondents noted this aspect as being

clearly inadequate in their training. They identified:

o lack of 'skills in remedial therapeutic work' (59), and

o particularly needed to know ways of dealing with 'the increasing number of

children with learning, behavioural and developmental challenges' 121;,

o 'extra-lesson type strategies to incorporate into rhythmic work' 15q,

2 Celebration ofFestivals for children in the seasonal cycle ofthe year is closely connected to the

Ch¡istian festival cycle (Easter, Christmas) in the north, but poses a problem for the southern

hemisphere where ttre seasons are reversed.
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o 'recognising children's difficulties and then knowing what to advise parents to do

about it. Remedial, extra-lesson, counselling?, etc' 1tz¡, and

. how to help 'students with special needs' (53).

While introductory lectures are available in most teacher training centres, very few

teachers pursue specialist training on the remedial requirements of children with

special needs. This lack of back-up support was especially felt where a school had no

remedial specialist and teachers had to cope as best they could, sometimes using

mainstream Special Education advisory services.

(5) No blame

The fifth group of respondents found it difficult to lay blame for inadequate

preparation, and responses include statements like 'It is hard to differentiate

inadequate preparation from personal deficiency' 126¡,'It is hard to say because any

course really only gives minimal preparation' (39), 'In some sense all training is

inadequate in that it cannot fully prepare you for teaching a class. Some things you

must learn on the job' (38). And a final comment on 'adequacy'.

This is a difficult question. I feel in all ways inadequate. But that is the nature of
education, always to be developing and growing. Courses plant seeds and it is up to

the individual to nurfure and grow these seeds and make them living realities, not

concepts. I have many seeds to work with for at least this lifetime. (27)

Other responses

Miscellaneous responses which do not easily belong to the above categories include

one ',wag' who complained that he had not been adequately prepared for 'the poor

pay!' 1t+¡. This is not as humorous as it may at first appear because in the pioneering

years of a school (before union awards applied) some teachers lived on the poverty

line. More on this point in Chapter 8. Another teacher was clearly not impressed by
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his tutors, and commented that he would have preferred to be taught by 'professional

adult educators able to give constructive help.' (66)

4. \üas there fnotì in vour training that in hindsight should have been

included?

The responses to this question are aî echo of the previous question - about aspects in

which teachers felt unprepared or inadequately prepared. Clearly what should have

been included is what would have filled the gaps identified above.

The dominant concern was for a preparation for working within the culture of

a V/aldorf school community. One respondent placed the issue in a wider context

when she commented that there should have been 'more work on the Threefold Social

Order [because] this is now imperative to take schools into the future both on a

collegiate level and within the community' 1sq; the need for preparation for 'working

in a community' was echoed by respondent. (47) Also included was the need for

training in 'communication skills' (39) and 'social aspects', (OO) and especially

'resolving conflicts.' (4) As with the previous question, skills and strategies for

working with parent s (4, 12,22,38,39, 57 , 64, 69) and colleagrtes (22,39, 57, 65, 69) should

have been included in their training.

In connection with professional development, some input on self evaluation

and peer review, such as 'how to critically evaluate self and others, and accept [critical

evaluation] from others, as a process of accountability and support' (39), could have

been included. Greater input on 'inner work' (13) or 'meditative work' (35, 60, 69)

would also have helped. On the administrative side of a teacher's role 'working with

running a school' (37) 'organisational skills' (47), preparation in 'financial
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management, administration [of Kindergarten], technical management and grants

applications' (4) could have been included.

Management issues closer to the classroom include practical class

managemont. This area was covered in the second category of the last question above

and will not be repeated here. However classroom management includes not only

'crowd control', but also managing the curriculum. Many new schools must combine

classes for financial reasons and this poses specific problems for implementing the

Waldorf curriculum, which being developmentally based generally works best with

classes having homogenous age groups. Therefore, at least one teacher from a small

school believes that strategies for 'dealing with composite classes' should have been

included in his training. He would also have liked to have included in his training a

'more thorough picture of the development of different areas of the curriculum [not

just stories, history and language] over the whole class teacher period'. 1+e;

Other curriculum based comments include the need for 'ongoing improvement

and questioning why things are done [educationally]' i:s¡ including being prepared to

adapt to 'the modern times and changes' (64) and being more aware of 'mainstream

educational methods and skills' (13). One teacher wrote that training should have

presented 'a wider world perspective, especially other curriculum drafts [alternative

approaches to Waldorf curriculum development]' (14). Another wanted to be presented

with 'more sense of reality rather than ideals' (37).On this point, another was even

more direct, writing that 'somebody should have told us it fworking in a V/aldorf

school] was not a bed of roses.' (64;

A high school teacher wrote that 'more on links between upper and middle

schools' 1z:¡ should have been included, and a respondent teaching an upper primary
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class wanted to have included in her training 'curriculum planning in some detail', as

well as preparation for 'high school curriculum and adolescents'. (24) In regard to

teaching practice, one respondent wanted 'more on the job training or participation in

teaching in very good schools with good teachers' (33) while another wrote that there

should have been 'more teaching practice, more responsibility in teaching practice,

and being taken more into confidence by the supervising teachers.' (61)

Conclusion

While generally positive about their training, teachers also appreciate the limitations

of staff and resources that gave rise to certain inadequacies in their teacher training.

As a result of their teaching experience the responses indicate that they are very clear

about what the gaps in their training have been. No clear differences can be found in

the responses of those who trained in Australia compared with those who trained, for

example, in England, Germany or New Zealand. Gaps in training were identified by

graduates from all training centres.

It is appropriate here to compare this survey of Australian Waldorf teachers

with that of a study conducted by the Teacher Education Committee of the

Association of V/aldorf Schools in North America. In the AV/SNA survey, the

responses of 485 American teachers who had graduated from Waldorf teacher training

centres in North America from 1985 to 1990 were analysed.3 On average the length of

their Waldorf training was 1.93 years of which 0.53 years was spent in practice

teaching (this varied widely from 0.92 to 0.25 years in different centres). None of the

graduates thought this period was too long, 34Yo thought it was too short and 4lo/o

thought it was just about right, the rest weÍe not applicable. In judging the value of
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their 'classroom teaching/internship', 22o/o said excellent,20%o said very good, l9o/o

said good, and,22%o said fair.a When asked Did your Waldorf training adequately

prepare you with skills in terms of parent/community communication? 19olo answered

yes, and 49o/o answered no (the remainder were n/a) Furthe1 in terms of collegial

relationships? 25o/o saidyes,38% said no and the rest wete n/a.

In regard to 'the relative strengths and weahtesses of specific subjects taught

in your institute', for administration, 8olo said excellent,l l% said very good,l l% said

good,22Yo saidfalr. The AWSNA Survey Report summary noted that 'it seems that

we are generally doing a good job with Anthroposophy, Study of Man, the arts and

humanities. Areas that need improvement...are preparation for parenlcommunity

communication, administration, science, and advising while the students are in the

program." These results seem to be generally congruent with Australian teachers'

responses, and both point to the conclusion that some changes and additional core

units within training courses in the areas indicated are needed.

It is a fact that over the years conditions in the wider society and in schools

have changed. The traditional expectations which parents and students have of

teachers, and the nature of the roles that both parents/students and teachers are

expected to take, have also changed. tWhen the special challenges, in 'Waldorf schools,

associated with collegiate committee-based decision making in school management, is

added to these expectations, it soon becomes evident that these demands require the

development of specific skills.

3 Respondents include 87 alumni from Antioch Universþ Graduate School, 168 from Sunbridge

College, NY, 214 from Rudolf Steiner College, Sacramento, California, and 16 'Other'.
a The Survey Report noted that 'several people mentioned that "Poor" was not given as an alternative.

Some even pencilled it in on their own... It should be noted that "Fair" is the lowest possible rating'.
t lbid. From covering letter to the Report by Torin M. Finser for the Teacher Education Committee.
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It is evident, especially from the responses to the question about the aspects in

which teachers felt they were inadequately prepared (and this is echoed by the

AV/SNA survey), that the standard core subjects of training must now be

supplemented by additional units incorporating skill development in human relations

and organisational management. The skills required range from meeting the needs of

adult learners in the lecture rooms of teacher training centres to learning to provide

more thorough supervision and mentoring to teacher trainees during teaching practice

and beyond. This is a call for the Waldorf school movement to get up to date, and at

least on par with conventional teacher training programmes in the areas of

professional organisation and management.

In the case of preparing future teachers, teacher training might require longer

courses, an increase in areas of specialisation, and addition of specific training in the

areas identified as inadequate above. For serving teachers, existing on-going inservice

training and professional development must continue, and be extended to fill the gaps

left by pre-service training. The next section will highlight the variety of in-service

haining which the teachers in the survey have been and are undertaking.
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In-service Training and Professional Development

Steiner: 'Teachers should not grow støhe..'1

'When Rudolf Steiner brought to a close the first teacher training course in Stuttgart in

lglg,he gave the advice that in order to continue to be effective, teachers should not

become stale or grow sour, by which he meant to indicate that a teacher's professional

life must be accompanied by ongoing study and self development. The nature of the

responses in the Teacher Training Questionnaire to the question;

After your initial training, have you undertaken any further professional training?

indicate that this injunction has been taken seriously by teachers in the Waldorf school

movement.

Forty three percent of respondents said that they had undertaken, or were

currently undertaking, further professional training in Waldorf education. Some

examples of further training include:

o part-time teacher training at the Melboume Rudolf Steiner Teacher Training

Seminar (evening courses),

. Steiner units via Distance Education at U. N. E. (Armidale), at undergraduate and

Masters level.

o attendance at one or two week Conferences mostly during holiday periods (eg'

'Vital years Seminars' for Early Childhood teachers2, High School Teachers

I See Chapter 3, Section 2'T\e Initial Teacher Training Course' for Steiner's four injunctions for

teachers
2 See Chapter 4, Section 2 for 'Developments in Early Childhood Teacher Training' for more detail on

the Vital Years Seminars.
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o Conferences for Science, Maths, English, History, etc)3

o National Teachers Conferences þrimarily for Primary teachers) sponsored by the

RSSA4

Forty percent of respondents had undertaken, or were undertaking further teacher

training in conventional courses, such as:

. upglading initial training from a Diploma in Teaching to a Bachelor of Education

o completed a Dip. Ed. At Murdoch University

o Bachelor of Education at Murdoch University

o Bachelor of Teaching at University of South Australia

o studying for Master in Education (Art Education) at UNE

o studying for Master in Education (Steiner) at UNE

o studying for Master of Science (Human Genetics and Reproductive Health) at

Macquarie UniversitY

o studying for Master of Education at Macquarie University

o Diploma of Arts (Sydney University)

o Studies in History at Adelaide University

o Studies in Comparative Literature at Murdoch University

Fifty two percent of respondents said they had undertaken other studies relevant to

teaching. In addition to specialised courses relevant for specific areas of the

curriculum (such as Sport or Outdoor Education), a wide rarLge of courses in Arts and

Crafts were mentioned.

These latter activities served a dual role:

1) professional skill development to assist with teaching children, and

2) personal development and recreation.

3 Five High school teachers attended a 'science Teachers Conference' in Spring Valley, New York in

1993. There have been biennial Science and Maths Teachers Conferences at the Mount Barker

Waldorf School during the Winter holidays since 199 I . These have now broadened their scope to

include other High school subjects'
a The RSSA-sponsored biennial National Waldorf Teachers Conferences have been conducted since

the early 1980s and are the major source of further training for teachers newly involved in Waldorf
schools.
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Activíties in which teachers participated or coarses tøken íncluded:

o Speech and Drama, Eurythmy, Music and Singing, Creative V/riting, Puppetry and

Puppet Making, Painting, Form Drawing, Sculpture,'Weaving, Pottery, among

others. These ranged from weekly classes to weekend and/or holiday courses.

o Bush and Mountain Leadership Certificate

o Australian Swimming Training course

o Studies in Goethean Science (Rudolf Steiner College, Sacramento)

o Anthroposophically based courses in meditation

o Computer Programming course at TAFE

o Genetics workshop (conducted at Queen Elizabeth Hospital, S. A.)

Asked whether in-service training was a regular feature of their worþlace, 90.3%

said 'yes' and9.7%o said 'no' or left the question blank. One respondent who said 'no'

commented that in-service training and staff development was rather difficult as she

v/as one of two staff memb er at a newly founded kindergarter¡ ilowever their in-

service activities occur in conjunction with a nearby V/aldorf school. Respondents

were asked to speciff the kind of ongoing study or training in which they currently

participated. The following is a list of the major groupings of in-service activities

mentioned.

o weekly study of Steiner's educational lectures in teachers' meetings

o 'Child studies' at College meetings5

5 These studies of individual children are considered very important. Through sharing of their

observations and discussion, teachers develop a fuller understanding of the strengths and limitations of
the children in their care. They provide ongoing study in developmental psychology and promote skill

in the observation of children.
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o attendance at Anthroposophical study groups

. seminars or workshops with local or visiting speakers (average twice per term)

o specialised subject conferences during holiday breaks

o annual summer conferences before the start of the first school term

. biennial national V/aldorfteachers conferences

o international Waldorfteachers conferencesu

Concluding Remarks

Chapter 6, in its four sections, has dealt with the nature of the training that current

V/aldorf teachers have received in their pre-service training, and are receiving through

in-service courses and staff development activities. The first section analysed the

responses from the sample of teachers surveyed, the second section examined the

content of their training, and in the third section the teachers themselves reviewed the

training which they themselves received. In this final section, current in-service

training and professional development has been surveyed, and it would be fair to say

of the sample surveyed that in general V/aldorf teachers clearly place a high value on

lifelong learning, and schools, within their means, provide and support ongoing in-

service training.

6 Twelve Australian teachers attended the World Conference of (Waldorf) Teachers in Dornach,
Switzerland - 2gthMarch - 12th April, in 1996
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Mainstream Teacher Education in Australian Universities

1. Assumption s in Teacher Education in Australia:

In this thesis Waldorf teacher education has been framed in the context of Steiner's

Anthroposophy, out of which emerged his educational philosophy and social theory.

In the founding period of the Waldorf school movement its overt aim was to lay the

basis for social renewal along the ideals of the Threefold Social Order. While the

nurture of the individual spirit is considered to be fundamentally important, V/aldorf

education also has a vision of a social future created by socially responsible

individuals, social responsibility which was to be fostered by the form and content

of the curriculum and the organisation of the school. The assumptions in the

educational philosophy and the vision for social renewal have already been described

in Chapter 2, Sections 2 and 3. Although the social theory does not seem,to have been

greatly emphasised in the training of the teachers sampled in the survey, it still

remains one of the pillars upon which it rests't

But what are the philosophical assumptions and social aims of orthodox

teacher education? What goals are being pursued by teacher education faculties in

university courses? To what extent are these goals influenced by federal government

education policy? Or compromised by changing political ideology? While these

questions are very broad, and open up a vast topic which cannot be seriously dealt

with here, it is nevertheless appropriate to at least ask them in the present study. It is
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also pertinent because the feasibility of conducting V/aldorf teacher training courses

as options in university departments of education will be considered later in this

chapter.

In general, mainstream teacher educators, like mainstream school teachers, are

expected to introduce students to a wide variety of ideas, but cannot promote a

particular ideology. Nevertheless they do operate from more or less articulated

assumptions about persons, knowledge and the social fabric, and the task of schooling

in relation to it.2 Assumptions about the social fabric built into a curriculum include

views on what kind of world we are educating students for; what kind of place the

school has in the social fabric; who controls the school and the teacher, and what

degrees of freedom there are at school and teacher levels; what kind of social fabric we

should be aiming for in the future; and what the task of the school and/or individual

teacher is, if any, in teaching that aim'3

The above quotation, as well as much of what follows, lies at the heart of the

educational reform that Rudolf Steiner promoted. Professor Cherry Collins, of the

Australian Council for Educational Research, wrote that the traditional curricula in

State Education Departments in Australia from early this century were the product of

widely shared views about the nature of persons, knowledge and the social fabric in a

fairly consensual society. Collins goes on to say that those who set up the Catholic

system did not share these views in important respects either as to the nature of

persons, or of knowledge, or of the task of the school in relation to society. The

settlement among the large majority, however, held for several generations and

included the following fundamental assumptions :

I The results of the Teacher Training survey (Chapter 6, Section 2) in reference to training in 'School

Organisation and Management' indicate that the aim of social renewal is not well known and was only

cursorily studied, ifat all.
2 Cherry Collins, ''What teachers need to know? The competencies debate' ,Tlrc 1916 Harry Penny

Lecture, in South Australiqn Educational Leader, Centre for Studies in Educational Leadership, Vol. 7,

No.3, August l9f6
3 ibid, p. 2
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o Knowledge was seen, first, as something that existed independent of the knower.

o Knowledge was about facts. Knowledge was about true, verifiable statements

laying out an observed, out-there world.

o Knowledge was collected coolly by the head, where reason resided.

o Knowledge was learned inside an assumption of human progress, with our culture -

British, white, Christian, industrialised, parliamentary and self-controlled - at the

patriarchal summit of progress so far. That is what history lessons gave as the facts.

Science was about accumulation of factual knowledge, showing it to be the way of

progress towards a better world.

o Knowledge, in short, was seen through a positivist lens inside a liberal assumption

about the perfectibility of persons and societies, under the rule of fact, reason and

reasonableness.

Collins asserts that although this view of knowledge camq in time, to be built into the

very structures of Australian universities and school systems, it has been seriously

challenged in recent times. She concludes that our major curriculum problem for the

last few decades has been that we no longer believe in many of these post-

Enlightenment, modernist premises about knowledge, because of a number of factors:

(1) the 'love affair' with science is over; (2) the confident belief in social progress

through Westem-style rational and reasonable institutions has been battered; (3) we

no longer have a positivist sense of truth. 
'We 

are awaro that all knowledge is shaped

through cultural perspectives. We do not simply 'see' reality, we interpret. All

curriculum ventures, it follows, are embedded in interpretation. While we may fight

fiercely for a curriculum which tells important truth and which is in the best interests

of young people, we know that there is no such thing as a neutral, impartial,

curriculum; and (4) we can no longer pretend that neck-up education is enough. 
'We

live in a post-Freudian world where we must recognise the whole person, embodied

with desires and feelings, and with an active unconscious, as well as the conscious
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mind targeted by traditional education. In other words, the assumptions about

knowledge, inside which the curriculum we have inherited made sense, are no longer

viable.a

Early this century Rudolf Steiner also concluded that many of the dominant

assumptions about knowledge were no longer viable, but he framed his objections to

the'modernist assumptions' in a different language. He questioned the validity of the

prevailing materialistic thinking and decried the marginalisation of the spiritual; the

supremacy and over emphasis on the intellect in education; the neglect of 'feeling'

and 'will' in the human being; and the impact of increasing egotism on social life.

V/ith the above perspective as a background, and following a brief overview of

the development of mainstream teacher training provision in Australia since the

1960s, this section will consider the Australian government's education policy,

especially as it affects teacher education, in order to compare and contrast the

'national agenda' of government policy with the underlying vision of V/aldorf

education.

2. Development of Teacher Training institutions

At the beginning of the 1960s, the principal institutions for the education of teachers

were the government Teachers' Colleges. Even though some teachers' colleges lay

within a university campus, the primary-teaching trainees experienced little in the way

of formal association with the university, and their training, which was a moro

narrowly 'technical' in orientation, was guaranteed by the control of the State

Education departments. Most of the colleges offered a two-year course for primary

and infant-school teachers, and a few also provided some courses for junior secondary

a ibid, pp.3-5
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level. The main body of secondary teachers was trained at universities by a one-year

diploma in education course subsequent to a three or four-year degree usually in arts

or science. By the end of the 1960s the universities were responsible for about 40Yo of

all the government school teachers in training.5

In 1964 the Martin Committee had recommended the introduction of three-

year training for primary teachers, the soverance of State teachers' colleges from the

authority of State departments of education, and recruitment of staff by open

advertisement.6 Between 1968 and 1972 all the teachers' colleges in each state had

extended their primary school teachers preparation to three years, which meant a

rethinking and remodelling of the whole teacher education curriculum.T

In 1969 the Federal government began to support teacher education

programmes that were run by multi-purpose Colleges of Advanced Education (CAEs),

and in 1974 the State teachers' colleges became independent of the direct authority of

the State education departments. Responding to their greater freedom as CAEs the

teachers' colleges throughout the 1970s and early 1980s made considerable changes

in their programmes. In those years teacher education gained a richness and depth that

it had never previously had.t The study of curriculum development increased in

importance, and what had been the old 'method courses' were renamed and expanded

into the study of curriculum theory and design, as well as techniques of teaching.

In 1987, some proposals by the Federal Minister of Education (John Dawkins)

profoundly affected the tertiary education system and teacher education. In 1989, as a

5 W.F. Connell, Reshaping Austrqlian Education: 1960-1985, ACER, 1993, p. 386
6 Which up to then had usually been recruited almost exclusively from the State teaching service and

could be regarded as unduly inbred. (ibid, Connell, p. 387)
7 ibid, p. 390
I ibid.
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result of Federal government policy changes, (to be outlined below), the Unified

National System was created which resulted in eradicating the 'binary divide' that

separated the universities from the CAEs. The binary system in Australia had, by

1972, absorbed most of the stand-alone teachers colleges into the degree-granting

CAEs. Thus a development can be seen whereby from previous State authority,

'ft]ertiary education had, de facto, become a federal responsibility.'e Following the

Dawkins 'White Paper' proposals, Colleges and Universities merged, economic

rationalism and market forces began to permeate government policy in all spheres,

andtertiary fees (in the form of the Higher Education Contribution Scheme or HECS)

were introduced.

The process of merging Colleges with universities was not smooth and new

universities were created by grouping CAEs.to Thus, teacher education became the

ful1 responsibility of Universities, and departments or schools of education usually

became incorporated in the Arts faculties of universities. This is the status quo at the

time of writing.

3. Administration and policy in mainstream Australian education

In Australia's federal system, schooling is largely a responsibility of the States and

Territories, although there is space for some Commonwealth involvement in

schooling brought about by additions to the constitution. As indicated above, up to the

1980s, the Commonwealth left education policy, and particularly curriculum policy,

e Ian D. Brice, The Development of Post-Secondary Educalion in South Australia, Committee of
Enquiry into Post-Secondary Education, South Australia, 1978, pp. 45

'o RoUé.t Brown, 'A View From Next Door: Teacher Education: Problems & Possibilities for Australia

and New Zealand', Paper presented to the Conference of the New Zealand Council of Teacher

Education, Dunedin, NZ, June, 1996,pp' 2-3
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to the States.rr In 1983 the newly elected Labour government, motivated by a belief

that education was central to micro-economic reform, employed a 'corporate federalist

approach to the development of national educational policy'.l2 The Australian

Education Council (AEC),13 coordinated the development of a national approach to

education policy. The Education Ministers of the States and the Commonwealth

Minister of Education reached agreement on Common and Agreed National Goals for

Australian Schooling, National [Curriculum] Statements and Profiles, and Key

Competencies.ra

Up to this time most Waldorf teachers had received their Waldorf training 'on

the job', or from overseas training centres, but a small number began training in 1984

at the newly opened Parsifal College in Sydney. However, the great majority of those

who received a State training were part of the dramatic changes that took place in the

reorganisation of the mainstream ßfüary sector'

4. The 6Education Industrv'

The consequences on education and teacher education of federal education reform in

Australia from 1987 to 1992 had their basis in economic and industrial considerations.

The term of office of the Minister of Education (John Dawkins) saw the explicit

linking of education with training in the formation of a new federal Department of

I I Commonwealth involvement is through the 1946 addition of a 'benefrt to students' clause in Section

5 1 of the Constitution, and the existence of Section 96 which allows the Commonwealth to make

grants to the States for purposes that it thinks are important.
12 Lingard, B. 'Corporate Federalism: The emerging approach to policy making for Australian schools'

in Lingard, B., Knight, J. & Porter, P. (eds) Schooling reform in hard times,T\e Falmer Press, London,

1993
rr Now the Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA).
ra Lingard, B., Porter, P., Bartlett, L. & Knight, R., 'FederaVState mediations in the Australian national

education agenda: From AEC to MCEETYA 1987 -1993' in Australian Journal of Education, Vol. 39,

No. l, 1995.
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Employment, Education and Training (DEET).tt The National Project on the Quality

of Teaching and Learning (l.tPQTL) arose out of the award restructuring negotiations

of the period up to 1991.16 In 1993, the new Minister of Employment, Education and

Training, K.C. Beazley, issued his Ministerial Statement, Teaching Counts,IT in

which, in addition to concentrating on the importance of teacher education, he

endorsed the National Curriculum Statements and the introduction of Key

Competencies into schools. Considerable debate followed these attempted reforms

within educational circles, and BrownlS characterised the polarised viewpoints as:

o education as a commodity versus an arbiter of individual growth and development

o deskilling versus professionalism

o behavioural competencies versus holistic outcomes

o training versus teacher education

o trivialised groups of competencies versus integrative professional education

o private interest versus public good

Alan Reid, a coÍtmentator on 'the national education agenda'l9 in an anaþsis of the

then government's educational vision, argued that education had become framed in

market terms, in which

education is a consumption good, students and parents are consumers, and schools and

teachers are producers. The key to market success is consumer demand and

satisfaction, and this can only be achieved if the 'commodity' meets the needs and

expectations of consumers. In education terms this involves teaching an appropriate

curriculum, and 'value-adding' to students in a way that the market demands. Not to do

t5 John Knight, 'The Political Economy of the Teacher Education Industry, 1987-1992', in Cherry

Collins (Ed), Competencies: The Competencies Debate in Australian Education and Training,

Australian College of Education, Canberra, 1993, pp' l-20
I6 National Competency Frameworkþr Beginning Teachers, Australian Teaching Council,

Commonwealth of Aushalia, 1996, p. 8.

't K.C. Beazley, Teaching Counts. A Ministerial Statement, AGPS, Canberra, 1993
r8 Robert Brown, op. cit. pp. 9-10

'n Alan Reid, 'The national education agenda: Implications for leadership in Aushalian schools' in
South Australian Educational Leader, Centre for the Study of Public Education, Vol. 8, No. 4,

November 1997.
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this, so the theory goes, is to risk market failure. Thus it is the invisible hand of the

market that exercises control over the producers.2o

Reid's critique of government education policy is strongly biased against what he sees

as the 'regulated market agenda', and there is clearly some affinity with Steiner's

argument that education belongs to the 'cultural-spiritual' sphere of the social

organism and policy should not be dictated by the economic sphere. The comments

relating to parental choice on the type of education for their children, and notions of

social responsibility (though framed differently by Steiner) are also consistent with

the educational and social aims of 'Waldorf pedagogy.

5. Competency based training and teacher education

The National Project on the Quality of Teaching and Learning (I'IPQTL) comprised

representatives from the Commonwealth, employing bodies (State and non-State),

teacher unions, and the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU), 'but

substantially ignored higher education institutions or teacher educators.'2l The

NPQTL was to support the industrial processes of award restructuring and the

professional and policy issues on the quality of teaching and learning. It was to link

education and training and resolve tension between the industrial and professional

aspects of rcaching.22

The National Competency Framework for Beginning Teaching, (henceforth

called the Framework) was developed by NPQTL as 'part of a broad strategy to

improve the quality of teaching and learning in Australian schools. The Framework

describes in generic terms what beginning teachers should know and be able to do."'

'o ibid, p.4
'r Mcvy'illiam and Knight, op. cit., p. 98
22ibid, pp.97-98
23 Aushalian Teaching Council, National Competency Frameworkþr Beginning Teachers, AGPS,

Canberra, 1966a, p.7
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The purposes for which the Framework may be used are in four main areas:

o accurate and comprehensive understandings of the nature of the teaching

profession;

. preservice, induction and inservice teacher education;

. assessment of the learning and work of student teachers and beginning teachers; &

o whole school development and improvement.2o

Through 1993 and in to 1995 the Framework was developed and validated through

broad consultations and trialed in the freld and thereby moved to finality, being

launched March !996, when associated seminars were held round Australia to

introduce it to teachers and teacher-educators. The five areas of competence in the

Framework are listed below. Each element is accompanied by a case-summary precis

referring to the accompanying Case Study book."

1. Using and developing professional knowledge and values

2. Communicating, interacäng and working with students and others

3. Planning and managing the teaching and learning process

4. Monitoring and assessing student progress and learning outcomes

5. Reflecting, evaluating and planning for continuous improvement.

The Framework was intended to be used for setting standards as well as for national

teacher registration. Mary Kelly, the Chair of the Australian Teaching Council (ATC),

set out guidelines in a circular 'Using the Framework in Standard-Setting and

National Registration', which states that: 'The Framework would:

. form the basis of pre-service course approval guidelines, including use in the

practicum.

o form the basis of assessing the competence of the beginning teacher.

. underpin judgements about non-standard admissions to the register'

24 ibid, pp.l2-24
tt Austrìiian Teaching Council, Case Studies lllustrating National Competency Frameworkfor

B eginning Teaching, AGPS, Canberra, I 966b
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Using the same Framework for all three tasks helps the teachers, especially the

beginning teachers. Using the same Framework in all states and systems helps

national consistency and mobility. The Framework is the 'glue' needed to hold

together any national registration system.' 26

Clearly, government policy and the requisite structures to support it are factors

affecting the nature of teacher preparation, accreditation and ongoing training. This

section may be concluded by referring to the questions posed at the beginning of this

chapter, and checking whether a clearer idea may be had of the supports and

constraints on mainstream teacher education in Aushalia.

The government education bureaucracy's national reform attempt arises from

assumptions which include the view that the social fabric is primarily economic, and

that the purpose of schooling and schools is to serve the economy better by seeing

their task as primarily grooming young people for the labour market.27 However,

given that not everyone in the @füary education sector voted for the government or

agrees with its policy, the question may arise as to whether there is a gap between

what is government policy and what is being practised in teacher education coursos.

tu Mury Kelly, 'Using the Framework in Standard-Setting and National Registration', Circular from

Chair of the Australian Teaching Council, 23/5/96

'7 Cherry Collins, op. cit., p.6
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Chapter 7: Section 2

Teacher Education in South Australian Universities

1. Teacher Education OPtions in Three South Australian Universities

Despite economy-related constraints, the various departments of education in

universities across the nation prepare teachers, in both undergraduate and post

graduate courses, for work in schools at Early Childhood, Primary, and Secondary

levels, with considerable freedom in respect to the courses offered. This section will

investigate the aims, structure and content of preparatory courses for teachers in the

University of South Australia, Flinders University and the University of Adelaide.

(a) Undergrøduate Courses'

All undergraduate courses, at both the University of South Australia and Flinders

university are four-year full-time courses or equivalent part-time.

University of South Australia

(1) Bachelor of Early Childhood Education
(2) Bachelor of Education (Junior Primary and Primarv)

Flinders

(1) Bachelor of Education (Junior Primary/Primary)
(2) Bachelor of Education (uPPer Primary/Lower Secondary

(3) Bachelor of Education Science)

I From Course leaflets (April 1998) available from the University of SA Education Offrce.

Undergraduate Prospectus 1999 and leaflets from Flinders University Admissions Off,rce.
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(b) Post-graduøte Courses'

University of South Australia

Bachelor of Education (Specialisation): 2 year program delivered intensively over an

18 month period, FT or PT equivalent. Prerequisite is a first degree or equivalent.

Specialisation include:
o adult and vocational education
o early childhood education
o junior primary/primary education
o secondary education

The course aims to develop skilled and committed educational professionals, who

have the teaching skills necessary to promote effective learning in a range of
education settings: who have a critical awareness of the broader social, political

and cultural contexts of education: and who have the capacity to contribute to, as

well as adapt to, a rapidly changing educational agenda.

UniSA offers a rarLge of other educationally directed postgraduate awards from

Graduate Certificates in Education to Doctor of Philosophy.

Flinders University

The School of Education offers the following progams to assist students who have

completed a degree in a discipline other than Education to embark on teaching and

teaching oriented careers.

(1) Bachelor of Education (Junior Primarv/?rimary):
(2) Bachelor of Education (Ijpper Primary/Lower Secondary):

(3) Bachelor of Education (Special Education):

(4) Bachelor of Education )

Each course requires two years of full-time study or equivalent part-time. The degrees

consist of compulsory and (in certain courses) selected topics. To qualiff for each

deglee, 72 units must be covered. Topics cover Professional Studies - Education

Studies (24 units), Curriculum Studies (36 units), and Teaching Practicums (12 units)'

Applicants for the BEd (IIP/LS) and the BEd (Secondary) must have undertaken

study in two recognised teaching areas to major or minor level within their previous

2 Postgraduate Study 1999, University of SA; Graduate Programs in Education, brochure (June 1988),

Flinders University; Leaflets, and Course Handbook 1988, Departrnent of Education, University of
Adelaide.
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undergraduate degree. Graduates are eligible for registration as teachers with the

South Australian Teachers' Registration Board.

A BEd (Honours) degree may be offered to students based on academic merit,

either in their undergraduate degree or in the first year of the BEd. These students will

undertake a special program in educational research in second year. The School of

Education at Flinders University also offers masters and doctoral degrees in education

which can be studied full or part-time'

The Uni of Adelaide

The course content at the Graduate School in Education at the university of Adelaide

will be presented with more detail than the others because it is a one-year course

which covers a range of academic disciplines and is primarily concerned with the

preparation of teachers for secondary schools. The program is also suitable for

applicants intending to work with adult leamers. The entry requirement for the

Graduate Diploma is the satisfactory completion of an appropriate degree or its

equivalent from a recognised higher education institution. The course normally

requires one year of full-time study, or two to six years of part-time study.

(1 Graduate Diploma in Education

There are three subject areas in the course:

(a) Teaching Practice; guided teaching practice in schools or other educational

establishments. Includes observation one week of five single days over a nine

week period, a four-week block all in the same school and; a five week block in

another secondary school.

Educational Studies: professional studies subjects leading to the development

of a broad understanding of the educational process.

o Student-Teacher Interaction in the Classroom

o Curriculum in Context

(b)
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o Social and Cultural Context of Learning

o Australian Educational Issues (Two options from a range of offerings)

o Professional Studies (Technology in Education and Special Education)

(c) Curriculum and Methodology; develops knowledge and skills needed for

teaching particular subjects. Students complete two or three curriculum and

methodology areas selected from a range of subjects.

(2) Inservice Degrees

Prerequisites are a University degree plus Diploma in Education, or equivalent.

(A) Bachelor of Educational Studies: The course is equivalent to one-year of full-

time study and aims to enable teachers to extend their specialist subject

knowledge in depth or in breadth, and to extend their knowledge of related

educational theory and Practice.

(B) Master of Educational Studies: This course is equivalent to one-and-a-half

years of full-time study, and is available to fulland part-time students.

The Graduate School of Education also offers masters and doctoral degrees in

education which can be studied full or part-time'

2. Observations

What is most obvious about the undergraduate courses at both UniSA and Flinders

University is their length. Four years of full-time study for undergraduate BEd

courses, and the two-year post graduate BEd awards, which, on top of a three year

undergraduate degree means five years of tertiary study before qualifying to work in a

classroom. Only the BEd (Specialisation) at UniSA can be 'fast-tracked' for

completion in 18 months, and the Graduate Diploma in Education at the University of

Adelaide enables graduates to qualify in one year. 'Whatever teaching award one

chooses there is a minimum of four years pre-service training.

Accredited Waldorf teacher training courses in Australia, conducted by

Parsifal College in Sydney in conjunction with Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner School, offer
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a two-year full-time Associate Diploma in Steiner Education. Graduates could be

employed after this two-year training in some States where there are no Teacher

Registration requirements for completion of a minimum three or four-year training.

However, in Victoria the Victorian Teacher Registration Board sets the minimum

requirements for eligibility for registration as a teacher. Consequently, the Melbourne

Rudolf Steiner Teacher Training Seminar (a provider of the Parsifal courses) prefers

their graduates to have already completed mainstream teacher training, and to

complete them if they have not, in order to become eligible for registration and

employment.

Teacher registration is a mandatory requirement in Victoria, SA and

Queensland.þerefore Steiner trained teachers seeking employment in any of those

States will necessarily have completed a minimum of five and possibly six years

higher education before entering the classroom (four years of mainstream and up to

two years of Steiner training). As already outlined, this time-frame is consistent with

most mainstream post-graduate teacher training courses.

Mainstream undergraduate BEd courses combine professional with general

studies, and consist of both core subjects and electives. For example, UniSA provides

wide-ranging choice within the Professional Pathways Options in their BEd (JP/P)

award which includes languages other than English, physical education, the arts,

teaching in the early years of schooling, teaching in the middle school, other

specialisations and roles in the school curriculum, and training and development with

adults.3

Up to 1996 the Department of Education at the University of Adelaide

3 UniSA Junior Primary and Primary information pamphlet.
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offered, in its Master of Educational Studies award, a subject called 'Progressive

Education: Theory and Practice', in which Rudolf Steiner rwas one of a range of

educationalists studied. Also up to 1996 UniSA (Magill) offered a Philosophy of

Education (Secondary) course in which Steiner Education occupied one

lecfure/seminar. These courses are no longer offered. Currently in the BEd courses at

UniSA, one of the Professional Pathways Options ís the subject Introduction to

Steiner Education and Waldorf Schools. This subject is a 4.5 point course which

requires attendance at two-hour weekly classes for one semester and completion of a

4,500 word paper. It is available in the BEd (JP/P) as well as an elective in the

Graduate BEd (Specialisation) awards. This UniSA option is the only course in South

Australia, which offers a serious introduction to a non-mainstream educational

philosophy.a

3. Professionalism and Competency Based Training

The content of the Bachelor of Early Childhood Education at UniSA has been selected

for a closer study. The course leaflet provides a thorough statement of objectives, and

states that: "the content ofthe course is based upon an agreed profile for a graduate of

the award which covers knowledge, skills and attributes in the following areas:

c social context, eg understand current thinking about the dynamic nature of Australian

society and its implications for the early childhood profession

o professional context, eg know the legal responsibilities of an earþ childhood educator

and be aware of all relevant regulations governing work in the early childhood field

. developmental contexl, eg understand current thinking about the integrated nature of

child development and its theoretical and methodological contexts

. programming, egbe able to identiff the rationale for development of programs

a From an interview with Tom Stehlik, the lecturer conducting the course (3/12198). This introductory

course carries on a tradition begun n 1976 by P. Rubens and P. Fuss (See Chapter 5)'
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. curriculum areds, eg be able to apply detailed knowledge about all curriculum areas to

plan, implement and evaluate diverse and balanced programs appropriate for particular

age groups/groupings between 0-8 years

o diversity, eg be aware of and respond sensitively and equitably to the diversity of

cultural, sub-cultural, social and family contexts of people in any setting in which they

work

o professional skills, eg effectively monitor and evaluate their own professional

effectiveness and respond to that evaluation

¡ research/observation/evaluation/assessment, eg understand research ideologies,

processes and methods; to conduct a responsible research project of limited scope from

conception to dissemination/application

o relationship/communication, eg communicate effectively, verbally and non-verbally, in

the professional context, with colleagues, children, families, volunteers and other

agencies using appropriate listening and oral skills, as well as print, graphic and

electronic media

o personal qualities, eg understand current thinking about ethical issues in early

childhood services and be prepared to work within ethical guidelines"5

The above profile for a graduate of the award, exemplifies the range and degtee of

professionalism that is expected of graduates in Early Childhood Education. The

points listed closely reflect the national competency standards for teaching, which

provide an explanation of what counts as competent teaching at the beginning of a

teacher's career. Reference to the booklet called the National Competency Framework

for Beginning Teaching, and its companíon Case Studies lllustrating National

Competency Framework for Beginning Teaching, will illustrate how closely

connected the content of the course is to the Framework.

4. Teacher Resistration Requirements

In South Australia one cannot be employed in any school sector without having first

registered as a teacher with the Teachers' Registration Board (TRB). The Board is a
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statutory authority whose responsibilities to the public are dictated by Part 4 of the

Education Act 1972. Division 2 of Part 4 deals with Registration of teachers, ffid

Section 61 of this part deals with qualifications for registration:

61. (1) A person who proves to the satisfaction of the Board-

(a) that he is a fit and proper person to be registered under this Part; and

(b) that-
(i) he holds prescribed qualifications andhas hadprescribed experiences as ateacher;

or
(ii) he has obtained qualifications and has had experience as a teacher adequate, in

the opinion of the Board, for the purpose of registration, shall, upon payment of
the prescribed fee, be registered as a teacher.6

The prescribed qualifications and experience for registration as a teacher are specified

in Regulation 6(1) and (3) of the Education (Teacher Registration) Regulations 1996.

6. (1) For the purposes of section 61(1Xb) (i) of the Act, the qualifications required for

registration as a teacher are as follows:

(a) an approved teacher education degree, diploma or other qualification awarded on

satisfactory completion of a tertiary course of pre-service teacher education in pre-

primary, primary or secondary education that-

(i) is of at least three years' full-time duration or part-time equivalent duration; and

(ii) includes apractical student teaching component; or

(b) -
(i) an approved non-teacher education degree, diploma or other qualification awarded

on satisfactory completion of a lrofüary course that is of at least three years' full-
time duration or part-time equivalent duration; and

(ii) an approved post-graduate degree, diploma or other qualification awarded on

satisfactory completion ofa tertiary course ofpre-service teacher education in pre-

primary, primary or secondary education that-

(A) is of at least one year's full-time duration or part-time equivalent duration; and

(B) includes apractical student teaching component.

eueensland is the only other State with a similar Board, and shares reciprocal rights

with South Australia and New Zealand. Graduates of all teacher training courses in

the universities described above are eligible to register as teachers with the TRB. Thus

a Waldorf school in South Australia cannot employ a Waldorf trained teacher unless

5 Bachelor of Early Childhood Education at the University of South Australia, de Lissa Institute of
Early Childhood and Family Studies. Course leaflet April 1988'
6 Education Act1972,Part4, Section 61, p' 3
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that teacher is able to satisff the criteria for registration by the TRB as specified in the

Regulations under the Education Act. However, a provisional registration may be

granted for which conditions and restrictions are specified in Section 6l (2), (3) and

(4)

Having established the legal requirements for registration, it now remains to

clariff how the TRB assesses teacher education courses in Universities, as well as

courses being offered by an alternative provider, such as Parsifal College, or any other

non-government accredited college. In other words, what is meant by the term

'approved' in relation to a degtee, diploma or other qualification, in Regulation 6

(lXbXÐ and (ii)? The definition is covered in Regulation 6(3).

6 (3) In this regulation-
,approved" in relation to a degree, diploma or other qualification, means-

(a) a degree, diploma or other qualification awarded by a tertiary education institution

that is a member of the Australian Vice-Chancellor's Committee; or

(b) a degree, diploma or other qualification that was at any time nationally registered

by the former Australian Council on Awards in Advanced Education or the former

Australian Council on Tertiary Awards.

It is evident from this, and other regulations, that the Board does not have legislative

power to approve or accredit any l'rufüary courses, however in Part 4, under Functions

of the Board, Section 60(2) does give it a measure of influence.

60. (2) In the exercise of its power under this Act, the Board shall confer and collaborate

with the Tertiary Education Authority of South Aushalia and with other institutions

providing tertiary education in this State with a view to ensuring that the students who

desire to be trained for the teaching profession receive the requisite education and

haining for registration under this Part.

In being obligated to confer and collaborate with tertiary institutions the Board,

through a representative on the Board appointed by the tertiary sector, participates

with the universities during the course design process, for the purpose of ensuring

recognition of any graduate who then seeks registration as a teacher, and may at this

level influence the approval of the proposed teacher education course under
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consideration. Likewise, apart from the inclusion of a practical student teaching

component as indicated in Regulation 6(1), the Board does not have the legislative

authority under the current Education Act to require the inclusion of specific subject

content in teacher training courses.

This section has highlighted the range, qualifications, and length of teacher

education courses available in universities in South Australia, and noted their

emphasis on teacher professionalism, with its connection to Competency Based

Training. It concluded with an analysis of the important role of the Teachers

Registration Board of South Australia in administering relevant regulations under the

Education Act. This section has provided a benchmark on which to compare

mainstream awards with Waldorf teacher education courses, some of which have been

outlined in previous chapters, and the legal obligations and requirements for seeking

registration as a teacher in South Australia.
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Mainstreaming Waldorf Teacher Education

1. Waldorf units within university teacher trainine courses?

Ambivalence exists amongst Waldorf teachers in Aushalia about whether the

provision of V/aldorf teacher training within university departments of education will

benefit the V/aldorf school movement. Having noted, in the previous section, the

outlines of some undergraduate and postgraduate teacher training courses in South

Australia, (and given that they are typical of the types of teacher training courses

available in other universities around Australia), a comparison can be made between

what is being offered in mainstream teacher training and the type of haining which is

available for Waldorf teachers. A wide range of attitudes were expressed by V/aldorf

teachers towards mainstream teacher education, and since 88% of the Waldorf

teachers who responded to the survey have themselves received a State teacher

training, it is interesting to note their ambivalence about the possibility of having

Waldorf training within universities.

Reference will be made once again to the responses by current Waldorf

teachers to questions in the Teacher Training Questionnaire. These questions were:

26) There seems to be a trend towards the inclusion of Steiner/Waldorf units in

some mainstream university teacher training courses.

(a) What benefits do you think this will have for the l(aldorf school movement?

(b) What dangers might this posefor the School movement?
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Question 26 was included in the questionnaire because, although anecdotal

information about V/aldorf teachers' ambivalence exists, there was no substantive

data about what teachers believed were the 'pros and cons'. The responses received to

question 26(a) and 26þ) confirm the ambivalence. Though opinions differed widely,

one teacher's response encapsulates what emerged as the general 'state of affairs'

among Waldorf teachers:

'Don't know. I am somewhat ambivalent about it. Could dilute the philosophical basis.

But on the other hand could lead to recognition of how powerful [the Waldorf school

philosophyl is'(68).1

Further comments from teachers indicate the range of concerns. Altogether 24o/o

expressed ambivalence, while 10% noted that 'it depends on the lecturer or tutor' (63,

14,Ig,24) for example, whether a constructive and accurate, as opposed to a cynical

or superficial, appraisal of the educational philosophy would be given. 38% expressed

the concern that 'academia could over intellectualise fthe approach to V/aldorf

teaching]' (45), which could result in 'a watering down of the basic principles

underpinning the practice of Waldorf teaching' (33), and this dilution of the aims of

Waldorf education could result in its reduction 'to a type of recipe application of

methods without grasping first principles'' (26)

Parallel to these concerns are responses which indicate that in general the trend

towards inclusion of Waldorflsteiner lectures or units within mainstream courses

could bring benefits for the Waldorf school movement . 20% stated the hope that such

courses might provide more teachers for V/aldorf schools, or at least 'increase the

"pool" of potential teachers.' (44, 43,60) Some said it was 'hard to judge [even

though] atface value it seems a good thing'. (23) Others could not see 'any benefits'

I The numbers in brackets following a quotation refer to particular respondents of the suwey
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(3) or saw 'very little benefit' (7) to the Waldorf school movement. However 62Yo of

respondents believe that a higher profile would result from a wider

understanding and recognition of Waldorf education and this would be the most likely

benefit. One specific and salutary benefit of teaching about Waldorf education outside

of its own ground could be to 'stimulate critical evaluation of Steiner approaches,

[with the effect of] keeping teachers and schools from slipping into dogmatic

practices'(24). A number of comments focused on the specific 'danger' of

superficiality, such as expressed in the following:

There is always the danger that some people may think they know enough about

Anthroposophy and Steiner Education after a few units, to qualiff them as Steiner

school teachers. A general 'watering down' effect would be the outcome in some cases.

However I do see the hend as generally a positive, heartening one. (8)

One respondent (2) thought it necessary to differentiate between two types of courses

that might be offered, f ne first being the introductory type courses for students who

want to familiarise themselves with Steiner's educational philosophy and methods'

These students may have no intention of working in a V/aldorf school, but possibly

aim to use appropriate practices in their teaching in other contexts, for example in

conventional school classrooms. The second group of courses would be the actual

Steiner teacher trainine courses for those who want to prepare themselves to teach in a

Waldorf school. Obviously, according to the aim, the structure and content of the

courses would need to be approached differently. The former, consisting of either a

single (token?) lecture or, as in the case of the semester-long introductory course at

UniSA (see Chapter 7, Section 2), would not be considered a Waldorf training but

only an introductory 'taste' which could lead a few students to enrol in a more

intensive training programme at an undergraduate or postgraduate level. Locations of
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these options in Australia have been outlined in Chapter 5. Overseas options appear in

Chapter 4, Section 4

2. Waldorf teacher education within a university context?

Q27: llhat would have to be added to existing teacher-training courses (in

universities) to make graduates eligible to teach in a Steiner/Waldorf school?

A statement which gets to the core of the question was succinctly made by a teacher

trainer: 'More basic Anthroposophy, much art, much practice teaching.' (28) This is

borne out by the replies of teachers, 64yo of whom mentioned the arts as essential

additions to university teacher training courses. 54%o stated that the study of

Anthroposophy was essential. This is hardly surprising, and indeed would be

expected.

In addition, the creation of a Waldorf teacher training 'ethos' was considered

to be a most beneficial feature of a training course, and this would be more practically

achievable in a private College. 'The best thing is to run an independent course' (6)

wrote one teacher, meaning in a separate self-contained institution. A teacher-trainer

commented that 'ideally it would need [its] own College on campus to let students

experience the difference in environment, human relationships, etc.' (11). An example

in which the attempt has been made to create a special Waldorf community

atmosphere is the BA (Honours) in Steiner Education course conducted at the

University of Plymouth, UK (outlined in Chapter 4, Section 4). The Waldorf training

takes place mostly in a separate cottage on campus in which students have their

kitchen/home room, artistic workshops and tutorial rooms. While the 'student

common room' is a regular feature of most mainstream university faculties (especially

for post-graduates) the Waldorf ethos, in this example, is further developed by the
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display of work which students produced in classes, such as paintings, sculptures,

craft items , etc., and by staff and students preparing and celebrating seasonaVreligious

festivals. Such attempts to build small, close-knit, learning and research communities,

in which active and integrated involvement in study and social activities related to the

course content and aims, provide a 'cultural oasis' within the wider cultural and

academic activities in the university. The Steiner Education students at the Rolle

School of Education at the University of Plymouth, like all enrolled students, use

other university facilities, including attending other lectures, but have a 'home base' at

the Steiner cottage. The comment of the aforementioned respondent (11) could be

interpreted as a rehearsal of the value of the traditional university college model in

which active membership of a particular college encourages feelings of belonging,

loyaþ, camaraderie, commitment and community.

Another teacher-trainer expressed his preferred option, which was 'rather than

add something to a Uni course for teaching, my ideal would be for students to do an

Orientation year, three years of a State fteacher] education course, and a final year in a

course offered by an established Rudolf Steiner school. [This would mean] five years

of training [but because] we are now taking younger entrants - some 18-21 years of

age - with no formal study, I don't believe in most cases we can equip them for

teaching with anything less.' (22)We have already discussed the fact that four or five

years is becoming the standard minimum requirement in mainstream teacher training.

The idea of a final year within an established V/aldorf school points to the

third major concern for trainees, that of gaining practical experience in a school

setting. 34o/o of respondents mentioned teaching practice as an essential element for

training. This is not surprising, because it is a basic expectation and a requirement by
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all employers, and Registration Boards. Gaining teaching experience is possible in

any school, but the Waldorf approach to teaching is best observed and practised in a

Waldorf school and not elsewhere. One high school teacher and teacher trainer made

clear his priorities when he suggested that essential to a university haining would be

an 'in depth study of Anthroposophy and long term apprentice style practical sessions

(at least half to three quarters of the course).' (7) The benefit of this practice would

need to be weighed against its practicality.

These responses reflect a gfoup of conditions which some teachers and

teacher-trainers believe would have to be fulfilled if a university department of

education wished to prepare graduates who would be eligible to work in a V/aldorf

school. 2l%o of respondents acknowledged that they could not comment on what

should be added to existing university teacher training courses because they were

insufficiently informed about the content of current courses. Most of these had trained

in the 1970s and 1980s.

It appears that there are two major models to be considered;

o an independent Waldorf teacher trainine college whose award of successful

achievement would be recognised by a university, and hence a Teacher

Registration Board, or

o aWaldorf teacher trainine arulexe on a unlversl ty campus, from which students

fulfilled V/aldorf requirements while possibly also doing other conventional

subjects.

In the survey of training courses around the world there appear several examples of

the first model. In the USA Sunbridge College (Spring Valley NY) and Rudolf Steiner

College, Fair Oaks, California are two examples where independent colleges conduct
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V/aldorf training at undergraduate level and have negotiated agreements with

universities for post graduate awards in Steiner education. In 'Witten-Annen in

Germany, the Institut f;ir Waldorfpödagogik conducts a fully accredited four-year

V/aldorf teacher training course (and has done so since 1994) yet, despite its

thoroughness, it only qualifies graduates to teach in Waldorf schools.

With regard to the second model, two examples appear in which Waldorf

teacher training courses are conducted within a department of education in a

mainstream university. These have set a precedent for Waldorf and mainstream

courses to be integrated within a university campus. The first is the previously

mentioned BA (Hons) in Steiner Education at the University of Plymouth. This course

is a three-level programme over three years (Certificate, Diploma, and Degree) and

may be undertaken full or part-time, and a fourth year Post Graduate Certificate in

Education is being negotiated. (See Chapter 4, Section 4)

The second, at the Department of Education of Antioch New England

Graduate School, USA, offers a graduate program which provides the following

options for training:2

o Waldorf Certificate; class teaching; early childhood.

o MEd in ElementarylÐarly Childhood and New Hampshire Certification

o MEd in ElementarylBarly Childhood without New Hampshire Certification

The programme accepts applicants with an undergraduate degree who are already

familiar with Anthroposophf, and is structured over two years when taken full-time.

Those unable to study full-time can take the 'summer Sequence' option, which leads

2 Information from the Catalogue of The Departrnent of Education at Antioch New England Graduate

School, 40 Avon Street, Keene, New Hampshire 03431-3516, USA, 1997'
I This background requirement can be achieved in a Foundation Studies Program through the New

England Wãldorf teaiher Training Council, prior parlicipation in a Foundation Year program at other

insiitutes, attendance at special workshops and seminars, and through life learning in a Waldorf school.
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to a Waldorf certificate, and consists of three consecutive July retreats with a full

fifteen-week long practicum and independent study between the summers. Since July

1988, the option of a Master's of Education degree for Earþ Childhood or Elementary

Teaching has been offered through the Summer Sequence program.

Some salient points follow. The first semester of the V/aldorf Concentration

programme begins with a four-week intensive summer term, during which students

deepen their study of Anthroposophy in relation to 'Waldorf education. A major

portion of the summer term consists of workshops in the arts: eurythmy, speech,

music, painting and modelling. According to the prospectus, the focus is on the

students' own artistic development and the path of inner growth. Later workshops

focus on teaching the arts to children. The 'f411 semester' begins with a

comprehensive course in Waldorf curriculum, either Elementary or Early Childhood

focus. Practice teaching (two 15 week 'internships') in both V/aldorf and public

schools begins at this time in parallel with the rest of the course. There is a range of

electives. Some students taking the MEd Program also undertake a Master's Project.

In this graduate school progr¿unme we note that the key components which

Australian teachers mentioned in the teacher training survey are incorporated in the

course. These components include:

o 'Theoretical and Philosophical Foundations of Education' (encompassing Stages of

Consciousness in Human Development, History and Philosophy of V/aldorf

Education, and AnthroposophY)

. ''Workshops in the Arts', and

. 'supervised Elementary or Early Childhood Internships' (nearly four months of

teaching practice per year).
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. 'Curriculum and Instruction, Education and Social Policy' (including 'Children

with Special Needs', and 'school Law'), and a range of

o Electives which students can select from the V/aldorf progralnme or from other

Antioch New England Graduate School departmental offerings.

No similar arrangement exists in Australia at this time. However, various introductory

cogrses (usually options or electives) have been offered in the past4 (Chapter 5) and

are currently being offereds (Chapter 7, Section 2). A partnership arrangement exists

between Parsifal College (and Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Teacher Training Seminar)

and the University of New England, Armidale, whereby two years of

anthroposophically based teacher training, followed by a further two years training at

the University of New England, can lead to an undergraduate Bachelor in Steiner

Education.6

Beginning in 1999 a two-year Graduate Diploma in Steiner Education will be

offered at Parsifal College (Sydney) to students who have already completed a first

degree. Although this award will not be conducted within a conventional university

setting, the Graduate Diploma has been accredited by the Higher Education Board in

New South'Wales. (Chapter 5 Part a(b) for details of this award).

4 In lg7 5 a one term elective course called Principles and Prqctice of Steiner (Waldorfl Education was

conducted at the Torrens College of Advanced Education (Underdale Campus), South Australia, by

lecturers Paul Rubens and Patricia Fuss. In 1978 an additional year-long course with the same name

was offered for inservice B. Ed. Students. With some breaks, these courses continued until the early

1990s.
5 From 1997 asemester-long subject, nthe Professional Pathways Options, called 'Introduction to

Steiner Education and Waldorf Schools' was offered in the Bachelor of Education (Specialisation)'
u Up to June 1997 the Bachelor of Steiner Education at UNE was not considered equivalent to a

standard Bachelor of Education because it omitted to satisfy some requirements for mainstream

teaching methodology. For one graduate this posed a registration problem in South Austalia, though

surprisingly not in Queensland. Negotiations for gaining equivalence are in progress.
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Chapter 8

Waldorf Teacher Training in Australia
- Looking Ahead -

Section 1

Challenges F'acing \ilaldorf Teachers Today

l.Introduction

So far the focus has been on the past. Information about basic aspects of Waldorf

teachers' haining has been presented. In this chapter the focus turns towards the future.

The Teacher Training Questionnaire, used to gather data for this thesis, included five

questions under the general heading 'Looking to the future'. Question 24 solicited

information about what practising teachers experienced as their greatest challenges in

schools. It has become fashionable, in keeping with the adoption of a positive outlook

towards management, to speak in terms of 'meeting the challenge' rather than

'experiencing the problem', hence the word challenge will appear rather frequently in

this section. Question 25 asked: 'In this light of these challenges, what skills and

qualities training courses should be fostering in prospective teachers?' Question 28

was specifically directed to ascertaining the nature, source and preparation for coping

with 'teacher stress'. The responses to these questions will be examined in this

chapter.
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2. Greatest facine \ilaldorfteachers todav

Question 24: On the basis of your school experiences, what do you think are the

greates t challenge s facing Steiner/Wal dorf t eacher s to day ?

For the purposes of analysis, the responses to question 24 werc grouped into six major

categories which seemed to encompass the variety of 'challenges' mentioned.

Respondents identified a range of challenges which they perceived their colleagues to

be facing, or were themselves facing. The categories in which the challenges were

framed are outlined immediately below and further details will follow later:

I) Chitdren: How to continue to preserve the 'forces of childhood' in our

contemporary materialistic culture (including some formal schooling) which

largely ignores, and in some areas seems to negate, spirituality, creativity and

human integrity. 620/o or responses referred to issues connected with children.

2) Curriculum.. lFrow to provide a relevant curriculum for the modem chiId. 2lo/"

commented on this point.

3) Cotteøgz¿s: How to develop a healthy working-together with peers who value

professionalism, accountability and empowerrnent of each other. 2l% identified

the need to strengthen skills for working with colleagues.

4) The school organisatioz: How to effectively manage the educational, social and

economic aspects of the school. 5lo/o mentioned this area as a major challenge.

5) The phitosophical bøsísz How to deepen understanding of and commitment to

Anthroposophy. 33% considered this area as fundamental to the healtþ survival of

Waldorf education.

6) Maintaíning 'heølthy' workíng condítions: How to develop commitment to and

maintain effective strategies for teachers' physical, emotional and spiritual health.

43Yo mentioned their concerns about teacher stress, 'burnout' and the support

needed to maintain a balanced life.

In addition to the challenges in the major categories above, 160/o of respondents

identified the provision of both suitably qualified teachers and adequate on-going in-

service training as a major challenge. It is useful to note what percentage of teachers
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identified more than one challenge. For example, the majority of respondents

identified challenges in three categories.

o l4o/o of teachers identified a challenge in only one category

o 27Yo identified challenges in two categories

o 40%o identified challenges in three categories

o l7o/o identified challenges in four categories

o 2Yo identified challenges in five categories

. no-one identified challenges in all six categories

A general picture of the concerns of teachers will be found in the selection of

comments taken from the Teacher Training Questionnaire and grouped below.

l) Children:

There was a, largely implicit, assumption that children are different today from even

twenty years ago; that the nature of childhood is different; and that certain conditions

in society - for example in technological developments in information technology -

are influencing children's development in a way that was hardly possible one or two

generations ago. Hence, one of the greatest challenges facing Steiner/V/aldorf teachers

is 'working with children today.' (1) Teachers from Early Childhood, Primary and

High School settings commented on nerw challenges in meeting the needs of 'the

changing nature of children in relation to the changing nature of society', (39) and

'keeping up with the changes of today's world, and to find meaningful connections in

guiding the growing children to understand themselves in the world, and to develop

their abilities to cope with life in a creative way.' (5) V/aldorf teachers' (especially

Early Childhood teachers) great challenge is to develop an 'Understanding [of]

modern children and providing the healing they need.' (11)
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The idea that conditions of modern life are unbalanced and therefore

unhealthy for all, but especially for children, has led to the belief that the task of

fV/aldorfl education is to provide a counter-balance to the more destructive aspects of

'Western, materialistic, fragmented and alienated society thereby bringing about

healing of children's 'soul life'.' This societal condition elicited the following

response from one teacher. 'I think one of our big challenges as Steiner teachers is to

be modern, to be aware of what is happening in the outer world and the effect this has

on children, and find ways of helping to heal, especially preventative measures to

protect young children.' (12) 'The need to help children with learning difficulties

appears to be increasing.' (68) ''Working with damaged children - new behaviours

manifesting in children - outside the scope of present remediaVcurative experiences

of teachers. (21) 'The effects of TV and media' (43) as well as the too early 'exposure

to TV, computers and computer games.' (32) Coping with 'children damaged by TV

[and] the multi-media manipulation of young children.' (55) 'The increasing numbers

of students with either learning difficulties or behaviour problems.' (53) The question

posed by Waldorf teachers to Waldorf teachers is 'how to protect childhood today'

(16) while also meeting technology 'without being perceived as Luddites'' (51) While

the aspirations 'to bring healing' appear idealistic and even utopian, they are not an

expression of yearning for 'the good old days' or a Rousseauian 'back-to-nature'

education, but a contemporary educational response to what are perceived to be the

more destructive elements of modern life on children's growth and learning.

I Refer to Steiner's comments on this point in Chapter 2, Section 2
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2) Cuwicalum:

Given that the V/aldorf curriculum is inextricably related to child development, and

because children are perceived to be changing, then the curriculum must also be

adapted to the present needs of children. Incorporating the belief in reincarnation and

concern about the stresses on children which seem to be accelerating certain aspects of

their growth, a widely held view among Waldorf teachers is that 'children entering

earth today are awakened in their feeling life too early, so how do teachers today

provide a relevant curriculum to meet the modern child whose task at the end of the

century is so challenging?' (16)

Respondents write that teachers are also being challenged to 'reinvent the

curriculum in the light of contemporary times and issues', (59) to 'keeping [the

curriculum] alive - creative, flexible. It is an excellent education in theory but has to

be delivered by good "steiner" teachers. [The challenge is] keeping it modem; many

parents can feel it is outdated - ie. all right for 1920s Germany!', (48)

In addition to the changing needs of children, there is also the issue of

changing requirements of government education policy, especially in 'national

curriculum and [basic skills] testing.' (69) One teacher expressed the belief that it was

necessary to resist pressures to 'formalise the curriculum due to professional

intellectualisation [by] inspectors, society pressures, [or] overly academic colleagues''

(64) Another said that one of the challenges facing Waldorf teachers would be how to

deal with 'the push for minimum national standards of literacy and numeracy at eatly

ages (eg. grade 3 tests).' (32) These regulations are seenby some V/aldorf teachers as

a further expression of the profound misunderstanding of child development. This
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reinforces the view that such policy changes are motivated by other than children's

educational needs.

3) Colleagues:

Many of the points ah:eady covered in Chapter 3, Section 3, where teachers review

their training and identiff areas in which they were inadequately prepared (notably,

decision making skills, conflict management and human relations), reappear in the

responses grouped into this category as challenges being faced in the worþlace.

Challenges like 'working in a collegial fashion successfully', (22) 'operating

collaboratively to conduct a Waldorf school', (30) 'dealing with relationships with

colleagues', (10) 'finding organic forms for administrative and collegial

tasks...finding time to observe each other and give feedback'. (60)'V/orking in

College', (24) 'dealing with colleagues' , (27)'working as a College - equal decision

making rights with unequal colleagues?' (66) and finally 'to work effectively with

colleagues in managing our schools. Currently a weak area in many schools.' (51)

4) The school organisøtion:

This category includes organisation and management in the areas of educational

administration, the management of social relations between the school and parent

community, the wider community, and government bodies, as well as the book-

keeping and other financial arrangements between them. For some the wider

management task is 'to help bring community to a fragmented society', (16) for others

a challenge to 'developing a true sense of communify', (21) including 'meeting and

respecting parents while still retaining leadership of the teaching enterprise'. (61)

Supporting the formation of support networks for 'split families, conflict within the

school, too many unreasonable expectations of teachers', (43) 'creating a sense of
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community' (28), and striving 'to "enfold" our community - culturally, so that

children can grow and develop.' (36)

5) The phílosophical basis:

'The greatest challenges are to be able to meet the modern world in a healtþ way and

to include it in the teaching and the development of the curriculum for the future, not

to rely on "packages" or on what Steiner said in 1919 only. Also to really understand

and be able to communicate the basis of 'Waldorf education, not only Anthroposophy

but why things are done'. (54) 'To "reinterpret" Steiner's indications, and work done

by others, to suit local situations and times'. (36) In addition finding 'time for ongoing

inner development and study of Anthroposophy' (16) is one of the challenges noted

by a third of the respondents to the questionnaire. To 'find time for spiritual

development', (38) 'deepening our relationship to Anthroposophy and meditation',

(27)'finding the time to deepen work through private study and meditation - [and

gettingl a firm grounding in why we do what we do'. (56) Such comments express

both a deep yeaming for spiritual development and the frustration and struggle to

accomplish it. Inner development seems to grow over many years, but the challenge is

finding effective ways 'to assist that growth [as well as allowing the] time required for

consolidation of the experience?' (63)

6) Maintaining'healthy' working conditions

Connected to the previous category is the challenge to stay healtþ in the work-place

by taking care of one's physical, emotional and spiritual needs. One respondent

expressed the ideal of many Waldorf teachers when he described the challenge as

being 'able to be on top of one's teaching, carry and work for the vision of the school,

carry on a meditative life and remain well and joyful'. (26) The fundamental
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challenge is to remain a committed anthroposophist while tryrng to satisff the other

demands of life, or in the words of one teacher 'finding the time and energy for self

developmen t and a balanced life'. (61)

Where this does not happen, and it rarely happens satisfactorily for anyone all

of the time, a raîge of symptoms start to manifest. Teachers identified 'danger of

burnout', (20, 33, 35, 38) 'stress and overload', (39) which is also expressed as

wearing 'too many hats', (68) 'spreading oneself too thin', (57) 'over stretching the

capacity to give', (47) not enough 'time for self and family', (23) and inability 'to

cope with the sheer work load'. (44) It appears that for many teachers (43%o who

specified or alluded to this issue as a challenge), the risk or fear of being unable 'to

keep going, staying fresh, sustaining commitment, workload, etc.'(25) is at times real

and threatening, and as such has become a basic issue of occupational health in many

Waldorf schools.

3. Corroborating research

An adjunct and comparison to this study is the research by the Association of V/aldorf

Schools in North America (AWSNA) of Waldorf teacher-training alumni.t One of the

open-ended questions in that survey asked ll.hat are the 'burning issues' and

questions you currently face as a llaldorf teacher? The following lists the top seven,

what have been called in the present study 'challenges'.

o teacher burnout (low paylmuch worþ 33%

. coÍrmunication with parents 18%

. communication with colleagues 12%

o remedial needs 16%

2 Research by the Teacher Education Committee of the Association: Questionnaire of Vy'aldorf teacher-

training alumni in Canada and the United States of America. See Conclusion in Chapter 6, Section 3

for more details of this study.
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o Are we becoming an elite?

(too European and expensive, narrow ideas, etc. ll%
o teacher development (inner, mentoring, etc.) 9%

o professional management and leadership 4%

Interestingly, but not surprisingly, the responses of many Australian teachers are very

similar, particularly those relating to the top four points. That 'teacher burnout' was

identified by American teachers as a 'burning issue' suggests that this may be a

problem in Waldorf schools everywhere. For example, in Great Britain the schools

vacancy list circulated by the Steiner Schools Fellowship in May 1995 showed that

'16 class-teacher posts unfilled out of 25 Waldorf schools. Similar figures appeared

on the vacancy list dated April 1996...During the academic year 1995-96, no fewer

than 8 class teachers left their classes through failure or burn out. This phenomenon

has been in evidence for a few years.'3

Given that 43o/o of Australian Waldorf teachers identified the maintenance of

'healthy ' working conditions as a major challenge, and that specific factors

contributing to teacher stress were identified, an analysis of the sources of stress will

be made.

5. Sources ofstress

Question 28 in the Teacher Training Questionnaire stated:

It ls often commented that the greatest stress in Steiner/Waldorf schools ls

experienced, not as a result of the teaching but, in administration, and in maintaining

collegial and parent/teacher relations. Do you agree? (Does this view tally with your

own, and the experience of your colleagues?)

The overwhelming response to the major question of agreement was affirmative;

c 78%o said YES

c 9Yo said Yes and No

,BrienMasters, AnAppraisalofsteinerianTheoryandllaldorfPractice:, op.cit.p.222
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. 9o/o said NO, and

o 4o/o made no comment

The following examples should give some flavour to the figures.

Agree. There's such a plethora of different expectations from within and between the

goups - admin, teachers, parents, students - which have a difficult to define and

individually interpreted ethos in common. (45)

[I agree] mostly. Less meetings for teachers; teacheis to concentrate on parent-teacher

relations; and forming programmes to meet specific needs of individual children.

Massive developmental/behavioural difficulties today; eg. retained reflexes, poor motor

skills, poor and short attention spans, emotional problems due to abuse, or insecurities

from broken homes, etc. etc. (59)

yes I do - although if we imagined a 'perfect' school organisation such that those things

were no longer a stress, I think teachers would then identiff teaching as shessful. (49)

Yes, to a degree. People being 'so busy' is often cited as the reason for poor

communication and poor process. We need to address this as it causes much distress.

(s6)

Yes but it is in the right involvement with this area that one also finds great renewal and

strength. My College colleagues (most of them) would agree I think. (26)

yes I would agree to some degree depending a lot on the stage of development of the

school. These areas may also provide great support. (35)

In principle, yes - but teaching can be stressful too - a) because of children with special

,r"édr (esp. social difficulties), and - b) because of the amount of preparation needed

(partly because of an over-inflated sense of self-importance as a Waldorf teacher and the

striving for'perfection'). (1 3)

yes and no. The teaching is stressful too. We teach far too many lessons per week, and

it's a difficult task to hold a class for 8 years in primary school. Likewise, the demands of
teaching a high-school main-lesson programme are extremely demanding. But I and my

colleagues find the non-teaching aspects as stressful. (69)

This is partly true, but also expecting to teach all day then hold meetings late afternoon

or evening is also draining. Teacher-parent relations are also very demanding - I've

found monthly class meetings essential. (41)

The underlying cause of stress in Waldorf schools, to me, seems to be the friction in

interpersonal relationships (as in all other human organisations) with parents, colleagues

and children. (21)

Conflict is the greatest stress - [dealing with] it takes so much time and energy. Teaching

on the other hand nourishes and sustains one. (19)

Not entirely, all contribute. (67)
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I have often heard it said, but it is not my experience - I enjoy both aspects and they are

both hard work (all the time). (55)

No. The stress is putting it all together. Any one or two areas are manageable. The stress

is generated by the lack of resources - human, physical and spiritual. (30)

rwhile the assertion, proposed by the question, that the greatest stress is experienced in

the administrative and human relations spheres (rather than from teaching), has been

agreed to by nearly eighty percent of the respondents, it should be noted that some

have challenged its definitiveness by adding riders and provisos. What is evident from

the responses is that the work demand in Waldorf schools is hieh and this affects

stress levels accordingly. The major factors influencing teachers' ability to deal with

them are the individual teacher's coping skills (meditative preparation, human

relations training, life experience in the school setting) and the school's resource base.

V/ith regard to the latter, whether a school is newly founded or well established does

not make much difference to the demand for teachers to deal with human relations,

but it does make a difference to the availability of resources (reference material,

copying facilities, science and art materials, etc) and availability of potential collegial

support (mentoring advice, administrative assistance, remedial support, etc).

So far the six major groups of challenges facing V/aldorf teachers in Australia

have been reported. These were compared with similar factors identified by Waldorf

teachers in North America. The issue of stress or 'teacher burnout' was highlighted

and found to be associated in large part with inadequate preparation in administrative

skills and social skills training.
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6. Further corroborative research

A Dutch study on career prospects for primary school teachers at Rudolf Steiner

schoolsa supports the experiences of Australian and American teachers. The study

surveyed Steiner teachers entering and leaving the teaching profession between 1986

and 1993 and collected quantitative data from thirty Dutch Waldorf schools. In

addition a qualitative study, based on interviews of 11 experienced Waldorf teachers

(who had each taught an average of more than 15 years), sought underlying reasons

and motivations for becoming teachers in a Rudolf Steiner school, and how, based on

their experiences and perceptions, their attitudes to work developed or changed over

the years.

Much of the research findings, although of value to the Waldorf movement,

are not pertinent to this study. However two items are noteworthy. One is the

relatively small number of formally trained teachers - in 1986, l4yo of teachers

employed in The Netherlands had received a training from the Rudolf Steiner Teacher

Training College, but this increased to only 20o/o in 1994. The other is the report's

conclusions regarding work conditions leading to 'teacher burn-out'. Sections from

this part of the report will be quoted in full because they relate closely to similar

conditions in Australiaand highlight the need for an approach to teacher education

which prepares teachers for the kind of challenges likely to be .encountered in the

work-place. The numbers on the left of the text refer to the listed item in the report.

Some less relevant points of the report (items 1,2,7,8) have been omitted.

a A condensed translation of a research report Career prospects for primary school teachers at Rudolf

Steiner schools, by M.L.M. Schiphorst of van de Blunt, organisation and policy consultants, consulting

for the Vrij pedagogisch Centrum (VPC) [Rudolf Steiner Educational Centre] Driebergen,

Netherlands, March 1996
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3. If a new teacher comes to a school where an open, inquiring atmosphere exists, the

first few years are in general very instructive, make one enthusiastic and are enriching.

Unexpected qualities in oneself emerge.

4. The teachers are appealed to from all sides. The pressure of work builds up and is

quickly experienced as very heavy. Hardly any forces exist in the school organism which

can hold back this effect. There is a strong social community of children, the parents,

fellow teachers and the board of governors, they all have a tendency to ask more and

more from the teacher. The teacher will have to define his limits himself. Private matters,

hobbies and/or individual development will have to be integrated into the school

activities, or else there will be no time for them.

5. Through the years one tends as a teacher to build up an ideal picture of the Rudolf

Steiner teaching profession which one can almost never attain. This idealism can

deteriorate into an undermining force. Teachers then experience a failure in themselves'

The ideal picture is not abandoned, the Rudolf Steiner school pedagogy is described by

all as very valuable and imPortant.

6. Many teachers who are still teachingata school have lost their great ideals, worry

about the watering down and evaporation of the anthroposophical background and tend

to concentrate totally on what is going on in their own classroom. Most teachers

indicated that they carry out the class-related activities with great pleasure and that they

derive their motivation from them, however, the many responsibilities which have to be

borne in this respect were also mentioned.

8.4 feeling of loneliness, being out on your own is characteristic for the teachers who

realised they were getting into diffrculty. There is not a safe atmosphere or space within

the school culture to discuss one's own needs, or one does not want to burden fellow

teachers with this because they also have problems.

9. If one gets into a conflict, one has the feeling that it gets very personal. If a teacher

supports a colleague, the first teacher is also attacked personally. With respect to

thinting, a lack offreedom and pressure to conform are experienced. Individualism and

non-commitment are encountered in what one does and a gteat deal of inequality is

found in the social sphere. One ends up as a casualt¡r, disappointed in one's fellow

teachers.

10. The teachers who are not directly involved in a conflict all experienced an inability

to come up with solutions. The school as an organisation has very little ability to solve

problems. Little is expected from external support, in general the experiences gained

here are even worse.5

The report concludes with the statement that 'we have reached the conclusion that at

the moment the teaching profession offers very few (career) prospects; in contrast

there is a continual threat of burning out.'6

5 ibid, pp. 19-21
6 ibid, p. 21
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Bmployment prospects for Waldorf teachers

In a questionnaire to Waldorf teacher training graduates in North Americar

þreviously cited), alumni were asked to tick the factors which most influenced their

decision to embark on Waldorf teacher training.

o 70Yo of the 485 respondents chose 'a thirst for spiritual growth'

o 55%ionoted 'study of anthroposophy'

o 39%onoted 'a need for career change'

c 3l%o noted 'dissatisfaction with teaching'

o 29Yo ticked 'friends in V/aldorf schools'

o 28o/o noted their 'experience as a V/aldorf parent'

It is worthwhile noting that the two most important factors for choosing to embark on

a careet as a 'Waldorf teacher relate to issues of personal development, especially

spiritual development. Professional factors, such as career change and dissatisfaction

with the conventional approach to teaching, rank lower. This raises the question as to

whether or not teachers are more willing to accept the various 'challenges' in their

work environment because their personaVspiritual needs are being satisfied?

When asked what they believed to be the obstacles which most prevented

individuals from undertaking a Waldorf teacher training, the following options were

ticked:

o 690/o were family commitments

o 660/o were money (tuition)

o 47o/o were geographical considerations

I Research by AWSNA oP. cit.
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. 38o/o were other financial responsibilities

o 34o/o were job/career responsibilities

o 32o/o identified'time'

While there are no comparable statistics for Australia, anecdotal evidence suggests

that similar factors limit the enrolment of students in the existing Waldorf training

courses. Financial, family and geographical considerations are certainly the most

commonly cited obstacles.

Nevertheless, employment prospects for Waldorf teachers in Australia, in the

short to medium term, appear promising. There is an ongoing need for teachers in

existing schools, and new schools are being founded every few years. The historical

survey in Chapter 5 has shown the positive developments in Waldorf teacher training

in Australia (and this reflects similar developments world-wide). While cunent formal

training cogrses are not supplying the manifest demand for trained V/aldorf teachers,

there is considerable scope for in-service training of those who are employed' Section

I of this chapter has provided a rather sombre perspective of the challenges and

stresses being faced by Waldorf teachers in Australia and around the world. This

perspective has highlighted serious areas of concern which teacher training centres

and schools may wish to address.

A more optimistic perspective can also be taken, one which focuses on the

fulfrlling aspects of V/aldorf teaching and contains stories which tell of teachers'

experiences of great satisfaction and pleasure, feelings of being of service, having a

sense of achievement, of making a tangible contribution to children's growth (not just

covering the curriculum) and a sense of professional responsibility, independence and

creativity. In some cases teachers have experienced what they perceive to be a rare

feeling of congruence between inner spiritual striving and the outer demands of the
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work. In a rather monastic sense, perhaps not unlike the dedication of some religious

teaching-orders, the work is experienced as a vocation. One interviewee said that he

could accept the limitations and stresses of the worþlace because:

[T]he sort of person that I am personally striving to become, that I want to develop

towards, parallels the job description of what is required of me to be an effective and

successful V/aldorf teacher. I feel that I have found my calling, a vocational setting

where my spirituality, self-development goals and professional skills and qualities are

congruent. While this might change in the future, it is so in this phase of my life, and

when I compare it with some of my friends' work situations, I feel very privileged. (B)

The above comment, regarding the personal value of the work 'in this phase of [his]

life', should alert the teacher trainer/employer to the need to 'factor in' the particular

phase of the student's/employee's biography, especially noting how teachers' personal

and professional needs change depending on their age and life experience. For

example, a young teacher's enorgy, enthusiasm, commitment and personal

responsibilities will very likely be different to those of an older teacher with life

experience but also possibly more financial, home and family responsibilities.

Recall the AWSNA alumni questionnaire cited at the beginning of this section,

which identified the motives for wishing to become a Waldorf teacher and the

obstacles that might prevent it. Personal development and financial limitations and

responsibilities figure prominently in the responses. They further indicate that life-

stage developments have a direct relevance to teachers' ongoing training as well as

their levels of stress. In this respect attention should be given to the questions of

biographical development posed by teachers, and what can be deduced from them

about the need for (career) counselling and in-service training.2

More needs to be done to improve not only the training of teachers, both pre

and in-service, but also the working conditions in Waldorf schools. Experienced
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Waldorf teachers themselves have identified the need for additional skill

development, such as in human relations, to be fundamentally important. While each

student, in pre-service training, will require the development of different skills and

qualities, a general course, containing the core areas of V/aldorf pedagogy - mainly,

Child ftvelopment, Curriculum flevelopment and Methodology, skill development in

the Arts, and Teaching pactice - would need to be extended to include areas of

training which hitherto either have been taken for granted, not considered to lie within

the province of a pre-service teacher training course, or else only cursorily covered.

Refer back to Chapter 3, Section 4 where the topic of 'The "fu11y-equipped" Waldorf

Teacher - An ideal training' is examined in some detail'

In the Teacher Training Questionnaire, teachers expressed their opinion that

there is an obvious need for the standard core areas of training to be supplemented by

additional units incorporating skill development in human relations and organisational

management (Chapter 6, Section 3). Supplementary units, such as those suggested

below, can readily be offered as in-service courses. Professional development,

towards maintaining professional efficiency and occupational mental health, might

include the following:

o Strategies for effrciency in work preparation (eg. getting to the essentials)

o strategies for being effective in meetings (eg. keeping to the point)

o strategies for effective decision making

o strategies for managing and resolving conflict

o strategies for managing stress (inner and outer)

o strategies for giving and receiving professional feedback and support

2 This question was asked by the consultants in the research on behalf of the VPC (Rudolf Steiner

Educational Centre) in the Netherlands study cited previously, Chapter 8' Section l.
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Professional pre and in-service training courses which lead to learning to become

more cooperative colleagues might include skill development in the following areas:

o listening/speaking

. group roles and group working

o conversation, discussion, debate (knowing the difference)

. åecision making

. achieving consensus

. dealing with personal power (moral use of power)

. learning to delegate

o learning to mediate

o acceptingresponsibilitY

. learning to say'no'

These skills are basic for maintaining sound human relations, and as such are

applicable for every day use with children, parents and colleagues.
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Chapter 9

The Road Ahead:
Refashioning Australian Waldorf Teacher Education

for the Twenty-first CenturYt

1. Setting an Agenda for Reform

Drawing on what has been developed in the previous chapters, the following is an

attempt to sketch out the main features of a progressive policy formulation for

Waldorf teacher education in Australia as we move into the twenty-first century. To

do so it seems pertinent to ask the following questions:

o On what principles should it be founded?

o What form would a progressive reforming rù/aldorf teacher education policy take?

o How would it be developed?

These are the questions which I believe need to be asked by those involved in

providing Waldorf teacher training, both at the 'grass roots' level in each individual

training institution, as well as by those interested in formulating Waldorf teacher

education policy from a theoretical perspective. Given the relative smallness of the

Waldorf movement in Australia, there has hardly ever been a distinction between

those who do the work and those who make the policy. Indeed the enterprise of

training Waldorf teachers has been imbued, from the beginning, with the idea of

'praxis' (doing it, reviewing it, doing it better, reviewing it, etc), though not

t Acknowledgment is made to J. Knight, E. Williams and L. Bartlett for their chapter, 'The Road

Ahead: Refashioning Australian Teacher Education for the Twenty-fust Century', in [same authors as

Eds] Unfinished Business: Reshaping the Teacher Education Industryfor the i,990s, UCQ Press, 1993,

pp.139-153. The title (minus the 'Waldorf ) as well as the content were indeed apposite for this
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necessarily articulated in that way. Waldorf teacher training has been largely

conducted by practising V/aldorf teachers who, over time, 'fell' into the role of

teaching others because there was no ono else to do it. But who are these people, and

what forum is there for dialogue on these questions?

Whereas rù/aldorf schools in Australia have had an Association to support and

represent member schools for twenty years, no such body exists for 
'Waldorf 

teacher

education institutions. Given the developments in teacher education that have taken

place in the last decade, there is a strong case to support the formation of an

association of individuals and groups involved in training Waldorf teachers.

2. A Steiner -Waldorf Teacher Education Association?

The idea of an Association has been voiced in informal conversations for some years,

but because the training of Waldorf teachers in Australia has always been conducted

on a relatively small scale, and at independent venues with their own approaches, a

formal Association that might be expected to set standards or oversee the various

training courses seemed premature and unnecessarily bureaucratic. Apart from the

'Orientation Course in Anthroposophy' (which later became the present Parsifal

College), there were very few adult education courses, having their basis in

Anthroposophy, available in Aushalia. (Chapter 5 gives an overview). However, by

the mid-1990s there were at least nine centres comprising organisations of different

sizes, providing a range of introductory courses in Anthroposophy and the arts (three

in Victoria, one each in 'WA, SA, Tasmania, ACT, NSW and QLD). Five of these

included teacher education. It seemed appropriate that some kind of dialogue between

them should be encouraged, even if only, in the first instance, to clariff what each is

doing and share their successes.
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A meeting to 'test the water' with regard to the desirability of forming an

association of the various groups involved in teacher education took place during a

National Conference of Waldorf Teachers in Canberra, July 1996.2 Although the

formation of a Rudolf Steiner based adult (teacher) education association was

considered to be desirable, no conclusive resolution was reached other than to 'keep

the issue alive'. The issue did indeed remain alive and at a Rudolf Steiner Schools

Association (RSSA) meeting in March 19983, a discussion paper was presented

containing (along with a range of other proposals to do with the organisation of the

V/aldorf school movement), a proposal recommending the formation of a teacher

training association. The emphasis of the proposal in the discussion paper had shifted

away from an association of providers of adult education courses in general and had

focused more specifically on 'Waldorf teacher education. The discussion paper

recommended the formation of what it called the 'Rudolf Steiner Teachers Training

Association' as a way to unite the forces of the various practitioners in the Waldorf

teacher training profession.

The discussions provoked by the paper were lively, and increased members'

recognition of the desirabitity of a national organisation. The proposals in the

discussion paper were to be taken back to the delegates' own localities for further

consideration with colleagues and a considered response was to be prepared. While a

teacher training association did not concern the majority of delegates, all members of

2 The meeting to discuss forming an Association for RS Adult (Teacher) Education was called by the

writer and was attended by Rosemary Gentle (Glenaeon Steiner School and Teacher Training), Norma

Blackwood (Parsifal College), and Helen Cock (Melbourne RS Teacher Training Seminar) and

Alduino Mazzone.
3 Karl Kaltenbach and Alduino Mazzone, 'The Anthroposophical Society and the Rudolf
Steiner/lfaldorf School Movement: A Long Term View', a discussion paper developed by the writers

on behalf of the Council and the Education Section of the Anthroposophical Society in Australia,

March 1998, p. 10
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the executive committee of the RSSA have been, and continue to be, involved in

teacher education. A response by a member of the Executive, was scheduled for the

subsequent RSSA meeting in September 1998, and appeared on its agenda. However,

this was deferred to a later meeting due to lack of time. Despite many supportive

comments on the proposed reforms, the formation of a Waldorf teacher education

association had yet to be discussed at a national level at the time of writing this thesis.

An Association, such as was being proposed in the discussion paper, already

loosely existed defacto. For example, meetings between several parties in Sydney and

Melbourne, mostly in connection with accreditation of the teacher training courses

offered by Parsifal College and Glenaeon Steiner School, Sydney, and the Rudolf

Steiner Teacher Training Seminar in Melbourne (MRSTTS), had been ongoing for

several years leading up to the MRSTTS becoming a course provider for Parsifal

College. However, negotiations between the parties in this joint venture, which in part

also included the University of New England, Armidale, had been specifically

concerned with reaching agreement on how existing courses could be amended to

satisff government accreditation criteria, and on practical issues of service provision.

There are key individuals in the MRSTTS/Parsifal College partnership, who,

along with some others in the Waldorf school movement in Australia, have extensive

experience as 'Waldorf teachers and teacher educators. To ensure that the value of

Steiner's educational philosophy, and the integrity of the V/aldorf school movement,

are maintained it is essential that these Australian pioneer V/aldorf teacher educators,

as well as other qualified colleagues, collectively take a further step in developing

Waldorf teacher education. The formation of an umbrella organisation, such as an
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Association of Steiner V/aldorf Teacher Education would provide a policy forum in

which professional colleagues could:

o discuss core aims of Waldorf teacher education,

. define the essential components of a teacher training curriculum,

o agree on assessment, certification, and accreditation of courses, and

o set out key components for in-service training.

Research conducted for this thesis has revealed strengths and weaknesses in the

training received by existing V/aldorf teachers, and has highlighted areas that need to

be included in future pre-service training courses. Two notable examples are teacher

need for meditative training, and collegial need for interpersonal, organisational and

management skills. The desirability of expanding the scope of V/aldorf teacher

education needs to be accepted. Australian training institutions, which want to stay

apace with the rest of the Waldorf teacher training world in reforming the nature and

content of their courses, will find themselves in good company. For example, the

chairman of the European Council of Steiner Waldorf Schools has noted that Waldorf

Teacher Training Seminars are radically re-thinking the way they work and their

approach to students of the present generation.4 Chapter 4 Section 4 of this thesis has

given a number of examples of innovative practices, in various V/aldorf teacher

training centres around the world.

With these considerations in mind refer to the questions at the beginning of

this chapter. The challenge for an association of Steiner-Waldorf teacher educators

4 Circular/letter advising of the organisation of the fifth "Symposium on Questions of Teacher

Training" (also known as International Waldorf Teacher Education Conference), from Cbristopher

Clouder, the Chaþerson of the European Council of Steiner Waldorf Schools, and Jon McAlice,
representative of the Pedagogical Section at the Goetheanurn, Dornach Switzerland, February 1999
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would be to develop a progressive and reforming Waldorf teacher education policy for

the twenty-first century. What would such a policy be? On what principles should it

be founded? And how would it be developed?

3. Towards Formulatine Waldorf Teacher Education Policy

The following are some areas which require discussion and consideration, and

ultimately could lead to the formulation of policy. They neither constitute a detailed

description nor do they imply adopting a standard that might ignore changing

circumstances of the future.

1) Considerations About the Status Q.uo

To be more than merely symbolic, V/aldorf teacher education policy needs to take due

account of the existing situation of Australian teacher training institutions or course

providers. In keeping with the principles of the Threefold Social Order, the threefold

status of Waldorf teacher education in Australia needs to be considered, and these

considerations should include the dimension of economic resources and needs as well

as the social-political, and cultural-spiritual dimensions that is, the legal

constitutional forms and the strength of the anthroposophical basis of the existing

V/aldorf teacher training organisations. Future development is predicated on feelings

of confidence in the integrity and viability of each of these dimensions.

Another aspect to take into account is the tension that naturally arises in the

provision of training programmes, especially when budgetary responsibilities are set

against educational objectives. Limited budgets tend to curtail creative expression.

However, unlike the path taken or forced upon most university Faculties of Education,

V/aldorf institutions cannot, in principle, accept narrowly instrumental and 'human

capital' approaches to teacher education, nor the managerialist and economic
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rationalist assumptions currently associated with them. It is to be hoped that Waldorf

teacher training institutions will never have to become concerned about anything more

than human-sized organisational structures and budgets. An Association for Steiner-

Waldorf Teacher Education should argue for working towards principled goals, while

bearing in mind the limits dictated by their size and their resources.

2) Communication, Dialogue, and Cooperation

To be effective, a progressive Waldorf teacher education policy needs, in part, to grow

out of an on-going dialogue between the various parties who have an interest in it, in

an attempt to create a common ground or broad consensus. Insisting on dialogue

acknowledges the need to attend to the range of voices which seek to be heard, and the

diversity of interests of the various groups involved. Waldorf teacher educators in

Australia are mostly practising teachers, or closely associated with Waldorf schools,

therefore they cannot be accused of being remote from the voices of the various

parties. The voices include Waldorf teachers in the classrooms, Colleges of Teachers,

school administrators, and the communities of interest in which teachers have to

operate, including school parent associations, as well as the Association of Rudolf

Steiner Schools in Australia (RSSA). The latter Association has represented the needs

of Waldorf schools in Australia in a range of areas, and key figures in the RSSA are

prominent contributors to teacher education provision.

Input from many sources does not mean that every view about what

constitutes a progressive 
'Waldorf teacher education, however uninformed, should be

accepted uncritically. Nor should the policy group capitulate to unworkable demands,

for example, for, abolishing preservice education, only school-based preservice

training, the return of apprenticeship models or the like. But it does mean that
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teachers' views need to be taken seriously, and that the actual changes in conditions of

V/aldorf teachers' work are acknowledged. Where training courses are thought to have

been impractical, over-theoretical or irrelevant to teachers' work, or the opposite

(more likely), too narrowly focused or having an inadequate theoretical basis, these

should be considered and addressed. The V/aldorf teachers' review of their training,

found in chapter 6 section 3, highlighted some of the gaps in training.

However, as professional teacher educators, and in most cases working

Waldorf teachers, the policy group will have their own areas of expertise, obligations

and professional commitments, and these should also be acknowledged.

3) V/ell Rounded Professionalism

Teacher education is in the fullest sense a process of personal and professional

development. A progressive Waldorf teacher education policy will need to take the

notion of teacher professionalism very seriously indeed. Such a policy will stress the

desirability of systematic professional development by the practitioners themselves.

There is also a clear need for selÊevaluation and mutual evaluation and feedback, of

teacher training curricula and standards. Training institutions should set the standard

for this and model evaluation and feedback practices for their students so that this

essential feature ofteacher professionalism can be carried over into schools.

Truly effective teaching in Waldorf schools in the coming decades will:

. demand an expert knowledge base

o specialised skills, and

o intellectual strength, as well as

o artistic roundness,

o collegiality
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o a deep love of children and

o a coÍrmitment to their healtþ development.

V/aldorf teacher education has always maintained that teacher professionalism goes

beyond a naffow focus on skills, techniques and competencies. However, it is

important to overcome the tendency to both mystiff the nature of V/aldorf teachers'

work (alluding to the spiritual or 'imponderable' elements), and to deny the

importance of the development of skills. Competence and skills cannot be separated

from values, but the importance of the conceptual and theoretical frameworks which

inform and infuse Waldorf practice should be clearly asserted in teacher haining

courses.

4) Consideration for the Social Sphere of the Threefold Social Order

Central to the purpose of a progressive Waldorf teacher education is the commitment

to foster a more democratic and better-educated Australia, without the nationalistic

insinuations connected with that aim. Waldorf educators committed to ethical

individualismt are, by definition, also committed to social responsibility, and would

affirm notions of equity and social justice in striving towards a social democratic

society, within the broader context of the principles of the Threefold Social Order6 -

the 'Rights Sphere' of which is concemed almost exclusively with social justice.

A major gap, identified by the Teacher Training Questionnaire, w¿ts the lack of

training in the skills required to develop effective collegial and parent-teacher

relations. Questions which training centres, and the policy grouP, need to raise are to

do with the degree of emphasis given, in V/aldorf teacher training courses, to

cooperative work, teaming, collegiality, conflict management, negotiation and

s See Chapter 2, Section 3
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community consultation. What are the legitimate experiences to be expected of, or

fostered during, teaching practice in this regard?

Mainstream teacher education courses usually include in their programmes

units introducing students to the social issues of equity, equal opportunity, legal

obligations, etc. Can training courses claim to have effectively explored issues of

equity and social justice if graduates don't practise them in the school communities in

which they work? Can training courses even get away with the claim, 'We taught

them, but they didn't learn it'? If social justice issues have not been covered in the

training, in what way have the practices in the training courses themselves been

complicit in this? It is unlikely that this field is a total non-issue in V/aldorf schools,

despite the high value placed on human integrity by anthroposophy, incidents of

discrimination, sexual abuse, harassment, sexism, etc., take place in Waldorf school

communities, and trainee teachers need to have clarified their personal values about

them as well as discussed their legal responsibilities as teachers.

Another area to be considered is the training of teachers to work with

minorities or disadvantaged groups. How can Waldorf teacher training courses be

shaped to assist people, such as aboriginal Australians, to help children in their own

communities by introducing appropriate V/aldorf methods in indigenous schools? For

Waldorf education to be of benefit to all members of the Australian community, a

'good' education must be synonymous with a'just' education.

s) Diversity and Flexibility

Existing practitioners in Waldorf teacher training institutions, as well as those

interested in developing a progressive Waldorf teacher education policy, would no

6 See Chapter 2 Section 4
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doubt continue to encourage diversity in methods of provision, and flexibility in

content and structure. This situation has existed in Australian Waldorf teacher training

from earliest times and, with respect to attitude at least, there is probably not a great

deal to change.

The teacher training centres and policy writers should resist any attempts to

standardise or centralise V/aldorf teacher education, calling, rather for more not less

variety of approach. To meet changing circumstances and needs, such as responding

to Federal Department of Education policy expectations (eg. National Statements and

profiles), training courses need to have the freedom and the capacity to adjust their

courses rapidly (certainly to be able to provide in-service training courses within six

months). This might, for example, involve co-opting smaller groups of V/aldorf

teacher educators to work on the planning and implementing of specific projects for

limited and defined periods of time. Such work could take place in an appropriate

variety of settings - ranging from a university, other educational institutions,

business/industry, ethnic enclaves, settings with unemployed youth, the inner city,

aboriginal settlements, towns, or even slums. It could be undertaken in a diverse range

of forms, extending far beyond the old mix of lecfures, tutorials, reading, and the

practicum.

As an overseeing professional body the proposed Association would need to

establish very broad,rather than narrowly prescriptive, parameters for Waldorf teacher

education courses. It could promote creativity and effectiveness by encouraging,

supporting or carrying out pilot studies on a range of courses, and follow through by

coordinating funded studies of their outcomes. This type of research should provide a

better basis for decision making about future directions.
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This highlights the need within the movement to identiff and harness people's

particular expertise and talents, and make the best use of these people in pre-service

and inservice courses or programmes The utilisation of the resources of Waldorf

teachers on sabbatical could be pursued more vigorously in this regard.

6) Making the Teaching Practicum More Practical

The key point to be made about teacher training in general, but teaching practice in

particular, is that there is a clear need for more demanding and consistent procedures

for assessing trainee teachers andjunior teachers.

In the survey, teachers expressed a positive regard for, and acknowledged the

tremendous value of, their teaching practicum. However, side by side with the

positive valuations are increasing dilemmas associated with practice teaching. One

paradox is that students are training to improve the quality of their teaching in some

situations where the quality of the modelling is considered (often by the students

themselves) to be suspect. Of course negative learning, where trainees come away

with the resolve that what they observed was definitely not what they would do when

they had their own class, is one of a number of outcomes of a practicum, but it is not

necessarily the most desirable way to learn.

Not all supervising teachers are 'master teachers' who, in addition to having

expertise in subject content, are also enthusiastic, lively and imaginative, and have

extensive experience to offer trainees. Supervision would involve

o briefing the trainee beforehand on lesson requirements

o giving input on what constitutes an appropriate and balanced delivery of lesson

content
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. sharing practical classroom management techniques and strategies for behaviour

management (usually referred to as 'tricks of the trade'), and

o giving detailed feedback after their teaching efforts.

Some respondents to the Teacher Training Questionnaire commented that, overall in

training, they did not have enough teaching practice, or had too much observation and

not enough teaching or were not given enough responsibility. One of the

consequences of the use of Main Lesson blocks by Class teachers, has been that many

teachers are reluctant to 'hand over' their classes to a novice, because much depends

on the careful preparation of curriculum content, and much time can be lost if trainees

'make a mess of it'. Some trainees experience this attitude as a lack of confidence in

them, and become disheartened, believing that they will 'never be good enough'.

Some observers have sensed a certain level of over-protection of school

students and a feeling of 'preciousness' with regard to other adults being present in a

classroom, especially with the junior primary classes. This is understandable from a

class teacher's perspective, but for the purposes of teacher training it is essential that

trainees have the opportunity to try, to fail and then try again. This is not to blame

supervising teachers who, given the pressure of competing roles (for example, clerk,

manager, counsellor, teacher) do not have enough time to devote to the instruction of

teacher trainees.

The issue of trainee supervision and mentoring requires more attention while

trainees are doing teaching practice, and also after graduation. In the former case,

more needs to be done by teacher training centres in seeking out good mentors,

cultivating cooperation with class teachers, and conducting workshops to teach some

of them about best ways to help trainees. In the latter case, consideration should be
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given to providing graduates with follow-up support over longer periods - for

example by conducting de-briefing meetings and 'work-shopping' options for dealing

with problem areas in teaching. This could occur a few times throughout the first year

of their employment, irrespective of whether the school itself provides such support.

One of the roles of teacher training courses is to inject new ideas and practices

into schools through their graduates. Given that Waldorf schools are relatively few in

number, especially those that are well established, there is a good case for teacher

trainees to be given the opportunity to observe innovative practices in a range of other

educational settings, such as a State or conventional private school, or in another

alternative school. There are also innovative approaches being used in 'sub-school'

annexes of some mainstream schools. While trainees would not be learning about

Waldorf practice in these settings, they could experience such things as teaming,

autonomous learning, group work, community participation, and collaborative policy-

making. It may take time - these sites would have to be investigated for their

suitability - and much negotiation, to find places that would be willing to take groups

of Waldorf trainees for visits of a day, or for a week, or a longer practicum. Learning

about, and seeing other approaches in operation, could be invaluable for injecting

some practices which complement those used in Waldorf schools, and would at the

least give trainees a view of some of the more innovative practices being tried by

other concerned educators.

7) Broadening and Renewine Professional Education

Both the wider educational world and the V/aldorf movement know the truism that

teacher education requires more than a pre-service component. The paradox of

presenting 'theory' about a 'practice' of which students have as yet had no proper
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experience is well known to teacher educators in general. There is a growing

acceptance that the nature and content of initial and continuing professional education

should be very different.

The V/aldorf school movement is relatively young and still growing. Bear in

mind that currently the majority of the approximately fifty Waldorf schools in

Australia are less than 15 years old. Waldorf teacher training courses, though not

producing enough graduates to satisff demand, has remained flexible enough to adapt

to the changing requirements of schools. However, as the movement as a whole

becomes more established, alternative strategies need to be devised to encourage on-

going professional development. 'Life-long education' must not simply remain a

catch-cry,but must be taken more seriously that it is.

For example, the yearly national Steiner-Waldorf teachers' conferences

sponsored by the Rudolf Steiner Schools Association, have focused on particular,

often topical, themes and provided an invaluable service, especially to new teachers.

While there is no 'hard evidence', such as accurate figures, the phenomenon of

increasing complacency, especially of many teachers in established schools, is well

known.T The writer has observed on many occasions that only a half dozen, or less,

teachers from the larger schools (where staff numbers exceed 50), regularly attended

national conferences. Why is this so? Is it acceptable that staff in more established

institutions can be complacent about their professional development? What incentives

7 Anecdotal evidence in Australia indicates that attendance at National Teachers' Conferences by

Waldorf teachers from established Waldorf schools, is poor. According to Brien Masters the situation

is the same in Great Britain (An Appraisal of Steinerian Theory and llaldorf Praxis: How do they

Compare? Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of Surrey, February 1997 , p. 223). T\is is also the case

for attendance by Waldorf teachers at Anthroposophical Society lectures and conferences. Evidently

interest and participation (if at all) is at its peak in the founding years, but gradually wanes as schools

become well established.
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are offered by schools to encourage their participation? Are expectations for active

involvement in ongoing professional development clearly stated as part of

employment contracts?

There are implications for teacher training institutions too. Some teachers who

have done Steiner education courses do not take up full-time work, but assume

various positions, such as assistants in Kindergartens or teacher aides of various

kinds. Many new teachers in specialist areas, such as music, crafts, and foreign

languages, and those doing relief work have not undergone a formal Waldorf training

and need to have an orientation in Waldorf pedagogy as a way of upgrading their

qualifications and meeting the work with more understanding. Waldorf schools, as

some already do, could require the new teachers to undertake such training coursos, or

could employ these teachers on the condition that they undergo retraining. Also, most

V/aldorf trained teachers, in their basic training, only touched upon a range of non-

academic curriculum areas, and many have expressed in the survey the need to

develop these further. The provision of specific courses, units or modules to satisff

such specialists needs of V/aldorf teachers, is essential.

It can no longer be presumed that full-time employment, ffi â class teacher

(with a six to eight-year tenures) will automatically follow after graduation from a

V/aldorf teacher training course. However, a raîge of other employment positions

could be available. Therefore, both preservice electives and postgraduate courses need

to be made available in response to quite specific employment situations, such as,

temporary relieving, or supply teaching, remedial teaching, teaching composite

classes, or specialist subjects. These could be made available through summer schools
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and the like. An implication of this would be that the destination of graduates must be

understood to be potentially more diverse than full-time preschool, full-time primary-

school class teachers, or secondary specialist teachers.

The standard duty of a class teacher is to teach the same group of students for

from six to eight years, which means keeping up with the changing needs of

children's development and the increasing complexity of the curriculum (Chapter 4

Section 3). Given the increasing numbers of Waldorf teachers who do not sustain a

six, seven or eight year commitment, it may become necessary to consider teacher

training-courses for specific age groups, for example, children from six to nine years

old, then nine to twelve, and twelve to fifteen. The shorter time commitment, coupled

with the opportunity to work with children in age groups more congenial to the

teacher (despite the often heard injunction that a good V/aldorf teacher 'should be able

to work with all age groups'), would provide more children with the benefit of the

continuity of relationship with one teacher. From a staff welfare point-oÊview it is

valid to raise the question of whether a three or four-year continuity is more

acceptable than a six to eight-year continuity, if it avoids the loss of teachers to the

movement due to teacher burnout?e Such a question needs to be considered by the

V/aldorf school movement because its resolution would have an impact on Waldorf

teacher training.

s In Australia, some States have six years in the primary school, others have seven. Primary education

in most Waldorf schools around the world, including some in Australia, is for eight years.
e Having recognised the very different abilities of teachers to work with children of different age

groups, conventional teacher taining courses in some university Departrnents of Education, already

offer specific courses in Junior Primary, Primary and Junior Secondary teaching. Some of these are

noted in Chapter 7, Section 2.
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8) 'Really Useful Knowledge ' and Personal Development

Most people embarking on a careeÍ in V/aldorf education do so with a clear desire to

deepen their understanding of human nature and develop a closer relationship with

their own spirituality through the teachings of Rudolf Steiner. Foundation studies in

Anthroposophy and the arts are usually experienced as personally meaningful and

relevant, even life changing. Waldorf teacher education provides 'really useful

knowledge' in relation to child and curriculum development. However, 'relevance'

and 'meaning' are necessary but not sufficient conditions for really useful knowledge

because 'really useful knowledge' begins with personal experience and the way in

which that experience is forged.

Within the Steiner-Waldorf tradition, meditative training, along with

classroom practice, often provides the strongest basis of personal experience. When

teachers have won for themselves the fruits of meditation and classroom practice, then

they will have gained 'really useful knowledge' at a non-intellectual level. Despite the

fact that the teacher training survey revealed that meditative training was inadequately

covered or totally omitted in most Waldorf teacher training courses, guidance on

meditative practice, is available in books by Steiner and other leading authors in

Waldorf education (see also various training options in Chap. 3 Section 4).

Individual teacher training institutions interested in supporting a progressive

Waldorf teacher education policy need to address this important aspect of a lValdorf

teacher's work because an active meditative life is fundamental for teachers' self

empowerïnent, an empowerrnent resulting from personal satisfaction and effective and

practical application of 'really useful knowledge' to create better working practices,

and success for students, teacher and school. Given the gap in meditative training,
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identified in the survey by practising teachers, there is a clea¡ role to be played by

teacher training centres in providing in-service training in this area.

Professional training involves inner changes, and self-development is

something that naturally 'happens' to trainees as a result of that training. Participation

in eurythmy classes, doing painting and sculpting workshops, or learning about

Reincarnation and Karma, for example, brings about ongoing challenges to trainees to

re-examine themselves, simply as a result of the personal response to their struggles,

successes or feelings of failure. Adequate individual and group support is therefore

essential. Individual counselling services need to be available. A counsellor (not

necessarily fuIl-time) should be seen as an essential member of staff. Where this is not

feasible, suitable sources for receiving pastoral care need to be identified in the

V/aldorf school or anthroposophical movements. If needed, an obvious option is

referral to sympathetic counsellors or therapists in he wider community.

Notrryithstanding their initial training, the majority of teachers have learned

how to teach by continuing to do so on a daily basis for the length of their classroom

working life. There is a role for Waldorf teacher training centres to cater for the needs

of practising teachers, to deepen their understanding of Steiner's indications regarding

'how' teaching should be carried out. When Steiner enjoined teachers to make your

own fairy tale, or in painting start from tlte colours, or repeatedly make contact with

the pupils (to mention only three), what did he mean? How did he mean it to be

carried out? Intensive advanced courses, in holiday periods, which refocus and deepen

understanding of the first principles of Waldorf teaching, could be offered. This is to

counter the tendency of teachers, usually as a result of feeling overburdened, to

depend on pre-digested 'how to' content and method guides to teaching what is
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thought to be 'a-strictly-to-be-adhered-to Waldorf curriculum.'ro This deepening of

understanding is often closely related to the outcomes of meditative training.

9) Beyond Minimum Standards of Competence

Chapter 7 Section t has described the emphasis in mainstream teacher education on

providing competency based skills. The best of competency based haining

emphasises excellence and teacher professionalism on the assumption that these will

provide jobs for new teachers. The need for competent teachers cannot be denied, but

a progressive policy for V/aldorf teacher education would have a goal defined in terms

of a type of excellence and teacher professionalism that encompasses the realms of

imagination, inspiration, intuition, creativity, and enthusiasm, rather than terms of

mere standard of competence skills.

In the V/aldorf school movement a lifelong education is seen not only as a

professional necessity, but as a way of life. The achievement of these worthy goals, in

order that they do not remain in the realm of wishful thinking, or become merely

empty slogans, will require active promotion during initial training and regular

follow-up in conferences and other in-service programmes

4. Summary and Conclusion

Doubtless there are other aspects that teacher training centres would wish to include in

setting an agenda for reform, but the writer believes that the nine areas discussed

above are fundamentally important and should certainly be considered by a policy

group wishing to develop a progressive Waldorf teacher education policy for

Australia in the twenty-first century

f o Masters, op. cit., pp.266-7
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The formation of an Association for Steiner V/aldorf Teacher Education has

been considered as the most appropriate organisation to formulate such a policy.

However, this is not to imply that the 'real work' is done somewhere else other than in

the existing training centres themselves. The situation in Australia with regard to the

provision of V/aldorf teacher education has nothing to do with a dilemma of top-down

versus bottom-up reform because the leaders or senior V/aldorf teacher educators and

those at the 'grass roots' are the same people, and there is no bureaucracy separating

them unlike the mainstream teacher 'education industry'.

The writer believes that educational courses which will enable the

development of teachers as richly and broadly educated professionals must be

supported by the Waldorf school movement. As the wave of economic rationalism

passes, such prograÍrmos will be increasingly demanded by the wider community.

V/aldorf teacher educators need to develop a policy which sensitively embraces the

current Australian context with its unique cultural, political, and economic conditions.

The importance of dialogue in its formulation has been stressed, and the need for

transparency in its practices has been implied. A progressive V/aldorf teacher

education policy has also been viewed in the context of Steiner's broader Social

Theory, but in a 'rights sphere' that is socially democratic, valuing and practising the

principles of equity and social justice.

The need for much greater diversity of teacher education courses and much

more flexibility in their development and provision has been supported, as well as the

importance of a curriculum which centres on'really useful knowledge'. Attention has

been drawn to the need to give increased prominence to teachers' meditative life by a

more thorough preparation in their initial training. For teacher trainers, on the one
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hand there is need for greater prominence to be given to selÊevaluation and mutual

evaluation and feedback of teacher training curricula and standards. On the other there

is a need for more demanding and consistent procedures for assessing trainee teachers

and junior teachers. Amongst these assessment procedures, V/aldorf teacher educators

need to maintain discussion on ways of preparing teachers with a deep commitment,

both to children and to providing an education which fosters freedom of the human

spirit, against notions of minimum standards of competence.

The application of V/aldorf educational philosophy and methods has been

beneficial for a significant number of people, students and teachers alike. Whether

V/aldorf education will claim its rightful reputation as being a rudical (in the best

sense) and vibrant force in the Australian educational community, or 'Waldorf schools

will be seen as sectarian enclaves of quaint but harmless eccentrics, will depend to a

great extent upon the quality of the education and training of new V/aldorf teachers,

and of the nature of ongoing inservice training for the existing work-force. Setting an

agenda for refashioning Australian V/aldorf teacher education along the lines

proposed above must surely give direction to the kind of road the Waldorf school

movement will take in the twenty-first century.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

The conclusion of the subject of the thesis has already been made in Chapter 9. This

final chapter brings to afinal conclusion the research process, and reflects on what

was learned along the way by the writer'

1. The Primarv Research Ouestion

.'What are the implications for teacher education of Rudolf Steiner's educational

theory and its practice in V/aldorf schools?' This was the primary research question of

this study. The thesis began with an optimistic attempt to find some ansrwers, but the

process of the search revealed, as quests invariably seem to do, that the primary

question contained within it many more questions. The answers that were gleaned

along the way should be of interest to several audiences, such as:

Q) lfaldorf school teachers, who, having received training in Waldorf teaching,

might find it instructive to reflect on the kind of training they did receive, and

review it in the light of their practical experience as well as from a more theoretical

perspective.

(2) the community of Waldorf teacher educators in Australia, who, faced by the

pressing demand for more trained Waldorf teachers, on the one side, and the

chronic shortage of financial and human resources on the other, should welcome an

independent studY which Provides:

o a historical survey of the development of Australian Waldorf teacher education,
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o objective feedback and data on the training status of the Waldorf work-force

(including teachers' views on the strengths and weaknesses of their training),

o an overview of theoretical aspects of Waldorf teacher education (such as what

might constitute an ideal training),

. some guidelines towards the formulation of a progressive policy on teacher

education, which would take Waldorf teacher preparation into the twenty-first

century.

(3) the community of Watdorf teacher educators world-wide, who, by and latge, know

very little about Australian V/aldorf teacher education. This study provides a view

of the Australian scene in the global context, and should help to connect the

common aspirations of Australian and overseas V/aldorf teacher educators. It may

perhaps, prove comforting to discover that the challenges being faced by

Australians are similar to those they faced in the part or are currently facing.

(4) the wider educational communifl, especially academics, research students, and

teachers interested in learning more about Steiner's progressive educational

philosophy and the implications of his educational theory for teacher education.

This study has been a first attempt to explore this little known by-water in what

otherwise is a wet land of literature on teacher education. There is a descending order of

availability of literature on the topic beginning with Progressive Education, to Waldorf

Education, and least of all, V/aldorf Teacher Education. Hopefully this study has been a

seed planted on the banks of the by-water.

However, as a study it is only a beginning and therefore suffers from the

limitations often experienced by inexperienced hikers who discover along the way, often

too late, that they have forgotten something vital. In this case, to continue with the

analogy of the hiker, the knap-sack was too small to be able to carry comfortably all the

samples found along the way. Five of the nine Chapters could easily have become a
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thesis in their own right. Consequently a perceived lack of space curtailed inclinations

to further develop certain sections. For example, insufficient justice was done to the

explanations of some key ideas underpinning Steiner's educational thought.

Likewise, the writer experienced the personal limitation of not being a reader of

German. This fact limited access to source material written in German, which is

considerable. Apart from not being able to read Steiner's work in the original form, the

use of other resource material, by German speaking v/aldorf writers was limited to a

few documents kindly translated by German colleagues. Explanations in Chapter 3, on

the historical aspects of the initial teacher training course conducted by Steiner, and

Section 4 part2 of Chapter 4, would have benefited by further input from German texts'

Much more could have been written about the unique features of Waldorf

training courses listed in Section 4 of Chapter 4.Interesting developments in South

Africa, North America, the Scandinavian region and Eastern Europe could not be

pursued in detail. Nor was there mention of the Waldorf teacher training efforts in

Ecuador andBrazil.

The Survey of Australian V/aldorf teachers was not ideal. What would have been

more desirable is a larger sample of randomly selected Waldorf teachers. As was

pointed out in Chapter 6 Section t however, high response rates and strictly random

samples are probably unachievable among Waldorf teachers! Respondents in the

categories of Early Childhood, Primary, High school, and Teacher Training, provided

invaluable data, but some of the questions in the questionnaire proved to be ambiguous'

and extra information (such as date of birth) could have been sought. Follow up

interviews were used to remedy weaknesses of some parts of the questionnaire'

However, the prime aim of the survey was to capture as broad a range of views and
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observations conceming \ilaldorf teacher training as possible: it is considered that this

was achieved.

4. Further Research

There is scope for further research on aspects of Waldorf education and V/aldorf teacher

education in the following aleas.

l) Reseørch concerning historical and cultural developmenls, comprising studies of

developments in V/aldorf teacher education in other countries, and the training

courses in countries which have not been approached in this study, such as Eastern

Europe and South America. Also, there are very small but growing developments in

waldorf education in India, s. E. Asia, the Philippines and Japan. up to and

including recent times prospective teachers from these countries received their

training in Europe or USA. Research is needed on the approaches being used or

required to prepare Waldorf teachers in non-Western cultures. Attempts have already

begun in South Africa and these should be studied and the results published.

similarly, research on the approaches being applied to prepare waldorf teachers to

work in non-Christian settings is needed. Are there any unique features of the

training for Waldorf teachers working in predominantly Jewish, Islamic, Hindu,

Buddhist, or other settings?

2) Research concerníng the development of speciJìc trainíng ínstitutions.' How have

teacher training institutions adapted their curricula and course structures to the needs

of their environments? To what extent have Eurocentric curricula and methods been

transformed? What have been the 'evolutionary' steps in the transformation? What

modifications have been made to course structures, course content and assessment

procedure, for example, in order to gain accreditation of their awards. There are a
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number of Waldorf teacher training centres in Australia, and a deeper study of one of

them would be a fi:uitful topic of research.

3) Reseørch concerníng motíves for becomíng Waldorf teachers, and remainíng in

the últaldorf school movement, or leaving if; Why do Australians choose to become

teachers in Waldorf schools? What factors contribute to them remaining in the

movement? or if they do not remain in the movement, what are the factors

influencing resignations, dismissals, transfers, or retirement?'what is the incidence of

maternity leave, stress leave, and illness? How wide is the range of working

conditions, including salaries, work load, holidays, sick leave, superannuation,

professional development, study leave, and sabbatical leave. Is there a relative

difference between kindergarten teachers, primary class teachers, high school

teachers, and specialists (such as art, craft, eurythmy, sport, and administrative staff)?

There are anecdotal claims that employment conditions (with regard to income, work

load, stress, resources, assistants, facilities) are not as good in waldorf schools as

compared to State schools? On the other side claims are also made that the degree of

enthusiasm, the cultural richness, positive attitudes and commitment to children, are

higher than in other schools. How valid are these claims?

4) Research concerníng the degree of implementation, in teøcher training institutions

and Waldorf schools, of Steíner's Threeþld Social Order ideals. Steiner's Social

Theory occupies a whole section in chapter Two, and the results of the Teacher

Training euestionnaire (conducted as part of the research component of this thesis)

indicate that teachers were, to varying degtees, familiar with it' There is scope for

research on the extent to which the principles of Threefold Social Organisation,

implicit in the Social Theory, are being studied and applied in the work-place? Is
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there a gap, and if so how wide is the gap between the theoretical possibilities and the

practical realities at the teacher training college or school level? What aspects of

Threefold theory have V/aldorf institutions tried to implement in the past, and what is

the current status in this area? Do they have a 'vision' for developing this important

aspect of V/aldorf philosophy? How would they foresee its implementation?

5) Research concerning selectivíty of content used by teacher training ìnstitutions for

the prepørøtion of teøch¿rs. For example, given that the Konferenzen were published

in English only in the mid to late 1980s, to what extent have the insights gained by

the .praxis' or 'reflective practice' method implicitly and explicitly used in the

Konferenzen (Steiner's conferences with the college of teachers at the first 'Waldorf

school in Stuttgart), been incorporated in English speaking Waldorf teacher training

coursos today? Additionally, to what extent are original texts and indications by

Steiner, apart from the Study of Man lecture series, being studied in teacher training

seminars?

6) Research concerning best practice in 'teøcher renewøl', including meditative or

other methods used to assist or help prepare teachers to maintain their equanimity

and renew their enthusiasm and inspiration out of the spiritual well-spring of

anthroposophical spiritual science and contemporary spirituality.

7) Reseørch concerning the use of electronic communìcatíon systems for conducting

Distance Education type Waldorf teacher education courses. Given the high value

placed on human to human contact in V/aldorf education, what are the advantages

and disadvantages of using telephones, faxes, Email, Intemet and similar

technologies for teaching courses in V/aldorf teacher education? What would be

required to counterbalance the effects of isolation resulting from this form of study?
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APPENDIX 1

WALDORF TEACHER TRAINING SEMINARS
\ryORLD.WIDE

AUSTRALASIA

AUSTRALIA
Sydney Parsifal College

307 Sussex St., SydneY, 2000

Ph. (02) 261 400l,Fax. (02) 267 1225

Email : par scol@ozemail. com. au

Middle Cove/Sydney Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner School Limited,
5A Glenroy Avenue,Middle Cove 2068 N.S.W., AUS

Ph. 2-9417 31 93 Fax 2-9417 5346
Email : glenaeon@þgl.com.au

Warranwood Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Teacher Training Seminar,

2l3Wonga Road, Warranwood, VIC 3134, AUS
Ph. 3 -987 6263 3, Fax 3-98790820

In-school training courses

Dural/Sydney Lorien Novalis College of Teacher Education,

456 Old Northern Road, Dural 2158, AUS
Ph. (02)-6sr2s77

Byron Bay Cape Byron Rudolf Steiner School Teacher training

Balraith Lane, Byron Bay,Z48I,NSW AUS

Ph. (02) 66847400

NEW ZEALAND

HavelockNorth Preparatory Course for Rudolf Steiner School Teachers

Taruna, P.O. Box 8103, HavelockNorth, NZ-
ph. (++64) 6-8777174,Fax (+64) 6-8777014

AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

Cape Town Centre for Creative Education, McGregor House,

4 Victoria Road, RSA-Plumstead 7800, Cape Town,

Ph. 2l-7 97 6802, Fax 2177 095



Johannesburg
(Alexandra)

ET]ROPE

AUSTRIA
Wien

BELGIUM

Berchem/AntwerPen

GERMANY

Berlin

Freiburg-Wiehre

Hamburg

Kassel

Kiel

Mannheim

Nurnberg
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Baobab Community College Alexandra,

P.O. Box 71188, RSA-Bryanston202l,
Ph. 1 1 -7068545Fax Ll-4430246

Goetheanistische Studienstätte,

Speisinger Str. 258, A-1238 Wien,
Ph. (++43) 1-8886903, Fax (+43) l-8892693

Vrije Vol kshogeschool op anthroposofis-he basis 3 (++32) 3-

239 6613 Kardinaai Mercierlel 1 5, 8-2600 Berchem/Antwerpen

Seminar für Waldorþädagogik Berlin, Kopenicker Str. 175,

D-10997 Berlin,
Ph. 3 030-6 187 07 3, Fax 030-6124227

Pädagogisches Fachseminar fÌir Leibeserziehung an Freien

Waldorfschulen, Schwimmbadstr. 29,

D-79 1 00 Freiburg-wiehre, Ph. 07 6l-47 3435, Fax 07 6l-47 343I

Seminar fur Waldorfpadagogik in Hamburg

Hufüerstr. 18, D-22083 Hamburg,

Ph.3 040-2983030, Fax 040-2097 8607

Lehrerseminar ftir Waldorfo ädagogik,

Brabanterstr . 43, D-34131 Kassel,

Ph. 0561-33655, Fax 0561-3 162189

Waldorfl ehrerseminar Kiel,
Rudolf-steiner-weg 2, D-24109 Kiel,
Ph. 043 1-5309130, Fax 043 1-530913 1

Freie Hochschule für anthroposophische Pädagogik Mannheim,

Zielstr. 28, D-68 1 69 Mannheim,

Ph 0621-309480, Fax 0621-3094850
Email: Ernst.Schuberth@t-online.de

pädagogisches seminar an der Rudolf steiner Schule Närnberg,

Steinplattenw eg 25, D-9049 1 Nürnberg,

Ph. 0911-59860, Fax 0911-5986200
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Stuttgart

Witten-Annen

DENMARK
Skanderborg

ESTONIA
Tartu

FINLAND
Helsinki

FRANCE
Chatou

GREAT BRITAIN

Full-time Courses

Exmouth

Forest Row

Herfordshire

Stourbridge
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Freie Hochschule Stuttgart, Seminar ft.ir Waldorþädagogik,
Haussmannsh. 44 a, 0-70188 Stuttgart,

Ph. 071 l-210940, Fax 071 I-2348913

Institut für Waldorfo ädago gik,

Annener Berg 15, D-58454 Witten/Ruhr,
Ph. 023 02-9 67 3 -0, F ax 023 02-6 8000

Email : witten-annen@t-online.de

Rudolf Steiner Laererseminariet, Audonicon,

Grønnedals v ej | 4, DK- 8660 Skanderborg

Ph. (+4s) 6-86s247ss

Tartu Waldorþedagoogika Seminar,

Ploomi trx.1, EST-2400 Tartu
Ph. (#372)27-421834

Snellman-Korkeakoulu,
Puuskakuja 14, FIN-00850 Helsinki
Ph. (++358) 9-698s044

Institut Rudolf Steiner,

5, rue Georges Cle'menceau, F-78400 Chatou,

Ph. 1.39525 8. 1 9, Fax 1.39.52'7 I'89

Universþ of Plymouth, Rolle School of Education,

BA Honours Degree in Waldorf (Steiner) Education,

Douglas Avenue, Exmouth, EX8 2AT, England

Ph. 1 395-25 547 5,F ax 1395-255303

Education Course Emerson College,
Forest Row, East Sussex RH18 5IX, England

Ph. 13 42-822238, F ax: 0 13 42 82605 5

Rudolf Steiner School Kings Langley (1 year),

Kings Langley, HertsWD4gHG, England

Ph. 1923 -262505, Fax 1923 -2609 58

Elmfield School (2 years),
Love Lane, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY8 2EA, England
Ph. 1384-39 4633,Fax: 1384 393608
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London

York

Northern lreland
Holywood

Scotland
Edinburgh

HT]NGARY

Budapest

Budapest

Solymár

ITALY:
Gambarare di Mira

NETIIERLANDS:
Den Haag

Zeist
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London Waldorf Teacher Training Seminar,
Kidbrooke Park, Forest Row, East Sussex, RHl8 5JA, England
Ph. 1342 424161

North England Steiner Training Course
Botton Vi-llage, Michael House, York, Sheffield, England
Ph. 1904 654983

Holywood and Glencraig Teacher Traqing Course

Glencraig, Craigavad, Hôlywood, Co. Down BT10 5BR, GB
Ph. 1232 42416r

Teacher Training Course, Rudolf Steiner School of Edinburgh,

60/64 Spylaw Road, Edinburgh EH1O 5BR, GB

Ph.131-3373410

Waldorfu edagógiai tanár-továbbképzés,
Bethlen G.tér 2., H-1071 BudaPest

Ph. f-342r379

Euritmiaképzés,
Bimb6 u. 3. lY I 4., IJ-1022 BudaPest

Ph. r-2060372

Waldorfu edagógiai lntezetNappali Tanárképzés,

Jozsef Attil a u. 41.,H-2083 Solymár,

Ph. 26-3601 45, Fax 26-360145

seminano Stabile Pedagogico per Ia formazione degli insegnanti

Waldorf,
via XXV Aprile 32,1-30030 Gambarare di Mira (VE)

Ph. (+39) 4r-s676418

Ho geschool Helicon, onderwij s vanuit antroposofie,

Opleiding docent dans/euritmie Riouwstraat 1, NL-2585 GP Den

Haag,
Ph. 70-3550039, Fax 70-3543330

Hogeschool Helicon' onderwij s vanuit antroposofie,

Fachhochschule f. Berufsausbildung, Lerarenopleiding

basisonderwij s Vrij e Scholen Socrateslaan 224,

NL-3707 GLZeist,
Ph. 30 -6937 900 Fax 30 -69 1 I 440
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NORWAY:
Oslo

RI]MANIA

Bucharest

RUSSIA
Moscow

St. Petersburg

SWEDEN

Göteburg

Järna

Kungälv

Mölnbo

Östersund

Stockholm
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Rudolf Steinerhöyskolen Seminar,

Prof. Dahls gt. 30, N-0260 Oslo,

Ph. (+47) 22-449565 Fax (t-r47) 22-444760

Centrul Pentru Pedagogie Waldorf din Romama

B-dul Marasti, nr. 59, sect. 1,O.P.32,
RO-71331 Bucharest

Ph.Æax (+40) | -22237 19,

Waldorflehrerseminar
Stemyanij Pereulok 33-35, RUS- 1 1 3093 Moscow

Ph. 095-236 5214, F ax. 095 -2365 492

Email: pinskij @cenho.ru

Waldorfskij pedagogitscheskij seminar

Ul. Omskaja 21, RUS-97343, St. Petersburg

PhÆax:. 812-2462206,

Rudolf Steinerhögskolan, Waldorfseminariet I Göteburg

Sanatoriegatan 13, 5-41653 Göteborg

Ph.3l-214723

Rudolf Steiner Steiner högskolan (Klassenlehrer)

5-15391 Jäma
Ph. 8-55 1 50325, F ax: 8-55 1 50685

Waldorfseminariet I Kungälv
Thorilda Gränd l, 3-44231 Kungälv
Ph.Æax 303-10566

Nordische Bothmergymnastik Schule

Vårdinge by, 5-15021 Mölnbo
Ph. 158-23 1 2l,Fax. 158-23 165

Rudolf Steiner högskolan, (Klassenlehrer berufsbegleitend)

S-15391 Järna

Ph. 8-55150325, 55150770, 5515058L, Fax. 8-55150685

Rudolf Steinerhö gskolan

Kristofferseminariet, (Class teaching, Handworþ)
Balderseminariet, (Class teaching, Inservice)

Pestalozziseminariet (High school teaching)

Rudolf Steinerhö gskolan (S ofiaseminariet, inservice,)

c/o Sjöborg, Lekhyttan, 5-71015 Vintrosa
vaxjo
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SWITZERLAND

Dornach Rudolf Steiner Lehrerseminar Dornach,

Brosiweg 5, CII-4143 Dornach

Ph.6r-7014072
Teacher training for inservice

Basel

Bern

Lausanne

Zunch

NORTH AMERICA

CANADA
Thornhill

USA
Ann Arbor

Chicago

Eugene

Fair Oaks

Freie Schule fÌir Kunsthandwerk, Handarbeitsseminar

Franziska Heitz,Ob. Batterieweg 3, CH-4059 Basel

Ph.Æax 61-3611353

Rudolf Steiner Lehrerseminar IttigenÆem
Asylstraþ 51, CH-3083 Ittigen
Ph.3t-9312678

Séminaire pédag. De Suisse romande

Selaetariat der Ecole Rudolf Steiner de Lausanne

Bois-Genoud, Case Postale, CH-1023 Crissier

Ph. 21-64801 1 1, Fax 2l-6480112

Rudolf Steiner Schule,

Plattenstrþ 37,.C H-8032 Zwich
Ph.l-2514502

Rudolf Steiner Centre Toronto,

9100 Bathurst Street, #4, CDN-Thornhill, Ont. LzlJ 8C7,

Ph. 905-76-7 57 0, F ax 905-889-3336

Waldorf Teacher Development Association,

P0 Box 2678, USA-Ann Arbor, MI48106-2678,

Ph. 2 1 8-545-87 1 lFax 218-541-1852

Arcturus Rudolf Steiner Education Program, 6531 N' Lake Wood

P0 Box 607 ll6,USA-Chicago, IL 60660,

Ph. 7 7 3 -7 6l -3026, F ax 7 7 3 -465 -6648

Waldorf Teacher Training Eugene,

3976 OakStreet, USA-Eugene, OR 97405

Ph. 541-485-6348

Rudolf Steiner College,

9200 Fair Oaks Blvd., USA-Fair Oaks, CA 95628,

Ph. 916-961 -8727 , Fax 916-961-8731
Email: rso@steinercollege.org
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Keene

Northridge

Spring Valley

SOUTH AMERICA

Argentina
Buenos Aires

Brasil
Sao Paulo

Chile
Santiago

Columbia
Medellin

Peru
Lima
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Antioch,/New England Waldorf T. T. Program,

40 Avon Street, USA-Keene, NH 03431,

Ph. 603-357 -3122, Fax 603-357-07 1 8

Waldorf Institute of Southern California,

17100 Superior Street, USA-Northridge, CA 91325,

Ph. 8 1 8-349-6272Fax 8 1 8-892-2119

Sunbridge College,
285 Hungry Hollow Road, USA-Spring Valley, NY 10977'

Ph. 9 14-425-005 5, F ax 9 l-425 -l 413
Email: sunbridge@aol.com

Seminario Pedagogico Waldorf,
Wames 1373, RA-1602 Florida,
ph. (++54) 791-5338, Fax (+54) 791-5338

Lehrerseminar c/o Escola Rudolf Steiner,

Centro de Formacão de Professores Waldorf de Sao Paulo,

Rua Job Lane, 900 - Alto da Boa Vista, BR-04639-001 São Paulo

Ph. (++55) ll-5236655, Fax (#55) ll-2469863

Sociedad Pedagogica R. Steiner, Seminario Pedagogico'Waldorf ,

Claudio Rauch, Manuel Covam¡bias 3782, Nuñoa,

Casilla 22-ll,CHL-Nuñoa, Santiago de Chile

Ph. (#s6) 2230ss6

Centro Humanistico Micael,
Cra.77 ANo.45 FF 31, COl-Medellin
Ph. (++s7) 4t3-6623

Instituto Superior Pedagogico Schiller-Goethe,

Aptdo 03-5 1 33 1 PER-Salamanca, Lima-3

Ph. (++s1)790763
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APPENDIX 2

TEACHER TRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE

(The six pages of the questionnaire follow)
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eacher Training Questionnaire A. B. Ma.zone, The University ofAdelaide Page I

.&Teacher Training Questiorutaire*

ABOUT YOU
AS A TEACHER

1) Whaf is your currenf posifion in fhe
school?

Ðt
Steiner/Waldorf school, when and
where did you starf?

When?........

Where?......

3) In your Stafe, are )¡ou required to be
regisfered as a feacher? YES/NO

4) Shouldyou ever consider if, areyou
qualifted fo teach in a conventional
school? YES/NO

ABOUT YOUR OWN-
TEACHER TRAINING

5) My inifial fraining occurred:Please
fick relevant dæade and staÍe the spe-

cific year(s) of your ftaining.

6) What kind of feacher training did
you receive? Tick fhe sfatemenf(s) fhaf
apply toyouand complefewhere re-
quired

(a) No formalteacher ftaining.

1980s

pre 7970

1970s

1990s

iDENTITICATION

A,: Your Name

B: Area(s) of work:
(Please tick.)

F,arly Ctttldttood.
Class Teaching.
High School.
Te:ichrer fraining.
Ofher.

(b) Co nvenf ional tencher training.

(c) Learned Sfeiner mefhods on-fhe-job
at (name school)

(d) "Crashcourses" af conferences or
workshops. (Give an example).

(e) Apprenticeship ft aittrng'. Worked
in classroom assisfing a feacher. (how
lory?)

(Ð Taughf own class whilebeilg Men-
torcdby an expertenced feacher.

(g') Par+-$rrre evening and/ot weekend
fraining. (howlong?)

(h) Fu11-time attendance at an Anthto-
posophicall y b ased T r ainrng College.
(Specify which).

(i) Convenf ional teacher frainirlg wifh
small Steiner componenf.

() Accredited Sfeiner ftaining as part
of adegtæ course.

(k) Accredited diploma or degree
course in Seiner eÁucatton.

(Continued)



Page 2 A. B Mâzzone, The University of Adelaide Teacher Training Questionnaire

ABOUT THE ASSESSMENT
OF YOLTR TRAINII\G

t) Howviqorous or demandinc was fhe
assessmenf of

(a) Your undersfanding of fhe
educafional philosophy underpinning
Steiner schools?

ABOTJT YOTJR ONGOING
PROFËSSIONAL TRAINING

(a) In forunal courses in WaldorflSfeiner
educafion?

(c) In any other siudies relevant fo
feaching? YES/NO

YES/NO

Course?

(b) In convenfional courses tn education?

YES/NO

Course?

(b) Your compefence in teaching aspecfs
of fhe fhe curriculum, and in pracfising
the methods and approaches consistent
wifh fhe aims and values of Sfeiner
education?

Sfudies?

11) Whaf ongoing sfudy or fraining do you
:r.articipafe in now?
(eg. professional development, conferences 

)

inserr¡ice frarning, fonnal sfudy, efc )

8) Did you receive a forrnal sf4f.elîcnl d
achievemenf , or cerfificafion, on
completion of your fraining? YES/NO

12) Is in-service training a regular feature of
!ì\ Did your frainins preþareyou fo teach your workplace? YES,TtrO
in any Steiner,/Waldorf school in
Ausfralia? YES,/NO 13) If YES, what was the last in-sen'ice

training activity in which you participated?
If NO, please comment on why not.



ìacher Training Questionnaire A. B. Ma.zone, The University ofAdelaid" Page 3

ABOUT THE CONTENT
OF YOUR TRAINING

14) Which of fhe folfowing areas
were included in your fraining?
(Please Tick)

(1) Basic Anfhroposophy
Philosophy of Freedom
Nafure of fhe Human Being
Evolufion of Consciousness
Reincarnafi on and Karma
Spiritual Hierarchies
Sfeinerrs Chrisfology
Goefhean Science
Any othet'l

(2) Psdagoe$/

"Study of Man" lecture course

Other?........

(3) The Arts: Did you receive a basic
introduction to any of the following
artistic expressions?

Speech Formation
Eurytlmy Singmg
Painting Drawing
Modelling Sculpture

Other?

(4) The Crafu: Did you receive a basic
introduction to any of the following
crafts?

knitting crocheting
weavrng sewmg
leathercraft

Othe¡?

(6) Depending on the yea¡ level you
chose to teach tick the appropriate areas
covered.

(a) Child Development
Early Childhood
Middle Childhood
Adolescence

(b) Curriculum Developmenf
Kindergarten
Primary School
High school

(c) Teaching Mefhodology
Early Childhood (Kinder)
Middle Childhood (rrimary)
Adolescenfs (High school)

(d) Classroom Managemenf
Irarning ab out the behaviour

needs of different agegroups andtheir
appropnate care in rcIation to
imifafion, aufhonty and freedom.

(7) School organisafion and
managemenf including

The Threefold Social Order
The College of Teachers
Conducf ing feachers' meetings
Relafionships wif h parenf s

Otlrrefl

(8) Medifafive Training (in relatton to
Iesson prep ar ation and teaching)

(9) Teaching Pracfice in schools

(a) Nwnber of pracfice periods.

&) Length of eachpractice.

(5) Games and Sports

(c) Ftow useful were fhe feaching
practtceblock*s?



Page 4 A. B. Mazone, The University ofAdelaide Teacher Training Questionnaire

REVIEW OF TRAINING

15) Whaf aspecfs of your training did
you find mosf relevanf:

(a) Personally

(b) Professionally

16) Was there anyfhing in your fraining
fhat, in hindsighf, should havebeen
includeÁ?

ABOUT YOU AS TEACHER
TRAINER:

Year

Where? (school or trairrjng cenfre)

20) If teacher fraining is nowyour FULL
TIME occurafion. andwhercdid
you sfarf?

Yeat'|.........

Wherc? (school or training centre)

21) Current work in Teacher Training.
Please lisf fhe courses youhavelaught or
currenfly teach'.

22) Do youconffibutelo in-sewice
frainin8:
(a) In sfaffconferences atyour presenf
school YÊS,/NO

&) ,q.t regional or national school
conferences. YES/NO

(c) es a consultanf to schools regionally
and / or nationally. YES /NO

23) lf YF,S to any of the above,what did
you feach in the lasf occasion? (lec,ture,
workshop or course)?



leacher Training Questionnaire A. B. Mazzone, The University ofAdelaide Page 5

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

24)
Steineil W aldorf school feachers today?

26)
in prospecfive f eachers?

26)
universify feacher-fraining courses.

(a) Whafbenefifs do you fhink fhis will havefor fhe School movemenf?

(b) What dangers mighf fhis pose for fhe School movemenfT



Page 6 A. B. Mazone, The University ofAdelaide Teacher Training Questionnaire

27)
eliglble to teach in a SteineilWaldorf school? (Consider issues of fhe Arts andAnfhroposophy.)

28)

(a) Do you a$dl (Does fhis view fally wifh your own, andfhe experience of your colleagues?)

(b)
if nof why nof?)

2e)
Australia?

Please return by 2}th[une fggT fo:
A. B. Mazzone, Graduafe school of FÁucatron, The universify of Adelaide, 5oo5

THANK YOU VERY MUCH
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These references appear inthe footnotes ofthe thesis.

Archiati, Pietro From Christianity to Chri.st,Temple Lodge Pub.' London 1996

Archiati, Pietro GivingJudas o Chance, Spiritual Science Pub'' Birmingham

Alabama, USA, 1999;

Attsbildungsrat: Bericht fi)r das Studienjalv 1995/96. A report by the Advisory

Committee on Teacher iraining for 1995196 for the Bund der Freien I4raldorfschulen

Stuttgart, October 1996
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Harper and Row, NY 1977

Hahn, Herbert "Howthe Watdorf School Arose from the Threefold Social Movement"

inA Man Beþre Others: Rudolf Steiner Remembered, Rudolf Steiner Press, Bristol,

r993

Heidenreich, Alfred Growing Point: The Story of the Foundation of the Movement.þr
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1965

Hirst, Paul "Liberal Education and the Nature of Knowledge," in R' S' Peters, TIrc

Philosophy of Educatior¡, Oxford University Press' 1973

Hughes, Gertrude Reif "Rudolf Steiner's Activist Epistemology and Its Relation to

feÃinist Thought in North America", ReVision, 799l,Vol. 14, No. I
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in C-herry Collins (Ed), Competencies: The Competencies Debate in Australian

Education and Training, Australian College of Educatiorç Canile;rra,1993

Knight J., Williams E., and Bartlett L. (Eds) unfinished Business: Reshaping the

Teaiher Education Industryfor the /'990s, UCQ Press, 1993

Kuh4 Hans D r e i gl i der ungs -ze it : Rudo If st e iner s Kampf fiir d ie G e s e I I s c haft,

Philosophisch-Anthroposophischer Verlag, Dornact¡ 1 978

Kutzli, Rudolf cre ative Form Drawing,(translated by Roswilha spence and william

Mann), Hawthorn Press, Stroud, UK' 1985.

Lievegoed Bernard Phases of Childhood, Floris Books, Edinlrurgh 1987

McAlice, Jon'Annual Report from the Pedagogical Section 1933', Rundbrief der

Pridagogischen Sektion am Goetheanum,No. 6 Winter 1999

Maier, Magda and Rawson, Martyn 'why does a teacher stay.yl.th his.class_for the

first eight years?' Waldorf Education: Exhibition Catalogue, 14' Session of the

tnternæional Conference on Education of UNESCO in Gene'a, Freunde der

Erziehungskunst Rudolf Steiners e.V-, 1994



Nat ional C ompe tency F ramew ork.þr B eginn ing Teachers, Australian Teaching

Council, Commonwealth of Australia, 1996

Niederhauser, Hans R. and Frohlich, Margaret Form Drawing, The Rudotf Steiner

School, New York,1974

Piaget, Jean The Origin of Intelligence in Children (1952), The Language and

Thought of the chitd (1952), The Psycholog,t of the child (1969).

1., Principles of the Anthroposophical Society, Publication of the General

Anthroposophical Society, Goetheanum, Dornach, Switzerland, undated

Schad, Wolfgang 'The change that comes with maturity - Vital processes and birth of

the soul', in David S Mitchell (ed) Developmental Insights: Discussions between

tloct o rs and teachers, ASWNA Publication s, 1997

Schiphorst, M.L.M Career prospects.for primary school teachers at Rudolf Steiner

schiols,Vrij pedagogisch Centrum (VPC), Driebergen, Netherlands, March 1996

Shalom, M. ben, 'Jewish Festival Celebration: Some thoughts from the Waldorf

school Harduf, Israel' inChild and Man,Yol.22 No' 2 July 1988

Shepherd, A. p. 'The Battle for the Spirit The Council of Constantinople, 869 A.D.',

The Golden Blade,1963
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Press, Stroud UK, 1992
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